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The purpose of this dissertation research was to understand how people adapt their information search
and decision-making processes and outcomes under time pressure. The goal of the first study was to create
and evaluate decision-making tasks; the results were also used to empirically set the task time limit for the
main study. The primary goal of the second study was to investigate the impact of time constraints and time
pressure on behavioral, cognitive and affective aspects of the search and decision-making processes and
outcomes.
A mixed methods research design was used in both studies. Quantitative data analysis methods were used
to analyze logged search interactions, eye-tracking data, and questionnaires to gain insights into participants’
perceptions of the tasks, their search and decision processes, and their decisions. Qualitative content analysis
was used to analyze participant’s recommendation decisions for their specificity and accuracy. In Study 2,
seven hypotheses were tested to evaluate the impact of time constraints on processes, outcomes, and time
perceptions.
Participants without a time limit spent almost exactly 5 minutes on the task and participants with a
5-minute time limit spent under 3 minutes although this difference was not significant at p≤.003. There were
no significant differences in search behaviors between time conditions. Time-constrained participants who
made a recommendation quickly were less likely to recommend a specific option, but there were no overall
differences in recommendation specificity.
Time-constrained participants felt higher time pressure, greater time inadequacy, and greater time
monitoring with moderate levels of search activity. They perceived a faster task pace, although there were no
differences in the average time spent on pages. Time-constrained participants did not find it more difficult to
search or make a decision, but they did find it less difficult to decide whether to search. They also did not find
iii
it more difficult to decide when to stop and make their decision, and they did not think that they had less
adequate information.
There was evidence that time-constrained participants adapted the amount of time they spent on decisions,
the amount of work they did by making less specific recommendations, or both.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
User-centered studies of information seeking and interactive information retrieval (IIR) seek to explore
or explain information-seeking or search behaviors and search outcomes. Unlike traditional studies of
information retrieval, studies of IIR examine the human side of information retrieval, that is, “people’s
information search behaviors, their use of interfaces and search features, and their interactions with systems”
rather than solely system performance (D. Kelly & Sugimoto, 2013, p. 745). IIR studies can range from
system evaluations, system comparisons, or more general studies of the effects of changes in the searcher’s
context or situation on searching behavior. The process and outcomes of information-seeking are impacted
by a number of objective and subjective factors relating to an individual, their context or situation, or the task
motivating the information-seeking (e.g., Ingwersen & Järvelin, 2005a; Kari & Savolainen, 2003; D. Kelly,
2006).
Time is an important situational and contextual factor of information-seeking (Savolainen, 2006) and
information retrieval (Ingwersen & Järvelin, 2005a). The time available for search or information-seeking
can influence the choice of an information source, the search process, or the task outcomes directly through
time constraints and/or indirectly by inducing cognitive or affective changes in the searcher as a result of the
time pressure felt by the searcher.
Perceived time pressure and time constraints may also influence the information-seeking process and
outcomes or interact with other factors relating to the information-seeker, their context or situation, or the
task motivating the information-seeking; this remains an important area of research (Savolainen, 2006). The
effects of time pressure and time constraints may not be the same in all contexts and situations. Investigating
how, when, and why information-seekers adapt their search process in the face of time constraints can help
provide insights into the impact of contextual and situational factors of information-seeking.
Understanding impact of time constraints and time pressure on search is also important to research
methodology. In an experimental IIR study, a researcher intentionally manipulates one or more variables
to observe its effects on searchers’ behaviors or perceptions. Researchers attempt to isolate the effects
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of the experimental treatments on the outcomes of interest from factors that might potentially confound
results through the use of careful experimental controls and research design. In experimental lab-based IIR
studies, participants are often asked to complete an information retrieval task which may be situated within a
simulated work task (Borlund, 2016; Borlund & Ingwersen, 1997).
A natural question when designing an experiment using an imposed search task is how to decide how
much time to allow for the study and for the completion of each task. Experimental researchers seek to
minimize respondent fatigue during the study session while optimizing the collection of appropriate data
during the study. As such, determining if and how to limit the time for participants to complete the study is
an important element of study design (D. Kelly, 2009, p. 59). In addition, the study instructions and task
scenarios must be carefully crafted; the simulated information need and scope of the task that they convey
may also include explicit or implicit instructions for when participants should consider the experimental task
to be completed (Borlund, 2000).
As part of the experimental design process for experiments with human subjects, researchers have to
carefully plan the study so that the study participant can complete the study within the planned (and ethics
board-approved) study session time limit. Researchers can set or limit the scope of work to be completed
during an experiment session or for a test by setting constraints on the time to spend on the work (i.e., time
limits), by constraining the work to do during the task (e.g., “work limits” in Paterson and Tinker (1930)), or
by constraining both the time and the work. Work limits and/or time limits can be set for the experimental
study as a whole or for an individual task within the experimental design.
Although the time allowed to complete tasks is an important aspect of the experimental design that
could impact the results (D. Kelly, 2009), time limits are inconsistently selected and reported in IIR studies
(D. Kelly & Sugimoto, 2013). Researchers infrequently investigate the impact of the time limits on the search
process and search outcomes. In addition, other experimental design elements used in IIR studies such as
instructions to work quickly or providing financial incentives based on performance as described in D. Kelly
and Sugimoto (2013) have been used intentionally to induce time pressure in experimental decision-making
studies.
The purpose of this dissertation research is to investigate how people adapt their information search and
decision-making processes under time constraints and time pressure. This research investigates the impact
of time constraints on information search in support of decision-making and it evaluates both information
search and decision-making processes and outcomes. Previous IIR research examining the impact of time
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constraints and time pressure in search has focused on search behaviors and perceptions (e.g., Crescenzi, 2016;
Crescenzi, Capra, & Arguello, 2013, 2017; Crescenzi, Kelly, & Azzopardi, 2015, 2016; Chang Liu, Zhang,
Jiang, Yang, & Zhao, 2014) and has not analyzed search or task outcomes. By examining search in support
of decision-making, this research draws from and extends research on decision-making and information
search. In addition, by analyzing information search in support of preferential choice decisions, the tasks
in this research have a goal of making a good decision rather than finding a set amount of information; this
research does not impose or imply a specific amount of information that should be gathered to make the
recommendation. Previous experimental IIR studies investigating time constraints and time pressure have
specified the amount of work to do in a task by using tasks in which the researchers ask participants to
search for and identify a specific number of articles (e.g., Crescenzi, 2016; Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016),
bookmark pages with information to help accomplish a task (Crescenzi et al., 2013, 2017), or to write or
copy information about a topic in a notebook (Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014).
The primary goal of this research is to investigate the impact of time constraints and time pressure on
behavioral, cognitive and affective aspects of the search and decision-making processes and outcomes. An
important secondary research goal is to investigate the factors which contribute to felt time pressure during
search in order to differentiate between the impact of an objective time constraint and subjectively perceived
time pressure. To accomplish these research goals, two studies were conducted using a mixed methods
research design. The purpose of the first study was to create and evaluate decision-making tasks to use in the
second study in which time pressure was induced experimentally. In the first study, a series of decision tasks
were created and 18 participants completed the decision tasks in an untimed experimental study. Participants’
perceptions of the decision tasks and their search and decision behaviors were analyzed to 1) assess the
suitability of the tasks for a study of time-pressured search and decision-making, and 2) empirically inform
the selection of a task time limit to use experimentally induce time pressure in Study 2.
The purpose of the second study was to investigate adaptation in search and decision-making under time
constraints and time pressure. Three research questions are the focus of Study 2:
RQ1: How do searchers adapt their search process under time pressure?
RQ2: How and why do time constraints and time pressure impact search and decision outcomes?
RQ3: To what extent can perceived time pressure in search be explained by factors relating to an
individual (i.e., individual differences vs. situational)?
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In addition, the extent to which the assigned topics and tasks induced time pressure and a feeling of time in
adequacy was also evaluated.
In Study 2, time pressure was induced by experimentally manipulating the time allowed for participants
to make a recommendation decision in order to observe behavioral, cognitive and affective effects of time
constraints and time pressure. Participants were asked to make a series of recommendations in one of two
time limit conditions: 1) with a 5-minute decision time limit, or 2) with no time limit or and no time guidance.
Participants were given a decision scenario, asked to identify options for a friend, recommend the one they
thought was best, and briefly describe why they recommended that option. A search system was available for
participants to use to identify options and to form their recommendations. Participants were instructed to
make their recommendations when they thought they could make a good recommendation for their friend;
they were not instructed to search.
Recommendations made by participants were analyzed for their specificity and the extent to which they
matched the information request. Seven hypotheses were tested to evaluate the impact of time constraints
on processes, outcomes, and time perceptions. Data was collected through an instrumented experiment
and search system, eye-tracking, pre- and post-task questionnaires, a post-experiment questionnaire, and
a final interview. Data analysis included quantitative and qualitative analysis methods. Quantitative data
analysis methods were used to analyze log and questionnaire data including factor analysis and multilevel
mixed effects models for hypothesis testing. Logged search interactions and eye-tracking data were analyzed
to identify differences in search behavior measures, and questionnaires were used to gain insights into
participants’ perceptions of the tasks, their search and decision processes, and their decisions. Qualitative
content analysis was used to analyze recommendations.
This research contributes to our understanding of the causes and impact of time pressure in search. The
results from this research help us to better understand how the search and decision-making process and
outcomes are impacted by time constraints and time pressure. There are also important methodological
implications for IIR studies. Time pressure caused by researcher-imposed task or session time limits may
influence search behavior and system use in unintended or unanticipated ways. Finally, insights from this
research may be able to be applied to system design: if we can infer time pressure and understand how
it influences search and decision-making process, we may be able to design search system interactions or
features that provide better support for time-pressured searchers.
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This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Chapter two provides an overview of time pressure,
search, decision-making, and adaptation under time pressure. Chapter three contains the research questions
and hypotheses; it also provides context for each hypothesis through a focused review of the related literature.
Chapter four describes the research methods used in Study 1 and Study 2 including the study design, scenario
and tasks, experimental design including the time limit manipulation in Study 2, data collection methods and
measures, procedure, and approach to data analysis. Chapters five and six describe the results of Study 1 and
Study 2. Chapter seven summarizes the results, discusses themes from the findings and their implications,
describes limitations and possible contributions of this research, and concludes with possible directions for
future research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Time is a fundamental multi-dimensional concept in the human experience. The Merriam Webster
Dictionary defines time as:
1a: the measured or measurable period during which an action, process, or condition exists
or continues: duration, 1b: a nonspatial continuum that is measured in terms of events which
succeed one another from past through present to future. (“Time,” n.d.)
The constructivist view of time holds that the “concepts and values we hold about the various times are
the products of human interaction” with variations in cultural and individual approaches to time (Bluedorn,
2002, p.14). Time is experienced and measured both objectively and subjectively. Time can be objectively
perceived and measured in even time (i.e., evenly spaced units of time such as hours, minutes, and seconds)
or in event time using cyclical events as references such as temporal rhythms observable in the natural world
like the rising and setting of the sun or biological rhythms like the stages of life (Bluedorn & Denhardt, 1988;
Savolainen, 2006). These two objective conceptualizations of time, even time and event time, can also be
integrated rather than dichotomized (Schulz, 2012), e.g., the interval between events can be measured using
clock time. Many studies of information search and information-seeking use objective time measures using
even time (e.g., time spent on task, time spent on search results pages), intervals between events (e.g., time
between queries) or use even-time-normalized measures of events (e.g., queries issued per minute). Time
can also be experienced subjectively with differences in time perception across cultures (Komlodi & Carlin,
2004), between individuals (Luo, Liu, et al., 2017), or even within an individual in different situations.
2.1 Time and Time Pressure
Time is an important factor of information behavior, information-seeking and interactive search. Savolainen
(2006) characterized three primary ways in which time is treated in information-seeking studies, particularly
in studies of everyday life information-seeking:
(i) time as a fundamental attribute of the situation or context of information-seeking, (ii) time
as qualifier of access to information, and (iii) time as an indicator of the information-seeking
process." (p. 110, emphasis added)
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Time as a contextual or situational factor can also be found in models of information behavior, information-
seeking, and interactive information retrieval as an implicitly included contextual or situational temporal
factor (e.g., Byström & Järvelin, 1995; Ingwersen & Järvelin, 2005b) or explicitly included in the model
(e.g., Vakkari & Kuokkanen, 1997). The impact of time and temporal factors on information-seeking and
information behavior (i.e., qualifiers of access) can also be found in several models of information seeking
(e.g., Marchionini, 1995). Finally, the time dimension is included in search studies as an indicator of the
information-seeking process with many possible interpretations.
Until recently, few experimental studies have examined the impact of time constraints on information
search behaviors and outcomes in the setting of an IIR study, and even fewer studies have included time
constraints as an experimentally manipulated variable (Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016; Chang Liu et al., 2019;
Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014; Tombros, Ruthven, & Jose, 2005). There is also evidence of differences in the
information-seeking process as a result of time constraints or time pressure in naturalistic and observational
studies (e.g., Agosto, 2002; S. Y. Chen & Rieh, 2009; Julien & Michels, 2004).
2.1.1 Time constraints. Time can be constrained in even time or event time. Time constraints may
take the form of an explicit time limit which limits the total duration of time available to work on a task (e.g.,
15 minutes to complete task), or an explicit time limit set in in reference to another task or event (e.g., finish
this task before 1pm meeting). In other cases, the amount of time to work on a task or fill an information
need may be implicitly constrained such as if an individual faces an urgent or time-critical information need
(e.g., an urgent medical condition in (N. Mishra, White, Ieong, & Horvitz, 2014)). Time constraints may be
externally imposed (e.g., work deadline) or self-imposed (e.g., allocate time to be able to complete multiple
tasks). Savolainen (2006) differentiates between an objective and a subjective temporal constraint: a deadline
represents an objective temporal constraint whereas a subjective temporal constraint is how the objective
constraint is perceived by an individual (p. 123).
2.1.2 Time pressure. Although some sources use the term “time pressure” as a synonym with time
constraint (e.g., Case, 2012), there is an important conceptual difference between an objective time constraint
and how an individual perceives or internalizes the time constraint. Time pressure is the “psychological stress
resulting from having to get things done in less time than is required or desired” (Davis Company, 2017).
Decision-making studies have differentiated between the time pressure felt by a decision-maker and a time
constraint. Ordóñez and Benson (1997) provide a succinct description of the difference:
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Time constraint exists whenever there is a time deadline, even if the person is able to complete
the task in less time.
Time pressure indicates that the time constraint induced some feeling of stress and created a need
to cope with the limited time. Thus, it is possible to have time constraint but no time pressure.
(p. 122)
The time pressure felt by an individual in a given situation is a function of their assessment of amount of time
and the volume of work to complete a task. Time pressure can be caused by not only time constraints but
other factors that might limit the amount of time available to work on a task (e.g., urgency of the information
need, system delays, interruptions to the task) or impact the volume of work (e.g., task complexity, task
familiarity). In an IIR context, the time pressure felt by an individual in a given situation is a function of
the amount of time and the volume of work to complete a (work, decision-making, problem-solving, or
information-seeking) task which may require one or more search tasks using a search system to meet the
individual’s information goals (e.g. make a decision, resolve information need).
As time and time constraints are subjectively experienced (McKenzie & Davies, 2002; Savolainen, 2006),
it is important to consider how the situational factors are perceived by individuals as well as the impact of
the situational factors. For example, individual differences in perceived time pressure have been empirically
observed in studies in which participants were given the same amount of time to complete the same task
(e.g., Crescenzi et al., 2013). The effects of situational factors (i.e., time constraints) on search behavior and
outcomes may be mediated by how they are perceived (e.g., time pressure).
2.1.3 Time pressure and overload. Time pressure, information overload, and choice overload are
related concepts. They are subjective perceptions (with affective components) that result from too little time,
too much information, or too many choices. Information overload can result when an individual perceives
that the flow of information is more and/or faster than can be processed effectively (Bawden & Robinson,
2009; Hahn, Lawson, & Lee, 1992), and choice overload can result when the number of choice options
is perceived as greater than can be processed effectively (Chiravirakul & Payne, 2014; Haynes, 2009).1
Information overload is broader in scope than choice overload as the information to process when making a
decision may include background information on the topic or product in addition to the number of alternatives
and the number of attributes.
1The term “information overload” has used in the decision-making literature to mean choice overload due to too many choices
(Malhotra, 1982).
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2.1.4 Time perception. Several information search studies have recently described individual and
task differences in time perception and time estimation during search (e.g., Arapakis, Bai, & Cambazoglu,
2014; Hertzum & Holmegaard, 2013a; Luo, Li, et al., 2017; Luo, Liu, et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2016). Hertzum
and Holmegaard (2013a) found that participants overestimated post-task time estimates; time-constrained
participants overestimated time more than those who were not timed. In a series of studies, Luo and coauthors
compared actual duration with estimated duration in experimental studies of search or search subtasks (e.g.,
reading documents). They found that participants who used a search interface with a timing box indicating
time spent on task by color and flash frequency overestimated actual duration compared to a control group
(Luo et al., 2016). Participants generally misestimated the time they spent reading documents overall and
the under-or over-estimation was somewhat consistent across participants and consistent across the multiple
methods used to elicit duration estimates (Luo, Liu, et al., 2017). Jang, Lee, and Kim (2016) were concerned
that individual differences in time perception might be a confounding factor in their investigation of task
complexity, so they asked participants to estimate the duration of their experimental session as part of their
task complexity manipulation check. They suggested that perception of time spent on task was influenced by
the complexity of the task rather than the actual amount of time spent on the task.
2.2 Information Search and Decision Making
This study examines information search in support of decision-making. As a result the processes and
outcomes of both information search and decision-making are analyzed: How people search for information
and how they use the information to make a decision are equally important. The process and outcomes
of information search and the decision-making the information search and decision-making processes are
concurrent and intertwined.
2.2.1 Similarities and differences between decision-making and information search studies. The
concepts and methods used to study decision making are a good fit for the study of exploratory search
and information-seeking behaviors in some ways. The process of decision making often involves the
active seeking of information, and information-seeking may be motivated by the need to make a decision.
Information search and information-seeking involves cognitive and emotional processing of information as
well as a series of micro-decisions. During the information-seeking process, searchers make many decisions
including whether or not to pursue their information need, which sources to use, and the usefulness and
relevance of documents and their contents.
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The processes of decision making and information seeking both start with a self-generated or externally
imposed task (e.g., make a decision, find some information) that may be well-defined or nebulous. The
decision-makers and information-seekers have varying levels of expertise and experience with the task
domain (subject of the decision or information-seeking) and with the task itself (making a decision or
information-seeking). Both the effort and the importance of the decision or information-seeking task may
vary considerably from person to person and by the same person at different times.
Findings from studies in decision making can offer insights into the potential impact of time limits and
time pressure on the series of decisions which take place during information search and information seeking
(e.g., Where do I start? Which source? Which queries? Am I done?). Time has been conceptualized similarly
in research on information behavior and decision making (Ariely & Zakay, 2001; Savolainen, 2006). Like
information-seeking, decision making can be analyzed as a single episode model, a multi-stage model in
which a decision-maker follows a sequential or iterative process, or as a dynamic model that explicitly takes
into account time by “considering the duration needed to make the decision, the optimal time to make a
decision, or the changes in the decision structure as a function of time” (Ariely & Zakay, 2001, p.194). Both
characterize time as an attribute of the context or situation (e.g., limited resource) that can impact affect and
cognition as well as the processes, strategies and outcomes involved. Time is also the medium through which
dynamic information-seeking and decision making can be observed and measured.
There remain unanswered questions about the role of time pressure in both information-seeking and
decision making. The impact of time pressure can have a negative impact on the decision-making process
and strategy, or the decision-maker may change their processes and strategies in the face of time pressure.
Ariely and Zakay (2001) call for a better understanding of “the relationship between objective time available
for making a decision and perceived time-stress” and a “need to build a theory that can explain when and
how micro-strategies are utilized under time-stress” (p. 204). Similarly, Savolainen (2006) notes “there is
a need to develop a research agenda in order to approach the temporal issues of information seeking more
systematically” (p. 124).
2.2.2 Method similarities and differences. Although there are similarities between search and
decision-making, there are also several differences. A fundamental difference between research on search
in interactive information retrieval and decision-making is how they prioritize information search vs. the
underlying task motivating the search (e.g., decision, problem-solving, work, etc.). The decision-making
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process and outcome is the primary focus in decision-making research. In these studies, information search
generally means external information search (i.e., seeking information from sources other than one’s memory).
As information search and information source selection were not the focus of the studies, many experimental
decision-making studies have often provided information to participants about the alternatives and attributes
to consider using a matrix or information board such as MouseLab. This helps to isolate the decision from
information acquisition as well as controls the amount and types of information available. Many decision-
making studies have examined differences in patterns of information use during the decision-making process
and decision quality under different time constraints.
In IIR research, the process of how people use search tools or other resources to acquire information
is a primary focus. The outcome of the underlying task triggering the information-seeking (e.g., decision,
problem-solving) may be often of secondary importance. Researchers generally provide one or more search
systems for people to use to search for information by querying, examining results, and reading documents.
The size of the choice set for the decision (i.e., the number of alternatives and attributes) is dependent on
what the decision-maker already knows or finds through information-seeking or search.
In IIR studies, the search system might return results from the open web or from a closed corpus for
which the researcher may know the set of documents which have been judged as relevant to a set of predefined
tasks (e.g., the AQUAINT corpus used in Crescenzi et al. (2015)). While (I)IR researchers can use measures
derived from expert relevance assessments such as precision (i.e., the proportion of the retrieved documents
that are relevant) or recall (i.e., the proportion of the relevant documents retrieved) to assess the quality of a
system or search, these measure topical relevance rather than the usefulness of the information to the user in
their specific situation (Cole et al., 2009).
Lab-based experimental studies are used in both decision-making and information search research. As
previously noted, studies of decision making and information-seeking investigate outcomes as well as the
cognitive and metacognitive processes involved using process tracing methods. Although the methods in
decision making and information-seeking are similar, the primary emphasis in a decision-making study is the
decision rather than information seeking and information search. As such, it is common for the information
source(s) and extent of information available to be experimentally controlled or manipulated so that the
subprocesses of information acquisition and integration can be carefully examined. In contrast, the emphasis
in an information-seeking study is the information-seeking and search (which may or may not be used to
make a decision).
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The outcome to be assessed in decision-making studies is dependent upon the type of decision (e.g.,
choice vs. judgment) and the task to be completed. Outcomes might include the number of people who
chose the more risky alternative (Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981; Huber & Kunz, 2007), or the frequency in
which the better alternative is selected (i.e., dominant alternative selected or dominated alternative rejected).
Other outcome measures include the number or rate of problems solved correctly (Baumann, 1998; Hertzum
& Holmegaard, 2013a), or an assessment by experts’ of the quality of a written product (Karau & Kelly,
1992; van der Kleij, Lijkwan, Rasker, & De Dreu, 2009). Some researchers have also created measures that
take into account the extent to which the decision made meets the criteria of the decision maker such as
the proportion of satisfactory attributes (Hahn et al., 1992). Some types of decisions cannot be assessed for
objective accuracy (e.g., preference decisions) whereas other decisions may be more objectively accurate
than others (e.g., inference based on evidence) (Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011; Zajonc, 1980). For example,
a preference decision is subjective; the participant makes a selection based on their own preferences. The
accuracy of a preference decision can be assessed for the extent to which it meets the decision-maker’s
preferences, but there may not be an objectively correct decision. On the other hand, a researcher can assess
whether a participant made a correct inference based on the information provided such as choosing the less
risky option.
Researchers also evaluate decision-making processes by analyzing the actual process of the decision-
makers. The relative costs and benefits of decision strategies can be formally and quantitatively operational-
ized to compare strategies along the dimensions of effort and accuracy. J. W. Payne, Bettman, and Johnson
(1988, 1993) operationalized effort as the sum of the frequency of each type of individual actions in a decision
and the accuracy of a decision was operationalized as a relative accuracy metric which compared the decision
strategy used with the most effortful (i.e., that which maximized expected value) and the least effortful
(random choice). An observed decision-making process can be compared to an optimal or compensatory de-
cision process using the relative accuracy measure. Similar methods are used in human-computer interaction
research to compare the process of an actual interaction with a system to an idealized process.
To measure the effort or cost of a decision strategy, decision-making and information-seeking researchers
have decomposed processes into individual actions or sequences of actions at different levels of granularity.
For example, Johnson and Payne (1985) decomposed the decision-making process into elementary information
processes (EIPs). Strategies for decision-making and information search have been decomposed into
sequences of actions at different levels of granularity (e.g., strategy, tactic, and move) for cognitive activities
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(e.g., Bates, 1979b); physical actions such as tactics (Bates, 1979a; Marchionini, 1989) or moves within
tactics (Wildemuth, 2004); or cognitive and physical activities (e.g., Wildemuth, Kelly, Boettcher, Moore, &
Dimitrova, 2018; Xie & Joo, 2010, 2012). Similarly, methods like GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, and
Selection rules) and variants are used in efficiency evaluations of information systems (John & Kieras, 1996).
2.2.3 Time pressure in experimental studies. Time pressure has been successfully induced in ex-
perimental studies by manipulating the actual or perceived amount of time to complete the work and/or the
amount of work to be completed in experimental research studies. A systematic review by D. Kelly and
Sugimoto (2013) indicated that researchers reported the time allowed for task completion in 39% of the
reviewed IIR studies while 42% did not mention the presence or absence of time constraints. In the cases
where researchers did specify the time limits, the average time limit was 17 minutes (SD=13) with 15 as
the median and mode. In some cases, researchers indicated the amount of time they allowed participants to
complete tasks while others noted that there were time limits but did not specify the amount of time allowed.
Kelly and Sugimoto also noted cases where researchers instructed participants to work quickly or provided
additional financial incentives to study participants who completed their tasks quickly. These methods have
been used to induce time pressure in experimental decision-making studies. The task instructions containing
the criteria for ending a task also vary: search until all relevant documents are found, search until n documents
are found, search until the time limit is reached, or even to search until satisfied with what you have found.
Inducing time pressure by manipulating time or time perception. Most frequently, time pressure is
induced by manipulating the time allowed to complete a task (Crescenzi et al., 2016; Gilliland & Schmitt,
1993; Ordóñez & Benson, 1997) or a series of tasks (Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008) alone or in conjunction
with other methods (e.g., warning of approaching end of time). Time manipulation might be subject to one
or more time constraints, such as a deadline for when a task must be completed or time limit indicating
the amount of time a person can take to complete a task or subtask. When a time limit is used to induce
time pressure, the specific time allowed given to complete tasks or activities is often based upon the mean
completion time in a prior or pilot study in which no time limits were imposed (e.g., Gilliland & Schmitt,
1993; Hertzum & Holmegaard, 2013b; Ordóñez & Benson, 1997). These methods include setting the time
allowed under time pressure equal to the mean minus standard deviation (e.g., Huber & Kunz, 2007; Maule,
Hockey, & Bdzola, 2000; Ordóñez & Benson, 1997), or half of the mean from pilot testing or previous studies
(e.g., Crescenzi et al., 2016; Gilliland & Schmitt, 1993; Weenig & Maarleveld, 2002). For example, to induce
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time pressure, Crescenzi et al. (2015) set a time limit corresponding to 50% of the mean task completion
time for tasks used in a different study using the same system without a task time constraint. In other cases,
researchers have manipulated time pressure without manipulating the amount of time allowed by instructing
participants to work as fast as possible (e.g., Fehrenbacher & Smith, 2014).
Other researchers have used visual representations of time passing to induce time pressure or provide
awareness of time. Luo et al. (2016) included a timing bar on the search interface above the query box; the
timing bar changed from green to red and flashed more frequently as a participant spent more time on task.
Maule et al. (2000) displayed a timing bar which shrunk as time elapsed and disappeared when time ran out.
Weenig and Maarleveld (2002) used two different time cues for the low and high time pressure conditions. A
countdown timer was displayed in the high time limit condition (with a time limit) and a clock showing the
time was present for the low time pressure condition which had no time limits.
Time pressure has also been induced by manipulating the perception of time adequacy through in-
structions telling participants the time is inadequate to complete the tasks (Alison, Doran, Long, Power,
& Humphrey, 2013; J. R. Kelly & Loving, 2004). Other methods for drawing attention to time to induce
time pressure have included an audible noise in the room (e.g., a metronome in Inbar, Botti, & Hanko,
2011), having a member of the research team pace the room (e.g., Stone & Kadous, 1997), or by notifying
participants of elapsed time (e.g., Luo et al., 2016; Wright, 1974) or time remaining until the time limit is
reached (e.g., Maule et al., 2000). For example, to induce a feeling of rushing in half of participants, Inbar
et al. (2011) used two different rates of audible metronome ticks (80 vs. 40 ticks/minute). Wright (1974)
used multiple methods: indicating time passing by writing the elapsed time on the board every 10 seconds,
instructing participants to work as rapidly as possible, and asking participants to note on their paper how
much time they spent on each task.
Inducing time pressure by manipulating work or work perceptions. Researchers have also induced
time pressure by varying the work to be done without varying the time allowed. This has been accomplished
by giving participants more tasks to complete in a time-pressured condition (e.g., Baumann, 1998) or by
giving tasks that were more cognitively complex (Crescenzi et al., 2017). For example, imposed search
tasks of varying levels of cognitive complexity were assigned in Crescenzi et al. (2017) without varying
the amount of time allowed. They found significantly higher levels of perceived time pressure in tasks that
were more cognitively complex. Time pressure has also been induced by interrupting a primary task with
additional work in the form of a secondary task. Increased time pressure due to interruptions has been found
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in experimental settings (Hertzum & Holmegaard, 2013b; Mark, Gudith, & Klocke, 2008) and in experience
sampling studies (Baethge & Rigotti, 2013).
Time pressure has also been induced by varying both work and time. These methods include varying
the rate of information presentation (e.g., Matthews & Campbell, 1998), or imposing additional work if
participants do not finish their task on time (e.g., Ordóñez & Benson, 1997). In other cases, researchers have
determined the amount of participants’ financial incentives based upon the amount of work completed in a
given amount of time (e.g., Marsden, Pakath, & Wibowo, 2006) or the time taken to complete a given amount
of work (e.g, J. W. Payne, Bettman, & Luce, 1996; Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008).
Self-imposed time pressure. In addition to the time pressure induced by researcher-imposed time
constraints, participants may experience time pressure from self-imposed time constraints. As MacGregor
(1993) notes, all decisions have an externally-imposed or self-imposed time frame:
all decisions and choices occur under time pressure, within a time frame that has a deadline,
either self-imposed by an individual, or established by the external context in which the behavior
occurs. The time frame is initiated by internal events (e.g., a perceived need to make a decision),
external events (e.g., task demands of an occupation), or by both. (p. 74)
The interview subjects in Mansourian and Ford (2007) noted two types of time constraints for their information
searches: time constraints imposed by external factors over which the searcher does not have control, and
self-generated time constraints where a searcher prefers to limit their time spent for the search.
Removing or preventing time pressure. In some cases, researchers have recognized the possibility of
self-induced time pressure and attempted to remove self-induced time pressure or induce low levels of time
pressure through instructions to participants (Eysenbach & Köhler, 2002) or experimental manipulations (e.g.,
J. Chen & Proctor, 2017; Wright, 1974). In some cases, researchers have noted making experimental design
decisions to attempt to reduce variability in perceived time pressure or to avoid inducing time pressure. For
example, Jarvenpaa, Dickson, and Desanctis (1985) manipulated both task complexity and the time available
to complete tasks in order to induce similar levels of time pressure across tasks to avoid confounding their
results. Others have explained their experimental design decision to not limit time on task to intentionally
avoid inducing time pressure prevent its potential impact to results (e.g., Borlund & Ingwersen, 1997).
Several studies of information-seeking or information search have described the time pressure perceived by
study participants as a factor which may have inadvertently impacted their results and/or be an alternative
explanation for results found (e.g., González-Ibáñez, Haseki, & Shah, 2013; Kules & Shneiderman, 2008).
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There are other issues with time pressure in experimental studies, including individual variability in
sensitivity to time pressure (e.g., Crescenzi et al., 2013; Francis-Smythe & Robertson, 1999; Chang Liu et al.,
2019). In addition, some researchers have found carryover effects of time limits in studies with repeated-
measures (Ordóñez & Benson, 1997; J. W. Payne et al., 1988; Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008) suggesting that
once an individual changes their strategy in response to induced time pressure, it may not be possible to undo
this change. In pilot testing, Ordóñez and Benson (1997) found carryover effects of a within-subjects time
pressure manipulation:
Pilot testing indicated that simply mentioning that there would be a time constraint in later trials
caused subjects to significantly reduce their response times in the unconstrained trials. Time
constraints were therefore not mentioned in these initial trials. (p. 125-6)
J. W. Payne et al. (1988) also found carryover effects across multiple days of a study.
Manipulation checks. Some studies verified the effectiveness of their experimental conditions by asking
one to three questions about perceived time pressure as a manipulation check (e.g., Crescenzi et al., 2015;
Maule et al., 2000; Ordóñez & Benson, 1997), while others have assumed that their manipulation methods
lead to experienced time pressure (e.g., Chang Liu et al., 2019). Experimental manipulations designed to
induce time pressure are often based on pilot testing or a review of the literature, but it is difficult to know if
the experimental manipulation was successful if manipulation checks are not performed. This is especially
important if the researchers did not find any significant differences in behaviors between time conditions (e.g.,
Farri et al., 2013).
2.3 Adaptation in Search and Decision Making
Although the impact of time pressure and time constraints in information-seeking and information search
has only recently begun to be investigated, the impact of time pressure on decision making has been more
extensively studied. Researchers have examined the amount and type of information used under time pressure
to support their decision making. Many of these studies were conducted in the 1980s and 1990s using an
information board in an experimental setting that allowed the researcher to control the information available
and present information to participants with specific attributes or facets. Time pressure was experimentally
induced often in conjunction with manipulation checks to determine if there was the desired effect of the
imposed time constraint (e.g., Maule et al., 2000; Ordóñez & Benson, 1997; J. W. Payne et al., 1996).
Findings from these works suggest that time constraints and/or perceived time pressure can impact the
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decision performance (e.g., Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981; Maule et al., 2000) and decision-maker’s perceptions
of performance (e.g., van der Kleij et al., 2009).
Studies of decision making and psychology have explored the impacts of time pressure in a variety of
settings including gambles or risky decisions (e.g., Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981; Maule et al., 2000; J. W.
Payne et al., 1988), multi-alternative or multi-attribute decisions or inferences (e.g., Fehrenbacher & Smith,
2014; Gilliland & Schmitt, 1993; Haynes, 2009; Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008), medical decision making
(e.g., Hausmann, Zulian, Battegay, & Zimmerli, 2016), problem solving (e.g., Baumann, 1998; Hertzum &
Holmegaard, 2013a), police work (e.g., Allen, 2011), and negotiations (e.g., De Dreu, 2003).
2.3.1 Adaptation in decision-making. The effects of time pressure on the examination of information
during decision-making can be organized into several themes: accelerated information processing, selective
filtration of information to process, and the use of less analytic information processing and decision making
(see Edland & Svenson, 1993).
Acceleration. In time-pressured decisions, researchers have found that study participants may accelerate
their information processing. Maule and Edland (1997) define acceleration as “an increase in the tempo
or speed of activity associated with either a faster rate of information processing and/or elimination of
pauses, rests and other interruptions in task-related activity” (p. 193). They consider acceleration to be a
micro-strategy used by people under time pressure as it requires relatively minor adaptations in cognitive
processing. Acceleration can take the form of a participant working faster to complete the task (Benson &
Beach, 1996; Karau & Kelly, 1992; Maule et al., 2000), spending less on each stage of the decision-making
process (Karau & Kelly, 1992), processing more information at the same time (Eisenhardt, 1989), or reducing
the amount of time spent on each piece of information (Gilliland & Schmitt, 1993; Maule et al., 2000).
To look for evidence of acceleration in decision-making studies, researchers often compare the average
time spent on a type of activity (e.g., seconds spent viewing an information cue) or the rate of an activity
(e.g., number of cues viewed per minute) across two or more time-pressure-inducing experimental conditions.
In addition, by using a time-normalized measure such as a rate of behavior (i.e., behaviors per unit of time)
rather than the frequency of behavior, a researcher is able to compare across decisions with differing time
limits. These measures are often derived from summaries of events which took place during a session (e.g.,
count of total cues viewed divided by the total time spent on the task).
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Selective information processing. Increased selectivity in choosing which information to process is a
mechanism for adapting under time pressure in which a decision-maker reduces the amount of information to
process. Maule and Edland (1997) consider selectivity a micro-strategy. Selectivity has been decomposed
into two different ways in which the amount of information is reduced. Filtration is a mechanism by which a
decision-maker reduces “the proportion of total attribute information that is processed” and omission is when
a decision-maker reduces the overall amount of information to process by “completely ignoring one or more
attributes across all alternatives” (Maule & Edland, 1997, p.193).
Filtration can take the form of participants making a decision based on what they already know (Kruglan-
ski & Freund, 1983; Svenson & Edland, 1987), or by changing the type of information sought to be more
general (Maule et al., 2000) or more congruent with the decision-maker’s perspective (Smith, Fabrigar,
Powell, & Estrada, 2007). Decision-makers may view fewer information cues under time pressure (Ben
Zur & Breznitz, 1981; Gilliland & Schmitt, 1993; Maule et al., 2000; Paul & Nazareth, 2010). Decision
makers under time pressure may also focus on certain types of information. They might focus on certain
types of alternatives such as the most probable outcome (e.g., J. W. Payne et al., 1988), certain types of
attributes such as the most reliable information (Glöckner & Betsch, 2008), or the most salient type of
attribute such as the probability of a gamble’s success (J. W. Payne et al., 1988; Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008).
Interestingly, Fehrenbacher and Smith (2014) found evidence of an interaction effect of time pressure and
decision justification suggesting a decision justification requirement can reduce filtration under time pressure.
Time-pressured decision-makers are also found to be more likely to use a non-compensatory strategy,
i.e., remove an alternative from consideration because it fails to meet one of the decision criteria, rather
than to consider all of the information available to them when making a decision (J. W. Payne et al., 1988;
Svenson, Edland, & Slovic, 1990). In a non-compensatory strategy, simplifying heuristics or decision rules
are used to select or eliminate alternatives based on fit with an individual attribute (in order of importance),
thereby reducing the information for processing (Edland & Svenson, 1993). Maule et al. (2000) consider a
shift in strategy from compensatory to non-compensatory as a macro strategy as there are “major changes
to the underlying strategy” and cognitive processing required (p. 193). Satisficing is an example of a non-
compensatory strategy observed in studies of both decision-making and information-seeking (Agosto, 2002;
Mansourian & Ford, 2007; Prabha, Connaway, Olszewski, & Jenkins, 2007; Warwick, Rimmer, Blandford,
Gow, & Buchanan, 2009).
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Time pressure can have negative effects on actual and perceived performance generally depending on
the amount of time pressure felt (Fehrenbacher & Smith, 2014; Haynes, 2009; van der Kleij et al., 2009).
Time pressure is also associated with greater time overestimates and negative affect (Hertzum & Holmegaard,
2013a; Svenson et al., 1990). These themes are similar to several types of “adjustments” used by organisms
to cope with information overload described by Miller (1960). An organism can adjust their performance by
increasing their rate of information processing (i.e., acceleration) or, when performance cannot be accelerated
further, use other mechanisms to delay or filter information processing. Miller describes several specific
mechanisms that can be used to cope with information overload such as filtering the information to process a
subset of information, responding in a more general and less precise way to the incoming information, using
multiple channels to process information in parallel, queuing information for processing later or temporarily
stopping processing information. An organism may also choose not to undertake the task given the overload.
2.3.2 Adaptation in search. Similar adaptations have been found in studies of time pressure in
information search. Time-pressured or time-constrained searchers have been found to accelerate the pace of
their work by working more quickly or spending less time on each piece of information (e.g., Crescenzi et al.,
2015; Flavián, Gurrea, & Orús, 2012; Chang Liu & Wei, 2016; Chang Liu, Yang, Zhao, Jiang, & Zhang,
2014; Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014; Tombros et al., 2005). Information-seekers have also been found
to be more selective in the information they use to make a decision by filtering information to focus on a
subset of the information (Chiravirakul & Payne, 2014; Crescenzi et al., 2015; Flavián et al., 2012), or by
selecting different information sources (Crescenzi et al., 2017; Tombros et al., 2005; Wilkinson, Reader, &
Payne, 2012; Woudstra, van den Hooff, & Schouten, 2015). They also may shift their search strategy by more
shallowly inspecting search results (Chiravirakul & Payne, 2014; Crescenzi et al., 2015; Chang Liu & Wei,
2016; Chengyi Liu, Rau, & Gao, 2010), more superficially processing found information (Crescenzi et al.,
2017), or by satisficing (Agosto, 2002; Prabha et al., 2007; Reddy & Jansen, 2008; Warwick et al., 2009).
Time pressure can have negative effects on actual and perceived performance leaving searchers feeling
less confident and less satisfied with their outcome (Crescenzi et al., 2013; Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016;
Chang Liu, Yang, et al., 2014; Tombros et al., 2005), or feeling the task was more difficult (Crescenzi et al.,
2013; Crescenzi et al., 2016; Tombros et al., 2005). Time pressure is also associated with greater time
overestimates (Luo et al., 2016) and greater negative affect (Flavián et al., 2012; Koldijk, Sappelli, Verberne,
Neerincx, & Kraaij, 2014; Chang Liu, Yang, et al., 2014; Tombros et al., 2005).
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH GOALS, QUESTIONS, AND HYPOTHESES
Two studies were conducted as part of this research project. The purpose of the first study was to create
and evaluate decision-making tasks to use in a lab-based experiment in which time pressure was induced
experimentally. For the first study, a series of decision tasks were created and 18 participants completed
the decision tasks in an untimed experimental study. Participants’ perceptions of the decision tasks and
their search and decision behaviors were analyzed to 1) assess the suitability of the tasks for a study of time
pressured search and decision making, and 2) to empirically inform the selection of a task time limit to
experimentally induce time pressure.
The primary goal of this research was to investigate the impact of time constraints and time pressure
on behavioral, cognitive and affective aspects of the search and decision-making process and outcomes. An
important secondary research goal was to investigate the factors which contribute to felt time pressure during
search in order to differentiate between the impact of an objective time constraint and subjectively perceived
time pressure.
The purpose of the second study was to investigate adaptation in search and decision-making under time
constraints and time pressure. Three research questions are the focus of Study 2:
RQ1: How do searchers adapt their search process under time pressure?
RQ2: How and why do time constraints and time pressure impact search and decision outcomes?
RQ3: To what extent can perceived time pressure in search be explained by factors relating to an
individual (i.e., individual differences vs. situational)?
In addition, the extent to which the assigned topics and tasks induced time pressure and a feeling of time
inadequacy was also evaluated.
In this chapter, the research goals, research questions, and hypotheses are stated. The relevant related
literature is presented and discussed to provide context for and motivate the research questions and hypotheses
for this research study.
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3.1 Study 1
The goal of Study 1 was to develop and validate decision-making tasks to use in an investigation of
adaptation in information search and decision-making under time pressure (Study 2). Information-seeking
and information searching activities are often done to accomplish a broader objective (e.g., tasks for work or
everyday life). As such, the information-seeker’s task is a very important factor which can influence all aspects
of information-seeking and information search. Marchionini (1995) defines a task as “the manifestation of
the information-seeker’s problem” (p. 36) that motivates and triggers information-seeking including physical,
cognitive, and metacognitive activities during information-seeking. Tasks are motivated by an initial goal that
evolves as the task doer performs the task. Marchionini clearly defines the goal of information-seeking as
a change in cognitive state: “the goal from the information seeker’s point of view is to extract information
(make meaning) from some document and stabilize or advance his or her knowledge state” (p. 37).
Several factors relating to the task (or subtasks) and how it is perceived by an individual influence
the scope or volume of work to do and time available. These task-related factors include the task goals,
the (objective) task complexity, (perceived) task difficulty, task priority, task frequency, the individual’s
knowledge of the task domain, and the individual’s knowledge of how to complete the task.
3.1.1 Tasks and goals. In their conceptual framework for tasks, Byström and Hansen (2005) define
a task as the work to be done: They differentiate between a task description which defines the (static) task
goal and requirements, and the dynamic task process which consists of “a set of (physical, affective, and/or
cognitive) actions in pursuit of a certain, but not unchangeable goal” (p. 1051). They describe several
attributes of a task:
“...a task has, when performed, a recognizable beginning and end... a task has a practical goal
(i.e., result) and normally has a meaningful purpose (i.e., reason) ... every task has requirements
to fulfill... A task, especially a complex one, may consist of specifiable smaller subtasks, all of
which have individual requirements and goals. However, these subtasks need to be undertaken
together in order to build a meaningful whole” (p. 1051-2)
Marchionini (1995) describes three dimensions on which to consider task goals (i.e., answers to
information-seeking problems): goal specificity, volume of information needed, and the expected time
to complete the task. The specificity of the goal (i.e., specificity of information needed to resolve an infor-
mation need) could be as specific as a fact or as general as an exploratory task in which the searcher must
learn and investigate ideas (Marchionini, 2006). An information-seeker’s certainty about completing a task
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is influenced by the specificity of the goal: “Goals with very low specificity offer the greatest challenges
to information seekers for they provide low levels of certainty about completing the task” (Marchionini,
1995, p. 37), and thus may continue until time or resources are exhausted resulting in more work completed.
Tasks varying in complexity or cognitive complexity are also likely to vary in goal specificity; participants
completing more cognitively complex tasks indicated that they had significantly more difficulty determining
when to stop than for tasks requiring a single answer (D. Kelly, Arguello, Edwards, & Wu, 2015).
A second dimension of task goals is the volume of information needed to complete the task in units
of information or time needed to process the information. The volume of information needed could be a
single item (e.g., a fact) or the individual might need to process a very large amount of information in order
to complete their task (e.g., the literature in a field). The third dimension of task goals is the individual’s
expectation for time needed to complete a task, i.e., the timeliness of the goal. When actual task completion
times and expectations of timeliness are out of sync, disappointment and frustration can result. (Marchionini,
1995, p. 37). An information-seeker may use their estimates of the cost of the task (financial, time, cognitive
and affective) to determine whether tasks should be completed.
Byström and Hansen (2005) also differentiate tasks by their source. Objective tasks are independent of
the task performer (often externally-imposed) and subjective tasks are defined by the task performer (usually
self-generated). They also differentiate between real-life and simulated tasks. A real-life task takes place
within the individual’s authentic context and situation and may have real-life consequences based on how and
how well it is completed. On the other hand, in a simulated task such as one imposed by a researcher in an
IIR experiment, there may not be consequences for poor performance for a task doer outside of the research
environment. In addition, there may be additional cognitive overhead for an externally-imposed task; the task
doer may need to do additional work to understand the task and its requirements.
Although an objective task description may be interpreted differently by individual task performers,
researchers can use methods like the simulated work task situation developed by and described in Borlund
(2003) to clearly present an objective task description which clearly convey the task purpose and goal and
minimize differences in the subjective interpretation of the task. The simulated work task scenario described
in Borlund (2003) is a cover story that describes, triggers, and situates a (simulated) information need within
a work task and provides a frame of reference for relevance judgments. Simulated work task scenarios may
or may not include an indicative request (i.e., a suggestion for what to search for to complete the task). The
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simulated work task scenario should be crafted so that it is tailored to the population under study. Participants
should find the scenario relatable (i.e., something they might reasonable do in their real life) and interesting.
The use of simulated work task scenarios helps to “ensure the experiment both realism and control”
(Borlund, 2003, part 1, paragraph 2) by providing the same scenario to all participants (control) against
which they can “develop individual and subjective information need interpretations” (realism). Borlund
recommends that researchers use a combination of simulated work task scenarios and participants’ real-life
tasks to enable comparison across systems being evaluated and across the two types of tasks (real-life vs.
simulated work tasks). Other researchers have used realism checks in questionnaires to verify the realism of
researcher-imposed experimental scenarios and tasks; Dabholkar (1994) used two items in a questionnaire to
ascertain the realism and extent to which participants were able to relate to the scenarios. Capra, Velasco-
Martin, and Sams (2011) found a difference in self-reported engagement with participants reporting higher
engagement with self-generated tasks vs. imposed tasks generally; however, similar levels of engagement
were found for the imposed exploratory decision tasks. Simulated task scenarios have also been used in IIR
studies with information-seeking tasks embedded in simulated non-work contexts (e.g., D. Kelly et al., 2015),
usability evaluations, and in decision-making studies (e.g., Dabholkar, 1994; Gong et al., 2017) including the
use of decision-support systems. Gray (2002) describes four dimensions of “simulated task environments”:
their complexity, tractability, correspondence to one or many aspects of the system, and engagement. IIR
scenarios are designed to be highly tractable, i.e., they are used to add an element of experimental control to
the study.
In IIR studies, the simulated task scenarios used to convey task goals may vary in their goal specificity
or volume of information required. D. Kelly et al. (2015) created simulated work tasks for IIR experiments
designed to involve different levels of cognitive complexity, i.e., complexity of the cognitive processes
required to complete the tasks. The tasks they created with the lowest cognitive complexity (remember tasks)
asked participants to find one piece of clearly specified information (e.g., “how many people in the US are
currently living with HIV?”). Tasks with higher cognitive complexity levels (e.g., evaluate tasks) required
participants to make judgements in addition to finding information (e.g., “What are the current available
methods for tattoo removal, and how effective are they? Which method do you think is best? Why?”).
The task goal and volume of information required for the higher cognitive complexity tasks are less clearly
specified. Participants indicated they had significantly less difficulty determining when to stop for remember
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tasks with clearly specified goal and volume of information than all other types of tasks (Wu, Kelly, Edwards,
& Arguello, 2012).
In IIR studies investigating time pressure, the specificity of the goal embedded in the simulated work
task scenario may influence how participants respond under time pressure. For example, in unpublished
pilot testing results for a previous study of time constraints and time pressure (Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016),
participants appeared to adjust their task goal by setting a smaller goal for number of pages needed to satisfy
the task requirements. As the focus of that study was to investigate changes in search behavior (vs. the
changes in work task completion and cognitive or metacognitive processes), the researchers revised the
protocol to specify the volume of information required in the simulated work task scenario used in the study
(“8-12 articles per topic”). Even with the clearly specified volume of information, Crescenzi et al. (2017)
reported that multiple participants adjusted the target number of documents they sought within the 8-12-page
range based on how well they were able to meet the 8-12 article goal within the 5 minutes allowed in previous
tasks.
3.1.2 Nested tasks: work task, information-seeking task, search task, search activities. Tasks can
be decomposed into multiple subtasks each with their own set of goals, purposes, and requirements. In
studies of information-seeking and information search, there are several levels of tasks to consider: the work
or information task, the information-seeking task, and the information retrieval or search task (cf. Byström &
Hansen, 2005; Freund, 2013; Toms, 2011; Vakkari & Jarvelin, 2005).
An information-intensive work task as defined by Byström and Hansen (2005) is a task to be completed
by a person in their professional work environment as part of their employment (vs. everyday life, academic
or leisure setting). Freund (2013) identified five types of information tasks that may be triggered by a work
task and trigger information-seeking or search: fact-finding, problem-solving, decision-making, learning,
and doing. Byström and Hansen (2005) described how a work task may, in turn, be subdivided into multiple
subtasks which may involve one or more active information-seeking tasks (or information use) in which
a person consults one or more information sources (e.g., using an electronic system, asking a colleague,
consulting a print book). Information-seeking tasks may in turn consist of one or more information retrieval
tasks in which a person consults one or more electronic IR system for information. Search tasks are
decomposed into sub-tasks and activities (e.g., behaviors like queries, page views, reading, etc.). Similarly,
Toms (2011) decomposed tasks or subtasks into multiple components; each task or subtask to support a
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work function has its own goal and situation. When a task doer determines which activities and actions to
undertake in an effort to achieve the outcome of the goal, they consider the available tools, information or
sources (p. 45).
The nested nature of work tasks, information-seeking tasks and information search tasks has several
important implications for studies investigating the impact of time pressure. Felt time pressure may be
impacted by the volume of work and time available for each of the work task(s), information-seeking task(s)
and search task(s) to complete the work. In addition, a person might adapt under time pressure at one or more
of these levels. For example, the “strategic satisficing” strategy observed in Warwick et al. (2009) involved
participants adjusting the goals of their literature review (i.e., work task) to meet the minimum requirements
and choosing information-seeking strategies that would allow them to find information as quickly as possible.
In IIR experiments, Wildemuth, Freund, and Toms (2014) recommend clearly identifying task goals at each
level of the task (i.e., work task and search task) in a simulated work task scenario to “avoid conflating the
work and search tasks” (p. 1134).
In interactive information retrieval studies, experimental tasks involve searching for information about a
specific topic situated within an overall cover story (Borlund & Ingwersen, 1997). In experimental studies
with multiple tasks, multiple topics are used in the study, often with the order counterbalanced to minimize
order effects (D. Kelly, 2009). In addition, an experimental task often also involves an information or task
target such as finding and bookmarking information to help with a task (Capra, Arguello, & Zhang, 2017),
typing or copying and pasting information for task (Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014), or finding a specific
number of articles (Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016).
The goal of Study 1 was to create and evaluate a set of decision-making task descriptions with three
elements: 1) an overarching scenario for the study, 2) a topic description which provided a) background
information of the participant’s situation and b) the topic of recommendation requested by their friend, and
3) a decision description which described the decision task outcome. The topic descriptions provided an
externally-imposed, objective description of the topic that was designed in a way that would likely involve
information search but did not require participants to search for information if they had high prior knowledge
about the topic. The topic changed across tasks, but the scenario and recommendation type were the same for
all tasks. The scenario, topic, and decision descriptions are described in detail in Section 4.4 including the
criteria by which they were created and evaluated.
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Answering the critique by Borlund (2016, p. 406), this study reports the results of an explicit evaluation
of the scenario and task topics for interest and realism: informally during pilot testing, formally as a main
study goal of Study 1, and again in Study 2 to confirm the results in Study 1. The scenario, topic, and decision
description development process is described in detail in Section 7.7.
3.2 Study 2
In Study 2, time pressure was induced by experimentally manipulating the time allowed to complete a
task in order to observe behavioral, cognitive, and affective effects of time pressure. This enables observing
how people adapt their information search and decision-making processes and outcomes under time pressure.
Each of the three research questions that are the focus of this dissertation study are described below along
with the corresponding literature and hypotheses for this study based on the review of the literature. Table 3.1
summarizes the research questions and hypotheses for this study.
3.2.1 How do searchers adapt their search process under time pressure? (RQ1) Time constraints
limit the amount of time people can spend working on their tasks and may be externally imposed or self-
generated. Time limits may cause people to feel more time pressure (H1) or to stop their task earlier (H2).
To understand how people adapt their search process under time pressure, evidence for two types of process
adaptation under time pressure found in previous studies was sought: accelerating the rate of information
processing (H3), and searching differently including reducing the amount of information to process (H4).
Below, each of these hypotheses are described in more detail along with relevant related work.
Time pressure. Higher levels of time pressure have been found when searchers are given less time to
complete search tasks (Crescenzi et al., 2015; Koldijk et al., 2014). Task time limits have also been associated
with higher self-reported monitoring of time and task progress, especially for participants who took longer to
complete their task (Crescenzi, 2016; Crescenzi et al., 2016).
In IIR studies with no time limits or the same time limit for all participants, higher time pressure was
reported with more cognitively complex tasks (e.g., evaluate vs. remember in Crescenzi et al. (2017)), more
time spent on task (Crescenzi et al., 2013, 2017), faster walking pace (e.g., treadmill vs. sitting in Harvey and
Pointon (2017a)), and by device used to search (e.g., smartphone vs. tablet in Harvey and Pointon (2017b)).
Considerable individual variability in perceived time pressure has also been found (Crescenzi et al., 2016)
including for tasks in which time constraints did not vary (Crescenzi et al., 2013).
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H1: Time-constrained participants will feel a) higher time pressure, and b) lower perceived time
adequacy. They will also engage in c) more time monitoring.
Task stopping. In experimental IIR studies, both task and session time limits have been found to influence
how much time people spent on tasks. Most directly, participants with a task time constraint finished their
tasks earlier on average than those without time limits (e.g., Crescenzi et al., 2015; Chang Liu & Wei, 2016).
In some cases, participants indicated that the task time constraint stopped them before they were able to finish
their search (Crescenzi et al., 2017). In other cases, participants indicated that a session time constraint (i.e.,
the length of the experimental session) combined with instructions to complete multiple tasks influenced
their decision to stop working on their task even through there was not a task time constraint (Crescenzi,
2016; Crescenzi et al., 2016; Wu, 2014).2 The time spent on task can serve as a manipulation check when
an explicit task time limit is imposed (Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981), when a session time limit is imposed for
a series of tasks (Hertzum & Holmegaard, 2013a; Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008), or when the experimental
instructions tell participants to finish their task faster but no time limit is given (J. R. Kelly & Loving, 2004).
In addition, there is uncertainty in how to interpret time spent searching (Borlund, Dreier, & Byström,
2012). In prior work, time spent searching has been interpreted in a number of ways, including as a measure
of search effort (Vakkari & Huuskonen, 2012), an implicit measure of relevance (e.g., Morita & Shinoda,
1994), or as measure of the effectiveness of the simulated work task situation (Borlund et al., 2012). The
introduction of time limits and their potential effect impact on measures of search interaction and perceptions
may make it even more difficult to interpret time spent on searching.
The criteria people use to decide when to stop searching for information have been investigated in studies
examining online search (Browne, Pitts, & Wetherbe, 2007; Wu, 2014), the use of decision-support systems
(Schnabel, Bennett, Dumais, & Joachims, 2016), and in search simulations (Maxwell, Azzopardi, Järvelin, &
Keskustalo, 2015). Recent work on cognitive and task stopping rules in IIR studies have primarily focused on
internal cognitive criteria (i.e., “the individual’s internal assessment of having obtained enough information”
(Nickles, Curley, & Benson, 1995, p.4)) involved when deciding when to stop querying or searching given an
imposed work task (Schnabel et al., 2016; Wu, 2014). Although Wu (2014) and Wu and Kelly (2014) did not
impose any time constraints, study-related factors contributed to at least one participant’s decision to stop the
task: one participant mentioned monitoring time to ensure the six tasks were completed on time.
2Interestingly, participants with a task time limit have reported higher levels of difficulty determining when to stop their task than
participants who were not given a task time limit (Crescenzi et al., 2016).
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Research on information behavior and information-seeking has found that people stop their information-
seeking before they find all of the relevant information, especially under time constraints (Agosto, 2002;
Mansourian & Ford, 2007; Prabha et al., 2007). As Agosto (2002) noted, external factors such as time limits
or physical discomfort can cause people to "conclude their Web-based decision making before a satisficing
option appeared, settling for an inferior option" (p. 24).
Decision-makers under time pressure have been found to use different decision rules (J. W. Payne et al.,
1993), be more likely to defer making a decision (Dhar & Nowlis, 1999; Rossi, Basso, Lima, Rosa, &
Machado, 2011) and more likely to feel regret, especially when choosing from a large set size (Inbar et al.,
2011). Decision-making researchers have called for an empirical investigation of the use of cognitive stopping
criteria under time constraints or time pressure (Browne et al., 2007; Gerhart, 2018).
Based on this review of the literature, this research investigates two hypothesized effects of time limits
and time pressure on task stopping.
H2: Time constraints and time pressure will impact when participants stop their tasks.
Under time pressure, participants will (a) make their decisions faster and (b) find it more difficult
to decide when to stop their task.
Acceleration. Prior research has found that decision-makers and information searchers accelerate the
pace of information processing under time pressure (Crescenzi et al., 2015; Flavián et al., 2012; Gilliland &
Schmitt, 1993; Chang Liu & Wei, 2016; Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008; Tombros et al., 2005). Accelerating
the pace of the task is an adaptation that enables people to complete more work within a given amount of
time: people work faster to be able to complete the work within the time allowed. To look for evidence of
acceleration in decision-making studies, researchers often analyze the average time spent on a type of activity
(e.g., seconds spent viewing an information cue) or the rate of an activity (e.g., number of cues viewed per
minute). Time-pressured decision-makers have been found to work at a faster rate (Karau & Kelly, 1992),
and spend less time on individual pieces of information (Gilliland & Schmitt, 1993; J. W. Payne et al., 1988).
In a search context, working faster may involve increasing the rate of activity overall, the rate of specific
search behaviors (e.g., querying, choosing items on the search results page), or the rate of information
processing on content pages. Time-constrained searchers have been found to have higher rates of search
activities: issuing more queries and processing more documents per minute (Crescenzi et al., 2015). They
have also been found to spend less time on individual documents (Crescenzi et al., 2015; Chang Liu & Wei,
2016). Similarly, studies investigating how people browse and read a predefined set of texts under time
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pressure have found people to view fewer pages and spend less time on documents on average (Reader &
Payne, 2007).
H3: Under time pressure, participants will display accelerated information processing by (a)
working at a faster rate, and (b) perceive working at a faster pace.
Search for less information. Another mechanism for adapting under time pressure is reducing the
amount of information to process by becoming more selective. Selectivity has been decomposed into two
information reduction methods (Maule & Edland, 1997): omission in which a decision-maker ignores one or
more alternatives or attributes, and filtration in which a decision-maker reduces the amount of information
somewhat evenly across alternatives and attributes.
Analyzing selectivity in decision-making research has involved analyzing differences in the number of
information cues inspected and the pattern of information inspection. Decision-makers under time pressure
have been found to examine fewer information cues (Gilliland & Schmitt, 1993; Maule et al., 2000). They
are also more likely to use a subset of the information available and to use an attribute-based information
processing pattern, e.g., viewing multiple attributes about an alternative before moving to the next attribute
(Maule & Edland, 1997).
Researchers have found that providing more alternatives and attributes for a decision task results
in negative impacts to performance as a result of information overload (Jacoby, 1984; Malhotra, 1982).
Malhotra (1982) found that providing more alternatives has a different psychological and behavioral impact
than providing information on more attributes. Jacoby (1984) describes consumers adapting and stopping
their information search process “... far short of overloading themselves” (p. 435) and argues that "any
investigation which purports to say something regarding the possibility of overload in real-world decision
making must permit the decision maker to access and reject information at will" (p. 434).
In IIR studies, choice overload has been primarily investigated in decisions of which item on the search
engine results page (SERP) to view by varying the number of items on a SERP (Chiravirakul & Payne, 2014;
D. Kelly & Azzopardi, 2015; Oulasvirta, Hukkinen, & Schwartz, 2009). In some studies, especially when
participants are allowed to choose how much information to seek, participants may stop their task before
reaching overload. In other cases, researchers may identify a specific number of webpages to find which may
induce a choice overload and/or information overload situation.
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Time is also an important factor in studying choice overload or information overload. The amount of
time available (due to time constraints or time allocation) influences the amount of information that can
be processed. Studies have found time constraints moderate the impact of choice set size on performance
(Chiravirakul & Payne, 2014) and information load on decision quality (Hahn et al., 1992). In a search study,
the amount of information considered during a search can be operationalized as the number of documents
viewed and/or the number of items on a SERP with which a searcher interacts (e.g., mouseover, or read).
Time-pressured searchers have been found to view fewer webpages overall (Crescenzi et al., 2016) and fewer
SERPs and webpages per query (Crescenzi et al., 2015; Chang Liu & Wei, 2016). Unpublished results from
the study reported in (Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016) show that time-constrained participants also hovered over
fewer search results.
The depth of search results inspection can also be considered a strategy for interacting with a SERP:
shallowly interacting with the results or going deep in to the search results (e.g., economic or exhaustive search
strategies in Aula, Majaranta, and Räihä (2005), Dumais, Buscher, and Cutrell (2010)). Time-constrained
searchers have been found to search more shallowly by interacting with documents at higher ranks overall
and per query (Crescenzi et al., 2015). Similarly, time-constrained searchers have also been found to spend
less time on the SERP per query (Crescenzi et al., 2015; Chang Liu & Wei, 2016).
Operationalizing the amount of information found using measures of the search interaction (i.e., number
of documents or queries) does not take into account differences in the source selection criteria used to
choose documents nor does it take into account the information gained from SERP. Studies of information-
seeking have found accessibility and convenience to be important source selection criteria especially when
information-seekers are under time pressure (Agosto, 2002; Woudstra et al., 2015). Time-constrained
searchers have reported choosing documents from the SERP that they thought would be easier to process and
avoiding scientific or scholarly information (Crescenzi et al., 2017).
Studies investigating how people browse collections of text under time pressure have found similar results
(Duggan & Payne, 2009; Reader & Payne, 2007; Wilkinson et al., 2012). Time-pressured browsers were
found to process less information (e.g., view fewer documents or pages of documents in Reader and Payne
(2007)), and spend more time on pages they viewed earlier in the process (Duggan & Payne, 2009). When
choosing a document to read under time pressure, readers were more likely to spend more time on easier texts
(Wilkinson et al., 2012) and a higher proportion of time on a single document (Reader & Payne, 2007). They
were also more likely to use a sampling strategy to determine which document to read (i.e., briefly looking
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through all documents before choosing which one to read) than a satisficing reading strategy (i.e., reading or
skimming a text or page until they determine the information to be gained from the page falls below some
threshold) (Reader & Payne, 2007; Wilkinson et al., 2012).
Studies have found differences in the extent to which people read text under time pressure. Readers
browsing through texts under time pressure were more likely to use a satisficing reading strategy than to read
linearly (Duggan & Payne, 2009; Wilkinson et al., 2012) and allocate more time to certain parts of documents
such as paragraphs at the top of documents (Duggan & Payne, 2009). In Crescenzi et al. (2017) participants
reported skimming more and reading pages more shallowly under time pressure than they normally would.
H4: Under time pressure, participants will adapt their information search process by searching
for and processing less information.
They will a) search less, and b) inspect search results more shallowly. They will also c) feel that
the search was more difficult.
3.2.2 How and why do time constraints and time pressure impact search and decision outcomes?
(RQ2) For decisions in which participants have to identify decision alternatives and make a choice decision,
task outcomes may be search outcomes or decision outcomes. In this study, search outcomes and decision-
making outcomes are analyzed separately as time constraints and time pressure may impact both types of task
outcomes in different ways. Two task outcomes are the focus of this research. The amount of information
used in the decision (H5) consists of participants’ perceptions of the adequacy of the amount of information
they found through search, and the recommendation decisions made by participants (H6).
Search outcome: Identify smaller set of alternatives. Research on decision-making often evaluates
the amount and type of information viewed or processed while examining researcher-provided informa-
tion. Decision-making studies have examined the amount of information needed as well as the pattern
of information inspection when the researcher provides a matrix of alternatives and attributes to consider.
Researchers have analyzed the number of provided alternatives or attributes considered by a study participant
(i.e., filtration) and their pattern of information inspection (i.e., decision strategy).
IIR studies investigating time constraints and time pressure in search have primarily looked at measures
of a searcher’s interactions with the search system as in H4. Some IIR studies have analyzed the extent to
which participants meet the researcher-set task objectives under time constraints. For example, participants
with time constraints less frequently met a researcher-imposed 8-12 article task goal (Crescenzi et al., 2015),
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and created shorter sets of notes (Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014). In addition, participants with a time limit
finished fewer tasks than participants without a time limit in Crescenzi et al. (2015).
H5: Under time pressure, participants will consider less information. They will feel lower
perceived adequacy of the information they found.
Decision outcome: Items recommended. Time pressure has been found to influence decision outcomes.
For example, decision-making studies have found that time-pressured decision-makers make decisions with
lower relative accuracy (J. W. Payne et al., 1988) or choose different or less risky alternatives under time
pressure (Ordóñez & Benson, 1997; Svenson & Edland, 1987). Decision-making studies have also found that
participants are more likely to choose an alternative that has the highest value on the most important attribute
(e.g., a lexicographic strategy in Rieskamp & Hoffrage, 2008) or choose the first alternative that meets an
acceptable value for the most important attributes (e.g., a satisficing strategy).
Time-pressured decision makers are more likely to shift their decision strategy to a non-compensatory
strategy in which they use a subset of the available information (Maule & Edland, 1997). For example, they
might remove an alternative from consideration because it fails to meet one of the decision criteria rather
than considering all of the information available to them (J. W. Payne et al., 1988; Svenson et al., 1990).
Evaluating the quality of a decision is difficult especially when the decisions involve people’s preferences
which may not be stable over time. Jameson et al. (2013), Jameson et al. (2015) describe four elements of a
good decision from the perspective of the decision-maker: a good outcome, with time and effort expenditure
in proportion to the benefits, with no or minimal distressing thoughts required, and that can be justified to
oneself or others.
When people use non-compensatory decision strategies (like those used more frequently under time
pressure) the order in which alternatives or attributes is viewed may impact the items that are selected.
An alternative encountered early in the decision-making process might be selected if a person is using
a non-compensatory strategy, but a different alternative might have been selected if they had considered
all of the available information (i.e., used a compensatory decision strategy). The order and frequency in
which decision alternatives are found through search is likely to impact the decision made – especially if
the decision-maker is using a satisficing decision strategy. Reutskaja, Nagel, Camerer, and Rangel (2011)
analyzed choice decisions in visual search using eye-tracking and found the position of an item in the search
influenced its likelihood to be selected.
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H6: Time pressure will (a) impact the decision (i.e., which items are recommended by partici-
pants), and (b) be associated with lower decision confidence.
Time-pressured decision-makers will also (c) find it more difficult to make their recommendation
decision.
3.2.3 To what extent can perceived time pressure in search be explained by factors relating to an
individual? (RQ3) Some researchers have found a significant differences in search behavior or perceptions
due to factors relating to an individual such as their age, search experience or self-efficacy (Niu & Kelly,
2014), domain expertise (Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005), cognitive abilities (Brennan, Kelly,
& Arguello, 2014), or need for cognition (Wu, 2014; Wu & Kelly, 2014). For example, Brennan et al. (2014)
found shorter search sessions with fewer pages of information viewed by searchers with lower perceptual
speed. People with high perceptual speed reported overall lower mental workload as measured by the
NASA-TLX on all subscales except temporal demand which measures time pressure.
There have also been investigations of these individual difference factors under time pressure or measuring
time pressure. For example, Verplanken (1993) found people with low Need for Cognition to have more
variability in their search strategy (using an information board) under time pressure (vs. no time pressure).
Amichai-Hamburger, Fine, and Goldstein (2004) found that the preference for a type of website (flat vs.
interactive) by personality characteristic (i.e., high or low Need for Closure) reversed under time pressure.
Self-efficacy. In some work-related environments, a need for the most current information requires
waiting to search until just before a deadline (Lamb, King, & Kling, 2003) or is inherently time-pressured
such as journalism (Byström, 1999), hospital emergency departments (Reddy & Jansen, 2008), or emergency
response (Allen, 2011; J. Mishra, Allen, & Pearman, 2015). In these environments, people have likely learned
how to be successful under time pressure (or they would have left their job). It may be that these individuals
have high self-efficacy which may help them to adapt under time pressure.
The role of self-efficacy in search or information-seeking has been investigated in previous research
(Brennan, Kelly, & Zhang, 2016; Niu & Kelly, 2014; Yan, Zha, Yan, & Zhang, 2016; Yan et al., 2017).
Brennan et al. (2016) described a 14-item Search Self-Efficacy (SSE) scale to measure self-efficacy in
executing search-related activities. One of the cited studies (Niu & Kelly, 2014) reported differences in search
behaviors by search self-efficacy: participants with lower search self-efficacy used more query suggestions
although the difference was not significant.
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Yan et al. (2016) described the Self-Efficacy in Acquiring Information (SEAI) scale; they found differ-
ences in self-efficacy in finding information by demographic groups: higher self efficacy was felt by faculty
(vs. undergraduate or graduate students), people with 4 or more years of experience with the search system
(vs. less than 2 years), and people in the natural sciences (vs. social science), but there were no significant
differences by gender. Similarly, Bronstein (2014) found differences in self-efficacy among LIS students:
higher self-efficacy reported by older students, by MA and PhD students (vs. undergraduates), and no gender
differences.
Active Procrastination. Research on information behaviors and information-seeking has found that
an approaching deadline is a factor that can trigger task initiation and motivation. For example, Head and
Eisenberg (2009a, 2009b) described a undergraduate student who noted that they had to “be under pressure to
get motivated” (p. 31). It may be that people who have had previous success in last-minute or time-pressured
situations have learned how to complete tasks under time pressure with good results. Choi and Moran (2009)
calls this active procrastination in which people “make intentional decisions to procrastinate, using their
strong motivation under time pressure, and they are able to complete tasks before deadlines and achieve
satisfactory outcomes” (p. 196).
H7: Time pressure will be experienced differently by participants based individual differences.
Participants who are active procrastinators will perceive lower time pressure.
3.3 Summary
This study investigates the impact of time limits and time pressure on behavioral, cognitive and affective
aspects of the search and decision-making processes and outcomes. The purpose of the Study 1 was to
develop and validate decision tasks to use in a study of adaptation in information search and decision-making
under time pressure (Study 2). The purpose of Study 2 was to test seven hypothesized adaptations in the
search and decision-making process or outcomes under time pressure as summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Research questions and hypotheses.
RQ Hypothesis
RQ1: How adapt under time pressure?
H1: Time-constrained participants will
a) feel higher time pressure
b) perceive lower time adequacy
c) engage in more time monitoring
H2: Time constraints and time pressure will impact when participants stop their tasks. They will
a) make decisions faster (stop sooner)
b) find it more difficult to decide when to stop
H3: Under time pressure, participants will display accelerated information processing (search faster). They will
a) work faster
b) perceive working at a faster pace
H4: Under time pressure, participants will adapt their search process by searching for and processing less
information. They will
a) search less
b) search more shallowly
c) experience greater search difficulty
RQ2: How and why do time constraints and time pressure impact outcomes?
H5: Participants will identify a smaller set of alternatives from their search. They will perceive lower information
adequacy.
H6: Time pressure will impact the recommendation decisions. Under pressure, participants will
a) make different recommendations
b) feel less confident in their decisions
c) find it more difficult to make their decisions
RQ3: To what extent can time pressure in search be explained by factors relating to an individual?
H7: Active procrastinators will perceive lower time pressure.
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHOD
The goal of the first phase of the research, Study 1, was to identify and validate decision topics for
the main study by analyzing and gaining insights into the untimed search and decision behaviors for these
topics. These results were also used to empirically set the task time limit for the main study (Study 2).
The second phase of the research, Study 2, tested theoretically-derived hypotheses using a combination of
logged search interaction data, eye-tracking, and questionnaires responses to understand how time constraints
influence behavior and perceptions. Analysis of open-ended responses in the post-task questionnaire about
the participant’s decision and the exit questionnaire regarding time adequacy give additional insights. This
chapter describes the research method, hypotheses, study design, measures and instruments for the two
studies conducted as part of this research project.
4.1 Mixed Methods Research Design
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Figure 4.1: Visual representation of mixed methods research design
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This research project used a multiple phase, mixed methods research design as shown in Figure 4.1. In a
mixed methods research design, both quantitative and qualitative data are collected and analyzed. The data
and/or results are integrated and interpreted in order to take advantage of the strengths of each type of data
collection and analysis approach.
The first phase of the research, Study 1, was used to inform the experimental manipulations and semi-
structured interview protocol for the second phase, Study 2. Each study used a mixed methods experiment
(intervention) design in which both quantitative and qualitative data are collected during and after the
experiment in one research session (Creswell & Clark, 2017) . Data were collected using the same methods
in each study. Participants in both studies were sampled from the same University student, staff, and faculty
population; all participants were drawn from the volunteers from a single recruitment email. Participants
were recruited for 90-minute study sessions, and they were given a $30 financial incentive for participating
in the study. During the experiment, quantitative and qualitative data were collected using process tracing
methods (e.g., search interaction logs, eye-tracking logs) and questionnaires with closed- and open-ended
items. After the experiment, additional questionnaires were administered and a semi-structured interview
probed participants’ perceptions of their experiences during the experiment. Concurrent think-aloud was not
used during the experiment due to potential method reactivity in which think-aloud may reduce the speed of
information processing and “disrupt task-related processing if the situation is time constrained.” (Maule &
Hockey, 1993, p. 18)
Studies 1 and 2 differed along several dimensions. In the first study, the quantitative and qualitative data
were analyzed separately and integrated in the interpretation of the results. The quantitative and qualitative
results were given equal weight (i.e., priority) in the results. In the second study, the qualitative analysis
included quantifying data to include in the quantitative analysis, and quantitative data was given priority.
There are two main differences in the design of the two studies. In Study 1, there were no time limits,
and six topics were used and evaluated.3 In Study 2, there were two time limit conditions, and six topics were
used and evaluated. One additional topic was used for a practice task in both studies. Second, the timing
of the data integration differs. In Study 1, the quantitative and qualitative data was analyzed separately and
integrated in the interpretation phase. In Study 2, the quantitative and a subset of the qualitative data were
integrated in the analysis phase; the remaining qualitative data will be analyzed as future work.
3One topic was replaced during Study 1 as described later in this chapter.
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4.1.1 Overview of experimental design. Both studies included a lab-based experiment in which
participants completed up to six decision tasks. Participants were asked to complete “a series of decision
tasks” embedded in a simulated everyday life scenario which asked them to make a recommendation for
a friend on an assigned topic. They were explicitly not informed in advance of the number of tasks to
complete. A search system was provided if they wanted to search for additional information to inform their
decision. Participants were told that the purpose of the study was to investigate decision-making. Study 2
participants were not informed of the true purpose of the study: investigating information search in support of
decision-making under time pressure. A waiver of elements of informed consent was received from the ethics
review of the UNC Institutional Review Board, and a debriefing was held at the end of the study session to
reveal the true purpose of the study.
To induce time pressure, a task time limit were used in Study 2. Task time limit was a between-subjects
experimental factor with two conditions: a 5-minute task time limit, and no task time limit. The amount of
time allowed in the time-constrained condition was set based on the mean task completion time in Study 1.
In the preliminary study (Study 1), participants were not given any task time limits nor guidance for how
long they should spend on a task.
Participants were not informed in advance of the number of tasks to complete to minimize time pressure
induced by the presence of 1.5 hour session time limit and to prevent time allocation across multiple tasks.
The experiment system showed the next action for the current task and did not show future tasks and/or
questionnaires. As described in Section 4.5.2, participants were assigned an additional task if they had
spent less than a certain amount of time on the experiment. This threshold was operationalized as the time
elapsed since the start of the practice task and was set to 70 minutes for Study 1 and 55 minutes for Study 2.
Participants were assigned up to six decision tasks on six different topics. To minimize order effects, the order
of the topics was counterbalanced using a Graeco-Latin Square. Topics and topic assignment are described in
more detail in Section 4.4.4.
4.2 Ethics
The study protocol received ethics review and approval. The UNC Non-Biomedical Institutional Review
Board (IRB) reviewed and approved the study protocol on July 3, 2018.
4.2.1 Informed consent. In addition to opting-in to participating in the study, participants were asked
to read an informed consent form and ask questions. Participants were asked to give informed consent using
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an online consent form (see Appendix P) before participating in the experiment. A waiver of written informed
consent was requested (and received) from the IRB which allowed participants to “sign” their online consent
form with their participant ID to avoid linking the participant and their data through the name and date on
the consent form. The consent form was developed using the guidelines provided by the UNC Institutional
Review Board.
In addition, the researcher requested (and received) a waiver of one of the elements of informed consent
from the IRB: full disclosure of the study purpose. Participants were informed that they would be making
a series of decisions, and the true purpose of the study (i.e., studying the impact of time pressure on
search in support of decision-making) was withheld from study participants to prevent biasing participants’
behavior and perceptions. As searching for information under a time constraint or time pressure is a common
experience, withholding the true purpose of the study put participants at minimal risk. Participants were
debriefed about the time pressure manipulation at the end of the session (see Appendices L ands M for the
debriefing scripts). In the debriefing, they were informed of the true purpose of the study (i.e., investigating
how time pressure impacts decision-making and information search); in Study 2, they were also informed
about their time limit condition (time limit or no time limit) and how it differed from the other time limit
condition.
Participants were offered an incentive of $30 US dollars to participate in the study; all participants
accepted the incentives. Total contact time with researchers was approximately 1.75 hours (1.5 hour session,
0.25 hour for screening questionnaire and scheduling email conversations). Participants were paid in cash by
the researcher.4
Participant confidentiality was protected in a number of ways. The identifying information collected for
scheduling (name, email address and/or phone number) was deleted after completion of the study. Study data
was stored in secure, encrypted servers. Receipts for payment for study participants were required by the
University; they were stored in a separate location and were not connected with the participant’s ID number.
4.3 Participants, Recruiting, and Sampling
Participants were recruited from a University staff, faculty, and student population. For hypothesis testing
in Study 2, a sample size of 48 participants and 192 tasks was indicated by power analysis. Assumptions
4Two grants totaling $1400 US dollars from the School of Information and Library Science were used to fund participant
incentives: the Edward G. Holley Research Grant and the Carnegie Research Grant.
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regarding effect size were based on the results from a previous study which used a similar method to induce
time pressure (Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016).
4.3.1 Power analysis. For Study 2, a priori power analysis indicates that a sample size of approxi-
mately 48 participants (level 2 sample size) and 192 tasks (level 1 sample size, 4 tasks * 48 participants)
should be sufficient to detect between-subjects main effects of time constraint using RM-ANOVA or multi-
level modeling as described below assuming α=.05, power of 0.8, correlation of 0.3 between measurements,
and a moderate effect size (Cohen’s f =0.3).5 Power analysis was conducted for repeated-measures ANOVA
using G*Power 3.1.9.3 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) and guidelines from simulations of power
for multilevel models (Scherbaum & Ferreter, 2008; Snijders, 2005). For a repeated-measures ANOVA with
between-subjects factors, G*Power indicated a required sample size of 44.
Sample size adequacy for multilevel and mixed models was based on published approximations
(Scherbaum & Ferreter, 2008; Snijders, 2005). Power analysis for multilevel and mixed models is complex,
especially when cross-level interactions are involved (e.g., a between-subjects factor interacted with a within-
subjects factor) (Aguinis, Gottfredson, & Culpepper, 2013). Sample sizes need to be calculated for each level
of a multilevel model, and the sample size of primary importance depends on whether the effect of a level
one variable (e.g., task) or level two (e.g., person) is most important. Snijders (2005) indicates a power of .79
for 4 measurements for 45 participants, and Scherbaum and Ferreter (2008) indicates a power of .72 will be
achieved with sample sizes of 40 individuals (level 2) and 4 task per individual (level 1) for a level 2 fixed
effect with a medium effect size.
4.3.2 Recruiting and screening participants. Participants were recruited from a faculty, staff, and
student population using an email sent to an opt-in informational email list maintained by UNC. As shown in
Appendix B, the recruiting email described the study, and contained a link to an online sign-up and screening
questionnaire created in Qualtrics. As shown in Appendix C, the screening and sign-up questionnaire asked
participants to indicate their University status (student, faculty, staff), contact information, and times they
were available to participate in the study. The researcher contacted potential participants by their preferred
contact mechanism to schedule experiment sessions.
5The moderate effect size assumption (Cohen’s f =0.3) is derived from the effect size (Cohen’s f =0.47) found in Crescenzi et al.
(2015, 2016) which used a 5-minute time limit to induce time pressure but used different types of tasks (document-finding versus
decision-making).
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4.3.3 Population and sample. A primary goal of this research was to assess the extent to which
differences in decision and search behaviors and outcomes can be observed in experimental IIR studies, and,
as such, the experimental design was intended to maximize the internal validity. Although this research
was not intended to generalize to the general population, university students and staff are a subset of the
general population. Future research is needed to examine the generalizability to populations beyond university
students, staff and faculty.
Following the recommendations of Compeau, Marcolin, Kelley, and Higgins (2012), the rationale
behind the selection of a student and staff population is described below. First, University student and staff
samples are used extensively in experimental studies of IIR systems and behaviors, including the few previous
studies investigating time-pressured information seeking. The simulated work task scenario and task topic
descriptions were tailored to be similar to tasks that students, staff, or faculty members might expect to
experience in a real-life setting. Second, including faculty and staff members in addition to students in the
study population was intended to increase the variability in individual difference measures and demographic
factors (e.g., age, education level) compared to a student-only population. Third, several previous studies of
time-constrained information search used a University student population (Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014) or
a University student, staff, and faculty population (Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016).
There are limitations of using University student and staff participants including potential low intrinsic
motivation to complete tasks and frequent participation in research studies. A more important limitation to the
study sample is that potential participants are less likely to volunteer to schedule an appointment when under
time pressures unrelated to the experiment (e.g., paper or work deadline). On the other hand, this limitation is
also present in other experimental IIR studies with participants from other populations, and this limitation
to generalizability may actually increase the validity of the sampling for an experimental investigation of
time-pressured information search and decision making with methodological implications.
4.4 Tasks
Participants were asked to complete up to six decision-making tasks. In each task, participants were
asked to make a recommendation of the best option (i.e., a decision) among the options they knew about or
identified through searching. To minimize social desirability bias, the participants were asked to imagine
themselves in the situation and told that there were no right or wrong recommendations as in Dabholkar
(1994).
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The instructions for each task included three elements: 1) an overarching scenario for the study, 2) a
topic description which provided a) background information of the participant’s situation and b) the topic
of recommendation, and 3) a decision description which described the decision task outcome. The topic
changed across tasks, but the scenario and recommendation type were the same for all tasks. For example, for
a task on the wifi topic, the instructions included 1) the scenario of helping a friend with moving decisions, 2)
the topic description which indicated that their friend will have a high speed internet connection and requested
that they recommend what to buy for a mesh wifi network, and 3) the decision description indicating their
friend wants them to identify their options, recommend the best option, and provide a justification.
The scenario and topics were constructed using criteria similar to those in previous studies (e.g., Borlund,
2003; Capra et al., 2017; Toms, Villa, & McCay-Peet, 2013). Table 4.1 shows desiderata used to construct
the task instructions (i.e., scenario, topic descriptions, and decision descriptions). The desiderata were also
used as evaluation criteria for topic evaluation in Study 1; the selection of task topics and the design of topic
rotations for Study 2 were based on the results in Study 1. Answering the critique by Borlund (2016, p. 406),
this study reports the results of an explicit evaluation of the scenario and task topics for interest and realism:
informally during pilot testing, formally as a main study goal of Study 1, and again in Study 2 to confirm the
results in Study 1. The scenario, topic and decision description development process is described in detail in
Appendix U.
4.4.1 Scenario. An overall scenario was provided to participants to situate and contextualize the
participants’ recommendation decision tasks within a broader task. Scenarios have been used in experimental
studies of interactive information retrieval (Borlund, 2003, 2016) and decision-making (Dabholkar, 1994).
Scenarios that present an objective description clearly conveying the goal and purpose of tasks can minimize
differences in the subjective interpretation of the task and providing grounding and a frame of reference for
decisions. A scenario in which a study participant can visualize themselves helps to increase the realism of
experiment; using the same scenario for all participants provides some experimental control. In an interactive
information retrieval study, a simulated work task scenario also serves to motivate participant search in the
information retrieval system, provides a grounding for situational relevance judgments (i.e., whether the
information retrieved from the system would be useful to the task), and may or may not include an indicative
request indicating the information for which the participant should search.
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Table 4.1: Desiderata for scenario and topic construction. Scenario desiderata adapted from Borlund (2016)
The scenario will:
1. provide a cover story that describes, triggers, and situates a decision-making situation.
2. be tailored to the study population so as to be relatable and interesting to participants.
Topic descriptions will:
1. motivate the participant to make a decision and gather information as needed,
2. provide grounding for situational relevance judgments of found information,
3. use parallel construction and consistent language as much as possible to minimize task variability,
4. not specify any options or attributes of options to avoid biasing search behavior or perceptions of task determinability,
5. be as homogeneous as possible to minimize the variability in task performance due to topic differences and to minimize
time pressure induced by tasks which participants perceive as more work. In studies without time constraints (or in pilot
testing), participants will have similar search interaction patterns across topics (i.e., time spent on task, number of queries,
number of documents viewed), perceive topics as somewhat interesting and somewhat difficult, have low prior knowledge
about the topics, and feel little or no time pressure completing the tasks.
Decision descriptions will:
1. specify a task outcome that requires participant to make a decision,
2. require participants to use their own criteria and make their own decisions about which option to recommend, if/how
much information search is required (e.g., how much information is required, how many alternatives and attributes must
be considered), and how to decide when to stop,
3. require the participant to justify their decision,
Table 4.2: Scenario shown on the main page, task pages, and pre- and post-task questionnaires
Scenario
Your friend has just accepted a new job in Austin, TX. Because they will be moving from Chapel Hill as soon as possible,
they have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
The scenario used in this study is shown in Table 4.2. Participants were informed that their friend has
just accepted a new job in Austin, Texas; the friend will be moving soon; and the friend has asked them for
help with some of the big decisions they will need to make. The scenario was constructed to provide a cover
story that described, triggered, and situated a (simulated) recommendation decision within the broader task of
helping a friend. The scenario was introduced by the researcher during the experiment introduction. It was
also shown on multiple pages of the experiment system: the main page which walked participants through
the steps of the study, the task pages, and the pre- and post-task questionnaires.
To maximize scenario realism, as suggested by Borlund (2003), the scenario was tailored to the population
under study (i.e., students, staff, and faculty at the University of North Carolina) so that participants should
find the scenario relatable (i.e., something they might reasonably do in their real life) and interesting. An
everyday life task (e.g., Savolainen, 1995) was used as the basis of the scenario to be equally realistic for
University students, staff, and faculty pursuing different degrees, with different levels of education, and
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working in different professions. The scenario of a friend moving was selected to be relatable to a university
population: even if the participant had not moved themselves, it is highly likely that someone in their
social or professional network had moved. The city of Austin was selected because of its parallels with
Chapel Hill: both are located in the American South, and both are located in metropolitan areas with similar
population sizes with many industry opportunities. In addition, both are home to highly-ranked, flagship
public universities (Austin: University of Texas, Austin; Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill). The scenario realism was assessed during pilot testing, Study 1, and Study 2 using a scenario realism
check question in the exit questionnaire (Dabholkar, 1994) and in the post-experiment interview in which
participants were asked their impressions of the scenario.
4.4.2 Topic descriptions. A decision topic description was provided to participants for each task
they completed; the topic description contained information about the specific topic on which they were
making a recommendation decision. Combining elements from both interactive information retrieval and
decision-making studies, the topic descriptions described a topic by providing background information about
the friend’s situation (e.g., their house will have a high speed internet connection) as well as a specific
recommendation the friend would like the participant to make (e.g., recommend what to buy to set up a mesh
wifi network). Multiple topic descriptions were used in each study with the topic order counterbalanced to
minimize order effects (D. Kelly, 2009). Although researchers in prior studies of time-pressured search have
reused task topics from previous studies (e.g., Crescenzi et al., 2016; Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014), topic
reuse was not feasible as those studies had non-decision task outcomes (i.e., find 8-12 articles in Crescenzi
et al. (2016), type or copy/paste information for task in Chang Liu, Zhang, et al. (2014)).
Topic descriptions were created using the desiderata summarized in Table 4.1. They were constructed
with the goal of being as homogeneous as possible to minimize topic-related variability in task performance
and perceptions: Participants would have similar interactions with a search system and similar perceptions
of the task, topic, and their performance across tasks with different topics. To attempt to achieve this goal,
topic descriptions were constructed using parallel construction and language consistency. Topic descriptions
did not include any options or attributes of options to avoid biasing search behavior and/or task perceptions.
Topic descriptions were constructed to require participants to use their own criteria to decide which option
to recommend, if/how much information search is required (e.g., how much information is required, how
many alternatives and attributes must be considered), and how to decide when to stop searching and make a
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Table 4.3: Topic descriptions and what participants were asked to recommend. Original text used in Study 1a
(n=9), and revised text in Study 1b (n=9) and Study 2 (n=48). Revisions are in italics.
name Original text (Study 1a) Revised text (Study 1b, Study 2) Rec?
mesh wifi Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed
internet connection. They have asked you to
recommend what they should buy to set up a
mesh wifi network.
Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed
internet connection. They have asked you to




move dogs Your friend is concerned about how to get their
two dogs to their new city since they will fly
when they move. They have asked you to
recommend how they should move their dogs.
Your friend is concerned about how to get their
two 40-pound dogs to Austin since they will fly
when they move. They have asked you to
recommend how to move their dogs.
moving
method
board dogs Your friend will have to travel a few days a
month as part of their new job responsibilities.
They have two dogs, and they have asked you
to recommend who should care for their dogs
at home while they are traveling for their new
job.
Your friend will have to travel a few days a
month as part of their new job responsibilities.
They have two 40-pound dogs, and they have
asked you to recommend a place to board their
dogs in Austin when they travel.
place to
board dogs
housing Your friend is not sure in which area they
would like to live, so they are looking for a
short-term apartment (∼3 months) near their
work while they learn more about their new
city. They have asked you to recommend a





donate car Your friend is thinking about donating their
10-year old car before the move. They have
asked you to help them to recommend a local
organization they should choose if they donate
their car.
Your friend is considering donating their
10-year old Honda CR-V before they leave
Chapel Hill. They have asked you to
recommend an organization with a strong






Your friend is thinking about having their
10-year old car transported since they will fly
when they move. They have asked you to
recommend how they should move their car.
Your friend is considering transporting their
10-year old Honda CR-V to Austin since they
will fly when they move. They have asked you
to recommend how they should move their car.
method to
move car
plants Your friend has a lot of beautiful plants. Their
moving company will not ship plants, so they
have asked you to recommend what to do with
their plants.
Your friend has a lot of beautiful plants. Their
moving company will not ship plants, so they




clean Your friend will need to clean their current
place after their stuff is moved out. They have
asked you to help them determine their options
for hiring someone else to clean their place.
cleaning
option
recommendation. As with the scenario, topic descriptions were intended to motivate the participant to make a
decision and gather information as needed. They were also provided to ground the judgment of situational
relevance of the found information. The topic refinement process after Study 1 is described in Section 4.4.6.
Six topics and one practice task were selected for Study 1. Topics are briefly described below along with
the short names with which they are referred throughout this document; the full topic descriptions are shown
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in Table 4.3. Participants were asked to make recommendations about what to buy to set up a mesh wifi
network (mesh wifi), how to move dogs when their friend has to fly to Texas (move dogs), where to board
dogs when their friend travels for work (board dogs), a local organization to consider if donating car (donate
car), how to transport car to Texas since their friend will fly to Texas (transport car), and how to move
plants (plants). The topic for the practice task was to recommend someone to clean their house/apartment
before they move. Topic descriptions were shown on multiple pages of the experiment system: the pre-task
questionnaire, the task pages, and the post-task questionnaire. Mid-way through Study 1, the plants topic
was replaced by a short-term housing topic as four of eight participants made their recommendation without
searching. The topic of the practice task was changed to the plants topic as it was a realistic example of a topic
for which participant may choose to make a recommendation without searching. As a result of participant
comments in the post-experiment interview of Study 1, minor changes were made to three other topics
(indicated in italics in Table 4.3) to ensure that each topic description indicated what should be recommended
and clarified details in the background information provided.
The topics used in Study 2 were selected from those evaluated in Study 1. Topic selection criteria
included high topic realism as indicated on the exit questionnaire; similar levels of self-reported topic interest,
task difficulty, and time pressure as reported on pre- and post-task questionnaires; and similar search and
decision behaviors (i.e., number of participants who searched, task time, number of queries, number of
nonSERP documents viewed) as recorded in the experiment and search system logs.
4.4.3 Decision description. This study examined decisions involving a choice from a set of alterna-
tives made according to an individual decision-maker’s preferences. Although participants could make an
explicit judgment of every alternative in the set, participants were not asked to judge each option in the
decision task instructions. As shown in Table 4.4, the decision description for this study asked participants
to identify a set of options, choose the best option, and describe why they recommended that option. This
decision type was selected from a set of decision types created for this study (see Table U.4 in Appendix U)
as it requires participants to identify a set of options to choose from, identify attributes of the options, and
evaluate the options on attributes. Other decision descriptions considered involved different actions (rank,
classify, judge versus choose) on different elements (attributes versus options) acquired in different ways
(already known, provided by researcher versus identified through search).
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Table 4.4: Decision description
Decision description
They would like for you to identify their options, recommend the best option, and briefly describe why you recommended this
option.
Topics were selected so that participants were likely to have low prior knowledge about the topics, and
the identification of options and attributes was likely to involve searching for information to supplement what
the participant already knew. The extent of information search and processing required to make a decision
was not prescribed, and participants could choose how many options and/or attributes to consider (e.g., use
a compensatory vs non-compensatory strategy). In order to choose the best option, the participants had to
evaluate options on the attributes, but the study instructions did not prescribe or suggest how the participant
should make their decision (e.g., use an alternative-based or an attribute-based decision strategy).
Participants were also asked to provide a rationale behind their recommendation decision in the post-task
questionnaire. The justification requirement was included for several reasons. First, the decision description
did not include a specified amount of work (e.g., no required number of items to consider or web pages to view)
to enable analysis of the amount of information they use to make their decision (H4a and H5). In addition, the
justification requirement was added to motivate the participant, especially since the researcher was not in the
room while the participants were working on the task. In prior research, justification requirements have been
found to be associated with more extensive search when used in conjunction with time limits (Fehrenbacher
& Smith, 2014). Another reason to include a justification requirement is that how a person justifies a decision
to themself or others has been described as an important contextual factor of decision-making (J. W. Payne
et al., 1993). It is one of the factors that a decision-maker may consciously or subconsciously consider
during a preferential choice decision (Jameson et al., 2011) and has been listed as an element of a good
decision (Jameson et al., 2013; Jameson et al., 2015). A requirement to provide a rationale or explanation for
a decision has also been included in some IIR studies (e.g. Toms et al., 2013).
4.4.4 Random assignment to topic, order (and time) combinations. The order of the six topics
used in each study was counterbalanced to prevent ordering effects. Participants were randomly assigned to
topic + order conditions in Study 1 and time + topic + order conditions in Study 2. To create the random order
for each study, conditions were listed in an Excel spreadsheet, sorted by an assigned random number between
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1 and 100, and the conditions were assigned to participant IDs in sequential order (i.e., p1 was assigned to the
first condition in the sorted list in Study 1).
In Study 1, six topic rotations were created using a 6x6 Graeco-Latin Square.To create topic-order
combinations for 18 participants, three replications of the topic rotations were used for the 18 participants
in Study 1. In Study 2, topic rotations were constructed first by using a 4x4 Graeco-Latin Square for the
first four tasks. To create six topic + order rotations, three replicates of the topic rotation had the last two
topics added in AB order, and three replicates had the last two topics added in BA order. This method was
used based on the topic-related differences found in Study 1 and to minimize the unbalancedness of the data
for topics assigned for the first four tasks since previous studies have found that participants without a time
constraint complete fewer tasks (Crescenzi et al., 2016).6 To create topic + order + time combinations for
Study 2, half of the topic + time replications were paired with task time limit condition, and half were paired
with the no task time limit condition. Participants were randomly assigned to topic-order or topic-order-time
combinations.
4.4.5 Instructions about searching. Participants were told they could search for information if they
need additional information to make a recommendation, but they were not instructed to search as part of
their decision-making process. The moderator guide with the experiment introduction script is included in
Appendix H (Study 1) and Appendix J (Study 2) to put these instructions in context.
Although not requiring participants to search introduced additional variability in observed participant
behaviors, it was an important element of the experimental design. First, this study investigated the search
process as part of decision-making. Searching for information is not a required component of decision-
making, and requiring search would have reduced the ecological validity of the experiment. Second, the
presence of a task time limit was hypothesized to influence whether a participant searches for information
and how much searching the participant does as part of the decision-making process. Searching for less
information under time pressure (H4) may also involve not searching for information. Other factors may
also influence the extent of information search (e.g., prior knowledge, topic interest) and were included as
covariates in the analysis.
4.4.6 Topic revisions before Study 2. Minor changes to the topics were made during Study 1 as a
result of participants’ comments during the post-experiment interview and researcher observations. In the
6In this dissertation, task order will refer to the sequence of task completion (e.g., first, second), task topic will refer to the topic
of the recommendation (e.g., water purification).
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post-experiment interview for the first nine participants of Study 1, several participants commented that they
needed to know how large the friend’s dogs were to be able to make a recommendation for the move dogs task
and they wondered what kind of car the friend had to help them decide if it was worth the cost of shipping.
In addition, four of the first eight participants who were assigned the plants task made a recommendation
without searching; the plants task was moved to the practice task topic and the clean house topic was dropped.
4.5 Time constraints to induce time pressure (Study 2)
A task time constraint in the form of a time limit was used to induce time pressure in Study 2; no time
limits were imposed in Study 1. In Study 2, participants were randomly assigned to one of two time constraint
conditions (between-subjects): a 5 minute task time limit or no task time limit. Task time constraint is
a between-subjects factor to prevent unintended carryover effects of time limits as found in Ordóñez and
Benson (1997). In addition, the experimental system used in this study was customized to remove all cues
about the number of tasks to complete. These cues were removed to prevent participants from feeling time
pressure as a result of an experimental session time limits and a known number of tasks to complete as in
Crescenzi (2016). Removing the cues also preventing the participants from allocating a certain amount of
time for each task; for example, if six tasks were assigned and participants were informed that they had one
hour for the decision tasks, they might allocate 10 minutes to each task in order to finish all six tasks in an
hour. The researcher left the room while participants were working on their tasks to prevent inducing time
pressure in the no time limit condition due to researcher presence as in Inbar et al. (2011).
4.5.1 Task time limit (between-subjects, Study 2). For all participants in Study 1 and in the no task
time limit condition of Study 2, no time limits and no time-related guidance were given for the tasks. In the
task time constraint condition in Study 2, participants were given a 5-minute task time limit to complete each
decision task corresponding to the mean task completion time for the four primary topics in the preliminary
study (Study 1, M=4.79 min., SD=3.32, n=58, min=.05, max=18.12) rounded to the nearest whole number.
Inducing time pressure by setting a task time limit at approximately half of the mean task completion time
for an untimed task has been used to induce time pressure in studies of information search (e.g., Crescenzi
et al., 2016) and decision-making using an information board (e.g., Gilliland & Schmitt, 1993; Weenig &
Maarleveld, 2002).
Participants were first presented with the task time limit instructions in the task instructions (Table 4.5)
for their first non-practice task. In the time constraint condition, the time limit instructions appeared beneath
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Table 4.5: Time constraint condition instructions
Task time limit condition
Scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in Austin, TX. Because they will be moving from Chapel Hill as soon as
possible, they have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
[topic description changes based on the topic-order rotation; example task description shown]
Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed internet connection. They have asked you to recommend what they should buy to
set up a mesh wifi network. They would like for you to identify their options, recommend the best option, and briefly describe
why you recommended this option.
You have up to 5 minutes to complete this task.
No task time limit condition
Scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in Austin, TX. Because they will be moving from Chapel Hill as soon as
possible, they have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
[topic description changes based on the topic-order rotation; example task description shown]
Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed internet connection. They have asked you to recommend what they should buy to
set up a mesh wifi network. They would like for you to identify their options, recommend the best option, and briefly describe
why you recommended this option.
the scenario and topic description for the task on the pre-task questionnaire, task pages, and the post-task
questionnaire as shown in Figure 4.2. In the no time limit condition in Study 2, no mention of a time limit or
time guidance was present.
4.5.2 Preventing time allocation across tasks. In Study 1 and in the no time limit condition of Study
2, participants were given no guidance for how long they should spend on a task. Participants were aware of
the approximate duration of the experimental session (i.e., session time limit) from study recruiting materials
and the informed consent process. To prevent participants from allocating time across the tasks given the
session time limit (e.g., deciding to spend 10 minutes on each of six tasks given an hour of experiment time),
no additional instructions regarding the time to spend on the task or a recommended pace of activity was
given. In addition, the experiment system did not indicate the number of tasks left to complete as described
in Section 4.6.3.
To ensure that participants were able to complete the post-experiment questionnaire and semi-structured
interview, the experiment system only showed the next task to participants if they had spent less than 70
minutes using the experiment session (55 minutes in Study 2). In addition, the study protocol included
stopping participants who were still working on a task with 20 minutes remaining in the experimental session.
No participants were stopped by the researcher during the experiment sessions. A similar method was used in
Crescenzi et al. (2015, 2016).
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot of pre-task questionnaire for mesh wifi topic for participant with time limit in Study 2.
The time limit instructions include the text “You have up to 5 minutes to complete this task.”
4.5.3 No task timer. No task timer was displayed on the experimental system based on pilot testing
results which suggested that including a timer could draw participants’ attention to time in both experimental
conditions. As previous studies have induced time pressure by making participants more aware of time
passing (e.g., Inbar et al., 2011), no timer or clock was added to the experiment system; however, the system
clock on the computer was modified to show seconds.
4.5.4 Task topic homogeneity. As other experimental studies have found an impact of within-subjects
factors not related to time on perceived time pressure such as varying levels of system delay (Crescenzi et al.,
2015, 2016), task cognitive complexity (Crescenzi et al., 2017), task type (fact finding versus exploratory in
Chang Liu and Wei (2016)), or device type in Harvey and Pointon (2017b). To minimize these effects, the
decision task topics were evaluated in Study 1 to identify topic-related differences and to enable the selection
of decision topics that were most similar in key dependent measures in this study.
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4.6 Materials, apparatus
Study sessions took place in a small room (room 09) in the Interactive Information Systems Lab in
Manning Hall on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The room contained two
desks: one for the participant and one for the moderator. The desk for the participant held the participant’s
computer with keyboard and mouse, a primary monitor for the participant (with the Tobii X2-60 eyetracking
bar attached), a secondary monitor to use during calibration, an external microphone, a blank piece of paper,
and a pen. The researcher’s desk had a folder containing printed versions of the consent form and financial
incentive receipt, the text of task topics, and backup copies of questionnaires. The researcher also had a
clipboard that contained the semi-structured interview guides, system configuration instructions, and blank
paper for notes if needed. To minimize inconsistency in lighting conditions, the room-darkening blinds were
closed and overhead florescent lighting was used.
4.6.1 Computer and software configuration. All participants used the same Dell computer with an
Intel i7 3.4 GHz processor running Windows 10. The resolution of the external monitors were set to 1680 x
1050. A Tobii X2-60 eyetracker with Tobii Studio 3.6 and TechSmith Morae 3 were used to log participants’
eye movements, and record audio and the screens of both monitors. A custom experiment system was used to
walk participants through the study. The web browser used in this study was Firefox (version 45.9.0 ESR)
with the Firefox Tobii browser extension to enable logging of the participants’ interactions with web pages
across multiple tab and windows.7 A special exemption was received from IT department to use the versions
of Firefox (45.9.0ESR) and the Bonjour protocol (2.0.2.0) required by the Tobii browser extension.8 Firefox
settings were configured so that the stand-alone search bar was removed, search suggestions were disabled,
pop-up windows were blocked, and remembering search and form history were disabled. Bookmarks were
added to the web browser for the experiment system and a page for the moderator to troubleshoot any
technical problems which might occur during the session.
Tobii Studio was configured to use dual screens (the primary and secondary monitors), and recording of
the participant’s image using the web cam was disabled. The Live Viewer feature was enabled in Tobii Studio;
this opened an application window that showed the participants’ computer screen with the raw, uncorrected
7https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/tobii-pro-lab/system-requirements/
8Firefox 61 was the current version at the beginning of the study, and Firefox 62 was released during the study. In addition, the
Bonjour protocol, which Tobii Studio uses to identify and communicate with the eyetrackers, was updated to an unsupported version
during the study time period.
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eye movements superimposed. The Live Viewer window was moved to the secondary monitor and set to
full screen. The Track Status feature was also enabled to show whether or not the eye movements are being
captured correctly by the eye tracker. This was also moved to the secondary monitor so that it could be seen
by the researcher and recorded. TechSmith Morae was configured to record session audio and to record the
participant’s computer screen as well as the secondary computer screen on which the Live Viewer and Track
Status windows were displayed. Morae was also configured to add a yellow circle around the mouse pointer.
The recordings were started by the participant after they signed the consent form, and the recordings
were stopped by the researcher after the participant left the experiment room to capture any spontaneous
comments during or after the debriefing. At the end of every experiment session, the browser history was
saved and then cleared. All participant data was stored on encrypted, password-protected hard drives and
secure network drives.
4.6.2 Tobii eye tracker. Participant’s eye gaze behaviors were captured using an Tobii X2-60 eye-
tracker using a sampling frequency of 60 Hz and the Tobii Fixation Filter. Nine-point calibration using
Regular calibration in Tobii Studio was used: red dots were displayed in nine locations on the full area of the
primary computer display, and the dots moved between locations at medium speed. The researcher observed
the calibration using Live Viewer on the secondary monitor. Participants were re-calibrated for individual
points if Tobii Studio indicated missing calibration points or there were large errors (i.e., long green lines)
indicated after calibration. All points were re-calibrated if there were more than three calibration points
missing or with errors. Participants were recalibrated up to three times; participants who were not able to be
calibrated were allowed to continue the study without eye-tracking data collected.
An area of interest (AOI) was defined for the computer system clock (200 x 40 pixels). For every
participant, the monitor display was set at 1680 x 1050, and the top left corner of the system clock AOI
was located at X, Y coordinates of (1480, 1010). The Tobii logs included rich data for analysis including
timestamped gaze events (e.g., coordinates) relative to the display and to the current media (e.g., web page
viewed). The logs also contained mouse click events (left or right button, coordinates), key press events, the
web page currently viewed/active (URL and dimensions of the full web page at the current media width),
and the URL start and end events (start and end times of pages shown/viewed by participants). Eye-tracking
log files were exported from Tobii Studio and analyzed using Python scripts developed for this study and a
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modification of a Java application used in Brennan (2018) to obtain behavioral measures (e.g., the number of
tasks in which the clock AOI was viewed, the counts and durations of nonSERP page views).
4.6.3 Experiment system. A custom system was developed to guide participants through the experi-
mental procedure to minimize the potential for bias from interactions with the researcher during the decision
tasks. The main page of the experiment system presented participants with information, buttons, and links
pertinent to the next step in the experimental procedure as shown in Figures 4.3-4.6. Recommendation
decision tasks were presented using the system, and a search system adapted from one used in previous studies
(e.g., Capra, Arguello, Crescenzi, & Vardell, 2015) was embedded within the task in the experimental system
(Figure 4.7) if invoked by the participant. The consent form and questionnaires were administered using
Qualtrics, and the custom experiment and search system was written in PHP with a MySQL database. The
system elements are described below. Appendix O includes screenshots of the system, a pageflow diagram
showing the sequence of pages and the conditions under which pages were displayed, and wireframes for
dynamic pages showing the content and conditions under which the content was displayed.
The main page of the experiment system provided links to the next step in the experimental procedure.
The main page was dynamic, and elements available on the main page were dependent on the participant’s
stage in the task and the time elapsed in the experiment session. As described in Section 4.5.2, participants
were presented with an additional task if they had completed less than six tasks and if the experiment time
threshold had not been met (i.e., 55 or 70 minutes spent on the experiment portion of the study). As shown in
Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the main page included a “Start task »” button if the participant’s next action was to start
another task.
Figure 4.3: Screenshot of main page before first task (Study 2). Note: Screen shot was captured from a screen
recording; yellow circle was added by screen recording software (Morae) and did not appear to participants.
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Figure 4.4: Screenshot of main page showing a fifth task (Study 2).
If participants had completed six tasks or the time threshold for the decision tasks was met (55 or 70
minutes), a link to the decision questionnaire about the last task they completed was presented (Figure 4.5).
After the decision questionnaire was completed, instructions informing the study participant to get the study
moderator and a link to the exit questionnaire were displayed (Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.5: Screenshot of main page after sixth task showing link to decision questionnaire (Study 2).
4.6.4 Search system. The search system available to participants during the decision-making tasks is
a custom search engine which used the Bing Web Search API as the source of web search results and the
search interface was designed to look like a standard search engine with a query box, search button, and 10
blue links. The search system was invoked by clicking the Search for Information button as shown in Figure
4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Main page with instructions to get moderator and a link to exit questionnaire questionnaire after
sixth task in Study 1 and Study 2.
Figure 4.7: Screenshot of task page (6) for mesh wifi topic for participant with time limit in Study 2. Note:
Screen shot was captured from a screen recording; yellow circle was added by screen recording software
(Morae) and did not appear to participants.
After participants issued their query, the system displayed 10 search results per page including the page
title which linked to the target page, the URL of the target page, and a short snippet for each result (Figure
4.8). The search system was also instrumented to log participants interactions with the system including
queries issued; the rank of the search results displayed and unique identifiers for the results displayed; mouse
clicks including the element clicked, whether it was a left- or right-click, and the rank if the clicked element
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was a search result; and mouse-overs including the element hovered over, and the rank if the moused-over
element was a search result.
Figure 4.8: Screenshot of task page (6) showing search results for mesh wifi topic for participant with a time
limit in Study 2. Note: Screen shot was captured from a screen recording; yellow circle was added by screen
recording software (Morae) and did not appear to participants.
4.7 Data collection methods and measures
Data collection methods and measures were used in both Study 1 and Study 2. Quantitative data were
collected from pre-task, post-task, and post-experiment questionnaires, as well as logs from the experiment
system and Tobii eyetracker. Qualitative data were collected from open-ended questions on the post-task and
exit questionnaires, and in a semi-structured interview conducted after the tasks were completed and before
the final questionnaire. Each data collection method is described below along with the measures derived
from the data collection method. Table 4.6 summarizes the study hypotheses, the measures used to test the
hypotheses, and the source of the data. Tables 4.7-4.13 show questionnaire items, Table 4.14 shows detailed
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Table 4.6: Summary of hypotheses, measures used in hypothesis testing, and data source. Measures derived
from open-ended questions or multiple measures in italics. For self-reported measures, the number of items
is indicated in parentheses; items from post-task questionnaire unless otherwise indicated. Questionnaire
measures indicated on intended constructs before factor analysis.
Hypothesis Behavior measures (Log,
eye-tracking)
Self-report measures (# items from postQ
unless indicated)
H1: For time-constrained tasks
a) higher time pressure time pressure (3)
b) lower perceived time adequacy time inadequacy (3), time adequacy (1, exitQ)
c) more time monitoring clock view count time monitoring (1)
H2: Stop sooner
a) decide faster decision time, timeout count
b) more difficult to decide when to
stop
diff decide stop (1)
c) use different stopping criteria cognitive stopping rules (5 rules, 20 items,
exitQ)
H3: Accelerated pace




a) search less search count, queries issued, SERPS
viewed, total nonSERPs, nonSERPs
viewed from SERP, nonSERPs from
other nonSERPs
b) search more shallowly max. SERP click depth, max. SERP
hover depth, hover count
c) search difficulty search difficulty (4)
H5: Search outcome
a) consider less information information adequacy (3)
H6: Decision
a) recommendation option recommended
b) lower confidence decision confidence (3)
c) more difficulty decision difficulty (3)
H7: Individual differences
a) search self-efficacy search self-efficacy (6 exitQ)
b) time pressure tolerance preference for no pressure (4 exitQ), outcome
dissatisfaction (4 exitQ), inability to meet
deadlines (4 exitQ)
operationalizations of log-derived measures. Data cleaning, processing, integration and analysis is described
in Section 4.9.
Questionnaires included closed and open-ended items. For the majority of the closed questions in
questionnaires, participants were presented with statements and asked to indicate the extent to which they
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agreed with the statements on a 7-point Likert-type scale (with 1 = “Strongly disagree" to 7 = “Strongly
agree”). A 7-point scale was used to allow comparison with the results of a previous study of time pressure in
search (Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016) and to strengthen the case for treating composite dependent variables
as interval in data analysis. Constructs were measured by multiple statements. Although many statements
were adapted from existing instruments, the psychometric properties of the measures were not known as
the statements were adapted and/or grouped differently for this study. Exploratory factor analysis was
conducted to ascertain whether participants responses loaded on the intended factors (see Section 4.9.3).
Construct reliability is reported, and, when indicated by factor analysis, composite variables were created
using unweighted averages. The questionnaire items are discussed in this section are grouped by intended
constructs where applicable. The full text of the questionnaires with instructions, questions in the order
presented, and response options shown in the order in which they were presented to participants are shown in
Appendices D-G.
4.7.1 Pre-task perceptions of task and topic. A pre-task questionnaire contained items which asked
about the participant’s perceptions of the topic, their task expectations, and their task self-efficacy (Table 4.7).
Participants were asked to indicate their interest in and prior knowledge of the decision topic; whether they
thought they can make a good recommendation without searching; their expectations regarding overall task
difficulty and difficulty determining when they have enough information to make their recommendation; and
their confidence in their ability to find information, find options, and find information about the options.
The interest, prior knowledge, and expected task difficulty items have been used in previous interactive
information retrieval studies in which participants were asked to evaluate outcomes or compare options
(Capra et al., 2017; D. Kelly et al., 2015) and were also used in a previous study of time pressure and
search (Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016). One item asking whether they thought they could make a good
recommendation without searching was developed for this study. The task self-efficacy items created for this
study were inspired by prior instruments (Brennan et al., 2016; Fitzsimons et al., 1997).
The pre-task questionnaire items were analyzed to identify task topic or task order differences in Study 1.
In Study 2, they were also included as covariates in hypothesis testing models as in (Crescenzi et al., 2016).
Although experimental control was used for task topic and task order effects, including the pre-task variables
as control variables allows for statistical control, provides estimates of topic and order effects, and potentially
reduces the unexplained variance in the models.
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Table 4.7: Pre-task questionnaire: Topic and task perceptions. Participant responses to statements on a 1-7
scale where 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly agree.
Name Question text Source
Topic perceptions
interest I am interested to learn more about the topic of this task. b
prior knowledge I know a lot about this topic. b
Task expectations
good rec. now I can make a good recommendation now without needing to look for information. a
expected difficulty I think this will be a difficult task. b




confid. find info I am confident I know (or can find) adequate information to make a good
recommendation.
c, d
confid. find options I am confident I know (or can find) adequate options to make a good
recommendation.
c, d
confid. find info about
options
I am confident I know (or can find) adequate information about the options to make a
good recommendation.
c, d
Source of questionnaire items: (a) ad-hoc, (b) adapted from D. Kelly et al. (2015), (c) inspired by Brennan et al. (2016), (d)
inspired by Fitzsimons, Greenleaf, and Lehmann (1997)
4.7.2 Recommendations and post-task perceptions. The post-task questionnaire contained closed
and open-ended items asking about the participant’s recommendations as well as their time-, search-, and
decision-related perceptions. The open-ended questions asked participants to describe their recommendation
and the information they considered during the decision making process. The closed questions asked
participants to indicate their agreement with a series of statements about constructs about time (time pressure
and affect, impact to behavior, time adequacy), their decision (confidence, difficulty), the information they
found (adequacy), and their search (difficulty). Each construct was measured using 3-5 questions, and the
statements for all constructs except search difficulty were placed on four separate pages and ordered so that
only one question from each construct appeared on each page. The search difficulty questions only appeared
for participants if they searched for information, and these statements appeared together on the last page of
the post-task questionnaire. Tables 4.8-4.10 show the text of the questionnaires and their source and/or from
where they were adapted. Each of these are described below.
Recommendation decision. The post-task questionnaire started with four open-ended questions about
the participant’s recommendation to their friend as shown in Table 4.8. Immediately after pressing the “Make
Recommendation” button, participants were asked 1) which option they recommended as best and why, 2)
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Table 4.8: Post-task questionnaire: Questions about recommendation (open-ended).
Name Question text
Decision (open-ended)
which option Which option do you recommend as the best? Why?
other options Did you consider any other options? Which ones? Use an asterisk to indicate options you knew
about before starting this task.
which information What information was most important to you to decide which option to recommend?
other information Did any other information help you decide which option to recommend? What information?
which, if any, other options they considered, 3) what information was most important to them as they decided
which option to recommend, and 4) what, if any, other information helped them decide which option to
recommend. The first question was intended to capture the recommendation made. The second question was
intended to determine which and how many other options were considered, and the third and fourth questions
were intended to determine which and how many attributes of the options were considered.
Time-related perceptions. The post-task questionnaire included items for three time-related constructs:
1) time pressure and affect, 2) time inadequacy, and 3) task pace. Although some studies have measured
time pressure using one question from each of these constructs (e.g., Bowrin & King, 2010), this study
uses multiple items from each construct to attempt to differentiate between three factors. Time pressure and
negative affect indicate an affective response to time constraints. Time inadequacy provides insight into
whether participants thought there was enough time to complete the task; this may or may not be accompanied
by a feeling of time pressure and negative affect. A fast task pace enables comparison of the pace of work
across time conditions to identify an accelerated work pace; working faster may or may not accompanied
by a feeling of time pressure and negative affect or a perception that time was inadequate. There is some
precedent for this decomposition: Ballard and Seibold (2004) identified these three dimensions as separate
factors in a set of 10 dimensions of temporal experience in work environments. In a previous study, higher
time pressure was reported if participants experienced significant system delay but there were no significant
differences in perceiving working fast or feeling rushed or hurried (Crescenzi et al., 2016).
Table 4.9 shows the time-related items which asked about the time pressure, stress, and anxiety they felt;
their perceptions of time adequacy (not enough, prefer more, consider more information if more time), and
their perceptions of how time influenced their behaviors during the task including the pace of interactions
(hurried, work fast) and how much they thought about time during the task The first time-related construct,
time pressure and affect, was measured using three items adapted from Crescenzi et al. (2016), Maule et al.
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Table 4.9: Post-task questionnaire: Time-related items. Participant responses to statements were on a 1-7
scale where 1 = Strongly disagree and 7 = Strongly agree.
name Question text Source
Time pressure and affect (H1a)
time pressure I felt time pressure while completing this task. e, f, g
stressed I felt stressed while completing this task. f, g
anxious I felt anxious while completing this task. h
Time inadequacy (H1b)
time think I would have preferred to think longer about my decision. f, g
time info If I had more time, I would have considered more information. e, f
time not enough I did not have enough time. f, i
Time monitoring (H1c)
meta time While I was working on this task, I thought about how much time I had left. e, k
Task pace (H3b)
hurried I felt hurried or rushed during this task. e, j
work fast I needed to work fast to complete this task. e, j
Source of questionnaire items: (e) Crescenzi et al. (2016), (f) adapted from Svenson et al. (1990), (g) adapted from Rieskamp
and Hoffrage (2008), (h) adapted from Maule et al. (2000), (i) adapted from Cheng (2003), (j) adapted from Hart and
Staveland (1988), (k) inspired by Claessens (2004)
(2000), Rieskamp and Hoffrage (2008). These questions asked whether participants felt time pressure, stress,
or anxiety during the task.
The second time-related construct, time inadequacy, measured the extent to which participants felt they
had enough time for their tasks. Two statements, adapted from Rieskamp and Hoffrage (2008), asked whether
participant would have preferred longer to think about their decision, or if they would have considered more
information if they had more time. A final statement was whether participants thought they did not have
enough time, and it was adapted from Cheng (2003).
The third time-related construct, task pace, asked about participants’ thoughts about their task pace and
was measured by three items (Crescenzi et al., 2016; Hart & Staveland, 1988). Two items asked participants
to express agreement with statements that they needed to work fast, or they felt hurried or rushed (adapted
from the temporal demand item from the NASA-Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart & Staveland, 1988).
The third statement related to participant’s attention to time (i.e., how much they thought about the time
remaining while doing the task).
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Table 4.10: Post-task questionnaire: Decision and search-related items. Participant responses to statements
were on a 1-7 scale where 1 = Strongly disagree and 7 = Strongly agree.
Name Question text Source
Information adequacy (H5)
adeq info I had adequate information to make a good decision. a
adeq options I had adequate decision options to choose from to make a good decision. a, d
adeq info about options I had adequate information about the decision options to choose from to make a
good decision.
a
Search difficulty (H4c) (asked if participant searched)
diff overall Overall, it was difficult to search for information to make the decision. b, c
diff query It was difficult to determine search terms to use to find relevant information. b, c
diff on SERP It was difficult to choose which items to view from the search results. b, c
diff decide continue It was difficult to decide whether to continue inspecting the search results or to
search again.
b, c
diff decide stop It was difficult to determine when to stop looking for information. b, c
Decision confidence (H6b)
dec confidence I am confident in my decision. l
dec comfort I am comfortable with my decision. k
dec satisfaction I am satisfied with my decision. k, m
Decision difficulty (H6c)
diff make choice It was difficult to make a choice. k, l
diff dec option It was difficult to decide which option to recommend. n
diff decide search It was difficult to decide whether to search for information to make this
recommendation.
n
Source of questionnaire items: (a) ad-hoc, (b) inspired by D. Kelly et al. (2015), (c) inspired by Brennan et al. (2016), (d)
inspired by Fitzsimons et al. (1997), (k) inspired by Claessens (2004), (l) adapted from Kerstholt (1992), (m) ad-hoc, inspired
by Knijnenburg, Willemsen, Gantner, Soncu, and Newell (2012), (n) adapted from Sainfort and Booske (2000)
Search and decision-related constructs. As shown in Table 4.10, the post-task questionnaire also
included items on four constructs relating to search, information adequacy, and decision confidence and
difficulty.
The information adequacy items were created for this study to ascertain whether participants thought
they had adequate information overall, adequate options from which to choose, and adequate information
about the options. The search difficulty items were created for this study or adapted from existing task
difficulty questions used in IIR studies (Capra et al., 2015; Capra et al., 2017; Crescenzi et al., 2015, 2016;
D. Kelly et al., 2015). These statements focus on the difficulty of aspects of the search process that are
measured by search behaviors: creating queries, choosing items from the search results page, and deciding
when to re-query. Participants who did not search for information for a given task were not presented with
these statements.
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Table 4.11: Stopping questionnaire administered after the last task completed. Quotes and original item
numbers (e.g., MT1) are from Gerhart (2018, p. 2). Participants indicated agreement with statements on a 1-7
scale where 1 = Strongly disagree and 7 = Strongly agree.
Decision rules Name Orig.
Judgment rule: “based on the information that is available to the decision maker”
Magnitude Threshold: stop when “they have ‘enough’ information based on their initial goals”
enough info I felt I had enough information. MT1
adeq. info I felt I had adequate information to make a decision. MT3
collected info I collected enough information to make a decision. MT6
Difference Threshold: stop when “no new value in the information gained”
same info I kept finding the same information in every search. DT1
no new info I stopped searching because I was finding no new information. DT2
continuing waste I felt like continuing to search was a waste of time, because the same information
was showing up.
DT8
Reasoning-based rules: “when the decision maker reaches the limit of their cognitive capacities”
Representational Stability: stop when “the situation no longer chang[es] when new information is acquired”
understanding stable My understanding of the topic was no longer changing. RS2
view of topic stable My view of the topic was no longer changing. RS8
no longer learning I was no longer learning about the topic. ad hoc
Single Rule: “based on information for only one single search criteria”
one thing I was focused on getting information on one thing. SC1
more imp. info I only considered looking for the piece of information most important to me. SC6
one aspect I was most concerned with finding information on one specific aspect. SC10
Mental List: stop when “a predetermined set of criteria” met
list of things I had a list of certain things I was interested in. ML1
option satis. I stopped searching when I found an option that satisfied the things that were
important to me.
ML3
certain things I have certain things I look for for a decision like this. ML6
Participants were also asked two sets of questions about their recommendation: their confidence in their
recommendation and their difficulty making a choice. There were three decision confidence statements; the
decision confidence item was selected from Jacoby, Speller, and Kohn (1974), and the decision comfort
and decision satisfaction statements were selected from a set of five items from Sainfort and Booske (2000).
Three questions asked about difficulty making the choice. One item was adapted from Sainfort and Booske
(2000) and two items were created for this study inspired by Knijnenburg et al. (2012).
4.7.3 Decision questionnaire. After their final task, participants were asked to complete an additional
questionnaire about the criteria they used to decide when to stop searching for information. Table 4.11 shows
and defines the cognitive stopping rules and the corresponding questionnaire items with definitions from
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Gerhart (2018, p. 2). This instrument was designed to identify which, if any, internal cognitive decision
rules were used as stopping criteria; Gerhart (2018) developed the questionnaire to measure five cognitive
stopping rules: difference threshold, magnitude threshold, representational stability, single rule, and mental
list. Three statements from each cognitive stopping rule were selected for this study for parsimony. Two of
the decision rules, difference threshold and magnitude threshold, are judgment-based as they are based on the
full set of information available to the decision-maker. The remaining three stopping rules were described as
reasoning-based as they are dependent upon the cognitive capacity of the decision maker: representational
stability, single rule, and mental list.
The measures in this questionnaire complement the time-related measures in the post-task questionnaire;
as a limitation of decision stopping questionnaire is that it does not include external stopping criteria such as
time constraints and cost (Gerhart, 2018). Internal cognitive criteria and stopping rules have been analyzed in
recent studies of information search using open-ended questionnaires or interviews (Wu, 2014; Wu & Kelly,
2014) or modeled in simulations (Maxwell, 2019; Maxwell et al., 2015). Both internal cognitive criteria and
other external factors (e.g., time, experimental factors) have been found to influence participants’ decisions to
stop looking for information in interactive information retrieval studies (e.g., Wu, 2014; Wu & Kelly, 2014).
4.7.4 Exit questionnaire. The exit questionnaire contained several types of items: realism checks,
individual differences, and demographic questions. The individual differences measures were derived from
the Search Self-Efficacy scale (Brennan et al., 2016) and three subscales of the Active Procrastination scale
(Choi & Moran, 2009). Participants completed the exit questionnaire after the semi-structured interview. The
text of exit questionnaire items are shown in Table 4.12 and 4.13. Each of these are discussed below.
Realism checks. The post-experiment questionnaire contained two realism check statements to ascertain
the realism of the scenario and recommendation tasks as shown in Table 4.12. These statements asked
whether the participants could imagine themselves in the scenario and could imagine themselves making
recommendations as in Dabholkar (1994). An additional ad-hoc, open-ended question asked participants to
describe any recommendations that were not realistic. Participants were also asked to describe whether they
had enough time to complete the tasks in an open-ended question as in Cheng (2003). A third question asked
participants to describe any studies in which they had participated that were similar to this study.
Individual difference: Sensitivity to time pressure. The exit questionnaire also contained items to
measure participants’ propensity for active procrastination, i.e., their “affective preference for time pressure,
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Table 4.12: Exit Questionnaire. Questions with open-ended responses indicated in italics. For other questions,
participants indicated agreement with statements on a 1-7 scale where 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly
agree.
Name Question text Source
Experiment Checks
Scenario realism I can imagine myself in the scenario (making recommendations for a friend). p
Topic realism I can imagine myself making recommendations like this ones in this study. p
Were there any recommendations that you could not imagine making in your real life? If so,
please describe.
Time adequacy Did you have enough time to complete the tasks in this study? Please describe. i
Similar studies Is this study similar to others in which you have participated? If yes, please describe. a
3 Source of questionnaire items: (a) ad-hoc, (i) adapted from Cheng (2003), (p) Dabholkar (1994)
cognitive decision to procrastinate, behavioral capacity to meet deadlines, and ability to achieve satisfactory
outcomes” (Choi & Moran, 2009, p. 197) as shown in of Table 4.13. Three subscales of the Active
Procrastination Scale were used in this study: preference for pressure, outcome satisfaction, and ability to
meet deadlines. The Preference for Pressure subscale measures the extent to which a person is challenged
and motivated by time pressure rather than stressed by it. The Outcome Satisfaction scale measures the
extent to which a person is able to obtain satisfactory task outcomes even when they complete a task under
time pressure due to procrastination. Finally, the Ability to Meet Deadlines subscale measures the extent
to which a person is able to use strategies to be able to complete their task on time even when they actively
procrastinate. The fourth subscale, intentional decision, was excluded from the study as it measures the
extent to which people intentionally procrastinate. The naming of these constructs was modified to reflect the
reverse coding: preference for (no) pressure, outcome (dis)satisfaction, and (in)ability to meet deadlines. As
noted in Section 4.9.3, after exploratory factor analysis, two composite variables were created out of these 12
items.
Individual difference: Search self-efficacy. The post-experiment questionnaire also contained items
about the participant’s search self-efficacy as shown in the bottom of Table 4.13. To assess the participants’
self-efficacy with web search, a subset of the Search Self-Efficacy scale was used (Brennan et al., 2016; D.
Kelly, 2010). Six items were included to capture participants’ self-efficacy in the search process with a focus
on creating queries, evaluating the search results list, and finding adequate information. The full instrument
contains 14 questions relating to one’s confidence in their ability to complete search tasks. Brennan et al.
(2016) found four moderate to highly correlated factors in their exploratory factor analysis of data from
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Table 4.13: Exit Questionnaire. Questions with open-ended responses indicated in italics. For other questions,
participants indicated agreement with statements on a 1-7 scale where 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly
agree.
Name Question text Source2 Composite3
Active Procrastination Scale original three sub-scales
Preference for (no) pressure subscale
deadline pain It is really a pain for me to work under upcoming deadlines. q procrast
upset I’m upset and reluctant to act when I’m forced to work under pressure. q pressure
tense I feel tense and cannot concentrate when there’s too much time pressure on me. q pressure
frustrated I’m frustrated when I have to rush to meet deadlines. q pressure
Outcome (dis)satisfaction subscale
perf. suffers My performance tends to suffer when I have to race against deadlines. q pressure
don’t do well I don’t do well if I have to rush through a task. q pressure
not satisfied If I put things off to the last moment, I’m not satisfied with their outcomes. q pressure
better if slower I achieve better results if I complete a task at a slower pace, well ahead of a
deadline.
q pressure
(In)ability to meet deadlines subscale
start last minute I often start things at the last minute and find it difficult to complete them on
time.
q procrast
fail to meet goals I often fail to accomplish goals I set for myself. q procrast
run late I’m often running late when getting things done. q procrast
diff. finish I have difficulty finishing activities once I start them. q procrast
1 items taken from 3 of 4 scales in the original AP scale were included in this study; they are organized by the composite
variables created for this study rather than the original constructs.
2 Source of questionnaire items: (c) Brennan et al. (2016), (q) Choi and Moran (2009)
3 Composite variable after factor analysis. procrast = tendency to procrastinate and miss deadlines. pressure = sensitivity to
negative impact of pressure
eight studies which used the full instrument among different populations (crowdworkers, university students,
and the general public). In D. Kelly (2010), one component was identified. To create a more parsimonious
questionnaire, a subset of the items were selected.
Demographic questions. At the end of the questionnaire, participants were asked their age, their highest
level of education completed, and frequency of online searches. They were also asked to identify their
affiliation(s) with the University: undergraduate student, graduate or professional student, staff, faculty, other,
or none. If the participant selected a student status, they were asked for the degree they were pursuing (and
major). Faculty and staff were asked their occupation and primary department. Participants were able to
select multiple statuses and affiliations.
4.7.5 Decision and search behaviors. Behavioral measures were calculated based on the participants’
logged interactions with the experiment and search system and the Tobii eye-tracking logs. Log-derived
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Table 4.14: Measures derived from experiment system and eye-tracking logs for hypothesis testing of task,
decision, and search behaviors.
Hypothesis, measure Description Source1
H1c: More time monitoring 2
clock view count of tasks with at least one eye fixation on computer clock t
H2a: Decide faster
decision time time elapsed from task page load until participant pressed “Make Recommendation”
button
s
timeout count count of participants stopped by system before time limit s
H3a: Work faster 2
time per page average time spent on SERP and nonSERP pages before decision 3 t
time per SERP average time spent on SERP pages before decision 3 t
time per nonSERP average time spent on nonSERP pages viewed before decision 3 t
H4a: Search less 2
search count count of participants who searched (pressed Search button) s
queries issued number of queries issued to the experiment search system s
SERPs viewed number of total SERP views before decision 3 t
nonSERPs viewed number of all nonSERP pages viewed before decision 3 t
nonSERPs from SERP number of pages opened from SERP before decision 3 s
nonSERPs from
nonSERPs
number of nonSERPs opened from another nonSERP page before decision 3 t
nonSERPs per query4 number of nonSERP viewed for each query 3 s
nonSERPs from SERP
per query4
number of nonSERP pages opened from SERP for each query 3 s
nonSERPs per SERP4 number of nonSERP pages viewed per SERP 3 s
H4b: Search more shallowly 2
SERP click depth rank on SERP of the deepest document viewed for the task s
hover depth rank on SERP of the deepest document hovered over for the task s
hover count number of search results hovered over by mouse before decision 3 s
1 Source: (T) Tobii eye-tracker log, (s) search and experiment system logs, 2 search behaviors before participant pressed ”Make
Recommendation” button, 3 includes re-opens, re-views, or re-hovers, 4 reported in descriptive statistics, but not used as a
dependent measure in hypothesis testing
quantitative measures of search and decision behaviors used for hypothesis testing are shown in Table 4.14 in
the order of the hypotheses.
Time monitoring (H1c). Whether or not a participant looked at the clock (clock_views) was used as a
measure of time monitoring during the task. This binary measure is operationalized as the presence or absence
of fixations >500ms in the area of interest (AOI) defined for the computer system clock. As previously noted,
the AOI was 200 x 40 pixels and in a fixed location on the computer monitor. The monitor display was set to
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1680 x 1050 pixels, and the top left corner of the system clock AOI was located at X, Y coordinates of (1480,
1010).
Decision time (H2a). To test whether participants stop their task faster (H2a) with time constraints, the
time spent on the decision task is analyzed. It is operationalized as the time elapsed from the start of the task
(i.e., time of task page load) until the participant indicated they were ready to make their decision (i.e., the
“Make Recommendation” button was pressed). Time spent on a task for participants without a time limit
could be interpreted as representing the true amount of time needed to complete the task. The true time
needed to complete a task will be unknown for participants with time constraints who are stopped by the
system before they complete the task.
As participants were allowed to determine how long they spent on tasks (up to the researcher-imposed
task time limit for the time constraint condition), this also serves as a manipulation check. If the time
limit group does not spend less time on the task, the manipulation check fails. In addition, the number of
participants stopped by the task limit is also reported for each topic and is applicable for the time limit
condition only.
Work faster (H3a). To test whether participants have an accelerated pace of activity under time pressure
(H3a), three log-derived measures are used: the time spent on SERPs, the time spent on nonSERPs, and the
time spent on (SERP or nonSERP) pages. The mean time spent on SERPs represents the average time in
seconds spent inspecting the search results list before re-querying or opening a page (in the same browser
window). The mean time spent on nonSERP pages represents the average time in seconds spent skimming
or reading webpages. It also serves as a coarse proxy for information gained on the page; the quantity and
quality of the information on a given webpage will also contribute to the time spent on the page.
Search less (H4a). Multiple measures of search behavior are used to test the hypothesis that participants
search less with time constraints (H4a) . Because participants were able to make their recommendation
without searching, the first measure of search behavior is the search count, i.e., number of participants who
searched during the task. For the participants who did search during the decision task, measures relating to
the search and webpage viewing efforts were also analyzed. For query efforts, the counts of queries issued to
the search system, and the total number of SERPs viewed were analyzed. For web page viewing efforts, the
total number of web pages viewed (nonSERPs viewed), the number of web pages viewed directly from the
SERP (nonSERPs from SERP), and the number of web pages viewed by clicking links from other nonSERPs
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(nonSERPs from nonSERPs) were analyzed. In addition, the total number of SERP or nonSERP pages are
reported.
Search more shallowly (H4b). To determine whether participants have shallower search processes
under time pressure (H4b), the maximum ranks of the SERP clicks and SERP snippets moused-over on the
experiment system SERP were analyzed. In addition, the total number of items over which the participant
hovered their mouse cursor were analyzed.
4.7.6 Decision quality. To address the quality of the recommendation made by the participant, the
open-ended questions in the post-task questionnaire were analyzed using a combination of inductive and
deductive content analysis techniques. The recording unit for the analysis was the participants’ responses to
the open-ended questions in the post-task questionnaire for a given topic; responses to all four questions were
considered as one unit. To identify the option(s) recommended and considered, the sampling unit of analysis
was at the conceptual/option level. For applying the codes, the sampling unit of analysis was the participants’
responses to all four questions for a given topic. The coding process is described in detail in Section 4.9.5
and the final coding guide is shown in Table 4.15 and Appendix N.
The goal of the content analysis was to identify the recommendations made by the participants and assess
the quality of the recommendations made by the participants. The participants were asked to make choice
decisions, i.e., choose which option to recommend to their friend. In a preferential choice decision, a good
choice is one in which the decision is in line with the decision-maker’s preferences. In this study, there were
two main externally-imposed constraints to preferential choice: (a) participants were asked to make a specific
recommendation to their friend, and (b) participants were given a scenario which contained some information
about their friend’s request (i.e., their friend’s preferences). These were the criteria against which the quality
of the recommendation was judged.
In this study, the recommendations contained in the responses to the open-ended questions in the post-
task questionnaire were coded for their specificity and accuracy. Recommendation specificity was coded
as one of five levels based on specificity of the recommendation made by the participant: a specific option,
a partially described recommendation option, a type or category of option, a general approach the friend
could use to make their own recommendation, or none in which no option or approach was recommended. A
recommendation was coded as specific if the participant recommended a specific and unambiguous option.
A recommendation was coded as described if the recommended option was described but not in enough
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Table 4.15: Decision coding guide with final, consolidated codes for specificity and accuracy.




Specific Participant recommended an unambiguous, specific option. Friend could
determine the exact option without any additional information.
Described Participant recommended an option that was probably specific but they did
not completely describe it.
Type Participant recommended a type or category of option.
Approach Participant suggested an approach for how their friend might make their
own decision. They did not recommend an option.
None Participant did not make a recommendation and did not suggest an approach




Specific Participant recommended an information source that friend could use to use
to make their decision or contact for more information.
No specific
sourcee
Participant recommended an information source but they did not completely




Inline Participant recommended option was clearly met all criteria and was correct.
OR Participant recommended option may have met criteria but was not
completely described. OR Participant recommended option was possible
given the scenario but unlikely. OR Participant recommended option
different than implied by the scenario but not explicitly different. OR
Participant recommended deferring the decision.
Out of line Participant recommended option did not meet criteria and participant
indicated this was intentional. OR Participant declined to make a
recommendation.
Wrong Participant recommended option did not meet criteria and participant did not
indicate this was intentional. OR Participant stated they made the wrong
recommendation.
detail so that the exact option could be determined without any additional information. Recommendations
were coded as type if the participant recommended a type or category of option, but did not recommend or
describe a specific option. Recommendations in which the participant did not recommend an option or a type
of option but they described an approach for how their friend might make their own decision were coded as a
general approach. In some cases, participants declined to make a recommendation and did not recommend
an approach; these were coded as none.
Recommendation accuracy was also coded from responses. Recommendations were coded as inline,
out of line, or wrong. Recommendations were coded as in line with the requested recommendation if the
recommendation (a) clearly met all criteria and was correct, (b) may have met the criteria but was not
completely described, (c) was possible given the scenario but unlikely, (d) was different than implied by the
scenario but not explicitly different from the scenario, or (e) was to defer the decision. Recommendations
were coded as out of line if the participant intentionally recommended an option that did not meet the
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recommendation requested or if they declined to make a recommendation. Recommendations were coded as
wrong if the recommended option did not meet criteria and participant did not indicate this was intentional or
if the participant stated they made the wrong recommendation.
4.7.7 Interview. At the end of the experiment, the researcher conducted a semi-structured interview
using the interview guides shown in Appendix I (Study 1) and Appendix K (Study 2).
In the interview for Study 1, the researcher started by asking participants about their first impressions of
the scenario and the topic of each task they completed including what they knew about the topic before the
task. In the second part of the interview, the researcher asked participants about the last recommendation
task the participant completed including whether they thought they made a good recommendation, how they
kept track of the information they found, how they made their decision, how they decided whether to search,
and how they decided when to stop and make their recommendation. In the third part of the interview, the
researcher asked participants to consider all of the tasks they completed and asked questions about whether
their task completion strategy changed through the experiment, and if and how they kept track of time during
the tasks. They also asked whether the participant felt time pressure during any of the tasks and asked probing
questions about the factors which may have contributed to felt time pressure, times during the task when
greater time pressure was felt, and possible impacts of time pressure on process and outcomes. The first part
of the interview for Study 1 was given priority over the other parts in cases of limited time.
The interview for Study 2 was similar to Study 1. The researcher started by asking participants about
their first impressions of the scenario and the topic of each task they completed including what they knew
about the topic before the task. In the second part of the interview, the researcher asked participants to
consider all of tasks they completed (versus only the last task they completed in the Study 1 interview) when
answering questions about including whether they thought they made a good recommendation, how they
kept track of the information they found, if and how they kept track of time during the tasks, how they made
their decision, how they decided whether to search, and how they decided when to stop and make their
decision. The third part of the interview for Study 2 was more detailed than Study 1. The researcher asked
participants whether the time they had or spent on tasks influenced a series of decisions and actions: whether
they searched, how deep in the search results they looked, how much information they searched for, the types
of web pages they viewed, the extent to which they read the information they found, and how much they
skimmed what they found. The researcher also asked whether the participant thought the time they had or
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spent influenced the number of decision options they considered or the number of recommendations they
made. The researcher also asked the same questions as in Study 1: whether the participant felt time pressure
felt during any of the tasks and asked probing questions about the factors which may have contributed to
felt time pressure, times during the task when greater time pressure was felt, and possible impacts of time
pressure. The second and third parts of the interview for Study 1 was given priority over the other parts in
cases of limited time. The researcher set a timer that went off with 10 minutes left in the study session and
moved to the second or third part of the interview (if that had not already been started).
4.8 Procedure
During the recruiting process, participants completed a screening and sign up questionnaire (Appendix
C), and those that met the screening criteria were contacted via their preferred contact method to schedule
study sessions. After the participant was scheduled for a session time, a confirmation email with the date,
time, and location of the session was sent. A reminder email with the same information was sent the day
before the scheduled study session.
The process for an experiment session was as described below.
1. Welcome and consent. I introduced myself, the study room, and helped the participant get situated at
the study computer. They were given their participant ID number and asked to write it down using the
pen and piece of paper on their desk.
2. Informed consent. Participants were asked to read the online consent form, ask any questions they
might have, and “sign” the consent form using their participant ID number or opt-out of the study.
3. Start recording and eye-tracking calibration. The participants started the screen recording software.
The eye-tracking equipment was calibrated to the participant; if the eye-tracker was not able to be
calibrated, participants continued in the study and no eyetracking data was collected. Participants were
asked to look at the computer system clock during the calibration process to ensure they knew where it
was located on the screen.
4. System introduced. Participants were walked through the experiment search system. After participants
read the scenario on the main task page, the researcher paraphrased the scenario and introduced the
practice task.
(a) In Study 1, the system walked participants through a practice task.
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(b) In Study 2, the researcher walked the participant through a practice task (example task in Study 2).
After the participant read the topic description, the researcher paraphrased the topic and described
the decision task emphasizing (1) that the participant should make the recommendation based on
their preference, (2) their friend wants a specific recommendations on which they can take action,
and (3) the participant can search for information or make the recommendation based on what
they know.
5. Questions, researcher left room. After answering any questions the participant had, the researcher 1)
told the participant that they would sitting in the next room for the next part of the study, 2) restated
their name, and 3) said they are available for any questions. The researcher then stepped out of the
room.
6. Participant completed the tasks. The system determined whether to present another task based on the
time elapsed during the study session and the number of tasks already completed.
(a) System presented the scenario, topic and decision descriptions, and time limit instructions (if
any) in the pre-task questionnaire
(b) Participant completed the pre-task questionnaire.
(c) System showed the main page with the scenario, topic and decision descriptions, and time
limit instructions (if any) along with two buttons: “Search for Information” on left, and “Make
recommendation” on right.
(d) Participant searched if/as needed by invoking the search system by pressing the “Search for
Information” button. When they were ready, they pressed the “Make recommendation” button to
make their recommendation.
(e) Participant completed the post-task questionnaire which started with open-ended questions asking
about the participant’s recommendation.
7. Decision questionnaire. After the last task, the system displayed an in-depth task questionnaire about
the cognitive stopping criteria the participant used for their last task
8. The system prompted the participant to get the researcher. The researcher returned to the room.
9. Interview. The researcher conducted a semi-structured interview.
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10. The participant completed the post-experiment questionnaire with questions for experiment checks,
individual difference measures, and demographics.
11. Debrief and payment. Participants were informed of their time limit condition and the true purpose of
the study. Participants were paid $30 (US dollars) for participating in the study and asked to sign a
receipt.
The moderator script for steps 1-5 and the semi-structured interview guide are shown in Appendices
H and I (Study 1) and Appendix J and K (Study 2). The debriefing script is shown in Appendix L (Study
1) and Appendix M (Study 2). As described earlier, the consent form is in Appendix P, the full text of the
questionnaires with instructions and questions in the order presented can be found in Appendices D-G, and
the experiment and search system is described in detail in Appendix O.
4.9 Data Analysis
4.9.1 Data cleaning and processing. Questionnaire responses were processed for missing data. Two
participants did not complete the decision or exit questionnaires in Study 1; they finished their decisions
tasks with less than 10 minutes left in the experiment session, and the researcher asked them to skip the
questionnaires to ensure there was adequate time for the interview questions regarding the scenario and topics.
To prevent additional missing data, the session timeout period was adjusted from 70 minutes to 55 minutes
between Study 1 and Study 2. One participant experienced network connectivity problems during the last
page of the exit questionnaire and completed the demographic questions on paper; this data was manually
added to the dataset. One participant accidentally clicked the Make Recommendation button instead of the
Search button for their first (and only) task; they completed the rest of the experiment session using a backup
id with the same time limit condition and topic rotation, and data from both IDs were merged.
The Tobii logs were exported from Tobii studio and processed using Python scripts developed for this
study and a modification of a Java application used in Brennan (2018). Eyetracking data was missing for
two participants in Study 1 and three participants in Study 2. One participant in Study 1 sat too far from the
computer monitor to be calibrated since they did not bring their reading glasses to the session, and there were
calibration issues with another participant likely due to glasses. For Study 2, two participants in the task time
limit condition had calibration issues likely due to their glasses. For a third participant, the Tobii Studio could
not connect to eyetracker due to an automatic update of the Bonjour protocol.
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The data processing scripts included screening for missing data and outliers. In the case of potential
outliers and missing data, the full Tobii logs were consulted as well as the Morae videos to verify the observed
behavior was an outlier or missing rather than a scripting problem. Web page views were discarded when
participants returned to a web page that had been opened in a separate tab for a completed task. Similarly,
the experiment and search system logs were processed for outliers and to create measures for this study. No
missing log data was found. A succinct version of the Tobii log was created which contained a subset of log
measures: recording start and end events, AOI fixations, left and right mouse clicks, and web page events
(URL start and URL end). These succinct logs were manually inspected to identify unanticipated behaviors
captured during the logs. These are described in more detail below.
Post-decision information search and extraction. The decision tasks were conceptualized as having
a search and decide phase (i.e., from the start of the load of task page shown in Fig. 4.7 to the press of
Make Recommendation button) and a write up recommendation phase (i.e., the post-task questionnaire
which started with open-ended questions asking participants to explain and justify their recommendation);
however, not all participants completed these phases linearly. After starting the post-task questionnaire, some
participants returned to the SERP and non-SERP pages and engaged in additional information search and
extraction behaviors. In some cases, they clicked on tabs they had previously opened and in other cases they
used the back button to return to the experiment system from the post-task questionnaire. These behaviors
are interesting but are not included in the analysis in this study.
4.9.2 Quantitative data analysis approach. The quantitative analysis results include descriptive
statistics, exploratory factor analysis results of questionnaire items, and multilevel model results for hypothesis
testing. Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted before creating composite variables; composite
variables were created as an unweighted average of items indicated by factor analysis. Descriptive statistics
are shown overall, by time condition, and by topic. To test for differences in demographics and individual
difference characteristics between time constraint conditions, OLS regression was used. To test for topic
effects (in Study 1 and Study 2), and for hypothesis testing, multilevel mixed-effects models were estimated
with a random intercept for participant. Depending on the distribution of the dependent variable, the models
were multilevel mixed-effects linear models (Gaussian, or assumed Gaussian), multilevel mixed-effects
negative binomial models (count dependent variables), multilevel mixed-effects ordered probit model (ordinal
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dependent variable), or multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression. All data analysis was conducted in Stata
15.1, and graphs were created using the plotplainblind scheme (Bischof, 2017).
4.9.3 Factor analysis. Exploratory Factor Analysis was conducted on the data from each questionnaire
to explore the underlying latent factor structure of the obtained data and to guide the creation of composite
variables. Although some of the measures were adapted from previous research, additional reliability
evaluation is conducted given the 1) introduction of new items, 2) wording changes of existing items, and
3) lack of reliability assessment for the included combinations of variables. All measures are derived from
questionnaires on a 7-point Likert-type scale.
Factor analysis was conducted on the combined data from Study 1 and Study 2 given the relatively
small sample sizes for the individual difference (n=63; Study 1 npart = 15, Study 2 npart = 48) and decision
questionnaires (n=63; Study 1 npart = 15, Study 2 npart = 48). The sample size for the pre- and post-task
questionnaires was larger (n=346; Study 1 npart = 101, Study 2 npart = 245).
The factor analysis results are discussed in this chapter. The factor analysis approach was guided
by Bandalos and Finney (2010), Costello and Osborne (2005).9 Appendix Q contains (1) correlation
tables showing descriptive statistics and Pearson’s correlation coefficients for each questionnaire, (2) tables
containing the pattern matrix representing the coefficients to create a linear combination of variables after
oblique rotation, and the structure matrix showing the correlation between the factors and the variables.10
Several tests and criteria were used to examine whether factor analysis for each set of questionnaires
was appropriate: an examination of the correlations, Bartlett’s test for sphericity, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Measure of Sampling Adequacy, and the communalities. Questionnaire item should be correlated. The null
hypothesis for Bartlett’s test for sphericity is that the items are not correlated: a significant Bartlett’s test
suggests that factor analysis is suitable. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO)
indicates the extent to which factor analysis is advised (Kaiser, 1974); factor analysis was conducted if a
KMO greater than .75 was obtained.
Principal factors was used to extract factors. Oblique rotation with Kaiser/Horst normalization was used
to allow for correlation between the extracted factors. Several methods were used and compared to determine
9Additional analyses were conducted using polychoric correlations (versus Pearson’s), orthogonal rotations (versus oblique), and
with subsets of data (Study 1 versus Study 2 versus both studies, TTC versus NTC); only the final results are presented here as the
results were consistent across analyses.
10As an oblique rotation was used, both the pattern and structure matrices are reported in the Appendices. In an orthogonal
rotation, they are the same.
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how many factors to retain: (1) scree plots, (2) parallel analysis of the (unrotated) structure matrix, (3) a
minimum eigenvalue of 1, i.e., the Kaiser criterion, and (4) the number of items with loadings greater than .4
and minimal crossloadings (ideally less than .32). As recommended by Costello and Osborne (2005), when it
was not clear how many factors to retain, additional factor analyses were run with the number of factors set to
(1) the number of factors expected during measurement instrument development, (2) the number of factors
indicated by scree plots and/or parallel analysis, (3) one less than the number of factors indicated, and (4) one
more than the number indicated. The alternative with the less ambiguous factor loadings was selected as the
final.
An item for a given factor was retained if it had (1) a minimum loading of .4, (2) no cross loadings
above .32 (i.e., an item with factor loadings of .32 or greater for two separate retained factors), and (3) a
communality of .4 or higher indicating that the factors account for at least 40% of the observed variance in
the variable. The results guided the creation of composite variables for each latent factor consisting of the
mean of the items retained for that factor.
Individual differences. Factor analysis was conducted on all of the combined items from the four scales
adapted for this study (see Section 4.7.4): the Search Self-Efficacy scale, and three subscales of the Active
Procrastination scale (preference for no pressure, outcome dissatisfaction, and inability to meet deadlines).
As shown in Table Q.5 in Appendix Q, means for each item ranged from 2.51 (SD=1.71) to 5.98 (SD=.94),
and items were not highly skewed and did not have excess kurtosis. Correlations between items for a given
construct were r≥.25. Not all items between constructs were correlated. The KMO (.748) and Bartlett’s test
(χ2(153)=698, p<.001) indicated that the data was suitable for factor analysis. A three factor-solution was
indicated by parallel analysis with eigenvalues from 2.14 to 5.67. Communalities ranged from .34 to .80.
The first factor, search self-efficacy, consisted of all six items from the Search Self-Efficacy Scale. Five
of the six items had loadings ranging from .75 - .92; confidence in creating a query to find relevant items had
a loading of .52. The second factor, procrastination and missed deadlines, consisted of all items from the
Inability to Meet Deadlines scale and one item from the Preference for No Pressure scale. The loadings for
these items ranged from .58 to .82.
The third factor, negative impact of pressure, consisted of remaining three items from the Preference
for No Pressure subscale and all four items from the Outcome Satisfaction subscale with factor loadings
ranging from .54 to .78. The statements for these items asked about the affective response to working fast to
meet deadlines (upset, tense, frustrated) and the perceived negative impact in performance which results from
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working fast. A varimax rotation of a three factor solution showed the same three factors with the same items
loading on the same factors.
Composite variables were created using an unweighted average of each of the retained items for the
factors and good scale reliabilty was obtained: search self-efficacy (α=.90), negative impact of pressure
(α=.82), and procrastination with missed deadlines (α=.88). The composite variables were correlated
weakly correlated. Search self-efficacy was associated negatively with a negative impact of pressure (r=-.26)
and procrastination (r=-.30). Pressure impact and procrastination were positively correlated (r=.33). The
composite variable correlations are in the same direction and similar in magnitude to the factor correlations.
Considering participants from both studies in the aggregate, participants’ mean search self-efficacy was high
(M=5.65, SD=.96, n=63). Participants did not consider themselves to be procrastinators who missed deadlines
(M=2.67, SD=1.36, n=63), and slightly disagreed that pressure had a negative impact on their affect and
performance (M=3.76, SD=1.25, n=63).
Pre-task questionnaire. Factor analysis was conducted on the 8 items from the pre-task questionnaire
measuring topic interest, prior knowledge, expected difficulty, and task self-efficacy. As shown in Table Q.1,
the means for each item ranged from 2.24 (SD=1.83) to 5.01 (SD=1.62). Two items were right-skewed, topic
knowledge and can decide now, reflecting the creation and selection of topics for which participants did not
have high prior knowledge; these were also strongly correlated (r=.64). The task self-efficacy items were
highly correlated with each other (r≥.87) and had moderate correlations with expected difficulty (r=-.53 to
-.58).
The KMO (.798) and Bartlett’s test (χ2(28)=1750.15, p<.001) indicated that the data was suitable for
factor analysis. Parallel analysis indicated retaining three factors, a scree test indicated two, and one factor
had an eigenvalue greater than one. The rotated factor loadings for a one-, two-, and three-factor solution
showed the same three items loaded on the first factor. In the two-, and three-factor models, the second and
third factors contained only two items.
The first factor, task self-efficacy, consisted of all three task self-efficacy statements indicating partici-
pant’s confidence in their ability to find adequate information, options, and information about their options to
make a good decision. Factor loadings ranged from .85-.90. Two items loaded on the second factor, expected
difficulty: expected difficulty overall and expected difficulty determining when there is enough information
to stop with loadings from .64 to .70. The third factor, topic knowledge, consisted of two items: the topic
knowledge and ability to make a recommendation without needing to search with loadings from .66 to .74.
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Topic interest had low loadings (<.36) on F1 and F2 and a communality of .15 indicating that the factors
explained little of the observed variance in reported interest. A composite variable for task self-efficacy
was created by taking an unweighted average of each of the retained items for the factors. Excellent scale
reliability was achieved (α=.96). The remaining items were retained as individual questionnaire items.
Post-task questionnaire. Factor analysis was also conducted on all of the post-task questionnaire items.
As shown in Table Q.3, means for each item ranged from 2.04 (SD=1.48) for difficulty deciding whether
to search to 5.51 (SD=1.47) for decision comfort. Some items were right-skewed: two affect related items
(stress, anxiety), and four difficulty items (overall, difficulty querying, difficulty on SERP, and difficulty
deciding whether to search). The decision confidence items were left-skewed: participants were confident
and comfortable with their decision. Nearly all items were correlated. The time-related items had strong
moderate to strongly correlations with each other (with r=.42-.89) within and across the intended constructs.
The information adequacy items were moderately correlated with the decision confidence and difficulty items.
The KMO (.927) and Bartlett’s test (χ2(253)=5960.73, p<.001) indicated that the data was suitable for factor
analysis.
A four factor solution was found although there were ambiguous indicators for how many factors to
retain. Parallel analysis indicated four (and possibly up to six factors), a scree plot indicated 4 factors, and
there were 3 factors with eigenvalues above 3. Several alternative specifications of the factor model were
analyzed. The alternate models were very similar; the major difference was whether the affect items (stress
and anxiety) loaded on a separate factor or with the time-related items.11
The four factor solution was selected. The first factor corresponded to perceived decision success and
consisted of eight items from three sets of questions: all of the decision confidence items (loadings = .85-.92),
all of the information adequacy items (loadings = .71-.81), and two of the decision difficulty items (loadings
= -.60 to -.63). The second factor, time impact, consisted of seven items: both task pace items (loadings =
.71-.91), all time inadequacy items (loadings = .71-.83), time monitoring (loading = .74), and time pressure
(loading = .80) from the time pressure and affect items. The third factor, search difficulty, consisted of all five
search difficulty questions (loadings = .54-.80) and one item from the decision difficulty items (difficulty
11Alternative models varied in (1) the number of factors specified a priori (unspecified, the seven constructs underlying the
questionnaire creation, four as indicated by parallel analysis, and three), (2) the type of rotation used (promax oblique versus varimax
orthogonal), and (3) the correlation matrix used (polychoric versus Pearson correlations). When the number of factors was not
specified or greater than 3, these items loaded on an affect factor separate from the time-related factor (if promax rotation) or
cross-loaded on the affect and time-related factors (if varimax rotation). This was consistent whether the Pearson or polychoric
correlation matrix was used.
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deciding whether to search) (loading = .48). The final factor, affect, consisted of the stress and anxiety items
(loadings = .66-.73).
Composite variables were created corresponding to each of the intended constructs within the revealed
factors using an unweighted average. This approach was taken given the uncertainty regarding factor
invariance across groups, and the theoretical and substantive reasons underlying the selection of measures to
test hypotheses. Three composite variables were created corresponding to the first factor, perceived decision
success (F1). Information adequacy consisted of three items indicating the participant had adequate options
and information to make a good decision (α=.88, 3 items). Decision confidence consisted of three items
indicating the participants’ confidence in and comfort and satisfaction with their decision (α=.93, 3 items).
Decision difficulty (α=.88, 2 items) represented difficulty making a choice and choosing which item to
recommend. Difficulty deciding whether to search was not added to this composite variable.
Three composite variables were created for the second factor, negative time impact (F2). Task pace
(α=.89) consisted of two items that represent the pace of the task: hurried, and work fast. The time inadequacy
composite variable (α=.88, 3 items) combined participants’ perceptions that they would have considered
more information if they had more time, would have preferred to think longer about their decision, and
thought they did not have enough time. The time pressure item was not added to any composite variable.
The third factor, search difficulty (F3), yielded one composite variable. Search difficulty, consisted of the
unweighted average of the responses to four statements (α=.83) about overall search difficulty and difficulty
with aspects of the search process (querying, examining the SERP, and deciding whether to requery or keep
looking). The final factor, affect (F4), yielded a composite variable for negative affect (α=.93) was created as
the average of two items, stressed and anxious.
4.9.4 Multilevel mixed-effects modeling. To test for topic-related differences (Study 1) and to test
hypotheses (Study 2), multilevel mixed-effects models were used. Multilevel models are necessary given
the nested nature of the data with variables relating to the task (level 1) and participant (level 2). Multilevel
models enable the estimation of main effects and interaction effects of experimental conditions with nested
data at two levels of analysis: task at level 1 and participant at level 2. A multilevel model provides multiple
advantages over a repeated-measures ANOVA or repeated-measures ANCOVA: (a) the ability to include
multiple covariates related to task including categorical or dummy variables (e.g., sequence, task time,
etc.), (b) coefficient estimates indicate the strength, direction and significance of effects of each variable
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while partialling out the effects of the other covariates in the model, (c) estimates of variance attributable to
differences between tasks within an individual (i.e., variance in residual, level 1) and between individuals
(i.e., variance in intercept, level 2), and (d) effect size estimates. In addition, multilevel models can handle
unbalanced data.
The models described here include independent variables relating to the task (level 1) and participant
(level 2) which were selected based on the literature and hypotheses as having potential effects. A hierarchical
modeling approach was only used to test Hypothesis 7 by adding variables to the model testing Hypothesis 1a:
individual differences in time pressure perception (H7 Model 1), and individual differences in time pressure
perception with interaction effects with time limit condition (H7 Model 2). In hierarchical linear modeling,
a sequence of models are estimated with additional variables added, the change in the amount of variance
explained by adding additional variables between the versions of the models is compared.
Model building. To test for topic-related differences in Study 1, models include two fixed effects
variables, task topic and topic order, and a random intercept for participant. A null model with a random
intercept for participant and no independent variables was run to enable comparison for calculation of
Pseudo-R2 statistics. The findings section for Study 1 contains the results of significant post-hoc contrasts for
topic differences when the model and contrasts are significant.
For Study 2, models include covariates appropriate to the analysis. To test for the effects of experimental
factors (time, task topic, and topic order) on pre-task perceptions, models included independent variables
relating to experimental factors (time limit condition, task topic, a time limit and task topic interaction, task
order), and demographic and individual difference covariates (student status, age, search self-efficacy).
To test for the effects of experimental factors or pre-task perceptions on search and decision behaviors,
the models added the pre-task perceptions of the task/topic (topic interest, prior knowledge, belief can
make good recommendation without searching, expected difficulty, expected difficulty stopping, and task
self-efficacy). They also included independent variables relating to experimental factors and demographic
and individual difference covariates.
To test for the effects of experimental factors, pre-task perceptions, or search and decision behaviors on
post-task perceptions and recommendations, models added key behavioral measures alone and interacted
with time limit condition: presence/absence of a clock view, decision time (in minutes), number of queries
issued, max view rank of items from the SERP, the total count of items hovered over on the SERP, the total
number of all SERPs viewed (including re-views), the number of nonSERP documents opened from the
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SERP (including re-views), and the total number of nonSERP documents viewed. The models also included
independent variables relating to experimental factors, pre-task perceptions of the task/topic, and demographic
and individual difference covariates. To test for individual differences in time pressure perception (Hypothesis
7), the composite variables from the Active Procrastination scale are added to the models.
Uncorrected p-values are reported in the results section. The threshold for statistical significance used
was p<.05 for models and model coefficients, p≤.003 for marginal effects, and p<.0083 for topic and order
effects. Section 6.4 summarizes how to read regression results.
Model estimation and fit. For dependent variables with ratio or interval data (or ordinal data assumed
to be interval), multilevel mixed-effects linear regression models were estimated with a Gaussian distribution.
Given the relatively small sample sizes, the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimator was used
(Fitzmaurice, Laird, & Ware, 2011; Maas & Hox, 2005) to prevent biased estimates and standard errors. In
addition, given the unbalanced data and sample size, the Kenward-Roger approximation of denominator
degrees of freedom was used for small sample inference (Fitzmaurice et al., 2011; Kenward & Roger, 1997).
The used Kenward-Roger approximated denominator degrees of freedom were used to calculate the F statistic
for the model as well as the t statistic for significance tests for fixed effects parameters.
For count dependent variables, multilevel mixed-effects negative binomial models were estimated;
Poisson models showed signs of overdispersion (i.e., greater variance than would be expected from a
Poisson distribution). For clock views, a binary dependent variable, a multilevel mixed-effects logistic
regression model was estimated. For recommendation specificity, an ordinal dependent variable, a multilevel
mixed-effects ordered probit regression model was estimated.
Overall model fit statistics are reported: F for multilevel mixed-effects linear regression models using
the restricted maximum likelihood (REML); and Wald’s χ2 for multilevel mixed-effects ordered probit,
multilevel mixed-effects negative binomial models, and multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression models.
These overall model fit statistics indicate whether the entire set of independent variables significantly predicts
the dependent variable. The model log-likelihood (or log restricted likelihood for REML) and BIC are
reported to enable model comparison. When possible, the intraclass correlation (ICC) is reported; the ICC
indicates the extent to which the observed variance in the dependent variable is attributable to differences at
the individual level versus the task level.
When possible, pseudo-R2 statistics were calculated to provide an estimate of the increase in the
proportion of variance explained by adding fixed effects variables compared to a random intercept-only model.
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Pseudo-R2 was calculated using the Snijders and Bosker method (Snijders & Bosker, 2012). Pseudo-R2 is
reported at both levels of the model: pseudo-R2 for Level 2 (participant) is the increase in modeled variance by
adding the Level 2 variables to the null model (i.e., the model with no fixed effects, only the random intercept
for participant). The pseudo-R2 statistic was obtained using the mltrsq in the mlt-package in Stata (“MLT:
Stata module to provide multilevel tools,” 2013) after a model with the same specification was estimated
using full maximum likelihood.
Marginal effects and planned comparisons. The fully specified models include multiple interactions
of time limit condition with independent variables including categorical independent variables (e.g., topics,
recommendation specificity categories) and continuous independent variables (e.g., task time, query count).
As such, the interpretation of the effects of time limit condition focuses on the marginal effects as recom-
mended by Brambor, Clark, and Golder (2006), Mize (2019). Marginal effects indicate the change in the
predicted value of the dependent variable as a result of a change in an independent variable holding other
independent variables at specified values. Predicted values and marginal effects are presented graphically, in
tables, and in the text. As noted, uncorrected p-values are reported, and a threshold for statistical significance
of p≤.003 was used for marginal effects as dependent variables derived from post-task questionnaires there
were multiple marginal effects calculated after each model. Planned comparisons of predicted values were
used to test for significant differences by topic and order. A threshold for statistical significance of p<.0083
was used planned comparisons.
4.9.5 Qualitative analysis. To address the quality of the recommendation made by the participant,
the open-ended questions in the post-task questionnaire were analyzed using a combination of inductive
and deductive content analysis techniques to move from the manifest content present in the participants’
responses to the latent themes. The recording unit was the participants’ responses to the open-ended questions
in the post-task questionnaire for a given topic; responses to all four questions were considered as one
unit. For identifying the options recommended and considered, the sampling unit of analysis was at the
conceptual/option level. For applying the codes, the sampling unit of analysis was the participants’ responses
to any to the four open-ended recommendation questions for a given topic.
The goal of the content analysis was to identify and assess the quality of the recommendations made
by the participants. The participants were asked to make choice decisions, i.e., choose which option to
recommend to their friend, and, as such, a “good” recommendation is one which was in line with their
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preferences (i.e., the participant’s preferences). This was reinforced in the scenario and the experiment
instructions which told them to assume their friend’s preferences match their own. Given the subjective
nature of preferences and the uncertainty regarding the level of detail that would be found in the participants’
recommendations, an inductive coding process was used.
The coding guide was developed by the researcher and refined through multiple rounds of coding over
time, and a comparison of the codes assigned at different time points. Although the process was initially
inductive, the coding scheme corresponds to a key attribute of a good decision as put forth by Jameson et al.
(2015): a good outcome in this study consists of a specific and unambiguous recommendation that is in line
with the friend’s request for assistance.
A second coder was involved in the final round of coding. The coding process consisted of multiple
phases which took place over three months. The goal of the first phase was to get a sense for the type and
scope of the recommendations. The recommendations were read multiple times to get an overall sense of the
recommendations, and analytic memoing was used to record thoughts on what was observed.
In the second phase, two topics were analyzed using open-coding to identify the options recommended
and/or considered for two topics (donate cars and board dogs) based on the analytic memoing in phase 1. On
printed versions of the recommendations, color coding was used to indicate: (1) the option(s) recommended
to the friend in green, (2) option(s) mentioned as considered but were not recommended for friend in
yellow, (3) specific information sources identified (orange), (4) annotations for recommendations that were
made or considered that are not in line with task scenario. One week later, a digital version of this was
created. A spreadsheet was set up to capture each option recommended or considered using the words from
the participant’s recommendations in rows with a column for each participant. An “r” was added to the
appropriate cell(s) for options recommended, and a “c” was added for options considered.
The goal of the third phase was to inductively create a coding guide at a level of abstraction that would
make it appropriate to use for both of the topics from the second phase. The set of options recommended
or considered were analyzed to identify descriptive codes that could be used to a) group similar items
across topics, and b) meaningfully differentiate between the recommendations across and within topics. An
initial coding guide was created with codes and definitions for maximum specificity of option recommended,
maximum specificity of information sources recommended, and whether participants’ recommendation was in
line or out of line with the task prompt. Two to five subcodes were included in the first coding guide. The
guide was then used to code recommendations for one topic (donate car). Memoing was used to document
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and analyze difficulties with applying the coding guide. Code definitions were revised and minor changes
were made to the subcodes.
The goal of the fourth phase was to apply the revised coding guide to a new topic and to add examples
(and non-examples) of each code and subcode to the coding guide. The first round of coding used the same
color coding on paper approach as in phase 2. The codes, definitions, and examples were shared and discussed
with a researcher familiar with the research project.
The fifth phase involved identifying the options recommended or considered, coding each option using
the coding guide, and comparing this set of codes with the codes in the previous round. The recoding
took place electronically (without referring to any previous coding) to identify all options recommended or
considered for each participant as in the second phase. In addition, each option recommended or considered
was coded for the level of each of the three codes: recommendation specificity, information source specificity,
and whether recommendation was in line. The coding guide, definitions, and examples were updated after
this round. The sixth phase of coding involved the first researcher coding all of the topics using the coding
guide; a secondary goal of the round of coding was to check for any tasks that were difficult to code or
ambiguous to confirm the contents of the coding guide.
The final phase of coding involved an additional researcher, Bogeum Choi. After discussing the
coding guide (see Fig. 4.9) using abstract examples not relevant to the topics of the study, the researchers
independently coded the 12 tasks completed by the two participants who were excluded from analysis in
Study 2. 12 The codes assigned for each topic and the rationale were discussed by the two researchers. After
this first round of coding and reconciliation discussion, the coding guide was reformatted into two columns to
clearly differentiate between codes to apply for tasks in which a recommendation was made (left column)
and those in which a recommendation was not made as shown in Figure 4.10.
Next, both researchers independently coded 85 tasks (25% of the tasks completed in Study 1 and Study 2).
Krippendorff’s α was used to calculate reliability; reliability ranged from ok to excellent: overall Krippendorff
α=.78 with α=.93 for recommendation specificity, α=.67 for information source specificity, and α=.73 for
recommendation accuracy. As noted by Krippendorff (2004), α >= .667 is the lowest acceptable level for
exploratory research while a threshold of α >= .8 is commonly used. Excellent reliability was achieved for
recommendation specificity (α=.93). As recommended by Krippendorff (2004), categories with unacceptable
12These participants were excluded because the participant ID they typed into the system assigned them to the wrong topic
rotation.
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Figure 4.9: Recommendation coding guide used in penultimate round of coding.
reliability (recommendation accuracy and information source specificity) were recoded to try to improve their
reliability. To improve reliability for recommendation accuracy (α=.73), two codes were collapsed (inline,
not quite as scenario) into one code; slightly higher reliability was achieved (α=.77) with the resulting three
categories. The initial reliability for information source specificity was unacceptable (α=.67). Acceptable
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Figure 4.10: Recommendation coding guide used in final round of coding.
reliability was achieved (α=.85) once it was collapsed into two subcodes: a specific information source was
recommended or it was not.
To illustrate the codes and subcodes, Table 4.16 contains 9 recommendations made for tasks with the
mesh wifi topic with the codes assigned. These recommendations are used as examples below to illustrate the
differences between the codes and sub-codes.
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Table 4.16: Decision coding examples with the coded values for recommendation specificity, recommendation
accuracy, and specific information source as well as excerpts from participants’ recommendations.
Coding Participants’ responses
(#) Specificity Accuracy Spec.
source?
Participants’ recommendation (part. id, time condition)
(1) specific inline no Google WiFi System, 1-Pack - Router Replacement Whole
Home Coverage - NLS-1304-25. We just installed this in our
house and it is awesome. One disk will cover the apartment as
long as it is less than 1500 sq ft (p40, ttc)
(2) specific intent. diff. no I would suggest not getting a mesh wifi network because they
are expensive and with a small apartment I don’t think the cost




no NETGEAR R6700 Nighthawk AC1750 Dual Band Smart
WiFi Router, Gigabit Ethernet (R6700)... (27, ntc)
(4) described inline no eero wifi network. Because it is found best by multiple
websites and tech bloggers (60, ttc)
(5) described inline no Netgear orbi - seems to perform well (specs) and is from an
established router company that I’ve successfully used before.
Cost is comparable to other options. They aren’t known for
data mining the information that goes through the devices.(67,
ntc)
(6) type wrong no Google Fiber, this had the most information available online
and the price seems to be reasonable (26, ttc)
(7) approach inline yes I’d recommend my friend look at PC magazine’s comparison
and reviews of the best wi-fi mesh network systems of 2018,
decide what’s most attractive, and consult a computer
specialist, unless she’s already savvy about this stuff (which I
totally am not)...Wirecutter named one clear favorite, Netgear
Orbi RBK50. If I knew anything at all about this stuff, I might
have made this my top recommendation, but since I don’t, I
wouldn’t feel comfortable making such a specific
reccomendation. (44, ttc)
(8) approach inline no Hey friend, I know you asked me to find recommendations to
set up your wifi network, and there’s a good bit of information
online however i dont know what to recommend you, if I were
you I’d just hire a technician have him do the set up (65, ntc)
(9) none intent.
different
no I did not know what to recommend. Not great knowledge of
mesh wifi...I did not know what to suggest, needed more time
to study this. (32, ttc)
Recommendation specificity. Recommendations were coded for their specificity based on how clearly
and unambiguously they identified and/or described a recommended option or approach. Recommendations
could be a specific and unambiguous option; a described and probably specific option; a type or category of
option; a general approach to how the friend might make their own decision; or involve no recommendation
at all.
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In Table 4.16, the first three items recommended were coded with a recommendation specificity of a
specific recommendations: the participant recommended an unambiguous, specific option, and the friend
needed no additional information to know exactly which option. In (1) and (3), they could purchase the
product that was mentioned by brand, model, and other details. In (2), the participant made a specific
recommendation to their friend to not get mesh wifi.
The next two items were coded as described recommendation: the participant was most likely referring
to a specific product but they did not include all of the detail in the typed recommendation to make it
unambiguous. For example, in (4) and (5) there are multiple combinations of components and kits available.
Some recommendations were coded as types of options. This code was used when a participant
recommended a category of option or a brand without specifying a product. The example in (6) was for a
type of option; they made a recommendation even though it was not accurate.
The next two items were coded as general approach recommendations: the participant did not recommend
a specific option but instead suggested an approach that their friend could use to make their own decision. In
(7), the participant recommended their friend read a specific information source and consult with someone
who is more tech-savvy to help them choose a product. In this example, they also mentioned a specific product,
but they did not recommend it although they noted that they might have done so. In (8), the participant also
recommended an approach (contacting a technician). In a few cases, a participant did not know what to
recommend and did not recommend an option or an approach. For example, in (9), the participant looked for
information for about a minute and a half and then declined to make a recommendation.
Recommendation accuracy. Recommendations were also coded for their accuracy, that is, the extent
to which the recommendations met the criteria stated or implied by the topic description. Many of the
recommendations made were inline with what was requested in the topic description, but in some cases
participants intentionally made a recommendation that differed from what was requested and justified this
difference in their recommendation. In a few cases, participants also declined to make a recommendation.
In Table 4.16, the recommendations in (1), (4), and (5) are coded as in line with the topic description;
mesh-capable wifi products or systems were recommended. The recommendations in (7) and (8) were also
coded as inline; although the participant did not recommend a specific product, they did recommend an
approach that will help the friend make a decision that is inline with the topic description.
In other cases, participants recommended options that were not in line with what was requested and
clearly indicated that they were making an intentionally different recommendation. In (2), the participant
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recommended that their friend not set up a mesh wifi network because their apartment would be too small to
make it needed. Tasks for which participants did not make a recommendation are also coded as intentionally
different; in (9), the participant intentionally did not make a recommendation.
Finally, an option may have been coded as wrong or unintentionally different from what was recom-
mended. For example, the product mentioned in (3) was coded as a wrong or inaccurate recommendation: it
is a wifi router, but it is not mesh-capable without being paired with another product that was not mentioned
by the recommender.13 Similarly, the recommendation in (6) was coded as wrong because the participant
recommended an internet service provider (Google Fiber) rather than a mesh wifi option (e.g., Google Wifi).
4.9.6 Pilot testing and adjustments to the study protocol. Pilot tests were run with a convenience
sample of 5 participants to refine the experimental protocol. After pilot testing, several minor adjustments to
the study protocol were made. The changes made during pilot testing are reflected in the methods described
above and the materials in the appendices.
During pilot testing, it was also decided not to display a timer on the experimental search interface.
Several pilot participants noted that the presence of a timer (counting up or counting down) or displaying
the start time of the task caused or would cause them to pay more attention to how much time was passing.
Although increasing attention to time would be a useful manipulation for the time limit condition, the timer or
start time would also be present in the no time limit condition and would draw attention to time. No timer was
used and no task start time was displayed during Study 1 or Study 2, to minimize a potential effect of time
awareness on time pressure for participants with no task time limit. Instead, the computer was configured so
that the clock in the taskbar was always visible on the screen and the settings were modified so that the clock
also displayed seconds.
In addition, if participants asked about time or the number of tasks to do during the study, the researcher
would describe the system as adaptive and it would determine if and when to assign another task. This was
informally added to the moderator script for Study 1, and explicitly added to the script for Study 2.
Adjustments after Study 1. The protocol for the practice task was revised to have the researcher walk
through an example task with the participants rather than have the participants complete a practice task.
This change was made to limit the amount of time spent on the practice task and to enable the researcher to
emphasize the specificity of the recommendation by telling the participant that the goal of the task is to make
13https://blog.netgear.com/blog/boost-your-home-wifi-to-the-extreme-with-nighthawk-mesh/
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a specific recommendation on which their friend can take immediate action. The moderator script was also
informally revised to have the researcher give an example and non-example of a specific recommendation
("...we are looking for specific options like the name of a person or organization that will take your friend’s
plants rather than a mention of a type of organization. A specific recommendation would be the skilled
nursing section of Galloway Ridge in Pittsboro versus a nursing home."). It also enabled the researcher to
emphasize that the participant did not have to search by giving an example of a specific recommendation
in which participants did not search ("...if you have a green thumb, you might offer to take your friend’s
plants") and an example where search was necessary ("...or if you are not a plant person, you might want to
find another option for your friend and search for information before you make your recommendation").
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CHAPTER 5: STUDY 1 FINDINGS
Study 1 was run from July 25 to August 4, 2018. Study 1 data were analyzed to 1) understand search
and decision behaviors for the task topics and 2) to identify topic-related differences to inform topic selection
for Study 2. The findings from Study 1 focus on describing the participants (npart=18) and the task-level
measures (ntask=101) that were analyzed to determine task and time limit selection for Study 2. Participant
demographics and individual difference measures are described. Data analyzed includes participants’ topic
perceptions and self-efficacy from the pre-task questionnaire; decision time and measures of searchers’
interactions with the SERP (query, click, hover); and participants’ responses to time-related questions on the
post-task questionnaire.
Descriptive statistics are presented for pre-task topic perceptions, task-level dependent variables used in
hypothesis testing for Study 2, and manipulation checks after each task (time pressure, time adequacy, and
time spent on task) and at the end of the experiment (realism checks). Statistically significant topic-related
differences in measures are also noted.14 In addition, participants’ recommendations and perceptions of the
topics are described.
One hundred and one tasks were completed by 18 participants with each participant completing up to 6
decision tasks (M=5.61, SD=.98). Participants were not informed in advance of how many tasks they might
be presented. The system provided no guidance or information about the number of tasks to complete or how
long the participant should spend on each task. Fourteen participants completed six tasks, three participants
completed five tasks, and one participant completed two tasks. As described in the methods section, the
system determined whether to present another task to participants based on how much of the study session
time had lapsed. Participants who took longer to complete the recommendation tasks (M=4.20 min., SD=3.00,
min=.02, max=18.11), or pre- and post-task questionnaires (pre: M=0.86 min., SD=.35; post M=4.28 min.,
14Although Study 1 is underpowered for all but large effect sizes, significance testing results for topic differences in Study 1 are
reported to provide some insight into relationships with large effect sizes. As noted in the methods section, multilevel models were
estimated and the contrasts were used to identify topic differences. The contrasts are shown in the tables and described in the text.
Results that are not statistically significant may be a Type II error (i.e., missing a true difference due to the small sample size and/or
effect size) or because there is not a true difference.
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SD=1.84) received fewer tasks. The average total time spent on the decision task and pre- and post-task
questionnaire was 9.34 minutes (SD=4.31, min=2.63, max=33.90). No participants or tasks were excluded
from analysis.
5.1 Participants
Eighteen participants were recruited from a University population. Of the 16 participants who completed
the demographic questionnaire, the average age was 34.44 years (SD=16.47) with participants ranging from
21 to 69 years old. Nine participants were undergraduate (n=5) or graduate students (n=4) including one
participant who was a part-time graduate student and a full-time faculty member. Non-student participants
(n=7) were staff (n=5) and faculty (n=2), and included occupations such as business manager, admissions
counselor, postdoc, and professor. All non-student participants had a post-secondary degree (bachelor’s
degree, n=1; master’s degree, n=4; PhD, n=2). Student participants were significantly younger (M=26.11,
SD=11.43) than non-students (M=45.14, SD=16.32) as confirmed by OLS regression (β=-19.03, p=.016;
F(1,14)=7.55, p=.0157; R2=.35)
5.2 Task evaluation
Eight topics were evaluated in Study 1 as shown in Table 4.3 in the methods section. Six topics were
initially selected for the study (mesh wifi, move dogs, board dogs, donate car, transport car, move plants), and
one topic was selected as an example task (clean house). Mid-way through Study 1, changes to topic wording
were made to ensure that each topic indicated a) the type of option that should be recommended (e.g., place
to board dogs), and b) two details for the participant to consider as they made their recommendations (e.g.,
two forty pound dogs). The plants task was moved to the example task after four of the first eight participants
assigned the plants task made a recommendation without searching; the clean house task was dropped. In the
post-experiment interview, several participants commented that they needed to know how large the friend’s
dogs were to be able to make a recommendation for the move dogs task and they did not know what kind of
car the friend had.
5.2.1 Scenario and topic realism checks. Fifteen participants answered questions in the exit question-
naire about the realism of the study scenario and recommendation topics. They were asked to indicate their
agreement with two statements about the realism of the study scenario and recommendation topics on a 1-7
scale where 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly agree. Overall, participants indicated they found the scenario
to be realistic (M=6.40, SD=.91) and the recommendation topics to be realistic (M=5.80, SD=1.70). 13 of 15
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participants agreed with both statements (i.e., responses >4); only two participants indicated disagreement
with topic realism (p3, p12).
In an open-ended question, participants were asked to describe any recommendations they could not
imagine making in their real life.15 Five of 18 participants said the topics were realistic (i.e., there were
no tasks they could not imagine making in their real life). For example, one participant said “all of the
recommendations seemed reasonable and likely to come up” (p1). Six of 18 participants commented on tasks
they could not imagine making in their real life. These reasons are described in detail here as the purpose of
the Study 1 was to evaluate the tasks. Two participants (p11, p17) indicated that their friends in real life would
sell a car rather than donating it. Two other participants had difficulty imagining recommending a method to
transport a car because they had no experience with transporting cars (p14) or would just tell their friend to
drive the car (p4). One participant (p6) indicated they would have difficulty with recommending someone
to take care of their friend’s dogs because they have never been to Austin, and another participant (p3) said
making recommendations about dog boarding and moving dogs were not as realistic to them because they
have never had pets (and most of their friends did not either).
5.2.2 Topic interest, expected difficulty, task self-efficacy. Table 5.1 shows pre-task questionnaire
items and the means and standard deviation of responses overall and by topic; there were few significant
topic-related differences in pre-task questionnaire responses. Participants did not seem to find the topics
interesting or uninteresting (M=4.03, SD=2.12). Although differences in topic interest by task topic were not
significant, there were differences in distributions of interest; the mesh wifi and transport tasks, in particular,
appeared to have a bimodal distribution: a majority of the participants reported strong agreement with the
interest statement (i.e., a 6 or 7) (mesh wifi: npart=7, transport: npart=7) or low interest (i.e., a 1 or 2) (mesh
wifi: npart=6, transport: npart=5). Fifteen participants indicated relatively high interest (i.e., 6-7) on at least
one topic, and 14 participants indicated relatively low interest (i.e., 1-2) on at least one topic. Eight of 15
participants indicated relatively high interest and relatively low interest on at least one task.
Overall, participants indicated that they did not know a lot about the topics (M=2.06, SD=1.53) and they
generally disagreed that they could make a good recommendation without searching (M=1.91, SD=1.68).
They somewhat disagreed that the tasks would be difficult (M=2.96, SD=1.89) and expected the mesh wifi
topic to be more difficult than the donate car topic. They also thought that it would not be difficult to determine
15Participants were not asked to comment on recommendation topics they could imagine making in real life or scenario realism in
the exit questionnaire.
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Table 5.1: Study 1 pre-task questionnaire measures: overall, by task topic. Mean (SD). Pairwise contrasts
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when to stop searching (M=2.69, SD=1.85), and they thought it would be more difficult to determine when to
stop for tasks with the mesh topic compared to the plants topic.
They indicated high confidence and task self-efficacy overall (M=5.17, SD=1.52) and there were no
significant topic differences. Looking at the responses to the individual questionnaire items, they agreed
that they could find adequate information to make a good decision (M=5.09, SD=1.71), adequate options to
consider (M=5.31, SD=1.48), and adequate information about the options (M=5.19, SD=1.52). They reported
lower confidence that they could find adequate information to make a good recommendation for mesh wifi
tasks than for the move dogs, donate car, or plant tasks. There were no significant topic-related differences in
self-rated confidence in ability to find adequate options to consider or in ability to find adequate information
about the options.
5.2.3 Recommendations and search. For 10 tasks, participants thought they could make a good
recommendation without searching (i.e., selected 5-7 on the pre-task questionnaire item). For most of the
tasks completed in Study 1, participants disagreed that they could make a good recommendation without
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Table 5.2: Count of participants in Study 1 who indicated they could make a good recommendation without
searching, those that searched, and a comparison.
overall mesh move board housing donate trans. plants
wifi dogs dogs car car
good
rec. now?
agree 10 2 4 1 3
not agree 91 16 13 17 10 14 16 5
search? search 91 16 14 16 9 15 17 4




agree, search 5 2 2 1
not agree, search 86 16 12 16 9 13 16 4
agree, no search 5 2 3
not agree, no search 5 1 1 1 1 1
ntasks 101 16 15 17 10 18 17 8
needing to look for information (n=91) as shown in the top section of Table 5.2. In addition, for 91 tasks,
participants searched for information before they made their recommendation; for 10 tasks, participants made
recommendations without searching.
As shown in the bottom section of Table 5.2 in 5 tasks participants thought they could make a good
recommendation on the topic without needing to look for information (i.e., they selected 5-7 on the pre-
task questionnaire item), but they searched anyway. In 86 tasks, participants did not agree that they could
make a good recommendation without searching and they searched during the task. For 10 other tasks,
participants did not search; in half of these tasks, participants indicated they thought they could make a good
recommendation without searching. The 15 tasks in which participants searched but thought they could make
a good recommendation without searching (n=5) or did not search (n=10) are described in more detail in
Section 5.4.1.
5.2.4 Decision time and search behaviors. Table 5.3 shows descriptive statistics for the search and
decision behavior measures. Generally, the average decision time for all tasks was low and relatively variable
(M=4.21 minutes, SD=3.00, n=101). There were not significant differences in decision time by topic. Average
decision time for the tasks in which participants chose to search for information was slightly higher (M=4.64
minutes, SD=2.83, n=91), with task times ranging from 50 seconds (.83 min) to 12.98 min. 65% of tasks in
which participants searched (60 of 91) took less than 5 minutes, and 51% (46 of 91) took less than 4 minutes.
For the 10 tasks in which participants made their recommendation without searching, the average decision
time was 11 seconds (M=0.18 min., SD=0.21) with times ranging from 2 to 41 seconds.
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For tasks in which participants searched (n=91), participants issued an average of about two queries
(query count: M=2.19, SD=1.85, min=1, max 10) to the search system and viewed an average of about six
SERPs (SERPs viewed: M=5.84, SD=4.04, min=1, max=23). They spent about 11 seconds on a SERP on
average (time per SERP: M=11.43, SD=6.55, min=3.25, max=33). On average, just under three pages were
clicked off the SERP (nonSERPs from SERP: M=3.57, SD=2.02, min=0, max=12) with an average of about
two pages clicked off the SERP per query (nonSERPs from the SERP per query: M=2.22, SD=1.51, min=0,
max=7). Participants did not click beyond the fifth link on the SERP on average (max. view depth: M=4.89,
SD=3.60, min=0, max=20), and participants clicked links beyond the ten results on the first page for only four
tasks. While interacting with the SERP, on average, participants hovered and/or re-hovered their cursor over
about 25 total search results (hover count: M=25.38, SD=20.44, min=1, max=98) and generally did not hover
over search results beyond the seventh result (max. hover depth: M=7.11, SD=5.47, min=1, max=30, min=1,
max=30). There were only 10 tasks in which participants hovered over search results beyond the first page.
Participants viewed an average of 10 nonSERPs total during their tasks (nonSERPs viewed: M=10.42,
SD=10.63, min=0, max=73), and seven of the 10 nonSERPs were preceded by another nonSERP page
(M=7.23, SD=7.93, min=0, max=71). Participants spent about 28 seconds on a nonSERP on average although
this was highly variable (M=28.38, SD=39.87, min=6.8, max=358 or 6 minutes). Overall, participants viewed
about six nonSERPs for every query issued (nonSERPs per query: M=6.34, SD=6.34, min=0, max=36.5)
with more nonSERPs viewed per query for the housing task than for the mesh wifi, donate car, or transport
car topics. They also viewed about two nonSERPs for every SERP they viewed (M=2.19, SD=2.51, min=0,
max=14.6) viewing significantly more nonSERPs for tasks on the housing topic than other topics.
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Table 5.3: Study 1 decision and search behavior measures: overall, and by task topic. Mean (SD) unless












More time monitoring (H1c)
clock view (count) 23 1 3 5 4 3 5 2
Decide faster (H2a)


































Work faster (H3a) if searched (ntasks=91)

















































Search less (H4a) if searched (ntasks=91)










































































































































dc, tc < h
Search more shallowly (H4b) if searched (ntasks=91)
















































ntasks 101 16 15 17 10 18 17 8
ntasks if searched 91 16 14 16 9 15 17 4
1 Mixed effects negative binomial model
1 not used as a dependent measure in hypothesis testing
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5.3 Post-task perceptions
Table 5.4 shows the results of the analysis of the post-task questionnaire items for Study 1. Overall,
participants indicated that they did not feel time pressure (M=2.13, SD=1.62) or negative affect (M=2.00,
SD=1.36) while they were doing their tasks. They disagreed that the time they had to do the tasks was
inadequate (M=2.79, SD=1.76), and they did not feel as if they needed to work at a fast pace (M=2.26,
SD=1.41). There were no significant differences across topics in any of the time-related constructs measured
after the tasks.
Participants seemed to find it easy to search for the topics included in the study. They did not find it
difficult to search for information (M=2.26, SD=1.38) nor did they find it difficult to decide when to stop
looking for information (M=2.53, SD=1.83). There were no topic differences in perceived search difficulty.
Participants felt like they had adequate information to make their decisions (M=4.85, SD=1.72). For the
plants task, they felt like they found less adequate information about their options than for the board dogs task.
Overall, they were confident in their recommendations (M=5.47, SD=1.66). They were more confident in
their decision for the donate car topic than for the transport car topic. They disagreed that they had difficulty
making the recommendation decisions (M=3.00, SD=1.99) or that they had difficulty deciding whether to
search during the task (M=1.86, SD=1.42). There were no significant topic differences in decision difficulty.
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Table 5.4: Study 1 post-task questionnaire measures: overall, by task topic. Mean (SD). Pairwise contrasts



















































































Difficulty deciding when to stop (H2b)

































































































































ntasks 101 16 15 17 10 18 17 8
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5.4 Recommendations
Analysis of the recommendations made by participants indicate variability in the specificity of the
recommendations across tasks and within tasks as shown in Table 5.5. Most of the recommendations made
were specific (n=63) or described at a high level of detail but ambiguously (n=16), especially for the mesh
wifi (n=14), donate car (n=17), and move dogs tasks (n=14). Fewer participants made recommendations that
were specific or described unambiguously for the other topics. The recommendation decisions for each topic
are summarized below with the tasks with the most specific responses discussed first.
For the mesh wifi task, most participants made a very specific recommendation (n=9): their friend
should wait until they are settled to decide if they need mesh, their friend does not need mesh wifi, or the
participant recommended a specific product for their friend to buy. Five other participants described a product
in detail but did not provide enough detail for the friend to choose without doing some additional research: a
brand and product line but not a model; a brand plus the price but no mention of the product line, model,
or store/website; or a brand with a rating (“the one rated the best”) without a mention of who gave the
rating. One other participant recommended a type of option by recommending a brand name. One participant
recommended a general approach by recommending an information source by URL to their friend to use to
choose their own product.
For the move dogs task, most participants made (n=5) or described (n=9) a specific recommendation:
a specific company to use to move the dogs by ground, a specific airline to use to fly the dogs, or offered
to drive the dogs to their new home. One participant recommended a company that connects people with
independent movers that their friend could use to try to find someone to move their dogs.
For the board dogs task, the first version of the board dog task asked participants to recommend somebody
to take care of their pets while their friend traveled (n=7). Only one participant recommended a specific pet
sitter; however, this pet sitter was in Chapel Hill and would not be useful to their friend who was moving
to Austin. Other participants did not recommend someone to watch the dogs but recommended using a
specified website to find a petsitter, contacting an organization for pet sitters, or asking a new colleague.
The second version of this task asked participants to recommend a place to board their dogs in Austin.
Nine participants made specific recommendations including a specific boarding kennel, a specific pet sitting
service, or boarding at a specific veterinary office. Two of the participants who made specific boarding
recommendations left off a key detail that may have made it more difficult for their friend: one recommended
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specific option 63 9 9 9 6 16 11 3
described 16 5 5 1 1 1 1 2
type 7 1 0 0 0 1 2 3
general approach 14 1 1 7 2 0 3 0
none 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Accuracy of recommendation
inline 95 14 15 15 9 18 17 7
intentionally diff 4 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
out of line 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
Recommended specific information source?
yes 86 15 12 11 9 17 14 8
no 15 1 3 6 1 1 3 0
ntasks 101 16 15 17 10 18 17 8
an organization that only boards dogs that had previously completed their training program, and the other
did not indicate which location in Austin. The one participant who did not make a specific recommendation
recommended several information sources (websites and people) their friend could use to make their own
decision including putting their friend in contact with another friend who lives in Austin and has dogs.
For the short-term housing task, six participants made specific recommendations such as apartment
complexes or extended stay hotels. Another participant described finding several options on Craigslist and
gave some information about one option but did not include enough details for their friend to be able to find
it. Two participants recommended contacting someone for more information: one recommended their friend
contact a real estate agency (but did not specify which agency) and another would connect their friend with
another friend who lives in Austin. One participant said they searched for options, but they could not make
any recommendation for their friend without knowing the dates.
For the donate car task, nearly all participants recommended an organization to which to donate the car
(e.g., Wheels for Hope, Kidney Foundation, Orange Habitat, WUNC, etc.). One participant recommended a
type of option (“hospice”).
For the transport car task, most participants made specific recommendations: specific companies that
specialize in transporting cars, a specific company that connects people to auto movers, or having their regular
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mover transport the car. One participant volunteered to drive the friend’s car with their partner in exchange
for plane tickets home. Five other participants made less specific recommendations including hiring an
unspecified company, recommending a website their friend could use to find a professional, or recommending
their friend contact some companies as they do their own research. Four of the participants who made specific
recommendations mentioned that they did not want to input information online to get specific quotes but
would have in real life.
For the plants task, three participants made a specific recommendations for their friend: they need to
move the plants themselves, use a specific moving company, or give them to a specific organization that will
redistribute the plants. The other five participants made less specific recommendations including selling the
plants, or giving the plants away to friends, family, or to an unspecified recipient.
5.4.1 Recommendations without searching. As shown in Table 6.6 and described in Section 5.2.3,
there were 15 tasks in which participants (a) thought they could make a good recommendation without
searching but searched anyway (npart=5), (b) thought they could make a good recommendation without
searching and did not search (npart=5), (c) or did not think they could make a good recommendation without
searching and did not search (npart=5). The recommendations made in these tasks are described in more
detail below.
Since one of the purposes of Study 1 was to understand if/when participants made recommendations
without searching, these tasks are described in more detail below.
For five tasks on three topics (move dogs=2, donate car=2, transport car=1), participants thought they
could make good recommendations before starting the task but searched anyway. In two tasks, participants
searched for a specific company to recommend (move dogs, transport car topics). In the other tasks, the
participants already had a recommendation in mind but searched to verify what they thought they knew. One
searched to find the cost of flying to make sure that offering to drive was worth the financial savings (move
dogs), and another searched to find the donation policy for the car donation task to verify the organization
they knew about accepted cars (donate car). One participant searched to find additional information about an
organization they already knew and noted in the interview that they would may or may not havesearched
before recommending in real life (donate car).
For five tasks, participants thought they could make a good recommendation without searching and did
not search for tasks on two topics: donating a car and plants. For the car donation task, the two participants
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knew the organization they recommended well, and one had previously donated a car to the organization they
recommended. For the plants task, the three participants recommended selling or giving away plants to an
unspecified person (n=3).
For five tasks, participants did not search and did not think they could make a good recommendation
before the task. These participants made recommendations that were not specific: they recommended the
friend find someone to drive their car (n=1), offered to work with their friend or connect their friend to another
person (n=2), recommended donating a car to an unspecified hospice (n=1), or suggested giving plants to
unspecified friends or family (n=1).
5.5 Discussion
In Study 1, the tasks developed for this study were tested with a small sample of participants to evaluate
the extent to which the tasks met the desired characteristics. All tasks were completed without time limits or
time guidance to ascertain whether participants had similar perceptions of the task, similar search behaviors,
and made similar recommendation decisions.
Overall, the analysis of topic performance in Study 1 indicated the desiderata were met. Participants
found the tasks realistic and relatable. They did not find the topics uninteresting and did not expect the tasks
to be difficult. For 91 of 101 tasks, participants searched before making their recommendation. They felt
little time pressure, and they did not feel hurried or like they needed to work fast to complete the tasks. They
generally thought the time they had was adequate although they indicated they might have considered more
information if they had more time.
This study also evaluated multiple topics with the same decision target (i.e., make a good recommendation
for a friend). The tasks used in this study differed in their task outcome from previous studies of time
constraints and time pressure in search. The goal of the tasks in this study was imposed through a decision
description which asked participants to “...identify their options, recommend the best option, and briefly
describe why...” Participants used their own criteria to determine what made a good recommendation, and no
information-gathering constraints were set for participants. For the outcome of the task, participants were
asked to type their recommendation, justify it, and describe the options they considered, the attributes of
the options they considered, and other important information they considered during the decision. We were
able to observe the extent of information search needed to make a “good recommendation” by not setting an
explicit information target.
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The observed behaviors and time perceptions for this study provide insights into the extent and type of
information search completed in support of making a decision without any time constraints. The results of
Study 1 informed the selection of topics for Study 2. It also led to changes in the experimental protocol (e.g.,
topic rotation, study instructions) for Study 2 as described in the methods section. They also provided an
empirical basis for the selection of topics and task time limits in Study 2. One limitation of using the results
from Study 1 as an empirical basis for time and topic selection in Study 2 is the small sample size. Although
using a sample size of 18 provides stronger evidence than using a smaller sample as might be found in a pilot
test (or using topics without any empirical investigation), there may be differences in the unobserved and/or
unmeasured characteristics of participants.
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CHAPTER 6: STUDY 2 FINDINGS
Study 2 was run from August 5 to October 30, 2018. Forty-eight participants completed a total of 245
tasks, and each participant completed up to six decision tasks (M=5.14, SD=1.37). Half of the participants
were assigned to each time condition: 24 participants were in the no time limit condition (ntc), and 24
participants were in the task time limit condition (ttc). As in Study 1, participants were not informed in
advance of how many tasks they might be presented and the system provided no guidance or information
about the number of tasks to complete. The experimental system determined whether to present another task
to participants based on how much of the study session time had lapsed.
In the results for Study 2, descriptive statistics and the results of models for hypothesis testing are
described. Participants and individual characteristics are described (npart=48), as well as completed tasks
(ntask=245) including realism checks, topic perceptions, search and decision behaviors, post-task perceptions,
and recommendations. The results of statistical models to test hypotheses are presented and discussed.
6.1 Participants
Data were analyzed from 48 participants recruited from a University population. Three additional
participants completed the study but were excluded from analysis due to a network outage or mistyping their
participant ID and being assigned the wrong task rotation.16 In addition, study sessions were cancelled for 11
participants when the University closed due to Hurricane Florence (n=8) or due to safety warnings regarding
possible violent protests on campus (n=3); 7 of the 11 sessions were rescheduled and experimental sessions
were conducted.
Nearly half of participants were students (n=23: undergraduate, n=16; graduate or professional, n=7)
including two participants who were part-time graduate students and worked full-time as staff. Non-
student participants (n=25) were staff (n=22) and faculty (n=3) and had occupations including housekeeper,
administrative assistant, IT support technician, clinical research coordinator, instructional designer, professor,
16The system assigned participants to task rotations based on the participant ID entered by the participant; the mistyped participant
ID corresponded to a testing participant ID.
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Table 6.1: Study 2: Participant demographics, search self-efficacy, procrastination. Mean (SD)

























































Active Procrastination (original scale items)




































nstudent 23 9 14 23 0
nnonstudent 25 15 10 0 25
npart 48 24 24 23 25
and professor emeritus. All non-student participants had some post-secondary education (some college, n=3;
bachelor’s degree, n=10; master’s degree, n=10; PhD, n=2).
Participants had a wide range of ages (M=32.81, SD=14.03, min=19, max=71). Participants in both
time conditions were of similar ages (ntc: M=32.42, SD=13.78; ttc: M=33.21, SD=14.56), and student
participants were younger (M=23.09, SD=2.86) than non-students (M=41.76, SD=13.42). OLS regression
revealed students to be significantly younger than non-student participants (β=-19.52, p<.001), and there
were no significant differences in the age of participants across time conditions or interactions (F(3,44)=13.6,
p<.001, adj R2=0.44).
6.1.1 Individual differences. As shown in Table 6.1, participants had high search self-efficacy
(M=5.52, SD=.93) Participants had low overall scores for tendency to procrastinate (M=2.90, SD=1.41,
median=2.70). On average, participants had scores in the middle for sensitivity to pressure (M=3.93,
SD=1.24, median=4.14): on average, they were neither sensitive nor not sensitive to pressure. A scatterplot
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of participants’ tendency to procrastinate and sensitivity to pressure scores is shown in Figure 6.1. OLS
regression models to test for differences in search self-efficacy, tendency to procrastinate, or sensitivity to
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sensitivity to pressure
lines at mean
tendency to procrastinate: M=2.90. SD=1.41, median=2.7, n=48
sensitivity to pressure: M=3.93, SD=1.24, median=4.14. n=48
Procrast by Neg. impact pressure
Figure 6.1: Scatterplot of sensitivity to pressure and tendency to procrastinate for tasks completed by Study 2
participants.
6.2 Tasks
6.2.1 Tasks completed. 245 tasks were completed in Study 2 (nntc=110, nttc=135). Considering only
the first four topics, there were 180 tasks completed (nntc=84; nntc=96). 42 participants (88%) completed the
first four tasks: 75% of the participants with no time limit (n=18) and 100% of the participants with a task
time limit (n=24). Participants completed an average of 5.15 tasks (SD=1.37). Participants with no time limit
completed an average of 4.58 tasks (SD=1.71) and participants assigned to the time limit condition completed
an average of 5.71 tasks (SD=.46). 28 participants (58%) completed all six tasks: 11 of 24 participants (46%)
without a time limit, and 17 of 24 participants (71%) who had a task time limit.
Participants received fewer recommendation tasks if they took longer to complete the tasks, or pre-
and post-task questionnaires. On average, the decision tasks took 3.47 minutes to complete (SD=3.60); the
pre-task questionnaire, including reading the topic description took almost 1 minute (M=.98 min., SD=.53);
and writing the recommendation and completing the post-task questionnaire took 4.42 minutes (SD=3.21).
Considering all 245 tasks, participants took an average of just under 9 minutes to complete the decision
task as well as the pre- and post-task questionnaire. On average, the pre-task questionnaire took about one
minute to complete (M=.98 min, SD=.53, min=.09, max=5.67), and the decision task took about 3.5 minutes
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Table 6.2: Study 2 scenario and topic realism. Cross-tab of frequency of topic realism and scenario realism
responses, and frequency of topics indicated as less realistic. 24 participants indicated one (npart=18), two
(npart=4), or three topics (npart=2) as less realistic.


















disagree (1-3) 3 0 0 3 1 1
neutral (4) 0 2 3 1 1 1 2
agree (5-7) 1 0 39 5 6 5 4 4 2
npart 4 2 42 8 7 6 6 4 2 3
ntask completed 46 43 45 46 34 31
(M=3.47, SD=3.60, min=.02, max=30.13). The post-task questionnaire, including writing the responses
to the four open-ended recommendation questions, took about 4.5 minutes on average (M=4.43, SD=3.21,
min=1.13, max=35.03).
6.2.2 Topics. Four topics were of primary interest in Study 2 and are described in the results section,
although six topics were included in the study (see topics in Table 4.3). As described in the methods section
(see Section 4.4.4), topic rotations were created using a 4x4 + 2x2 design which enabled any missing data
to be primarily in the last two topics. A 4x4 counterbalanced Latin Square was used to determine the order
of the first four topics (mesh wifi, board dogs, move dogs, short-term housing), and a 2x2 for the two
topics for the last two tasks (donate car, transport car). The plants topic was used for the example task for
all participants. Since the first four topics are used for hypothesis testing, descriptive statistics for search
behaviors, recommendations, and post-task perceptions focus on the first four topics. Pre- and post-task
perceptions of all six topics are reported in Tables T.1 and T.2 in Appendix T to enable comparison with
Study 1.
6.2.3 Scenario and topic realism checks. In the exit questionnaire described in Section 4.7.4, partic-
ipants were asked to indicate their agreement with two statements about the realism of the study scenario and
recommendation topics on a 1-7 scale where 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly agree. They were also asked
to describe any recommendations they could not imagine making in their real life in an open-ended question.
As in Study 1, participants indicated they found the scenario to be realistic (M=6.04, SD=1.32) and the
recommendation topics to be realistic (M=5.59, SD=1.35). As shown in Table 6.2, 39 participants (81%)
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agreed that both the scenario and topics were realistic (i.e., responses > 5). Only three participants indicated
disagreement with topic realism (6%, n=3) and four disagreed with the scenario realism (8%, n=4).
In response to the open-ended question asking if there were any recommendations that they could not
imagine making in their real life, half of the participants identified one or more topics that they found to be less
realistic.17 As shown in Table 6.2, the mesh wifi topic was most frequently identified as a recommendation
that they could not imagine making in real life.
The primary reasons given for finding topics less than realistic included: lack of topic familiarity
(npart=8; mesh: n=4; move dogs n=3, board dog: n=3, housing: n=1, donate car: n=1, transport car: n=1);
lack of familiarity with the new location (npart=1; board dog: n=1); the participant’s friends in real life would
not ask for help with topic would or would not be interested in the topic (npart=5; mesh, n=5; housing, n=1);
more information needed from their friend before could make recommendation (npart=1; housing, n=1), or
in real life they would make a recommendation counter to the task topic (npart=2; move dogs, transport car,
n=1; donate, n=1). Not all participants provided a reason for why they thought the tasks were less realistic.
6.3 Descriptive Statistics
6.3.1 Pre-task topic differences: interest, expected difficulty, task self-efficacy. Pre-task question-
naire items, means, and standard deviations are shown for the first four topics in Table 6.3. To test for
significant time- and topic-related differences in pre-task perceptions, multilevel mixed effects models were
estimated for each pre-task variable with independent variables for experimental factors (time condition,
topic, task order, a time condition and topic interaction effect), demographics (student, age, and a student *
age interaction effect), and search self-efficacy. Pairwise comparisons for topics with contrasts significant
at p<.0083 are noted in the contrasts column in Table 6.3 and described in the text. Appendix R contains
regression tables with model fit statistics and tables with predicted values for each time limit condition
(overall and by topic) including the marginal effect of the time limit condition and the predicted value of the
dependent variable for each topic and order with pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects (see Tables
R.2-R.10 in Appendix R). Although the focus of Study 2 is on the first four topics, Table T.1 in Appendix T
shows the descriptive statistics and contrasts with all six topics to enable comparison with Study 1.
Time and topic effects. As shown in Table 6.3, participants did not seem to find the topics interesting
or uninteresting overall (M=4.26, SD=1.88). They indicated that they had low prior knowledge about the
17Participants were not asked to comment on recommendation topics they could imagine making in real life or scenario realism in
the exit questionnaire.
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Table 6.3: Study 2 pre-task questionnaire measures: overall, by time condition, and by task topic. Mean (SD).
Pairwise contrasts after mixed model results are reported if p<.0083 for significant mixed models (see Tables
R.2-R.10 in Appendix S for model and predicted values results.)
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ntasks 180 84 96 46 43 45 46
topics (M=2.44, SD=1.70). Participants generally disagreed that they could make a good recommendation
without searching (M=2.18, SD=1.74), although they reported higher confidence in their ability to make a
good recommendation without searching for the move dogs task than the mesh wifi (contrast=1.08, p<.01);
participants reported a confidence level that was about one point higher for the move dogs task than the mesh
wifi.
Participants somewhat disagreed that the tasks would be difficult (M=3.41, SD=1.75). They reported
stronger agreement that the mesh task would be more difficult than the move dogs task (contrast=1.16,
p<.001), and the housing task would be more difficult than the move dogs task (contrast=1.24, p<.001) or the
board dogs task (contrast=0.98, p<.001). They also generally disagreed that it would be difficult to determine
when to stop searching (M=3.14, SD=1.71). Overall, they indicated high task self-efficacy by agreeing with
statements about their confidence in their ability to find adequate information (M=4.81, SD=1.61). There
were no significant differences in task self-efficacy by topic. There were also no significant differences in
any pre-task perceptions by time constraint condition nor interactions between time constraint condition and
topic.
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Although the focus in Study 2 is only on the first four topics, the pre-task perceptions of all six topics are
shown in Table T.1 in Appendix T to enable comparison of topic perceptions across Study 1 and Study 2.18
In addition, significant differences among the pre-task topic perceptions in Study 2 are reported in Table T.1,
although they should be interpreted cautiously. In order for participants to be presented with the last two
tasks containing the donate car and transport car topics, they had to complete the first four tasks relatively
quickly, especially in the no time limit condition. This survivor bias complicates the interpretation of any
results comparing the first four tasks with the last two tasks.
6.3.2 Decision and search behaviors. Participants elected to search for information for most tasks
(ntasks= 171). Nine recommendations were made without searching (ntc: n=4, ttc: n=5) by eight participants
for three topics: move dogs (n=2), board dogs (n=4), and housing (n=3). All participants searched for
information to make a mesh wifi recommendation. For 22 tasks, participants indicated they could make
a good recommendation without searching. For 13 of these tasks, participants did search during the task;
this happened most frequently for the move dogs topic (move: n=8; mesh: n=2; board: n=2; housing; n=1).
In 17% of the tasks, participants looked at the clock at least once (ntasks=30, ntc: 14, ttc: 22); 40% of the
participants looked at the clock for at least one task (npart=17; ntc: 9, ttc: 8).
As shown in Table 6.4, participants spent about four minutes on their decision tasks overall (decision
time: M=3.90 min.,SD=3.98). Participants in the no time limit condition spent about 5 minutes making their
decisions (M=5.01, SD=5.35, min=.03, max=30.13) and participants with a task time limit spent about 3
minutes (M=2.93, SD=1.72, min=.02, max=7.97). Figure 6.2(a) shows decision time by time conditions with
6.2(b) showing the decision time for the no time limit condition by topic and 6.2(c) showing decision time
for the time limit condition by topic. A time out notice indicating that at least 5 minutes had elapsed since the
task began appeared in 14 tasks to 9 different participants. This happened for all four topics.
Tasks in which the participant searched for information took an average of just over four minutes (M=4.10
minutes, SD=3.99, n=171 , min=.07, max=30.13). Participants without a time limit took over 5 minutes to
make their recommendation (M=5.25, SD=5.37, min=.52, max=30.13) and those with a time limit took just
over 3 minutes (M=3.09, SD=1.60, min=.07, max=7.97). In 45 tasks, participants took longer than 5 minutes
to make their recommendations (ntc: n=31; ttc: n=14).
18Multilevel mixed effects models with pre-task variables as dependent variables and topic interacted with study as independent
variables were estimated to ascertain whether there were significant differences in how the topics were perceived in the two studies.
There were no significant marginal effects of study for any topic suggesting that there were not differences in topic perceptions (or
that the sample size in Study 1 was not large enough to enable detection of an effect).
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Table 6.4: Study 2 decision and search behavior measures: overall, and by task topic. Mean (SD) unless
noted.









More time monitoring (H1c)
clock views (count) 30 16 14 5 8 8 9 180
Decide faster (H2a)
































Work faster (H3a) if searched








































































































































































Search more shallowly (H4b) if searched













































ntasks 180 84 96 46 43 45 46
ntasks if searched 171 80 91 46 41 41 43
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, (c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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Figure 6.2: Decision time in minutes (a) by time limit condition, (b) by topic in no time limit condition, (c)
by topic in time limit condition.
In terms of search behaviors, for tasks in which participants searched, they issued an average of two
queries (query count: M=1.96, SD=1.40, min=1, max=11) to the experiment search system. They viewed
search results pages about 5 times (SERPs viewed: M=5.18, SD=3.74, min=0, max=21) including repeat
views of the same results. While interacting with the SERP, they hovered over search results (including
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repeats) about 22 times (hover count: M=22.67, SD=23.38, min=0, max=199; unique hover count: M=7.40,
SD=6.62). On average, participants hovered over search results at an average max hover depth of less than six
results on the SERP (max. hover depth: M=5.54, SD=4.74, min=0, max=34). More than half of participants
did not move their mouse beyond the fifth search result (64%).
On average, participants clicked on about three results on the search results page (nonSERPs from SERP:
M=3.13, SD=2.37, min=0, max=12; unique nonSERPs from SERP: M=2.81, SD=2.09) with an average
of about 2 results from the SERP per query (nonSERPs from SERP per query: M=1.89, SD=1.48, min=0,
max=8). On average, participants did not click results beyond the fourth item on the SERP (max view depth:
M=4.25, SD=4.42, min=0, max=32). 77% of participants did not click beyond rank 5, and only for seven
tasks did participants go to a second page of search results.
Participants viewed about 10 nonSERP pages during a task (nonSERPs viewed: M=10.34, SD=12.27,
min=0, max=79; unique: M=6.08, SD=6.68). For 7 of the 10 pages, participants navigated to a nonSERP
page from another nonSERP (nonSERP from nonSERPs: M=7.23, SD=11.10, min=0, max=69). On average,
participants viewed about six nonSERPs per query (M=5.79, SD=5.93, min=0, max=45) and two nonSERPs
per SERP (M=2.26, SD=3.15, min=0, max=22.5). In total, about 15 SERP or nonSERP pages (pages viewed:
M=15.10, SD=13.55) were viewed before a participant made their recommendation. On average, participants
spent longer on nonSERP pages (time per nonSERP: M=23.33 seconds, SD=27.33) than SERPs (time per
SERP: M=12.61, SD=19.65).
6.3.3 Post-task perceptions. This section contains descriptive statistics for post-task questionnaire
derived measures; Section 6.3.6 contains the results of the hypothesis tests which used multilevel modeling
statistical tests to determine which time, topic, pre-task perception, behavioral signals, and decision and
individual characteristics variables significantly predicted post-task perceptions.
As shown in Table 6.5, participants generally disagreed that they felt time pressure (M=3.22, SD=1.90),
and negative affect (i.e., stress and anxiety) (M=2.51, SD=1.60). They also indicated that they thought the
time they had was generally adequate (i.e., they disagreed that the time they had for the task was inadequate)
(M=3.85, SD=1.84). Overall, they somewhat disagreed that they were thinking about time while working on
the task (M=3.30, SD=2.06).
Generally, participants disagreed that they thought it would be difficult to decide when to stop (M=3.11,
SD=1.72), they had to work at a fast pace (M=3.46, SD=1.80), and that it was difficult to search for information
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Table 6.5: Post-task perceptions for four topics in Study 2: overall, by time condition, and by task topic (M,
SD).
item overall by time by topic




































































Difficulty deciding when to stop (H2b)

















































































































ntasks 180 84 96 46 43 45 46
to make their recommendation (M=2.58, 1.36). They reported slight agreement that they considered adequate
information to make a good decision (M=4.72, SD=1.52), and relatively high confidence in their their
recommendations (M=5.31, SD=1.33). Overall, they disagreed that it was difficult to decide which option to
recommend (M=3.26, SD=1.67) and to decide whether to search for information (M=2.13, SD=1.51).
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Table 6.6: Frequency of recommendation specificity (Study 2).
item by time by topic






specific option 74 39 35 16 16 24 18
described 37 12 25 13 15 7 2
type 20 10 10 5 7 1 7
general approach 46 22 24 10 5 13 18
none 3 1 2 2 0 0 1
Accuracy of recommendation
inline 148 67 81 36 41 29 42
intentionally diff 24 13 11 5 2 14 3
out of line 8 4 4 5 0 2 1
Recommended specific information source?
yes 44 19 25 7 4 14 19
no 136 65 71 39 39 31 27
Total 180 84 96 46 43 45 46
6.3.4 Recommendations. Table 6.6 shows the frequency of recommendation specificity, accuracy,
and information source categories. In 98% of tasks (177 of 180), participants recommended an option to
their friend (n=131) or recommended an approach for how their friend might make their own decision (n=46).
Most recommendations were inline with what was requested (n=148) or intentionally different than what
was requested (n=24). However, there were eight tasks in which a participant made a recommendation that
was wrong - if their friend had followed their recommendation, they would have ended up with the wrong
product or a boarding facility that only accepted dogs that had completed its intensive training program. The
coding process was described in detail using examples in Section 4.9.5, and specific examples of the options
recommended in Study 1 were described in Section 5.4.
For the nine recommendations in which participants did not search, for four tasks, the participants
recommended an approach their friend could take and recommended specific information sources their friend
could use to get more information: use Rover to find a pet sitter (n=2), use Airbnb to find a housing option,
and see if their new employer has made any arrangements with local housing companies for short-term
housing for new employees. For three tasks, participants made recommendations that were intentionally
different than what was recommended: look for a year lease instead of short term housing because it is
cheaper, use Rover to find a pet sitter (n=2). In three cases, participants’ recommendations were an offer to
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help their friend: drive the dogs to Texas, drive their own car to Texas with the dogs because they love dogs
and it would not be a hassle, and offer to take car of the dogs in their friend’s house.
Recommendation specificity. In 62% of the first four tasks, participants made a specific recommendation
(n=74, ntc=39, ntc=35) or described a recommended option in detail (n=37; ntc=12, ttc=25). Other participants
that made a recommendation recommended a type of option (n=20; ntc=10, ttc=10). For some tasks,
participants recommended a general approach for how their friend could make their own decision versus
recommend an option to their friend (n=46; ntc=22, ttc=24). In three tasks, participants declined to recommend
an option or an approach.
Recommendation accuracy. In 82% of the tasks, participants made a recommendation that was in line
with what they were asked to do by their friend. In 13% of tasks (n=24), participants made a recommendation
that was intentionally different than what their friend had requested: this happened in nearly 1/3 of the board
dogs tasks. In eight tasks, participants made a recommendation that was out of line with what was requested.
Recommended information source. Specific information sources were recommended in 44 tasks. These
information sources were often recommended as part of a general approach recommendation in which an
information source such as PC Mag, Craigslist, Rover, or Airbnb was recommended to a friend for them use
to find information to make their own decision.
6.3.5 Correlations among pre- and post-task questionnaire items. As shown in Table 6.7, items
in the pre- and post-task questionnaires were correlated. Among the post-task questionnaire items, the
time-related constructs (time pressure, time inadequacy, time monitoring, and fast task pace) are strongly
and positively correlated with each other; this is unsurprising given that multiple composite variables were
created for the time-related factor (see 4.9.3). The time-related constructs are negatively correlated with
perceived information adequacy and decision confidence, and positively correlated with difficulty searching
and difficulty making a decision. The relationship between pre-task questionnaire-derived measures and
post-task perceptions are analyzed in hypothesis testing as they are included as covariates in hypothesis
testing models.
6.3.6 Summary. Overall, participants found the topics to be at least somewhat interesting, and they
disagreed that they knew a lot about the topics. They did not expect the topics to be very difficult, and they

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Participants without a time limit spent almost exactly 5 minutes on the task. The participants with a time
limit had 5 minutes to spend on the tasks, and they spent just under 3 minutes.
Overall, participants issued two queries, and clicked three items from the SERP. They spent about 12
seconds on a SERP each time they viewed it, and they generally did not click results below the fourth item on
the SERP although they moused over results down to about the sixth item. They viewed about 10 nonSERP
pages before making their recommendation, and they spent about 22 seconds on nonSERP pages on average.
They generally disagreed that they felt time pressure, negative affect, or monitored the time. Participants
without a time limit disagreed that the time they had was inadequate and they had to work at a fast pace;
participants with a time limit agreed that time was inadequate and they had to work fast but did not agree
generally that they felt time pressure. Overall, participants did not find it difficult to search, decide whether to
search, or to decide what to recommend. Participants also thought they considered adequate information and
were confident in their recommendations.
6.4 Hypothesis Tests
6.4.1 Reading hypothesis test results. As described in the method section, multilevel mixed effects
models were used to test hypotheses on the effects of time constraints on decision and search behaviors
and perceptions. Interpreting interactions of multiple categorical independent variables from a regression
table is difficult, especially with nonlinear dependent variables (e.g., counts of queries issued). As such,
the interpretation of model results focuses on the predicted values of the dependent variable (e.g., the time
pressure predicted by the model for the no time limit condition and time limit condition). As the fully specified
models include multiple interactions of time limit condition and other categorical independent variables, the
interpretation of the effects of time limit condition focuses on the marginal effects as recommended by Mize
(2019). Marginal effects indicate the change in the predicted value of the dependent variable as a result of a
change in an independent variable holding other independent variables at specified values. Predicted values
and marginal effects are presented graphically and in the text. For a nominal independent variable like time
limit condition, the marginal effect for an observation represents the difference in the predicted time pressure
if the observation was in the time limit condition vs. if it was not in the time limit condition.
To assess the impact of time limit condition, two types of marginal effects of time limit condition are
of primary interest: the average marginal effect (AME) of time limit condition, and the marginal effect of
time limit condition at representative values (MER) of specific independent variables. First, to understand
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whether there is an overall effect of time limit condition on the dependent variable, the average marginal
effect (AME) of time limit condition is analyzed. An average marginal effect of the time limit condition is
the average of the marginal effects of time limit condition for all observations. The average marginal effect
of time limit condition was calculated for dependent variables derived from search and decision behavior
measures as well as post-task questionnaire measures.
Second, to understand whether there is an effect of the time limit condition at important levels of
select categorical or continuous independent variables, the marginal effect at representative values (MER)
of the categorical or continuous variables were analyzed. Marginal effects of time limit condition were
calculated for dependent variables derived from post-task questionnaire measures at representative values
of key independent variables derived from search and decision behavior (e.g., task times, query counts,
count of nonSERPs viewed from SERPs) and recommendation quality (e.g., recommendation specificity,
recommendation accuracy). In some cases, the marginal effects for other search and decision behaviors
were examined if relevant (e.g., clock views for time monitoring). Representative values for categorical
independent variables such as recommendation specificity and recommendation accuracy are the categories,
and the representative values for the search and decision variables were selected to represent meaningful
values (i.e., if didn’t search, the mean or median, and a value on the upper end of the range typically the 95th
percentile).
The findings are interpreted in the results section with graphical representations of predicted values and
marginal effects; tables with the models and predicted values with marginal effects are included in Appendix
S. For all hypothesis tests, two tables are included in Appendix S for each dependent variable. The first table
is the regression model table which includes the fixed and random effects and model statistics. Dependent
variables derived from the post-task questionnaire have the full model interpreted in the results section as
well as a reduced model which does not include an interaction of time limit and search behaviors.19 The fixed
effects included in the models are at the top of the tables: experimental variables (time limit, topic, time limit
and topic interaction, and topic order), individual characteristics (student status, age, search self-efficacy), and
pre-task perceptions (interest, prior knowledge, ability to make recommendation without searching, expected
difficulty, expected difficulty stopping, and task self-efficacy). For dependent variables derived from post-task
questionnaires, the models also include covariates for search and decision behaviors: clock view, decision
19By not including the interaction terms, a reduced model provides estimates of the average effect of a 1-unit change in the search
and decision behaviors on the dependent variable that is not available in the full model.
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time, queries issued, max view rank, hover count, SERP views, nonSERPs from the SERP, and nonSERPs
viewed from other SERPs. For Hypothesis 7 examining the effects of individual differences on perceived time
pressure, additional variables (tendency to procrastinate, sensitivity to pressure, and interactions) are added to
the model. Table S.1 in Appendix S summarizes the independent variables including transformations (e.g.,
mean-centering age, centering interest). The second table in the Appendix for each hypothesis contains the
predicted values for the dependent variable by time limit condition and (average) marginal effects of time
limit condition overall, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of recommendation
accuracy. The bottom half of the second table contains the predicted values for the dependent variable for
each topic and task order as well as the results of post-hoc pairwise comparisons.
Exact, uncorrected p-values are reported in the text, in tables, and in graphs.20 Model coefficients for
individual characteristics and pre-task perceptions were considered statistically significant if p<.05. For
dependent variables derived from post-task questionnaire measures, p≤.003 is used as the threshold for
statistical significance (α=.003) for the average marginal effect of time limit condition and marginal effects
at representative values of time limit condition given multiple marginal effects calculations run after model
estimation.21 For dependent variables derived from search and decision measures, p≤.003 is also used as
the threshold for statistical significance (α=.003) for the average marginal effect of time limit condition for
consistency across dependent variables even though only the average marginal effect is calculated and no
additional marginal effects at representative values are calculated. For pairwise comparisons for topic and
order effects, to be consistent with Study 1, topic or order effects were considered significant if p<.0083.
6.4.2 H1: More perceived time pressure, time inadequacy, and time monitoring. The first hypoth-
esis states that time-constrained participants will feel more time pressure (H1a), feel greater time inadequacy
(H1b), and report higher levels of time monitoring (H1c). Two dependent variables, time pressure and
negative affect, were used to test the hypothesis that participants felt more time pressure (H1a) as factor
analysis did not support the creation of a single composite variable for time pressure. For each dependent
variable, two mixed effects linear models were estimated as described in the methods section: the full model
and a reduced model which did not include interaction terms for time constraint and search and decision
behavior. The results of the models for each dependent variable are discussed below.
20Reporting uncorrected, exact p-values enables interpretation of results with a different alpha.
21Although an alpha of .003 was set, p value estimates were not available beyond the thousandths place for marginal effects in
Stata 15.1, and so p=.003 was also interpreted as a significant result.
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More time pressure (H1a). The time pressure dependent variable was the participants’ response to one
post-task questionnaire item to which they indicated their agreement that they felt time pressure during the
task. Overall, participants reported slight disagreement that they felt time pressure (M=3.22, SD=1.90).
The full model testing the hypothesis that greater time pressure was felt with a time limit was statistically




variables included in the full model included experimental variables, individual characteristics, pre-task
perceptions, search and decision behaviors, and recommendation characteristics as independent variables. The
intraclass correlation (ICC) was .54 indicating that 54% of the observed variance in reported time pressure
was attributable to differences at the individual level and 46% was attributable to task level differences. The
pseudo-R2 statistics indicate the fixed effects explain 40% more of the variance in observed time pressure at
the task level (R2
Level1=.40) and 37% at the individual level (R
2
Level2=.37) compared to a random-intercept
only model (i.e., with no experimental, task, demographic or search behaviors included as independent
variables in the model). Table S.2 in Appendix S has the full regression table for the full and reduced models
with additional model statistics. Table S.3 in Appendix S contains the predicted time pressure and marginal
effects of time limit (overall, and within levels of recommendation specificity, recommendation accuracy, and
topic) and with the predicted time pressure by topic and order with pairwise comparisons for topic and order
effects.
Time limit and recommendations. To examine the effects of time limit overall and at each level of
recommendation specificity and accuracy, the time pressure predicted by the model and the (average)
marginal effects of time limit condition were examined. Figure 6.3 shows the predicted time pressure and the
marginal effects for time limit condition with 95% confidence intervals and uncorrected p-values; each is
shown overall/on average (top), at each level of recommendation specificity (middle), and at each level of
recommendation accuracy (bottom). Marginal effects significant at p≤.003 are discussed as significant below.
As shown in the top section of Figure 6.3, the models predicted a time pressure of 2.47 for tasks completed
without a task time limit and 3.91 for tasks completed with a time limit. The average marginal effect of time
limit condition of 1.44 (p=.003) indicates a significant difference between the predicted time pressure for
the time limit condition and the no time limit condition. The middle of Figure 6.3 shows the predicted time
pressure was higher in the time limit condition for all levels of specificity. This difference, i.e., the marginal
effect of time limit condition, was statistically significant for tasks in which a specific recommendation was

















































at rec. specificity levels
at rec. accuracy levels
1 4 7
predicted time pressure (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
time pressure
Figure 6.3: Predicted time pressure (H1a) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time limit
condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of recommendation accuracy.
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
predicted time pressure between time limit conditions was not statistically significant for recommendations
in which the participant described an ambiguous option (ME=1.28, p=.064), a type of option (ME=1.35,
p=.110), an approach for how their friend could make their own recommendation (ME=1.07, p=.105), or if
no recommendation was made (ME=2.91, p=.180).
The predicted time pressure for each level of recommendation accuracy for the no time limit and time
limit conditions is shown in the bottom of Figure 6.3. There was a significant marginal effect of time limit
condition on time pressure for decisions that were in line with what was requested (ME=1.58, p=.001). The
difference in predicted time pressure between the two time limit conditions was not significant at p≤.003 for
tasks in which participants made a recommendation that was intentionally different than what was requested
(ME=0.04, p=.959) or wrong (ME=3.16, p=.016).
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. No participant
characteristics (i.e., age, student status, and search self-efficacy) were significant predictors of time pressure.
Higher time pressure was predicted if participants were less interested in the topic (β=-0.15, p=.040), they
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predicted time pressure (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
time pressure
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* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
time pressure






























predicted time pressure (95% CI)
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
time pressure
(c) at representative counts of nonSERPs from SERPs
Figure 6.4: Predicted time pressure (H1a) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time limit
from full model at representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, and (c) nonSERP from SERP views. *
p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
As the models included interaction terms of the behaviors and the time limit conditions, the predicted
margins at representative values (i.e., time pressure predicted by the model in both time conditions at
specified representative values of the behavioral variable) and marginal effects of time limit condition (i.e.,
the difference in predicted time pressure between the two time conditions) for the representative values were
analyzed. Figure 6.4 shows the predicted time pressure at representative values of decision time, query count,
and nonSERPs viewed from the SERP. As noted earlier, marginal effects significant at p≤.003 are discussed
as significant.
Predicted time pressure was significantly higher in the time limit condition (vs. no time limit condition)
at a decision time of 3 minutes (ME=1.46, p=.002), but it was not significant for decisions without searching
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(i.e., decision times of zero minutes; ME=1.51, p=.078) or for decisions which took six minutes (ME=1.40,
p=.061). Time pressure was significantly higher for tasks with a time limit (vs. no time limit) when two
queries were issued (ME=1.49, p=.002), but the difference did not meet the significance threshold when four
queries were issued (ME=2.19, p=.005) or when no queries were issued (ME=0.79, p=.285). Similarly, the
predicted time pressure was significantly higher in the time limit condition (vs. no time limit condition)
when participants viewed three nonSERPs from the SERP (ME=1.43, p=.003), but it was not significant for
decisions with no nonSERP views (ME=1.19, p=.086) or for decisions with six nonSERP views from the
SERP (ME=1.69, p=.018).
Topic, task order. There were some differences in perceived time pressure by decision topic and
order.22 Time pressure was higher for the housing topic than the board dogs topic (contrast=.92, p=.005).
Time pressure was significantly higher for the first task completed compared to the fourth (contrast=.98,
p<.001). There were no significant marginal effects of time limit within topics. All topic and order pairwise
comparisons and marginal effects of time limit within each topic are reported in Table S.3 in Appendix S.
More time pressure (H1a): Negative affect. The negative affect dependent variable combined partic-
ipants’ responses to two post-task questionnaire items (Cronbach’s α=.92) to which they indicated their
agreement that they felt stressed and anxious during the task. Overall, participants disagreed that they felt
negative affect (M=2.51, SD=1.60).




level2=.41). The model included experimental variables, individual characteris-
tics, pre-task perceptions, search and decision behaviors, and recommendation characteristics as independent
variables. Appendix S contains the full regression models and statistics (Table S.4) as well as predicted
negative affect with marginal effects of time limit condition (overall, and within levels of recommendation
specificity, recommendation accuracy, and topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects (Table
S.5).
Time limit and recommendations. There were no differences in predicted negative affect between time
limit conditions on average, at any level of recommendation specificity, or at any level of recommendation
accuracy that were significant at p≤.003 as shown in Figure 6.5. The average marginal effect of time limit
22Topic and order are included in the models as control variables and are not of substantive interest in Study 2. To allow comparison
with Study 1, pairwise comparisons are reported as in Study 1. For topic and order differences, pairwise comparisons are discussed

















































at rec. specificity levels
at rec. accuracy levels
1 4 7
predicted negative affect (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
negative affect
Figure 6.5: Predicted negative affect (H1a) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of recommendation
accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
condition on negative affect was not significant (AME=0.10, p=.80) indicating that there was not a significant
difference in the stress and anxiety reported between tasks completed in the two time conditions. Looking
at the levels of recommendation specificity, the model predicted higher negative affect for tasks completed
in the time limit condition compared to no time limit when participants recommended a type of option
(ME=1.41, p=.029) or when participants declined to make a recommendation (ME=3.47, p=.032) although
these were not significant at p≤.003. There were no differences in negative affect between time conditions
for recommendations that were specific, described or an approach. There were no significant differences in
negative affect between time limit conditions at any level of recommendation accuracy.
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. No participant
characteristics or pre-task perceptions were significant predictors of post-task negative affect. There were
no significant marginal effects of time limit condition at any representative levels of decision time as shown
in Figure 6.6(a)), query count as shown in Figure 6.6(b), or number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP
as shown in Figure 6.6(c). Although there were significant coefficients in the full model for nonSERPs
accessed from the SERP (β=0.26, p=.001) and the interaction of time limit and nonSERPs accessed from
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the SERP (β=-0.26, p=.040), taken together, these indicate that higher negative affect was predicted with
more nonSERPs accessed from the SERP but only in the no time limit condition. This is illustrated in Figure
6.6(c) which shows the predicted negative affect for no time limit increasing from 1.66 to 3.22 from zero to
six nonSERPs from SERPs, and the corresponding lack of change in the predicted negative affect in the no




























predicted negative affect (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
negative affect
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no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
negative affect






























predicted negative affect (95% CI)
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
negative affect
(c) at representative counts of nonSERPs from SERPs
Figure 6.6: Predicted negative affect (H1a) and marginal effects of time limit from full model at representative
(a) decision times, (b) query counts, and (c) nonSERP from SERP views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001;
uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Topic, task order. There were some effects of task topic found in post-hoc pairwise comparisons
significant at p<.0083. There was lower negative affect for tasks with the board dogs topic compared to the
other topics (board dogs versus mesh wifi: contrast=-.72, p=.004; board dogs versus move dogs: contrast=-.66,
p=.008); housing versus board dogs: contrast=1.01, p<.001). There were no significant marginal effects
of time limit condition within topic. There were no significant order effects that reached the significance
threshold of p<.0083.
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Greater perceived time inadequacy (H1b). The time inadequacy dependent variable combined partic-
ipants’ responses to three post-task questionnaire items to which they indicated their agreement that they
would have considered more information if they had more time, would have preferred to think longer about
their decision, and thought they did not have enough time (Cronbach’s α=.86). Overall, participants slightly
disagreed that the time was inadequate (M=3.85, SD=1.84).
The model predicting time inadequacy with experimental variables, individual characteristics, pre-task
perceptions, search and decision behaviors, and recommendation characteristics as independent variables




contains the full regression models and statistics (Table S.6) as well as predicted perceived time inadequacy
with marginal effects of time limit condition (overall, and within levels of recommendation specificity,
















































at rec. specificity levels
at rec. accuracy levels
1 4 7
predicted time inadequacy (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
time inadequacy
Figure 6.7: Predicted time inadequacy (H1b) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of recommendation
accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Time limit and recommendations. As shown in Fig. 6.7, there were significant effects of time limit
condition overall, within levels of recommendation specificity, and within levels of recommendation accuracy.
The average marginal effect of time limit condition was 2.04 (p<.001) indicating that model predicts time
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inadequacy to be just over two points higher with a time limit than without a time limit. Time inadequacy was
predicted to be higher in the time limit condition compared to the no time limit condition when participants
recommended a specific option (ME=2.27, p<.001), a type of option (ME=2.49, p=.001), or an approach to
how their friend might make their own decision (ME=1.76, p=.003). Although time inadequacy was higher in
the time limit condition when participants described an option (ME=1.57, p=.010) and declined to recommend
an option (ME=4.13, p=.036), these were not significant at p≤.003. Time inadequacy was predicted to be
significantly higher for recommendations that were in line with the task request (ME=2.17, p<.001), but the
difference in time inadequacy between time limit conditions was not significant for recommendations that
were intentionally different (ME=1.27, p=.078) or incorrect (ME=1.66, p=.166).
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. There were no
participant characteristics that predicted perceived time inadequacy. Higher perceived time inadequacy was
predicted when participants did not think they could decide without searching (β=-0.21, p=.046). There
were also four significant search and decision behavior variables or interaction terms in the model. As the
models included interaction terms of the behaviors and the time limit conditions, the predicted margins at
representative values and marginal effects were analyzed.
As shown in Figure 6.8(a), the marginal effect of time limit condition was not significant at a decision
time of zero minutes (i.e., if the participant did not search) (ME=-0.002, p=.997), however, predicted time
inadequacy was significantly higher in the time limit condition than in the no time limit condition at three
and six minutes (three: ME=1.54, p<.001; six: ME=3.08, p<.001). In addition, the increase in the predicted
time inadequacy in the time limit condition from 3.16 at zero minutes to 5.94 at six minutes illustrates the
significant coefficient for the time limit and decision time interaction (β=0.51, p=.009).
Figure 6.8(b) shows significant marginal effects of time limit condition at representative query counts.
When participants did not issue any queries there was not a significant difference in perceived time inadequacy
between the two time limit conditions (ME=1.03, p=.115), but when two queries were issued, time inadequacy
was predicted to be about two points higher in the time limit condition than in the no time limit condition
(ME=2.11, p<.001) and about three points higher for tasks with four queries issued (ME=3.19, p<.001). This
illustrates the nonsignificant coefficient for query count (β=-0.20, p=.17) and significant interaction of time
limit and query count (β=0.54, p=.043). As more queries were issued during a task, participants felt greater
time inadequacy in the time limit condition than the no time limit condition. Similarly, as shown in Figure
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Figure 6.8: Predicted time inadequacy (H1b) and marginal effects of time limit from full model for (a)
decision times, (b) query counts, (c) nonSERP from SERP views, and (d) SERP views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡
p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
from the SERP (ME=1.63, p=.008), but the marginal effect of time limit condition was significant at three
and six nonSERPs viewed from the SERP (three: ME=2.04, p<.001; six: ME=2.44, p<.001).
As the model also included significant coefficients for two additional search and decision behaviors with
nonsignificant interaction terms with time limit, SERP views (β=0.19, p=.006) and clock views (β=-1.01,
p=.020). The marginal effects of time limit at representative counts of SERP views and with and without a
clock view are presented below. As shown in Figure 6.8(d), predicted time inadequacy was predicted to be
significantly higher in the time limit condition than in the no time limit condition when participants viewed
zero or four SERPs (zero SERPs: ME=3.16, p<.001; four SERPs: ME=2.25, p<.001), but the difference was
not predicted to be significant when participants viewed eight SERPs (ME=1.34, p=.020). This illustrates the
significant coefficient for number of SERPs viewed (β=0.19, p=.006) and the nonsignificant interaction term
(β=-0.23, p=.089). Predicted time inadequacy increased as the number of SERPs viewed from 2.05 at zero
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SERPs to 3.54 at eight SERPs in the no time limit condition. There was a significant marginal effect of time
limit condition whether or not the participant looked at the clock during the task, but the marginal effect of
the time limit condition was larger when participants viewed the clock during the task (ME=2.82, p<.001)
than when they did not (ME=1.87, p<.001).
Topic, task order. There were some significant effects of task topic found in planned pairwise comparisons.
Participants reported greater time inadequacy for tasks with the housing than the mesh wifi or the board
dogs topic (housing versus mesh: contrast=0.91, p=.001; housing versus board dogs: contrast=0.80, p=.008).
The marginal effects of time limit were significant or approached significance for each topic indicating that
participants felt the time was more inadequate in the time limit condition for each topic (mesh wifi: ME=2.28,
p<.001; move dogs: ME=1.60, p=.004, board dogs: ME=2.60, p<.001, housing: ME=1.66, p=.002). There
were no order effects significant at p≤.0083.
More time monitoring (H1c): Clock views. The first measure of time monitoring was whether or not
the participant looked at the computer’s clock during the task as recorded by the eye-tracker. Participants
looked at the clock in 30 of 172 tasks for which eye-tracking data was recorded (i.e., the eye-tracker recorded
fixations on the clock AOI for 30 tasks for which eye-tracking data was recorded): 16 in the no time limit
condition, and 14 in the time limit condition. There was not a significant difference in the number of tasks
in which participants looked at the clock across time limit conditions (χ2(1)=.294, p=.588). A multilevel
mixed-effects logistic regression model to predict the presence of clock views with time limit, topic, order, and
individual characteristics covariates was not significant (Wald χ2(20)=8.49, p=.988). Table S.8 in Appendix
S shows the regression model and statistics.
More time monitoring (H1c): Perceived time monitoring. Participants were also asked to indicate their
agreement with a statement about whether they were thinking about how much time was left while they were
working on the task. Overall, participants slightly disagreed that they were monitoring the time (M=3.30,
SD=2.06). The full model testing the hypothesis that greater time monitoring was reported in the time limit
condition was statistically significant (F(48, 96.8)=1.83, p=.006; ICC=.53, pseudo-R2
level1=.36, pseudo-
R2
level2=.30). The model included experimental variables, individual characteristics, pre-task perceptions,
search and decision behaviors, and recommendation characteristics as independent variables. Appendix S
contains the full regression models and statistics (Table S.9) as well as predicted perceived time monitoring
with marginal effects of time limit condition (overall, and within levels of recommendation specificity,
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Figure 6.9: Predicted self-reported time monitoring (H1c) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal
effects of time limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of
recommendation accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Time limit and recommendations. To examine the effects of time limit overall and at each level of
recommendation specificity and accuracy, the time monitoring predicted by the model and the (average)
marginal effects of time limit condition were examined. As shown in Figure 6.9, higher time monitoring was
predicted for tasks completed under a time limit (AME=1.46, p=.007) but this does not meet the conservative
significance threshold of p≤.003. Self-reported time monitoring was significant higher for tasks completed
with a time limit compared to no time limit when the level of specificity was specific (ME=1.93, p=.001) but
not when the recommendations were for an option that was described (ME=0.75, p=.328), a type of option
(ME=1.50, p=.112), an approach (ME=1.45, p=.048), or if no recommendation made (ME=-3.18, p=.192).
Time monitoring was higher but not significantly higher for recommendations that were in line with what
was requested (ME=1.51, p=.006), intentionally different than what was requested (ME=0.48, p=.590), or
recommendations that were wrong (ME=3.70, p=.013)
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. No participant
characteristics or pre-task perceptions were significant predictors of self-reported time monitoring. As shown
in Figure 6.10(a), predicted self-reported time monitoring was significantly higher for tasks completed at
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three minutes for tasks in the time limit condition compared to the no time limit condition (ME=1.33, p<.001)
but the marginal effects of time limit condition was not significant at zero or six minutes (zero: ME=0.97,
p=.308; six: ME=1.70, p=.041). As shown in Figure 6.10(b), there were significant marginal effects of time
limit condition at four queries (ME=2.71, p=.002) but not at zero or two queries (zero: ME=0.36, p=.660;
two: ME=1.53, p=.004). The decrease in predicted time monitoring in the no time limit condition from 3.29
with zero queries to 1.70 with four queries illustrates the significant coefficient for query count (β=-0.40,
p=.029).
There were no significant marginal effects of time limit at any level of nonSERP from SERP views as
illustrated in Fig. 6.10(c). There were, however, significant marginal effects of time limit condition when
participants looked at the clock at least once as shown in Figure 6.10(d). Self-reported time monitoring was
significantly higher in the time limit condition than in the no time limit condition when participants looked at
the clock at least once during the task (ME=2.71, p=.001) but the difference between time limit conditions
was not significant when participants did not look at the clock (ME=1.19, p=.033).
Topic, task order. There were no significant differences in self-reported time monitoring between topics.
There were significant effects of task order on reported time monitoring. Participants reported significantly
lower time monitoring after their first task (second versus first: contrast=-1.06, p=.001; third versus first:
contrast=-1.00, p=.002; fourth versus first: contrast=-1.30, p<.000).
6.4.3 H2: Stop sooner. Two measures were used to test the hypothesis that participants with a time
limit stopped faster, i.e., they made their decision faster: the time spent on the decision, and the participants’
perception of how difficult it was to decide to stop.
Stop sooner (H2a): Decision time. As previously described, participants took about four minutes to
make their decisions on average (M=3.90 min., SD=3.98). Decision time was operationalized as the time from
the start of the task (i.e., once the participant finished the pre-task questionnaire) to when the indicated they
were ready to make their recommendation (i.e., the participant pressed the “Make Recommendation” button).
The full model testing the hypothesis that participants stopped sooner was statistically significant (F(20,
136.5)=1.75, p=.032; ICC=.65; pseudo-R2
level1=.29, pseudo-R
2
level2=.34). The model included experimental
variables, individual characteristics, and pre-task perceptions.23 Appendix S contains the full regression
23Other search and decision behavior measures and the recommendations made by participants are not included in the model as
those measurements do not satisfy the temporal precedence requirement for causality, i.e., they were measured at the same time or
later than the dependent variable, task time. The relationship between task time and recommendation specificity and accuracy is
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Figure 6.10: Predicted time monitoring (H1c) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit from full model at representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, (c) nonSERP from SERP views,
and (d) clock views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
models and statistics (Table S.11) and predicted decision time with marginal effects of time limit (overall and
within each topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects (Table S.12).
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. There was a significant coefficient for
task time limit (β=-3.03, p=.022), although the average marginal effect of time limit condition was not
significant at the conservative p≤.003 (AME=2.70, p=.019) as shown in Figure 6.11.24 The extent to which
the participant agreed with the statement that they could make a good recommendation without searching
was also a significant predictor of decision time (β=-0.60, p=.011) with a 36 second decrease in predicted
task time for every one point increase in agreement. Participant’s age, student status, or search self-efficacy
were not significant predictors of decision time.
24Although only one marginal effect was calculated after model estimation for search and decision behavior dependent variables,
the same p≤.003 statistical significance threshold was used for marginal effects for dependent variables derived from post-task
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Figure 6.11: Predicted decision time (H2a) and average marginal effect of time limit condition from full
model. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Topic and order. There were not any significant topic or order effects indicating that participants did not
spend more time on decision tasks for a given topic or order as shown in Table S.12 in Appendix S. Although
the predicted decision time was shorter in the time limit condition than in the no time limit condition, the
difference in predicted task time between the time conditions was not statistically significant. The marginal
effects of task time limit would reach significance at p<.05 for the mesh wifi (ME=-3.03, p=.022) and the
housing topics (ME=-3.42, p=.010) but not for the move dogs (ME=-1.73, p=.199) or board dogs topics
(ME=-2.55, p=.055).
Greater difficulty deciding when to stop (H2b). One post-task question asked about participants’
agreement with a statement that it would be difficult to determine when to stop looking for information.
Overall, participants disagreed that it would be difficult to decide when to stop (M=3.11, SD=1.72).




level2=.63). The model included experimental variables, individual
characteristics, pre-task perceptions, search and decision behaviors, and recommendation characteristics as
independent variables. Appendix S contains the full regression models and statistics (Table S.13) as well as
predicted difficulty deciding when to stop with marginal effects of time limit condition (overall, and within
levels of recommendation specificity, recommendation accuracy, and topic) and pairwise comparisons for
topic and order effects (Table S.14).
Time limit and recommendations. As shown in Figure 6.12, there was not a significant difference in
difficulty of determining when to stop and make a recommendation between the time conditions on average
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Figure 6.12: Predicted difficulty deciding when to stop (H2b) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal
effects of time limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of
recommendation accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. Participants found
it more difficult to decide when to stop for a task if they were older (β=.04, p=.032) or had lower search
self-efficacy (β=-0.41, p=.020). As shown in Fig. 6.13, there were no significant differences in difficulty
deciding when to stop between the time limit conditions at any representative values of task time, query
count, or number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP.
Topic and order. There were no significant topic or order effects on difficulty deciding when to stop
significant at p<.0083.
6.4.4 H3: Search faster. Three measures were used to test the hypothesis that participants searched
faster (i.e., accelerated under time pressure): the average time spent on SERPs, and the average time spent on
nonSERPs, and the average time spent on pages overall (SERPs and nonSERPs). As previously noted, the
models testing this hypothesis include time limit, topic, and task order as covariates.
Search faster (H3a): Time on SERPs. The set of time, topic, order, demographics, and pre-task
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(c) at representative counts of nonSERPs from SERP
Figure 6.13: Predicted difficulty deciding when to stop (H2b) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal
effects of time limit from full model at representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, and (c) nonSERP
from SERP views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
118.6)=1.19, p=.272). The second and third columns in Table S.15 in Appendix S contain the regression
model and statistics.
Search faster (H3a): Time on nonSERPs. The model predicting average time spent on nonSERPs was
significant (F(20,102.2)=2.69, p<.001; ICC=.18; pseudo-R2
level1=.29, pseudo-R
2
level2=.26). The fourth and
fifth columns in Table S.15 in Appendix S contains the regression model and statistics; Table S.17 has the
predicted time on nonSERPs with marginal effects of time limit (overall and within topic) and pairwise
comparisons for topic and order effects (Table S.17).
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. As shown in Fig. 6.14(a), the average
marginal effects of time limit condition on the average time spent on nonSERP pages was not significant
(AME=-6.04, p=.273) indicating no difference in the predicted amount of time spent on nonSERP pages
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Figure 6.14: Predicted time spent on pages (H3a) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit condition for (a) average time spent on nonSERPs, and (b) average time spent on SERP and nonSERP
pages. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
time spent on nonSERP pages: an older age predicted longer average times spent on nonSERP pages (β=.93,
p<.001). The average time spent on a nonSERP page for a 20 year old predicted to be 14.05 seconds versus
29.82 seconds for a 40-year old participant (p=.029).
Topic and order. There were also significant topic effects on time on nonSERP pages as shown in
Table S.17 in Appendix S. Participants spent less time on nonSERP pages on average for tasks on the board
dogs topic or short term housing than mesh wifi (board dogs versus mesh wifi: contrast=-17.99 seconds,
p=.001; housing versus mesh wifi: contrast=-24.32 seconds, p<.001) and less time on nonSERP pages for the
short-term housing topic than for the move dogs topic (contrast=-16.96 seconds, p=.005). There were also no
significant order effects. There were no significant marginal effects of time limit condition for any topic.
Search faster (H3a): Time on SERP and nonSERP pages. As with time on nonSERPs, the model




level2=.19). See Table S.18 in Appendix S for the regression model
and statistics and Table S.19 for the predicted time on pages with marginal effects of time limit (overall and
within topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. As shown in Fig. 6.14(b), the average
marginal effects of time limit condition on the average time spent on SERP and nonSERP pages was not
significant (AME=-4.37, p=.218). The age of the participant was a significant predictor of the time spent on
pages with an older age predicting longer average times spent on SERP and nonSERP pages (β=.52, p=.002).
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Topic and order. There were also significant topic effects on time on SERP and nonSERP pages.
Participants spent less time on pages on average for tasks on the board dogs topic or short term housing than
mesh wifi (board dogs versus mesh wifi: contrast=-7.99 seconds less, p=.001; housing versus mesh wifi:
contrast=-11. seconds, p<.001). There were no significant marginal effects of time limit condition for any
topic. There were also no significant order effects.
Faster perceived task pace (H3b). Two post-task questions asked about participants’ agreement with
statements that they felt hurried or rushed during the task or they needed to work fast to complete the task.
The responses were combined in an unweighted average (Cronbach’s α=.83) to create a perceived fast task
pace dependent variable. Overall, participants slightly disagreed that they had to work at a fast task pace
(M=3.46, SD=1.80).




level2=.37). The model included experimental variables, individual characteris-
tics, pre-task perceptions, search and decision behaviors, and recommendation characteristics as independent
variables. Appendix S contains the full regression models and statistics (Table S.20) as well as predicted
perceived fast task pace with marginal effects of time limit condition (overall, and within levels of recommen-
dation specificity, recommendation accuracy, and topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects
(Table S.21).
Time limit and recommendations. There were significant differences in predicted task pace between time
limit conditions. Agreement with a fast task pace was nearly 1.5 points higher for tasks completed with a task
time limit than those without a time limit (AME=1.45, p=.002) as shown in Figure 6.15.
There were also differences in perceiving a fast task pace between the time limit conditions depending on
the specificity and accuracy of the recommendation. For specific or types of recommendations, participants
with a task time limit felt they had to work faster than those without a time limit (specific: ME=1.78, p<.001;
type: ME=2.34, p=.002). The differences between time limit conditions were not significant if participants
made recommendations in which they described an option (ME=1.25, p=.043), recommended a general
approach (ME=0.74, p=.211), or didn’t make a recommendation (ME=0.24, p=.896).
In addition, a faster task pace was perceived in the task time limit condition than in no time limit condition
for tasks in which participants made a recommendation that was in line with what was requested in the task
description (ME=1.54, p=.001), but the difference was not significant for tasks in which the participant made
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Figure 6.15: Predicted perceived fast task pace (H3b) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal ef-
fects of time limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of
recommendation accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. Participants
disagreed that they needed to work at a fast pace when they thought that they could make a good decision
without searching (β=-0.25, p=.010).
There were also several significant behavioral predictors of perceiving a faster task pace as illustrated in
Figure 6.16. Looking at the marginal effects of time limit at representative values of decision time in 6.16(a),
the marginal effects were not significant at a decision time of zero minutes (ME=0.83, p=.276) or six minutes
(ME=1.75, p=.009). The marginal effect of time limit on task pace was significant at 3 minutes (ME=1.30,
p<.001) indicating that participants felt they needed to work faster in the time limit condition than in the no
time limit condition at 3 minutes.
Looking at the predicted perceived task pace at representative query counts as shown in Figure 6.16(b),
the difference in perceived task pace between time limit conditions was not significant when no queries were
issued (ME=0.37, p=.572) but the marginal effects were significant when two queries (ME=1.52, p=.001) or
four queries (ME=2.67, p<.001) were issued. Similarly, as shown in Figure 6.16(c), the marginal effect of
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Figure 6.16: Predicted fast task pace (H3b) with 95% confidence intervals and and marginal effects of time
limit from full model at representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, (c) nonSERP from SERP views,
and (d) SERP views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
significant for three or six nonSERPs were viewed from the SERP (three: ME=1.44, p=.002; six: ME=1.71,
p<.001).
The predicted fast task pace and marginal effects of time limit at SERP counts (i.e., total number of
SERPs viewed) shown in Figure 6.16(d) illustrates the coefficient for SERPs (β=0.11, p=.087) and the
significant coefficient for the interaction of time limit and SERP count (β=-0.29, p=.020). While the trend for
the no time limit condition is for the predicted task pace to increase with more SERPs viewed during the task,
the predicted task pace for the time limit condition is lower with more SERPs viewed during the task. The
marginal effects of time limit condition are significant at zero SERPs (ME=2.86, p<.001) and four SERPs
(ME=1.71, p<.001) but become nonsignificant at eight SERPs (ME=0.56, p=.344).
Topic and order. There were no topic or order effects significant at p<.0083. The marginal effect of time
limit condition on perceived fast task pace was significant for the board dogs topic (ME=1.93, p=.001) but
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was not significant for the other topics (mesh wifi: ME=1.55, p=.005; move dogs: ME=1.36, p=.016; housing:
ME=0.94, p=.093).
6.4.5 H4: Search less and more shallowly, find search more difficult. The fourth hypothesis was
that participants with a time constraint would search less and more shallowly (i.e., show signs of filtering the
information to process) and find their search to be more difficult.
To test the hypothesis that participants would search less with a time constraint, several dependent
variables were analyzed: the number of tasks in which participants searched, the quantity of interactions with
the search system (number of queries issued, total number of SERPs viewed), and the number of nonSERP
pages viewed (directly from the SERP, and from other nonSERP pages by following links). To analyze
whether participants searched more shallowly, three dependent variables were analyzed: the maximum depth
of items clicked from the SERP, the maximum depth of SERP hovers, and the total (non-unique) number
of items hovered over on the SERP. As these dependent variables are counts with variances that were not
equivalent to the mean, multilevel negative binomial regression models were estimated. The model tables
in Appendix S report the incidence rate ratio (IRR), and the associated margins tables report the predicted
counts. The results and interpretation in the results section include the IRRs but are discussed using the
predicted counts for all model estimates to simplify interpretation.
Search less (H4a): Tasks without search. Of the 180 decision tasks completed in Study 2, nine were
completed without searching. There was not a significant difference in the number of tasks in which partic-
ipants made their recommendations without searching across time limit conditions (χ2(1)=.019, p=.891).
Four recommendations (4.8%) were made without searching in the no time limit condition and five recom-
mendations (5.5%) were made without searching in the time limit condition.
Search less (H4a): Query count. The query count dependent variable was derived from the experimental
system logs. In tasks with at least one query, an average of two queries were issued (M=1.96, SD=1.40,
n=171). A full model predicting the number of queries with time condition, topic, order, demographics,
and pre-task perceptions could not be estimated due to model convergence issues. A reduced model was
specified with time, topic, order, age, search self-efficacy, and pre-task perceptions as predictors (i.e., without
student status); this model was significant (Wald χ2(18)=31.16, p=.027). See Table S.22 in Appendix S for
the regression model and statistics and Table S.23 for the predicted query count with marginal effects of time



















predicted query count (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
query count
Figure 6.17: Predicted number of queries issued (H4a) and average marginal effect of time limit. * p<.05, †
p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. As shown in Figure 6.17, there was not a
significant difference in the predicted number of queries between time limit conditions (AME=-0.29, p=.225).
Age was a significant predictor of number of queries issued (IRR=0.99, p=.033): participants who were older
were predicted to issue fewer queries. Two queries were predicted for a task completed by a 22 year-old
participant vs. 1.6 queries for a task completed by a 42 year-old participant (p=.03). Whether the participant
thought they could make a good recommendation without searching was also a significant predictor of the
number of queries issued (IRR=.86, p=.021) with fewer queries issued in tasks in which participants thought
they could make a good recommendation without searching. Significantly fewer queries were issued in tasks
in which participants strongly agreed they could make a good recommendation without searching than those
in which participants strongly disagreed they could make a good recommendation without searching (0.88 vs.
2.16 queries; p=.003).
Topic, order. There were no topic or order effects significant at p<.0083.
Search less (H4a): SERPs viewed. Participants viewed an average of about five SERPs for two seconds
or longer (M=5.18, SD=3.74, n=163).25 A model predicting the number of SERPs viewed with time limit,
topic, order, demographic, and pre-task perception independent variables was significant (Wald χ2(20)=66.78,
p<.001). See the fourth and fifth columns of Table S.22 in Appendix S for the regression model and statistics
and Table S.24 for the predicted SERP count with marginal effects of time limit (overall and within topic)
and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects.



















predicted SERPs viewed (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
SERPs viewed
Figure 6.18: Predicted number of SERPs viewed (H4a) and average marginal effect of time limit. * p<.05, †
p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. As shown in Figure 6.18, there was not
a significant difference in the predicted number of SERPs viewed by time limit condition (AME=-0.67,
p=.251). Significant predictors of the number of SERPs viewed were the participant’s age (IRR=.98, p=.002)
and whether the participant thought they could make a good recommendation without searching (IRR=.78,
p<.001). 5.75 SERP views were predicted for a task completed by a 22 year-old participant vs. 4.48 for a task
completed by a 42 year-old participant although this difference was not significant (p=.093). Participants who
strongly disagreed they could make a good recommendation without searching were predicted to view 6.28
SERPs while those who strongly agreed were predicted to issue 1.43 SERPs; this difference was significant
(p<.001).
Topic, order. There were no topic or order effects significant at p<.0083.
Search less (H4a): Total number of nonSERPs viewed. The count of nonSERP views was derived
from eye-tracking data. For the 163 tasks for which eye tracking data was collected and in which participants
searched, participants viewed an average of about ten nonSERPs for two seconds or longer (nonSERP
views lasting 2+ seconds: M=10.34, SD=12.27) A model predicting the number of nonSERPs viewed with
time limit, topic, order, demographic, and pre-task perception independent variables was significant (Wald
χ2(20)=65.03, p<.001). See the second and third columns of Table S.25 in Appendix S for the regression
model and statistics and Table S.26 for the predicted SERP count with marginal effects of time limit (overall
and within topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. As shown in Figure 6.19, there were not
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predicted nonSERPs viewed (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
nonSERPs viewed
Figure 6.19: Predicted number of nonSERPs viewed (H4a) and average marginal effect of time limit. * p<.05,
† p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
model also predicted fewer total nonSERPs viewed for tasks in which participants thought they could make
a good recommendation without searching (IRR=0.87, p=.044). Participants who strongly disagreed they
could make a good recommendation without searching were predicted to view 14.19 nonSERPs overall while
those who strongly agreed were predicted to view 2.39 nonSERPs; this difference was significant (p<.001).
Participants who were older were also predicted to issue fewer queries (IRR=.97, p=.006).
Topic, order. There was a significant topic effect on the total number of nonSERPs viewed: for tasks
with the housing topic, participants viewed 6.32 more nonSERPs overall than the mesh wifi topic (housing
versus mesh: contrast=6.32, p=.003). There were no significant order effects.
Search less (H4a): nonSERPs viewed from the SERP. The count of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP
was derived from experiment system logs. For the 171 tasks in which participants searched, they viewed
about three nonSERP pages by clicking a link on the SERP (M=3.13, SD=2.37).26 A model predicting
the number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP with time limit, topic, order, demographic, and pre-task
perception independent variables was significant (Wald χ2(20)=36.98, p=.011). See Table S.25 in Appendix
S for the regression model and statistics and Table S.27 for the predicted nonSERP from SERP count with
marginal effects of time limit (overall and within topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. As shown in Figure 6.20, the presence of a
task time limit did not significantly predict the number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP (AME=-0.28,
p=.570). A stronger belief that they could make a good recommendation without searching predicted fewer
nonSERPs viewed from the SERP (IRR=.85, p=.009): 3.49 nonSERPs from the SERP were predicted for



















predicted nonSERPs from SERP (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
nonSERPs from SERP
Figure 6.20: Predicted number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP (H4a) and average marginal effect of
time limit. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
tasks in which participants strongly disagreed they could make a good recommendation without searching
compared to 1.36 for those who strongly agreed they could make a good recommendation without searching;
this difference was significant (p<.001). In addition, perceiving that the task would be more difficult predicted
significantly more documents viewed from the SERP (IRR=1.15, p=.005). The model predicted 2.1 nonSERPs
from the SERP for tasks in which participants strongly disagreed that the task would be difficult compared to
4.77 for tasks in which the participant strongly agreed the task would be difficult; this difference was not
significant (p=.016).
Topic, order. There were no significant topic or order effects on the number of nonSERPs viewed from
the SERP significant at p<.0083.
Search less (H4a): nonSERPs viewed from other nonSERPs. Overall, participants clicked on seven
nonSERP results from the other nonSERPs (M=6.85, SD=10.93). A model predicting the number of
nonSERPs viewed from other nonSERPs with time limit, topic, order, demographic, and pre-task perception
independent variables was significant (Wald χ2(20)=63.19, p<.001). See the second and third columns of
Table S.25 in Appendix S for the regression model and statistics and Table S.28 for the predicted count of
nonSERPs viewed from other nonSERPs with marginal effects of time limit (overall and within topic) and
pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. As shown in Figure 6.21, the presence of a
task time limit did not significantly predict the number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP (AME=-1.84,
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predicted nonSERPs from nonSERPs (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
nonSERPs from nonSERPs
Figure 6.21: Predicted number of nonSERPs viewed from other nonSERPs (H4a) and average marginal effect


















predicted max. view rank (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
max. view rank
Figure 6.22: Predicted maximum SERP view depth (H4b) and average marginal effect of time limit. * p<.05,
† p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Topic, order. There were no significant topic or order effects on the number of nonSERPs viewed from
other nonSERPs significant at p<.0083.
Search more shallowly (H4b): Maximum view rank. Overall, participants clicked down to about the
fourth SERP item (M=4.25, SD=4.22). The model predicting the maximum view rank on the SERP was
significant (Wald χ2(20)=44.33, p=.001). See the second and third columns of Table S.29 in Appendix S
for the regression model and statistics and Table S.30 for the predicted maximum view rank with marginal
effects of time limit (overall and within topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. There was not a significant difference in
the maximum view rank between time limit conditions (AME=0.05, p=.947) with the model predicting a
maximum view depth of 4.15 in the no time limit condition and 4.20 in the time limit condition as shown in
Figure 6.22. A stronger belief that they could make a good recommendation without searching predicted



















predicted max. hover rank (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
max. hover rank
Figure 6.23: Predicted maximum SERP hover depth (H4b) and average marginal effect of time limit. * p<.05,
† p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
make a good recommendation without searching predicted a maximum view rank of the second item on the
SERP and strong disagreement predicted a max view rank of the fifth item (4.91) on the SERP; this difference
was not significant (p=.007).
Topic, order. There were no significant topic effects on maximum view rank. There were significant
order effects: participants hovered more shallowly for the third and fourth task compared to the second (third
versus second: contrast=-2.01, p=.004; fourth versus second: contrast=-1.92, p=.007).
Search more shallowly (H4b): Maximum hover rank. On average, participants hovered down to about
the sixth item on the SERP (M=5.54, SD=4.74). The model predicting the maximum hover depth on the
SERP was also significant (Wald χ2(20)=52.29, p<.001). See the fourth and fifth columns of Table S.29 in
Appendix S for the regression model and statistics and Table S.31 for the predicted maximum hover rank with
marginal effects of time limit (overall and within topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. There was not a significant difference in
the maximum hover rank between time limit conditions (AME=0.35, p=.654) with the model predicting a
maximum hover depth of 5.17 in the no time limit condition and 5.53 in the time limit condition as shown in
Figure 6.23. A stronger belief that they could make a good recommendation without searching predicted
shallower results inspection on the SERP (IRR=.88, p=.020) with strong agreement predicting a maximum
hover depth of approximately the third item on the SERP (2.79) and strong disagreement predicting a max



















predicted max. hover rank (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
max. hover rank
Figure 6.24: Predicted hover count of SERP items (H4b) and average marginal effect of time limit. * p<.05,
† p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Topic, order. There were no significant topic effects. There were significant order effects with participants
hovering significantly more shallowly on the third and fourth task compared to the second (third versus
second: contrast=-2.65, p<.001, fourth versus second: contrast=-2.53, p=.001).
Search more shallowly (H4b): Hover count. The model predicting the total hover count on the SERP
was also significant (Wald χ2(20)=42.20, p=.002). See Table S.29 in Appendix S for the regression model
and statistics and Table S.32 for the predicted total hover count with marginal effects of time limit (overall
and within topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects.
Time limit, participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions. As shown in Figure 6.24, there was not a
significant difference in the total hover count between time limit conditions (AME=-2.44, p=.626) with the
model predicting a hover count of 24.07 in the no time limit condition and 21.64 in the time limit condition.
A stronger belief that they could make a good recommendation without searching predicted fewer items
hovered over on the SERP (IRR=.80, p=.005) with strong agreement predicting a total hover count of about
seven items on the SERP (7.38) and strong disagreement predicting approximately 29 items hovered over on
the SERP (28.53). The difference was statistically significant (p<.001).
Topic, order. There were no significant topic or order effects on predicted hover count significant at
p<.0083.
Feel greater search difficulty (H4c). The search difficulty dependent variable was a composite variable
consisting of responses to four post-task questionnaire items asking participants to indicate their agreement
with statements about overall search difficulty, query formulation difficulty, results inspection difficulty, and
difficulty determining whether to requery or continue viewing results. The responses were combined in an
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unweighted average (Cronbach’s α=.85) to create a search difficulty dependent variable. Overall, participants
disagreed that it was difficult to search (M=2.58, SD=1.36).
The full model predicting self-reported search difficulty with time, topic, order, demographics, search
self-efficacy, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors as predictors was significant (F(48,
89.4)=1.75, p=.011; ICC=.41; pseudo-R2
level1=.38, pseudo-R
2
level2=.29). Appendix S contains the full
regression models and statistics (Table S.33) as well as predicted search difficulty with marginal effects of
time limit condition (overall, and within levels of recommendation specificity, recommendation accuracy, and
















































at rec. specificity levels
at rec. accuracy levels
1 4 7
predicted search difficulty (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
search difficulty
Figure 6.25: Predicted perceived search difficulty (H4c) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal ef-
fects of time limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of
recommendation accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Time limit and recommendations. There was not a significant difference in the predicted search difficulty
between time limit conditions (AME=-0.51, p=.159) as shown in Figure 6.25. Predicted search difficulty was
2.31 in the no time limit condition and 2.82 in the time limit condition. There were no significant marginal
effects of task time limit at any levels of recommendation specificity or accuracy at p≤.003 indicating that
participants did not find it more difficult to search in the time limit condition than in the no time limit
condition.
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Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. Lower post-task
search difficulty was predicted by higher search self-efficacy (β=-0.56, p=.001). There were no pre-task
perceptions that were significant predictors of search difficulty. There were no significant marginal effects of
time limit condition on decision time as shown in Fig. 6.26(a), query count as shown in Fig. 6.26(b), or count
of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP as shown in Fig. 6.26(c). The significant coefficient of decision time
(β=-0.11, p=.012) and nonsignificant interaction of time limit and decision time (β=-0.11, p=.528) is also
illustrated in Fig. 6.26(a) with the decreasing search difficulty with increasing task time.
Topic, order. There were no significant differences in perceived search difficulty by decision topic or task




























predicted search difficulty (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
search difficulty
























predicted search difficulty (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
search difficulty






























predicted search difficulty (95% CI)
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
search difficulty
(c) at representative counts of nonSERPs from SERP
Figure 6.26: Predicted search difficulty (H4c) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit from full model at representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, and (c) nonSERP from SERP
views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
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6.4.6 H5: Consider less information. The fifth hypothesis was that participants with a task time limit
will consider less information to make their recommendation. To test this hypothesis, participants’ post-
recommendation assessment of the adequacy of information they considered was analyzed. The dependent
variable was a composite variable of information inadequacy (α=.90) created as an unweighted average of
responses to three statements about whether the participant had adequate information to make a good decision,
adequate options to choose from to make a good decision, and adequate information about the options to
make a good decision. Overall, perceived information adequacy was fairly high (M=4.72, SD=1.52).
The full model was significant (F(48, 97.2)=3.30, p<.001, ICC=.25; pseudo-R2
level1=.56, pseudo-
R2
level2=.54). Appendix S contains the full regression models and statistics (Table S.35) as well as predicted
search difficulty with marginal effects of time limit condition (overall, and within levels of recommendation
specificity, recommendation accuracy, and topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects (Table
S.36).
Time limit and recommendations. There was not a significant difference in perceived information
adequacy between time limit conditions (AME=-0.27, p=.336) with predicted accuracy of 4.78 in the no time
limit condition and 4.51 in the time limit condition as shown in Fig. 6.27. There were also no significant
differences between time limit conditions at any level of recommendation specificity or accuracy.
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. There were no
participant characteristics that predicted perceived information adequacy, but higher pre-task assessments of
topic interest (β=0.12, p=.040) predicted higher information adequacy. There were no significant marginal
effects for search behaviors as shown in Fig. 6.28. Predicted information adequacy was not significantly
different between the time limit conditions at any representative values for task time (Fig. 6.28(a)), query
counts (Fig. 6.28(b)), or nonSERPs viewed from the SERP (Fig. 6.28(c)). Although more nonSERPs viewed
from the SERP predicted lower perceived information adequacy in the no time limit condition (β=-0.22,
p=.009), there was no significant difference between time limit conditions as shown in Figure 6.28(c).
Topic, order. There was an overall topic effect on perceived information adequacy. Lower information
adequacy was predicted for the short-term housing topic than the board dogs topic (housing versus board
dogs: contrast=-1.07, p<.001). There were no order effects significant at p<.0083.
6.4.7 H6: Different recommendations, lower confidence, more difficulty. The sixth hypothesis

















































at rec. specificity levels
at rec. accuracy levels
1 4 7
predicted info adequacy (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
info adequacy
Figure 6.27: Predicted perceived information adequacy (H5a) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal
effects of time limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of
recommendation accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
their recommendations, and participants’ perceptions of decision difficulty. The post-task questionnaire
contained three statements about decision confidence and three statements about decision difficulty. Factor
analysis supported creating a single composite variable for decision confidence, and a composite variable for
the first two decision difficulty items. Each dependent variable is described in more detail below.
Different recommendations (H6a): Recommendation specificity. As described in Section 6.3.4, the
most frequent type of recommendations made were for a specific option (41%, n=74), a general approach
(26%, n=46), or an incompletely described option (21%, n=37). Participants also recommended types of
options (11%, n=20) and infrequently declined to make a recommendation (2%, n=3). 46% of recommenda-
tions (n=39) made in the no time limit condition were specific compared to 36% of recommendations (n=35)
in the time limit condition.
To test the hypothesis that different decisions were made in the time limit conditions, a multilevel
ordered probit regression model was estimated to predict the probability of a recommendation being made at
each level of recommendation specificity. There were convergence issues with the full model, so a reduced





























predicted information adequacy (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
information adequacy
























predicted information adequacy (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
information adequacy






























predicted information adequacy (95% CI)
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
information adequacy
(c) at representative counts of nonSERPs from SERP
Figure 6.28: Predicted information adequacy (H5) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit from full model at representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, (c) nonSERP from SERP views,
and (d) total nonSERP views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
demographic and individual characteristics, pre-task perceptions, decision time, and an interaction of time
limit and decision time was estimated and was significant (Wald χ2(22)=35.24, p=.036). Appendix S contains
the full regression models and statistics (Table S.37), the predicted probabilities of all recommendation
specificity outcomes with marginal effects of time limit condition (Table S.38), and the predicted probability
of a specific or general recommendation by topic and order with pairwise comparisons (specific: Table S.39,
general approach: Table S.40).
Probability of recommendation specificity outcomes. Figure 6.29 shows the predicted probabilities of
making recommendations at each specificity level overall, and at representative decision times in each time
limit condition. Table S.38 in Appendix S also contains the predicted probabilities and marginal effects of
time limit conditions. Overall, the probability of making a specific recommendation was not different between
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decision time (min.), time limit condition
specific described type approach none
recommendation specificity
predictive margins with 95% CI
(c) at representative decision times, time limit condition
Figure 6.29: Probability of recommendation specificity (a) overall by time limit condition, (b) by decision
time in no time limit condition, (c) by decision time in time limit condition. Predicted probabilities with 95%
confidence intervals.
in the no time limit condition was .42 versus .45 in the time limit condition; the average marginal effect of
time limit condition for a specific recommendation outcome was not significant (AME=0.03, p=.686). There
were no differences in the overall probability of recommendation specificity outcome between the two time
conditions significant at p≤.003 for any outcomes.
Figures 6.29(b) and 6.29(c) show predicted probabilities of recommendation specificity outcomes at
representative decision times for the no time limit condition and time limit condition respectively. For
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recommendations made in the no time limit condition, as shown in Figure 6.29(b), the most likely specificity
predicted by the model for recommendations made in zero minutes (i.e., without searching) were those in
which a specific option (37%) or a general approach (27%) were recommended. For recommendations made
at six minutes with no time limit, specific options (44%), described options (22%), or general approaches
(22%) were the most likely. For tasks with a time limit, as shown in Figure 6.29(c), the most likely specificity
predicted by the model at zero minutes (i.e., without searching) was a general approach (51%) followed by
an option that was incompletely described (15%). For recommendations made at six minutes with a time
limit, most likely recommendation specificity was a specific recommendation (70%).
There were significant differences in the likelihood of specific recommendations being made at zero
minutes and six minutes between time limit conditions (see also Table S.38 in Appendix S). In the time limit
condition compared to the no time limit condition, it was less likely that a recommendation made at zero
minutes would be for a specific option (ME=-0.24, p=.002) and more likely that the recommendation would
be for a general approach (ME=0.24, p=.004). In contrast, for recommendations made at six minutes, it was
more likely that a recommendation would be specific (ME=0.26, p=.002) in the time limit condition versus
the no time limit condition. There were no significant differences in predicted recommendation specificity
between the time conditions for recommendations made at 3 minutes.
Lower decision confidence (H6b). Participants were also asked to indicate their agreement with three
statements about their confidence in their recommendation decision: confident in decision, comfortable with
decision, satisfied with decision. A composite variable was created as an unweighted average (Cronbach’s
α=.91). Overall, decision confidence was fairly high (M=5.31, SD=1.33).
The full model testing the hypothesis that participants will have lower decisional confidence under
time limits was statistically significant (F(48, 80.6)=3.09, p<.001; ICC=0.00, pseudo-R2
level1=.56, pseudo-
R2
level2=.65). The model included experimental variables, individual characteristics, pre-task perceptions,
search and decision behaviors, and recommendation characteristics as independent variables. Appendix S
contains the full regression models and statistics (Table S.41) as well as predicted negative affect with marginal
effects of time limit condition (overall, and within levels of recommendation specificity, recommendation
accuracy, and topic) and pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects (Table S.42).
Time limit and recommendations. To examine the effects of time limit overall and at each level of
recommendation specificity and accuracy, the decision confidence predicted by the model and the (average)

















































at rec. specificity levels
at rec. accuracy levels
1 4 7
predicted decision confidence (95% CI) 
no time limit 5 min. time limit
* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
decision confidence
Figure 6.30: Predicted decision confidence (H6b) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of recommendation
accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
difference in decision confidence between time limit conditions: the predicted decision confidence for the no
time limit group was 5.46 and 5.01 for the time limit group (AME=-0.45, p=.042). There were no significant
differences in decision confidence between time limit groups at any level of recommendation specificity
or accuracy. Although not significant at p≤.003, decision confidence was lower for recommendations that
were intentionally different made in the time limit group than for recommendations that were intentionally
different made in the no time limit group (ME=-1.51, p=.009).
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. A higher search
self-efficacy predicted a higher decision confidence (β=.22, p=.040). No other participant characteristics
or pre-task perceptions were significant predictors of decision confidence. There were no marginal effects
of time limit at any representative values of search behaviors significant at p<=.003 as shown in Figures
6.31(a)-6.31(c): there was not a difference in predicted decision confidence between time limit groups at any
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* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
decision confidence
(c) at representative counts of nonSERPs from SERP
Figure 6.31: Predicted decision confidence (H6b) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit from full model at representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, (c) nonSERP from SERP views,
and (d) clock views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Topic, task order. There was a significant topic effect: participants reported lower decision confidence for
recommendations for the short-term housing topic than the board dogs topic (housing vs. board: contrast=-
0.77, p=.006). There were no order effects significant at p<.0083.
Greater decision difficulty (H6c): Recommendation decision difficulty. Decision difficulty consisted
of an unweighted average of two post-task questionnaire items about recommendation decision difficulty
(Cronbach’s α=.77): it was difficult to make a choice, and it was difficult to decide which option to recommend.
Overall, decision difficulty was fairly low (M=3.26, SD=1.67).
To test the hypothesis that it was more difficult to make a decision under time constraints, a multilevel
mixed effect linear model was estimated with decision difficulty as a dependent variable and experimental
variables, individual characteristics, pre-task perceptions, search and decision behaviors, and recommendation
characteristics as independent variables. The full model testing the hypothesis that participants will have
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level2=.63). Appendix S contains the full regression models and statistics (Table
S.43) as well as predicted negative affect with marginal effects of time limit condition (overall, and within
levels of recommendation specificity, recommendation accuracy, and topic) and pairwise comparisons for
topic and order effects (Table S.44).
Time limit and recommendations. As shown in Figure 6.32, although the model predicted higher decision
difficulty in the time limit condition than in the no time limit condition (3.59 vs. 3.05), the difference was not
statistically significant at p≤.003 (AME=0.54, p=.047). There were no significant differences in perceived
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decision difficulty
Figure 6.32: Predicted decision difficulty (H6c) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of recommendation
accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. No participant
characteristics or pre-task perceptions were significant predictors of self-reported decision difficulty. As
shown in Figure 6.33, here were no differences in predicted decision difficulty between the time conditions
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that were significant at p≤.003 at any representative levels of decision time, query counts, or counts of
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* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
decision difficulty
(c) at representative counts of nonSERPs from SERP
Figure 6.33: Predicted decision difficulty (H6c) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal effects of time
limit from full model at representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, and (c) nonSERP from SERP
views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Topic, order. There was a significant topic difference; it was significantly more difficult to make a
recommendation decision for the housing topic compared to the board dogs topic (housing vs. board dog:
contrast=0.93, p=.004). There were no significant order differences.
Greater decision difficulty (H6c): Difficulty deciding whether to search. The third measure for decision
difficulty, difficulty deciding whether to search, was a single post-task questionnaire item. Overall, difficulty
deciding whether to search was low (M=2.13, SD=1.51).
A multilevel mixed effect linear model estimated with decision difficulty as a dependent variable and
experimental variables, individual characteristics, pre-task perceptions, search and decision behaviors, and
recommendation characteristics as independent variables was not significant (F(48, 93.3)=1.25, p=.177). A
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reduced model, without the interaction of time limit and search and decision behaviors in the full model,
was also not significant (F(41, 105.5)=1.19, p=.241). A third, minimal model with experimental variables
(minus task order), individual characteristics, pre-task perceptions, recommendation characteristics, task time,




level2=.46). The results of the minimal model are discussed below. Appendix
S contains the regression models and statistics for all three models (Table S.45) and margins tables for the
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* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
prediction with 95% CI, marginal effect of time limit condition
diff. decide search
Figure 6.34: Predicted difficulty deciding whether to search (H6c) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal
effects of time limit condition: average, at each level of recommendation specificity, and at each level of
recommendation accuracy. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
Time limit and recommendations. As shown in Figure 6.34, the model predicted lower difficulty deciding
whether to search in the time limit condition than in the no time limit condition (1.72 versus 2.64, AME=-0.91,
p=.003). The model predicted that the participant reported lower difficulty deciding whether to search in the
time limit condition than in the no time limit condition when the participant’s recommendation was for a type
of option (1.93 versus 4.12, ME=-2.19, p=.002). There were no other significant marginal effects of time
limit condition at any level of recommendation specificity or recommendation accuracy.
Participant characteristics, pre-task perceptions, and search and decision behaviors. Student status
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* p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001. note p values not corrected for multiple comparisons
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diff. decide search
Figure 6.35: Predicted difficulty deciding whether to search (H6c) with 95% confidence intervals and marginal
effects of time limit at representative decision times. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are
reported in parentheses.
or pre-task perceptions were significant predictors of self-reported difficulty deciding whether to search.
As shown in Figure 6.35, there was a significant marginal effect of time limit condition at three minutes
(ME=-0.96, p=.001) but not at zero minutes (i.e., if no search) or six minutes (zero: ME=-1.13, p=.012; six:
ME=-0.80, p=.081). Less difficulty deciding whether to search was predicted for participants in the time limit
condition for recommendations that took 3 minutes in the time limit condition compared to the no time limit
condition. No other search or decision behaviors were included in the minimal model.
Topic. There were no significant topic effects on difficulty deciding whether to search. Order was not
included as an independent variable in the minimal model.
6.4.8 H7: Individual differences. To test the hypothesis that individual differences in sensitivity
to time pressure and tendency to procrastinate impact perceived time pressure, two alternative models to
the model testing H1 were estimated. Including the individual difference variables increases the variance
explained by the models by 7-13% at at the task level (Level 1), and 20-22% at the individual level (Level
2). Each model is described and the individual sensitivity variables interpreted, and then differences and
similarities between the models are described.
Alternative models and individual difference variables. Two alternative models to the model in Hy-
pothesis 1 were estimated. These alternative models add variables for individual differences in sensitivity to
time pressure and tendency to procrastinate (Model 1) and the individual difference variables interacted with
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procrastinate
Figure 6.36: Predicted time pressure (H7, Model 1) with 95% confidence intervals by individual difference
variables (a) sensitivity to pressure, (b) tendency to procrastinate, and (c) interaction of sensitivity to pressure
and tendency to procrastinate.
Model 1: Adding individual sensitivity to pressure variables. Model 1 adds three variables relating to an
individual’s sensitivity to pressure variables to the model in H1: (a) an individual’s tendency to procrastinate,
(b) sensitivity to the negative impact of pressure, and (c) the interaction of procrastinate and sensitivity. Model
1, in Table S.47 in Appendix S, was significant (F(51, 92.7)=2.07, p=.001; ICC=0.53, pseudo-R2
level1=.47,
pseudo-R2
level2=.47). Compared to a random-intercept model, Model 1 explained 47% more of the variance
at the task level (pseudo-R2
Level1=.47) and 47% at the individual level (pseudo R
2
Level2=.47).
The effects of tendency to procrastinate, sensitivity to pressure, and their interaction on time pressure are
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prediction with 95% CI
time pressure
Figure 6.37: Predicted time pressure with 95% confidence intervals from H7 Model 1 at representative values
for sensitivity to pressure (-2, 2) and tendency to procrastinate (-2, 0).
p=.036); Figure 6.36(a) shows the predicted time pressure at low, medium, and high values of the centered
tendency to procrastinate variable.27 The tendency to experience a negative impact of pressure was not a
significant predictor of time pressure (β=-0.23, p=.385) nor was the interaction of tendency to procrastinate
and tendency to experience a negative impact of pressure (β=-0.11, p=.469) as shown in Fig. 6.36(b) and Fig.
6.36(c).
Figure 6.37 presents a simplified view of the predicted time pressure using low and high values of the
centered sensitivity to pressure variable and low and medium values of the centered tendency to procrastinate
variable. There were no significant differences in predicted time pressure at any of these representative values
at p≤.0083 or p<.05.
Model 2: Adding interaction of time limit condition and individual sensitivity to pressure variables.
Model 2 adds interactions of time limit with each of the additional variables in Model 1: (a) an individual’s
tendency to procrastinate, (b) sensitivity to negative impact of pressure, (c) the interaction of procrastinate
and sensitivity, (d) interaction of time limit and procrastinate, (e) interaction of time limit and sensitivity, and
(f) a three-way interaction of time limit, procrastinate, and pressure.




level2=.59). Compared to a random-intercept model, Model 2 explains 54%
27Low, medium, and high procrastination correspond to -2, 0, and 2 on the centered procrastination variable.
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more of the variance at the task level (pseudo-R2
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sensitivity to pressure
low procrastination (-2) moderate procrastination (0)
Legend: tendency to procrastinate
H7 M2
Predictive Margins with 95% CIs
(c) Time limit: Interaction of sensitivity to pressure and
tendency to procrastinate
Figure 6.38: Predicted time pressure (H7, Model 2) with 95% confidence intervals by individual difference
variables showing the interaction effect of sensitivity to pressure and tendency to procrastinate (a) overall, (b)
in the no time limit condition, and (c) and in the time limit condition.
In Model 2, the coefficients for tendency to procrastinate (β=0.30, p=.161) tendency to experience a
negative impact of pressure (β=-0.51, p=.136) and their interactions with the time limit condition were not
significant (procrastinate * time limit: β=-0.01, p=.974, pressure * time limit: β=0.87, p=.113). There were
significant coefficients for the two-way interaction between negative impact of pressure and a tendency
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to procrastinate and miss deadlines (β=-0.56, p=.007) and the three -way interaction between time limit
condition, a negative impact of pressure, and a tendency to procrastinate and miss deadlines (β=.87, p=.004).
Figure 6.38 shows the predicted time pressure for representative values of procrastination and sensitivity
to pressure overall and by time condition. Figure 6.38(a) shows predicted time pressure by representative
values of procrastination and pressure; there are no significant differences. Figure 6.38(b) shows predicted
time pressure by representative values of procrastination and pressure for tasks completed without a time limit,
and Figure 6.38(c) shows predicted time pressure by representative values of procrastination and pressure
for tasks completed without a time limit. For tasks completed in the no time limit condition, predicted time
pressure was lowest for participants who were not sensitive to time pressure and who were not procrastinators,
but this was not the case for the time limit condition.
The complexity of a two- and three-way interaction is simplified in Figure 6.39 which shows the
predicted time pressure for each time limit condition at four combinations of the centered sensitivity to
pressure and tendency to procrastinate variables (from the bottom to the top of the graph): low sensitivity and
low procrastination, high sensitivity and low procrastination, low sensitivity and medium procrastination, and
high sensitivity and medium procrastination. It also lists the marginal effects of time limit condition on the
right. The marginal effect of the time limit condition on time pressure was significant for tasks completed by
participants who had low sensitivity and low tendency to procrastinate (ME=2.92, p=.001). Although not
significant at p≥.003, the predicted time pressure was nearly three points higher for participants with high
sensitivity and a moderate tendency to procrastinate (ME=2.90, p=.006) The marginal effect of time limit
condition was not significant at any other combination of sensitivity to pressure and tendency to procrastinate.
Model similarities and differences. The three time pressure models (H1, H7 Model 1, and H7 Model 2)
are compared and contrasted below for their similarities and differences. Appendix S contains full regression
tables with model statistics for the models for H1, H7 Model 1, and M7 Model 2 in Tables S.2, S.47, and
S.49. Tables S.3, S.48, and S.50 in Appendix S have predicted time pressure and marginal effects of time
limit (overall, and within levels of recommendation specificity, recommendation accuracy, and topic) and
with the predicted time pressure by topic and order with pairwise comparisons for topic and order effects for
H1, H7 Model 1, and M7 Model 2.
Time limit and recommendations. In all three models, there was a significant average marginal effect
of time limit on time pressure (H1: AME=1.44, p=.003; H7 M1: AME=1.54, p=.001; H7 M2: AME=1.62,
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Figure 6.39: Predicted time pressure with 95% confidence intervals with marginal effects of time limit
conditions from H7 Model 2 at representative values for sensitivity to pressure (-2, 2) and tendency to
procrastinate (-2, 0). * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
the no time limit group. The marginal effects of time limit condition were significant for recommendation
for a specific option (H1: ME=1.73, p=.002; H7 M1: ME=1.84, p=.001; H7 M2: ME=1.94, p<.001) but
not for an ambiguously described or type of option, nor a recommendation for a general approach to make
a decision, or when the participant declined to make a recommendation. In all three models, there was a
significant marginal effect of time limit condition on time pressure for recommendations that were in line
with what was requested (M1: ME=1.58, p=.001; H7 M1: ME=1.70, p=.001; H7 M2: ME=1.79, p<.001), but
there was not a significant difference in predicted time pressure between the two time limit conditions when
participants made recommendations that were intentionally different than what was requested or wrong. The
predicted probabilities and marginal effects for the models testing Hypothesis 1, Model 1 for Hypothesis 7
and Model 2 for Hypothesis 7 are available in Figures 6.3, 6.40(a), and 6.40(b).
Pre-task perceptions, search and decision behaviors. In all three models, higher time pressure was also
predicted if participants were less interested in the topic (H1: β=-0.15, p=.040; H7 M1: β=-0.17, p=.025; H7
M2: β=-0.16, p=.031), they knew more about the topic (H1: β=0.33, p=.005; H7 M1: β=0.34, p=.004; H7
M2: β=0.36, p=.002), and they disagreed they could make a good decision without searching (H1: β=-0.30,
p=.011; H7 M1: β=-0.33, p=.005; H7 M2: β=-0.33, p=.005). There were significant marginal effects of
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(b) Model 2: adding interactions of time limit and sensitivity to pressure, procrastination variables to
M1
Figure 6.40: Predicted time pressure and marginal effects of time limit overall, at each level of recommen-
dation specificity, and at each level of recommendation accuracy: (a) Model 1 for H1a, (b) Model 2, an
alternative model. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
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all three models as shown in Figures 6.4, 6.41, and 6.42 for H1, H7 M1, and H7 M2 respectively. When
participants did not search or searched extensively, there was not a significant effect of time limit condition.
There was a significant marginal effect of time limit condition at three minutes (H1: ME=1.46, p=.002; H7
M1: ME=1.62, p=.002; H7 M2: ME=1.68, p<.001) but the marginal effects at zero minutes and six minutes
were not significant at p≤.003. The marginal effect of time limit was significant for two queries for all
models (H1: ME=1.49, p=.002; H7 M1: ME=1.59, p=.001; H7 M2: ME=1.68, p<.001) or four queries for
the alternative models (H7 M1: ME=2.35, p=.003; H7 M2: ME=2.62, p<.001) but were not significant when
zero queries were issued. Also, the marginal effect of time limit condition on time pressure was significant
when three nonSERPs were viewed from the SERP (H1: ME=1.43, p=.003; H7 M1: ME=1.54, p=.001; H7
M2: ME=1.62, p<.001) or six queries for one alternative model (H7 M2: ME=2.06, p<.000) but not when
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(c) at representative nonSERPs from SERP counts
Figure 6.41: Predicted time pressure (H7, model 1) and marginal effects of time limit from full model at
representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, and (c) nonSERP from SERP views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡
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Figure 6.42: Predicted time pressure (H7, model 2) and marginal effects of time limit from full model at
representative (a) decision times, (b) query counts, and (c) nonSERP from SERP views. * p<.05, † p<.01, ‡
p<.001; uncorrected p-values are reported in parentheses.
6.4.9 Summary. Table 7.1 summarizes the significant average marginal effects of time limit condition
and marginal effects of time limit condition at representative values for decision time and post-task perception
dependent variables; Table S.51 in Appendix S provides the same summary with the addition of p-values for
each estimate. The results of Study 2 hypothesis testing are summarized below.
Time-related perceptions. There were significant average marginal effects of time limit condition on
four post-task perceptions: compared to the no time limit condition, participants with a time limit were
predicted to perceive higher time pressure (H1a, H7 M1, H7 M2), greater time inadequacy (H1b), a fast task
pace (H3b). The average marginal effect of time limit condition on negative affect (H1a) was not significant
and the average marginal effect of time limit condition on time monitoring (H1c) were not significant at
p≤.003.
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Looking at the marginal effects of the time limit condition at representative values of recommendation
specificity and recommendation accuracy, the marginal effects of time limit condition on time pressure
(H1a), time inadequacy (H1b), fast task pace (H3b) were significant for specific recommendations or
recommendations that were in line with what was requested. The marginal effects of time limit condition
were also significant for recommendation for a type of option on time inadequacy (H1b) and task pace (H3b).
The marginal effects of time limit condition were significant for recommendations of a general approach
for time inadequacy (H1b). The average marginal effect of time limit condition and marginal effects of time
limit condition at representative values of recommendation specificity and accuracy were not significant for
negative affect (H1b) or time monitoring (H1c).
The marginal effects of time limit condition also varied based on the representative values of the search
and decision behaviors. There was a significant marginal effect of time limit condition on time pressure (H1a),
time inadequacy (H1b), time monitoring (H1c, decision time only), and fast task pace (H3b) for tasks with
moderate levels of search activity (MER decision time: 3 minutes, MER queries: 2 queries, MER nonSERPs
viewed: 3 nonSERPs). The marginal effects of time limit condition were not significant for any dependent
variable for tasks with low or no search activity (MER decision time: 0 minutes, MER queries: 0 queries,
MER 0 nonSERPs).
Search and decision-related perceptions. There was a significant average marginal effect of time limit
condition on difficulty deciding whether to search for a task (H6c) with lower levels of difficulty deciding
whether to search for tasks with a task time limit compared to those without. There were no significant
effects of time limit on difficulty deciding when to stop (H2b), search difficulty (H4c), perceived information
adequacy (H5), decision confidence (H6b), and decision difficulty (H6c).
Search and decision behaviors. There were no average marginal effects of time limit condition on any
search or decision behavior variables significant at p≥.003; the average marginal effect of time limit condition
on decision time was significant at p=.019.
Overall. Partial support was found for three of seven hypotheses: H1, H3, H6, and H7. For the first
hypothesis, time-constrained participants felt higher time pressure (H1a), greater time inadequacy (H1b), and
greater time monitoring with moderate levels of search activity (H1c), but they did not feel greater negative
affect (H1a). For the third hypothesis, participants perceived a faster task pace (H3b), but there were not
differences in time spent on SERP and nonSERP pages (H3a). For the sixth hypothesis, although overall
participants were equally likely to make specific recommendations (H6a), participants with a task time limit
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who made a recommendation quickly were more likely to recommend a general approach and less likely to
recommend a specific option. In addition, although participants were not less confident in their decisions
(H6b) nor did they find it more difficult to make decision (H6c), they did find it less difficult to decide whether
to search with a task time limit (H6c). For the seventh hypothesis, including individual difference variables
increased the amount of variance explained by both alternative models and the individual difference variables
of tendency to procrastinate and sensitivity to pressure were significant predictors of time pressure (H7).
There was not support for three of the seven hypotheses: H2, H4, and H5. Participants did not spend
significantly less time in the time limit condition (H2a).28 They also did not find it more difficult to decide
when to stop (H2b). For the fourth hypothesis, there were not significant average marginal effects for any
search and decision behaviors:11 time spent on SERP or nonSERP pages (H3a); number of queries issued,
SERPs viewed, nonSERPs viewed (H4a); or the depth or extent of clicks and hovers on the SERP (H4b).
Participants did not think that they had less adequate information (H5) in the time limit condition compared
to the no time limit condition.
28The average marginal effect of time limit on decision time was significant at p=.019. A conservative significance threshold of
p≤.003 was used for all average marginal effects and marginal effects at representative values regardless of how many marginal
effects were calculated after each model. For search and decision behaviors, only the average marginal effect was calculated.
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H3 H4 H5































time limit 1.44† 2.04‡ 1.46† 2.70* 1.45†  -.45*  .54*  -.91† 1.54† 1.62‡
MER specificity
specific rec. 1.73† 2.27‡ 1.93† .. 1.78‡ -.88* 1.84† 1.94‡
described rec. 1.57* .. 1.25* -1.10* 1.38* 1.43*
type rec. 1.41* 2.49† .. 2.34† -2.19† 1.61*
approach rec. 1.76† 1.45* .. -1.55† .99* -1.39†
no rec. 3.47* 4.13* ..
MER accuracy
inline rec. 1.58† 2.17‡ 1.51† .. 1.54†  -.91† 1.70† 1.79‡
different rec. .. -1.51†
wrong rec. 3.16* 3.70* .. 3.25* 2.98*
MER decision time
0 min. .. -1.13* 1.86* 1.86*
3 min. 1.46† 1.54‡ 1.33‡ .. 1.30‡  -.96† 1.62† 1.68‡
6 min. 3.08‡ 1.70* .. 1.75† 1.04* 1.50*
MER queries issued
0 queries .. ..
2 queries 1.49† 2.11‡ 1.53† .. 1.52†  -.47*  -.61* .. 1.59† 1.68‡
4 queries 2.19† 3.19‡ 2.71† .. 2.67‡ 1.58† .. 2.35† 2.62‡
MER nonSERPs from SERP
0 nonSERPs 1.63† 1.79* .. ..
3 nonSERPs 1.43† 2.04‡ 1.46† .. 1.44†  -.45*  .54* .. 1.54† 1.62‡
6 nonSERPs 1.69* 2.44‡ .. 1.71† .. 1.78* 2.06†
MER SERPs
0 SERPs . . 3.16‡ . .. . 2.86‡ . . . . .. . .
4 SERPs . . 2.25‡ . .. . 1.71‡ . . . . .. . .
8 SERPs . . 1.34† . .. . . . . . .. . .
MER clock views
0 views . . . 1.19† .. . . . . . . .. . .
1+ views . . . 2.71† .. . . . . . . .. . .
  * p <.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001, bold p<=.003, blank = not significant at p<.05
 .. variable not included in model,   . = marginal effect not estimated
H1 H6 H7H2
Table 6.8: Summary of marginal effects for hypothesis tests for decision time and dependent variables derived
from post-task questionnaires (Study 2).
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS
This dissertation study investigated the impact of time constraints and time pressure on information
search in support of decision-making. In Study 1, decision tasks were created and evaluated to assess their
suitability for use in a study of search and decision making. The amount of time spent on the tasks in Study 1
served as the empirical basis for setting the task time limit in Study 2. Study 2 used a similar method as Study
1, but half of the participants were assigned to a time-pressured condition in which they were given a limited
amount of time to make their recommendations. After assessing whether the imposed time limits induced
time pressure and created a sense of time inadequacy (H1), three research questions were investigated.
RQ1: How do searchers adapt their search process under time pressure?
RQ2: How and why do time constraints and time pressure impact search and decision outcomes?
RQ3: To what extent can perceived time pressure in search be explained by factors relating to an
individual (i.e., individual differences vs. situational)?
These studies used a mixed methods design; a lab-based experiment was conducted, and a semi-
structured interview took place at the end. In the lab-based study, participants were asked to complete a
series of recommendation tasks for a friend who was moving across the country. Participants were asked
to identify options for their friend, recommend the best option, and describe why they recommended that
option (i.e., provide a justification for their recommendation decision). They were asked to make a specific
recommendation for up to six topics with the primary focus on four topics: what their friend would need to
set up mesh wifi in their new home, how their friend should move their dogs across the country, where to
board their dogs when they travel for work, and a short-term housing option. Participants were not instructed
to search for information although a search system was available for them to use. In Study 2, half of the
participants were given a 5-minute time limit to make their recommendations in order to induce time pressure.
Data was collected through an instrumented experiment and search system, eye-tracking, pre- and
post-task questionnaires, post-experiment questionnaires, and a final interview. Quantitative data analysis
techniques were used on the log, eye-tracking and questionnaire data including multilevel mixed effects
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modeling to test seven hypotheses. Qualitative content analysis techniques were applied to the responses to
open-ended questions on the post-task and exit questionnaires.
Exploratory factor analysis was performed on questionnaire data, and composite variables were created
using unweighted averages when supported by factor analysis. To test hypotheses involving search and
decision behaviors or recommendation specificity, multilevel mixed effects models were used to estimate
the effects of experimental variables (i.e., time limit, topic, task order), and topic and task perceptions
from the pre-task questionnaire. For post-task perceptions, the models also included search and decision
behaviors (e.g., clock views, task time, queries issued, pages viewed), and recommendation attributes (i.e.,
recommendation specificity and accuracy) interacted with the time limit condition. Depending on the type
of dependent variable, the hypotheses were tested using multilevel mixed-effects linear regression models
(continuous dependent variables), multilevel mixed-effects negative binomial regression models (count
dependent variables), multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression models (binary dependent variables), or
multilevel mixed-effects ordered probit regression models (to predict the probability of each level of an
ordinal dependent variable).
The recommendations made by participants were analyzed using content analysis to identify and
assess the quality of the recommendations made by the participants. Inductive coding was used to create
a hierarchical coding guide that coded recommendations for their quality: A good recommendation was
characterized in this study as (1) a specific and unambiguous recommendation that was (2) in line with the
friend’s request for assistance. Multiple rounds of coding were conducted to code recommendations for
their specificity and their accuracy (i.e., the extent to which they were in line with the friend’s request for
assistance). These codes were incorporated into quantitative analysis for hypothesis testing.
7.1 Overall task perceptions and behaviors.
In both studies, participants found the scenario and topics to be realistic and relatable as indicated in
realism checks. They found the topics to be at least somewhat interesting, and they disagreed that they knew
a lot about the topics or could make a good recommendation without searching. They did not expect the tasks
to be very difficult, and they were relatively confident in their ability to find the information they needed to
make a good recommendation. This suggests that the desiderata for scenario and topic creation were met.
In Study 1 and on average across both conditions in Study 2, participants generally disagreed that they
felt time pressure and negative affect (H1a), had inadequate time to complete their tasks (H1b), and thought
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about time passing during the task (H1c). In Study 2, participants without a time limit generally disagreed
that the time they had was inadequate, and participants with a time limit generally agreed that they had
inadequate time to make their recommendations (H1b). Participants with a time limit reported that they paid
more attention to time if they had at least a moderate level of search activity (H1c) compared to those without
a time limit although there was no difference in the number of tasks in which participants looked at the clock.
In Study 2, participants without a time limit spent 5 minutes on the task on average; this corresponded
to the time limit imposed by the researcher for the time limit condition. On average, participants spent just
under 3 minutes on tasks with a time limit. Participants looked at the clock in less than 20% of the tasks. For
the 171 (95%) of tasks in which participants searched, on average, they issued 2 queries, and clicked 3 items
from the SERP. They spent about 12 seconds on a SERP each time they viewed it, and they generally did not
click results below the fourth item on the SERP although they moused over results down to about the sixth
item. Depending on the topic, they viewed between 6 and 15 pages before making their recommendation,
and they spent about 22 seconds each time they looked at a nonSERP page.
Overall in Study 2, most of the recommendations made by participants were specific recommendations
(41%) or described at a high level of detail (21%). Some participants recommended a type of option (11%),
or described a general approach for how their friend could make their decision (26%). Participants declined
to make a recommendation for only three tasks. Most of the recommendations were in line with what was
requested, although in 13% of tasks, participants made a recommendation that was different than what was
requested (e.g., find a pet sitter instead of a place to board your dogs). For 5% of the tasks (n=9), participants
did not search for information before making their recommendations: 4 of these recommendations were for a
general approach, and 3 were intentionally different than what was requested by the topic.
Overall, participants did not find it difficult to search (H4c). Participants thought they considered
adequate information (H5) and were confident in their recommendations (H6b). They also disagreed that it
was difficult decide what to recommend (H6c) or to decide whether to search during the task (H6c).
7.2 Summary of hypothesis testing results
The results of hypothesis testing in Study 2 are described in Sections 7.2.1-7.2.4 along with a preliminary
discussion of the results. Table 7.1 summarizes the results of the hypothesis testing.
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dependent variable H AME
rec 
specificity
rec accuracy dec. time 






time pressure H1a ↑ ↑ specific ↑ inline ↑ 3 ↑ 2 ↑ 3
negative affect H1a ns ns ns ns ns ns
time inadequacy H1b ↑ ↑ specific, 
↑ type, 
↑ approach






time monitoring H1c ns ns ns ↑ 3 ↑ 4 ns
fast task pace H3b ↑ ↑ specific, 
↑ type




search- and decision-related perceptions
diff decide stop H2b ns ns ns ns ns ns
search difficulty H4c ns ns ns ns ns ns
information adequacy H5 ns ns ns ns ns ns
decision confidence H6b ns ns ns ns ns ns
decision difficulty H6c ns ns ns ns ns ns
difficulty deciding to 
search
H6c ↓ ↓ type ns ↓ 3 .. ..
probability of recommendation specificity
specificity outcome H6a
specific option ns .. .. ↓ 0
↑ 6
.. ..
described option ↓ type .. .. ns .. ..
type of option ns .. .. ns .. ..
general approach ns .. .. ↑ 0 .. ..
no recommendation ns .. .. ns .. ..
search and decision behaviors
decision time H2a ↑ (p =.019) .. .. .. .. ..
time per SERP H3a ns .. .. .. .. ..
time per nonSERP H3a ns .. .. .. .. ..
time per page H3a ns .. .. .. .. ..
queries issued H4a ns .. .. .. .. ..
SERPs viewed H4a ns .. .. .. .. ..
nonSERPs viewed H4a ns .. .. .. .. ..
nonSERPs from SERPs H4a ns .. .. .. .. ..
nonSERPs from 
nonSERPs
H4a ns .. .. .. .. ..
max view depth H4b ns .. .. .. .. ..
max hover depth H4b ns .. .. .. .. ..
hover count H4b ns .. .. .. .. ..
  ns  = not significant at p<=.003, .. variable not included in model
MER
Table 7.1: Summary of hypothesis test results (Study 2).
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7.2.1 How did participants perceive the time limit (H1)? The first hypothesis was that time pressure
(H1a), time inadequacy (H1b), and time monitoring (H1c) would be higher for tasks completed with a task
time limit. There was mixed support for this hypothesis. The presence of a time limit predicted higher
self-reported time pressure (H1a) and time inadequacy (H1b) overall as indicated by average marginal effects.
The presence of a task time limit was not found to predict greater negative affect (H1a), a higher number of
tasks in which participants looked at the clock (H1c), or a higher level of time monitoring (H1c) overall.
There were significant interactions of task time limit and the specificity and accuracy of the recommenda-
tion made. When looking at the marginal effects of time limit condition at representative values of specificity
and accuracy, higher time pressure was predicted for tasks with a time limit when a recommendation was
specific and/or in line with what was requested by the task, but there was not a significant difference between
the two time conditions when participants made less specific recommendations or recommendations that were
not in line with what was requested. Higher perceived time inadequacy (H1b) was found in the time limit
condition (vs. no time limit condition) for nearly all levels of recommendation specificity (specific option,
type of option, or a general approach) and for recommendations that were inline with what was requested.
Significantly higher self-reported time monitoring (H1c) was found in the time limit condition (versus no
time limit condition) for specific recommendations but not when participants made recommendations that
were less specific.
The marginal effects of time limit condition also varied based on the representative values of the search
and decision behaviors. There was a significant marginal effect of time limit condition on time pressure
(H1a), time inadequacy (H1b), and fast task pace (H3b) for tasks with average levels of search activity (MER
decision time: 3 minutes, MER queries: 2 queries, MER nonSERPs viewed: 3 nonSERPs). The marginal
effects of time limit condition were not significant for any dependent variable for tasks with low or no search
activity (MER decision time: 0 minutes, MER queries: 0 queries, MER 0 nonSERPs).
These interactions of time limit condition with recommendation specificity and recommendation accuracy
suggest that the impact of the task time limit was mitigated when participants reframed the task request. By
making a recommendation that was not specific or different from what was requested, participants adjusted
the amount of work to do during the task. This adaptation was associated with lower time pressure or less
time monitoring.
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In addition, the interaction of time limit condition and search and decision behaviors shows that the
presence of a time limit alone was not sufficient to induce time pressure, feelings of time inadequacy, and fast
task pace. When participants made their recommendations with little to no search effort (i.e., low decision
times, no queries or nonSERP views), there were not significant differences. Higher time pressure, feelings
of time inadequacy, and a faster task pace were predicted for the time limit condition versus the no time limit
condition when participants exerted an at least a moderate amount of search effort.
There were no differences in the number of tasks in which participants looked at the clock (H1c) across
time limit conditions. The lack of significant differences in time monitoring by time condition is likely related
to an experimental design decision: if there was a timer on the screen or if the start time of the task was
noted on the experiment system screen, there may have been more time monitoring. However, these elements
were not included on the screen because of concerns raised by pilot testing participants that they would be
monitoring the time even in the no time limit condition.
7.2.2 Did participants’ adapt their search and decision-making processes with time constraints
(RQ1)? The first research question looked at whether and how the participants’ search and decision-making
processes were different when completed under a task time constraint compared to without a task time limit.
Three hypotheses were investigated. First, it was hypothesized that recommendations would be made faster
when there was a task time limit (H2); this also serves as a manipulation check. The next hypothesis was that
participants would exhibit signs of acceleration by working faster (H3), i.e., searching faster. Finally, the last
hypothesis was that participants would show signs of filtering the information they considered by adjusting
their search process (H4).
H2: Stop sooner. Recommendations made under a task time limit were made faster than those without
(5 minutes vs. 3 minutes); however, for 65% of tasks participants made their recommendations in under 4
minutes (ntc: 56%, 47 of 84 tasks, ttc: 83%, 80 of 96 tasks). Participants with a task time limit received a
time out notice in only about 15% of tasks. Whether or not a participants thought they could make a good
recommendation without searching was a predictor of task time; participants spent less time if they thought
they already knew what to recommend. Generally, participants did not think they would have a difficult time
determining when to stop (H2b); there were not any significant marginal effects of time limit condition on
difficulty determining when to stop but participants who were older or who had lower search self-efficacy
thought it would be more difficult to decide when to stop.
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H3: Work and search faster. There were not significant differences in the average amount of time spent
on SERPs or nonSERPs across time limit conditions (H3a), but there were significant differences in perceived
fast task pace (H3b). Participants perceived tasks with a time limit as requiring a faster task pace in the time
limit condition than in the no time limit condition.
When examining the marginal effects of time limit condition at representative values of recommen-
dation specificity and accuracy, a time limit predicted a significantly higher perceived task pace when the
recommendation was specific, a type of recommendation, and/or in line with what was requested by the task;
however, the difference was not statistically significant when participant recommendations were a general
approach, intentionally different than what was requested, or wrong. This interaction suggests that the impact
of the task time limit on perceived task pace was mitigated when participants reframed the task request as
with time pressure and time monitoring measures. By adjusting the recommendation specificity or making a
recommendation that was different than what was requested, participants adjusted the amount of work to do
before making their recommendation and they did not feel as though they had to work as fast. In addition, as
with H1, the marginal effects of time limit condition were significant at moderate or high levels of search
activity but were not significant with low or no search activity.
H4: Search differently. Support was not found for the fourth hypothesis that participants would search
differently with a task time limit. Although tasks with a time limit had fewer queries issued, and fewer
SERPs and nonSERPs viewed, the average marginal effects were not significant (H4a). There were also no
significant differences in the depth of search results inspection nor the total number of items over which the
participant hovered their mouse (H4b). Not surprisingly, the extent to which participants thought they could
make a good recommendation before searching was a significant predictor of all of these search behavior
measures. There was no significant difference in the participants self-reported search difficulty between the
time limit conditions (H4c) overall: participants did not have a more difficult time with the mechanics of
searching with a time limit.
There was also considerable variability in the search and decision behavior measures; for example,
the standard deviation for the number of nonSERPs viewed exceeded the mean value (overall: M=10.34,
SD=12.27) and there was considerable overlap between the two time groups. The URL of the nonSERP
page was used as a unique identifier for nonSERP pages; however, participants used websites with dynamic
content that recorded multiple URLs in the Tobii logs such as map-based browsing. This may have lead to
higher numbers of webpages viewed for participants that used these features.
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7.2.3 Did the time limit impact the search and decision outcomes (RQ2)? To investigate whether a
task time limit impacted search and decision outcomes, two hypotheses were investigated. The first hypothesis
was that participants under a time limit would consider less information (H5). The second hypothesis was
that participants with a time limit would make different recommendations (H6a), have lower confidence in
their recommendations (H6b), and have more difficulty making their recommendations (H6c).
Consider less information (H5). There were no significant differences in self-reported information
adequacy (H5) by time limit condition overall or within levels of recommendation specificity or accuracy.
Higher self-reports of information adequacy were predicted for tasks when participants were more interested
in the topic. Somewhat surprisingly, predicted information information adequacy was lower with more
nonSERPs viewed from the SERP in the no time limit condition. It is unclear what lead to a negative
relationship between the number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP and information adequacy. It may be
that there is an interaction between prior knowledge and the extent of information search; participants who
already knew about the topic or who had a preliminary idea of what to recommend may have needed less
information to have enough information to make their recommendation. It might also be that people adjusted
their perceptions of what “adequate information” meant depending on the context of the recommendation;
participants in the time limit condition may have thought they had adequate information given the constraints
under which they were making the recommendation. This would be interesting for future investigation and
analysis of interview data.
H6: Different recommendations. The categorization of recommendations into different levels of speci-
ficity and accuracy emerged from an inductive qualitative content analysis in order to assess recommendation
quality using a topic-agnostic method. Two measures of recommendation quality were the level of recom-
mendation specificity (since a specific recommendation was requested) and recommendation accuracy, i.e.,
the extent to which the recommendation matched what was requested.
Although the distribution of recommendations into categories of recommendation specificity and accuracy
were similar in the two time limit conditions overall, there were differences in the marginal effect of time
limit condition at representative task times. In particular, recommendations made quickly in the time limit
condition were 24% less likely to be for a specific option and 24% more likely to be a general approach
compared to the no time limit condition. Recommendations made at six minutes in the time limit condition
were 26% more likely to be specific than recommendations made at six minutes in the no time limit condition.
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There were no significant marginal effects of time limit condition on decision confidence (H6b) and
decision difficulty (H6c). As with information adequacy, it may be that participants adjusted their expectations
for what makes a good recommendation due to the situational constraints. This would be interesting to
investigate in future research. There were significant average marginal effects of task time limit condition on
difficulty deciding to search: participants found it less difficult to decide whether to search with a task time
limit than without.
In addition, the specificity of the recommendation made was an important moderator of the impact of a
time limit on post-task perceptions in many of the other hypothesis testing models. Analyzing the product of
a work task in addition to examining search behaviors resulted in a different and perhaps more nuanced way
of looking at adaptation in search and decision-making under time pressure. When the amount of work to do
for a task is not fixed, the impact of the time limit on the behavior may depend on if and how work is adapted
to meet the situational constraints.
7.2.4 To what extent can time pressure in search be explained by individual-level differences in
search self-efficacy and sensitivity to time pressure? (RQ3) The third research question looked at the
extent to which time pressure in search can be explained by individual differences. Adding variables for
individual-level sensitivity to time pressure (H7 M1) increased the explanatory power of models by 7% at the
task level and 10% at the individual level over the model testing H1. Adding variables for individual-level
sensitivity to time pressure interacted with the time limit condition (H7 M2) increased the explanatory power
of models by 14% at the task level and 22% at the individual level over the model testing H1.
7.3 Themes.
Several themes emerged from the results and analysis of the results. Each is discussed below.
7.3.1 Adaptation observed: Adjusting the work to do by adjusting the task outcome. This study
investigated not only differences in search behavior under time pressure, but also how study participants
adapted their recommendation decision to adjust the “work” to do during the task. Although participants were
requested to make specific recommendations, there was variation in the specificity of the recommendations
made by participants in both time conditions.
This suggests that one of the ways in which people adjusted the amount of “work” that they needed
to do in order to make a good recommendation by adjusting the specificity of their recommendation. This
adaptation of the “work” had a significant impact on the amount of time pressure perceived and other post-task
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perceptions. Few of the statistically significant differences between the two time constraint groups were
consistent across all levels of recommendation specificity. For example, higher time pressure was found
between the two time groups for specific recommendations.
It is similar to the “strategic satisficing” strategy observed in information search by Warwick et al.
(2009) in which participants were “aware of what is needed to fulfill the demands of a task, but use their
skill and ingenuity to construct simpler search goals that exploit ingrained skills” (p. 2409). Using the
strategic satisficing strategy allowed participants to find the information they needed as quickly as possible
with their existing skills. By adjusting the goals of their work task to meet the minimum requirements and
choosing information-seeking strategies that would allow them to find information as quickly as possible, the
participants deployed a strategy of cognitive resource conservation. Warwick et al hypothesized this may
also be observed when a searcher is time-pressured: “...they show what a less expert searcher may do when
overwhelmed by the complexity of a task or search or when under pressure of time. Our students did not
necessarily complete their information tasks but deployed considerable ingenuity in finding ways to avoid or
limit complexity.” (p. 2413)
The observations in this study are also similar to the “cutting categories of discrimination” adaptation
described by Miller (1960). In this adaptation to information overload and a high rate of information input,
people react “in a general way to the input but with less precision than would be done at lower rates, i.e.,
instead of reporting ‘I see yellow?’ saying ‘I see a light color’ or ‘I see a color’ ” (p. 697).
The task outcome, and the extent to which a person adapts it, is likely to be a moderating factor of the
impact of time limits on search and decision behaviors. There are implications for the design of systems and
processes. For example, if a person is doing an information-intensive work task with multiple information
search episodes similar to that described by Byström and Hansen (2005), the work task is likely to have
multiple subtasks. For example, a person might be tasked with making a proposal for a new service and/or
system. This work task might involve identifying similar existing services or systems, doing a comparative
analysis of what has already been done, and developing and writing a proposal which recommends a new
service or system. In the first phase, a first search might have the goal of identifying relevant systems or
services and triaging for future processing (e.g., Loizides, 2012). For this phase of the search task, the
adaptation behaviors due to time pressure might be expected to be similar to the acceleration and filtration
search behaviors: querying faster, shallower results inspection, fewer documents viewed, and less time spent
on SERPs and nonSERPs. A subsequent phase might involve developing the recommendations to make;
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in this phase a worker might do additional searching to identify what is new (e.g., monitoring activities as
in Ellis, Cox, & Hall, 1993) or may proceed with making a recommendation based on what they already
know. The adaptation behaviors for that phase might be similar to those observed in this study: adjusting the
specificity of the description of recommended products or services. However, if it is not possible to adjust the
specificity, then the worker might choose other adaptation mechanisms such as acceleration or filtration.
Previous IIR studies investigating time constraints and time pressure have focused primarily on search
behavior. These studies have had fixed time limits (in a time-constrained condition) and specified fixed
search task outcomes (e.g., find 8-12 articles in Crescenzi et al. (2015, 2016)) or specified simulated work
task outcomes that required searching (e.g., bookmark pages with information to help accomplish a task in
Crescenzi et al. (2013, 2017); write or copy information from search about a topic in a notebook in Chang Liu,
Zhang, et al. (2014)).
7.3.2 Adaptation observed: Stop sooner. Participants stopped their task sooner in the presence of a
task time limit, although on average, they still had 40% of their allowed time left to work on the task. This
indicates that the time manipulation was effective in reducing the time spent to make a recommendation.29 It
is also in line with previous studies which have investigated time pressure in search (Crescenzi et al., 2015;
Chang Liu et al., 2019); this is also unsurprising given that specific task time limit in these studies was
selected based on the mean time taken to complete the task when not under time limits. It is interesting that
the mean task time for all tasks completed without a time limit in Study 2 was within one second of the time
limit set for the task time limit condition.
There were not more tasks in which participants looked at the clock in the time limit condition than
in the no time limit condition, but that may be a result of not displaying the start time or time elapsed or
remaining on the experiment interface. When the study protocol was changed after pilot testing results, the
likelihood of finding support for this hypothesis greatly diminished. Despite the lack of significant differences
in the number of tasks with clock views, participants indicated that they were thinking more about how much
time they had left as they were working on the task in the time limit condition. This is in line with previous
work on time pressured search which found higher average reported time monitoring for participants with a
task time limit (Crescenzi et al., 2016) as well as comments in which participants described metacognitive
experiences of time pressure and monitoring and steering the task progress (Crescenzi, 2016).
29This was significant at p=.019 but not at the conservative p≤.003
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7.3.3 Adaptations observed: Multiple types of adaptation. In this study, evidence of several types
of adaptation were found across time conditions, participants, and/or task topics including adapting the
amount of work to do to complete the task by making a less specific recommendations or recommendations
that were not in line with the task goal, and stopping the task sooner in the time limit condition. In this
study, there was no evidence of adaptation by acceleration or filtration attributable to the time conditions in
interactions with the search system as found in previous studies of time pressure and search (Crescenzi et al.,
2015; Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014). In particular, there were no differences between time conditions in 1)
the number of queries issued to the search system, 2) the number of times the participant (re-)visited SERPs,
3) the number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP, or 4) the depth of information inspection on the SERP.
Some studies have found that the types of adaptation which take place are dependent on the severity
of time pressure experienced. This suggests that adaptation is adaptive to its context. For example, J. W.
Payne et al. (1988) found that under moderate time pressure, participants exhibited signs of acceleration and
filtration, whereas participants under severe time pressure exhibited evidence of changes in decision strategy
in addition to acceleration and filtration. The tasks in that study involved opening cues on an information
board to choose a financial payout based on the the information available about the probability and dollar
amount of the payoffs. In their conclusion, they suggest that their participants chose from a set of possible
adaptations based on the type of the task and the time pressure felt; with a different task, they might have
used different adaptation mechanisms. In this study, relatively low time pressure was felt overall and in the
task time limit condition.
One of the key findings of this study and line of research is that there are multiple possible mechanisms for
adapting the search and decision processes under time pressure, but the context in which they are investigated
can impact which adaptations are observed. The task outcome specified for an IIR task may influence which
adaptations are used or even which are possible. For example, the experimental design for this study used
tasks with a task outcome that did not specify the amount of work to do; in contrast, the task description in
Crescenzi et al. (2015) instructed participants to find a specific number of articles. The work underlying
these two task descriptions was different. In Crescenzi et al. (2015) participants needed to extract enough
information from the articles to be able to make judgments of the relevance of the article to the task; a
close reading of the articles was not always required to determine relevance. In addition, the amount of
work required and the end point of the task was fairly clear – find 8-12 articles. This is similar to studies of
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decision-making which have found that the context of a decision and the decision-maker influences a person’s
choice of an adaptive strategy. Jacoby (1984) found that in the real-world decision making “consumers stop
far short of overloading themselves” (p. 435) although numerous studies found have information overload in
experimental settings.
In this study, participants were extracting information from the articles to be able to make an informed
recommendation; the goal of the information extraction was to learn about the topic and/or options available.
The motivation for searching in these tasks was more nebulous – find information to decide what to recom-
mend. There was no specified amount of work and the end point of the task was subject to the participants’
assessment of when they had enough information to make a “good” recommendation.
Maule and Edland (1997) differentiated between microstrategies which could be implemented with
minimal changes to cognitive processing (e.g., acceleration), and other adaptations that were macro-strategies
which required more cognitively intensive processing to implement (e.g., changes in decision strategy). The
adaptations observed in this study may correspond to a change in decision strategy. Although a decision
strategy is decision-making studies is often examined by analyzing the amount, type, and sequence of
information (e.g., J. W. Payne et al., 1988, 1993), this is not directly analogous to search behavior. Future
research might explore ways to examine decision strategies in an online search context.
Task time limit and other factors. The presence of a time limit was predictive of some of the dependent
variables measured in this study (e.g., time pressure, perceived task pace), but not others (e.g., search difficulty,
decision difficulty, decision confidence, number of nonSERPs viewed). Several factors other than a task time
limit were predictive of search behaviors and perceptions – in both time conditions. The most important two
factors, i.e., most frequently observed and the largest magnitude, were (1) the extent to which participants
thought they could make a good recommendation, and (2) the specificity and accuracy of the recommendation
made by participants. Both of these factors reflect the amount of work needed to do.
If participants thought they could make a good recommendation at the start of the task, then presumably
the scope of information search (i.e., work) that needed to be done before making the recommendation
was less than for someone who did not think they could make a good recommendation without searching.
And, participants in both time conditions adjusted the recommendation goal from a specific and actionable
recommendation to a less specific recommendation. If participants made a less specific recommendation,
then they may have been adjusting the work. And, as discussed earlier, the recommendation specificity and
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extent to which the recommendation was in line with what was requested appear to moderate the relationship
between a time constraint and how the recommendation process or outcome is perceived.
Other factors may also indicate the amount of work the participant expects to do during the task or is
interested in doing, but these signals are ambiguous. For example, higher self-reported prior knowledge could
signal that the participant might not need to do as much work to make a good recommendation. There was a
positive relationship between self-reported prior knowledge on the topic and time pressure but a negative
relationship between time pressure and thinking they could make a good recommendation without searching.
It may be that this reflects a nonlinear relationship between what people know and how much they think they
know; the Dunning-Kruger effect (Kruger & Dunning, 1999) has been observed in many domains beyond
search and decision making.
7.3.4 Adaptation not observed: Differences in search behaviors. Participants issued around two
queries, viewed about three documents directly from the SERP, and scrolled down to about the fifth item on
the SERP; and there were no significant differences between the time constraint groups. Although this finding
of no significant differences is not in line with some previous studies of time pressure in search (Crescenzi
et al., 2015, 2016), it is in line with previous studies which have found that searchers tend to focus their
attention near the top of the search results (e.g., Joachims, Granka, Pan, Hembrooke, & Gay, 2005) and
some other studies of time pressure in search which found no differences in the number of documents viewed
(Flavián et al., 2012).
Participants had shallower searches with more queries than Crescenzi et al. (2015). Participants issued
an average of two queries (vs. five), viewed an average of about three nonSERPs from the SERP per query
(vs. about six), clicked items at about a maximum depth of the fourth result (vs. 14th). In Crescenzi et al.
(2015), the information search target seemed to induce deeper and more intense search behaviors in both time
conditions but especially in the no time limit condition.
The time spent on nonSERPs was slightly longer in this study than Crescenzi et al. (2015) with
participants spending 28.38 seconds (SD=39.88) per nonSERP versus 14.05 seconds (SD=6.50). Using the
time spent on nonSERP pages as a coarse measure of the amount of information extracted, this suggests
that participants in Crescenzi et al. (2015) were able to more quickly extract the information they needed to
determine if an article was relevant than the participants in this study were able to extract the information
they needed from an article to inform their decision-making. As noted above, this may relate to differences in
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the goals of the tasks (e.g., assess relevance in Crescenzi et al. (2015) versus learn about the a topic to be able
to make a decision in this study). This difference in goals may influence the extent of processing required for
a given page to extract the information needed from it.
In addition, an interaction effect exists between the time limit condition and search and decision behaviors
(e.g., decision time, number of queries, number of nonSERPs viewed from the SERP). Significant effects of
time limit condition on perceptions of time pressure, perceptions of time inadequacy, and fast task pace were
dependent upon the level of search activity; the effect of time limit condition was not significant with low or
no search activity. This result is similar to previous work which has focused an interaction effect of time
spent on task with the time constraint condition on the amount of time pressure felt (Crescenzi et al., 2015;
Chang Liu, Zhang, et al., 2014).
7.3.5 Importance of task outcomes in IIR tasks. The results in this study are different from those in
previous research. The goal of this study was also different. In Crescenzi et al. (2015, 2016), the focus of the
investigation was on acceleration and filtration. Participants in the time limit condition were assigned a fixed
time limit (5 minutes) as well as a fixed work target (i.e., find 8-12 articles). Although the evaluate tasks in
Crescenzi et al. (2017) contained subquestions which asked participants to identify options on a pre-specified
attribute, identify and justify the best option, only one evaluate task was used and all participants had the same
time constraint. Crescenzi et al. (2015, 2016) set a specific number of articles to find, and the task outcome in
Chang Liu, Zhang, et al. (2014) was not specified beyond asking participants to add useful information to an
online notebook.
Compared to Crescenzi et al. (2015, 2016), these results highlight the importance of the task outcome on
task behaviors and perceptions. This is important for all studies, but especially those in which time limits
are set to investigate their effects or for more pragmatic reasons. The average amount of time spent on the
decision task was relatively low and variable (M=4.29 min, SD=3.02). This task time is quite a bit lower than
observed in previous studies. The participants without a time constraint in Crescenzi et al. (2015, 2016) spent
9.04 minutes (SD=6.12) on tasks which asked them to identify and bookmark 8-12 articles relevant articles
about a topic using a search system which contained news articles. Unlike the current study, the Crescenzi
et al. (2016) study set a specific information target and had participants use a specialized search system.
The participants without a time constraint in Chang Liu, Zhang, et al. (2014) spent 11.8-16.43 minutes on
their tasks which asked participants to “produce responses by typing or copying/pasting useful information”
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about specific topics. The reported task time included both information search and information extraction
and use (i.e., typing/copying pasting information).
7.3.6 Preventing time pressure through experimental design. The experimental design in this study
differed from previous studies to try to prevent unintentionally inducing time pressure in the no time limit
condition.
Removing indication of work to do. The system was designed to remove all indications of how much
work to do beyond the current task by not showing the total number of tasks possible to complete. Although
no manipulation check was used to confirm that this manipulation was effective, the fact that participants took
longer to complete their tasks in the no time limit condition suggests that this manipulation in conjunction
with the task time limits may have been successful. A future methodological investigation of this experimental
manipulation might yield insights into its effectiveness.
Removing indication of time elapsed or remaining. Although the study protocol initially included a
countdown timer and a clock as in Weenig and Maarleveld (2002), pilot testing indicated that this experimental
design decision may draw participants’ attention to time in both time conditions. As a result, indication of
time passing was not included on the system interface. However, this decision to remove the timer may have
impacted both time conditions as there were not significantly different numbers of tasks in which participants
looked at the system clock across time conditions. The lack of behavioral signals of time monitoring may
have been a result of participant’s not knowing when they started the task and thus watching the clock did not
provide useful information into how much time was left on the task.
Low time pressure: Sign of adaptation or experimental design decision. Time pressure in this study
was low overall; the manipulation to remove indicators of how much work to do may have been a factor.
Participants with a time limit felt higher time pressure than those without a task time limit, but reported
time pressure was still fairly low. Reported task time pressure, hurriedness, and needing to work fast is also
lower in this study than in previous studies (Crescenzi et al., 2017; Crescenzi et al., 2016). This raises the
possibility that 5 minute task time limit in this study may not have been short enough to induce time pressure.
In Crescenzi et al. (2017), at least one participant mentioned being concerned with completing the tasks
within the 1.5 hour session time limit. It is also possible that the low reported time pressure in this study may
have been influenced by removing all indication of the number of tasks to complete; the manipulation to
“remove” time pressure in the no task time limit condition (i.e., avoiding inducing time pressure by having a
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set number of tasks within a specified session time limit) may have also influenced how the time limit was
perceived. It is also possible that the adaptations participants used, especially adjusting the work, helped
them to prevent pressuring or overloading themselves. This is in line with work on information overload by
(Jacoby, 1984):
...the key finding to emerge is that consumers stop far short of overloading themselves. They
tend to examine only small proportions of the brand and attribute information that is available.
This finding is consistently replicated using other information monitoring (i.e., verbal protocol
and eye movement-fixation) procedures as well. Few findings regarding consumer behavior have
proven to be as consistent across so many different procedures, contexts, products, investigators,
and so on. ...it matters not if consumers can be overloaded in the laboratory (where they can
be force-fed large quantities of information) if they generally will not permit themselves to be
overloaded in the real world. (p. 435, emphasis in original)
7.4 Implications
There are implications for the design of systems to support work tasks and workflow. Information-
intensive tasks may have different phases in which different types of adaptations are possible as in the
example of developing a proposal recommending a new service. If we know that different types of work
conducted under different conditions (e.g., time pressure) is associated with certain types of maladaptive
adaptations, systems might deploy features to combat those adaptations especially if it can infer that an
information-intensive task is being completed. For example, in Crescenzi et al. (2015) more superficial
processing of the SERP was observed. To combat this, a search system might decide to deploy features to
encourage deeper search results inspection (e.g., the query preview Qvarfordt, Golovchinsky, Dunnigan, &
Agapie, 2013) or the creation of longer queries (Agapie, Golovchinsky, & Qvarfordt, 2013). In other cases,
the search system might be able to infer that a different and less intensive task is being completed (e.g., a
navigational search) and not deploy those features. This is worth investigating in a future study.
7.5 Limitations
This study has some limitations that influence the results and their generalizability. First, this study used
imposed tasks in a lab-based experiment. Although the tasks were carefully constructed and evaluated for
realism, they were imposed upon the participant. A real-life task takes place within the individual’s authentic
context and situation and may have real-life consequences based on how and how well it is completed. On
the other hand, in a simulated task such as one imposed by a researcher in an IIR experiment, there may not
be consequences for poor performance for a task doer outside of the research environment. In addition, there
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may be additional cognitive overhead for an externally-imposed task; the task doer may need to do additional
work to understand the task and its requirements.
Second, the population from which the participants were derived were not representative of the general
population; they were sampled from a University student and staff population. Although there was a wide
range of participant ages (19-72), they were mostly highly educated or pursing higher education. Results
from this population should not be automatically generalized to other settings or populations.
Third, there was a reliance on questionnaires in the analysis presented in this research. Self-report data
may result in a common method bias in which the variance explained by the model may be explained by the
constructs of interest as well as the method of measurement (Gorrell, Ford, Madden, Holdridge, & Eaglestone,
2011). The use of multiple sources of data (e.g., system logs, eye-tracking) was used to mitigate against this
bias and strengthen results beyond using only questionnaires.
7.6 Recommendations for future analysis and research.
While this research answers some questions, it raises several other interesting avenues for future research.
First, it raises questions about the impact of the task outcome on the behaviors observed in IIR studies. Future
research might systematically evaluate the impact of task outcome on search behaviors. Second, the factor
analysis of the time-related questionnaire items found a different factor structure than expected. Future
research should further explore the factor structures underlying these latent phenomena using a confirmatory
factor analysis approach. This approach allows researcher to specify, fit, and evaluate alternative models to
identify a model representing the latent factor structure that best fits the observed data.
There is also additional analysis to do with the data from this study. The interview data has not yet been
analyzed, and it will lead to additional insights into the types of adaptation used and the rationale behind the
adaptations. In particular, there are several phenomena to explore in this analysis. First, it will be insightful to
analyze the data for how people kept track of the information and options they encountered. The researcher
noticed some behaviors to explore in future analysis in conjunction with the interview data: some participants
took notes on paper, others used multiple tabs, and others appeared to rely on their memory.
Second, the interviews asked participants multiple questions about whether they made a “good decision”
and probed why they thought they made a good or a not good decision. In the analysis presented here, the
specificity of the recommendation was found to influence post-task perceptions; the interview data will
provide additional insights into how and why participants made this adaptation.
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Third, some participants engaged in information search and/or extraction behaviors after they pressed the
“Make recommendation” button. Analysis of this behavior will include trying to ascertain the extent to which
it involved finding new information versus re-visiting previously found information to provide evidence or
support in their justification of their recommendation.
7.7 Conclusion.
Parkinson’s Law states “work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion” (Parkinson, 1955).
In this study, we found support for a corollary: work contracts so as to not exceed the time available for its
completion. Previous IIR studies have focused on the impact of time constraints and time pressure on search
behavior when both the work and time in which to do it are fixed. The focus here was on search in support
of decision-making and expanded the analysis to investigate adaptations in the decision-making process
and outcomes (i.e., the “work task”) as well as adaptations in the search process and outcomes. The results
found that participants adapted the work to do during the tasks by making less specific recommendations. By
expanding the focus of the investigation, different adaptations from previous research were found.
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APPENDIX A: TOPIC DESCRIPTIONS FOR DECISION TASKS
Table A.1: Task topic descriptions. Original text used for Study 1a (n=9). Revised text used for Study 1b
(n=9) and Study 2 (n=48). Italics indicates revisions to topic descriptions.
Short name Original text (Study 1a) Revised text (Study 1b, Study 2)
Mesh wifi Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed
internet connection. They have asked you to
recommend what they should buy to set up a mesh
wifi network.
Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed
internet connection. They have asked you to
recommend what they should buy to set up a mesh
wifi network.
Move dogs Your friend is concerned about how to get their two
dogs to their new city since they will fly when they
move. They have asked you to recommend how they
should move their dogs.
Your friend is concerned about how to get their two
40-pound dogs to Austin since they will fly when
they move. They have asked you to recommend how
to move their dogs.
Board dogs Your friend will have to travel a few days a month
as part of their new job responsibilities. They have
two dogs, and they have asked you to recommend
who should care for their dogs at home while they
are traveling for their new job.
Your friend will have to travel a few days a month
as part of their new job responsibilities. They have
two 40-pound dogs, and they have asked you to




Your friend is not sure in which area they would like
to live, so they are looking for a short-term
apartment (∼3 months) near their work while they
learn more about their new city. They have asked
you to recommend a short-term housing solution
near the university.
Donate car Your friend is thinking about donating their 10-year
old car before the move. They have asked you to
help them to recommend a local organization they
should choose if they donate their car.
Your friend is considering donating their 10-year
old Honda CR-V before they leave Chapel Hill.
They have asked you to recommend an organization
with a strong local presence they should choose if
they donate their car.
Transport car Your friend is thinking about having their 10-year
old car transported since they will fly when they
move. They have asked you to recommend how they
should move their car.
Your friend is considering transporting their 10-year
old Honda CR-V to Austin since they will fly when
they move. They have asked you to recommend how
they should move their car.
Plants Your friend has a lot of beautiful plants. Their
moving company will not ship plants, so they have
asked you to recommend what to do with their
plants.
(practice task) Your friend has a lot of beautiful
plants. Their moving company will not ship plants,
so they have asked you to recommend what to do
with their plants.
Clean (practice task) Your friend will need to clean their
current place after their stuff is moved out. They
have asked you to help them determine their options
for hiring someone else to clean their place.
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APPENDIX B: RECRUITING EMAIL
To: UNC Informational List (sent to students, staff, and faculty who opted in to the list)
From: silsdecisionstudy @unc.edu
Reply-To: silsdecisionstudy @unc.edu
Subject: Seeking participants for decision-making research study
Message body:
We are interested in how people make different types of decisions. If you volunteer and are scheduled
for this study, you will complete a series of decision tasks and answer questions about your decision. You
will receive $30.00 for participating.
This research study will take approximately 1.5 hours to complete. Sessions will be held in the Interactive
Information Systems Lab on-campus in Manning Hall (next to Lenoir).
We are currently scheduling study sessions with UNC students, staff, and faculty who are at least 18
years old and fluent in English (reading, writing, and speaking). To sign-up to participate in the research
study, visit [URL redacted] to provide contact information and to let us know times when you are available to
participate in the study.
You can contact the researchers by sending an email to silsdecisionstudy @unc.edu.
Many thanks,
Anita Crescenzi, Principal Investigator
Rob Capra, Faculty Advisor
School of Information and Library Science
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
You will not be offered or receive any special consideration if you take part in this research; it is purely
voluntary. This study (IRB #18-1547) has been reviewed by the UNC Non-Biomedical Institutional Review
Board and was approved 7/3/2018.
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APPENDIX C: SCREENING AND SIGN-UP QUESTIONNAIRE
Thank you for your interest in participating in a decision-making study. This research study will take
approximately 1.5 hours to complete. Sessions will be held in the Interactive Information Systems Lab
on-campus in Manning Hall (next to Lenoir). You will complete a series of decision tasks and answer
questions about your decision. You will receive $30.00 for participating.
We are currently scheduling study sessions with UNC students, staff, and faculty who are at least 18 years
old and fluent in English (reading, writing, and speaking). To sign-up to participate in the research study,
please complete the following questionnaire. Provide your contact information and let us know times when
you are available to participate in the study. You can contact the researcher, Anita Crescenzi, by sending an
email to silsdecisionstudy@unc.edu.
* You will not be offered or receive any special consideration if you take part in this research; it is purely
voluntary. This study (IRB #18-1547) has been reviewed by the UNC Non-Biomedical Institutional Review
Board and was approved 7/3/2018.
• What is your status at UNC Chapel Hill? If you selected "other UNC status" or multiple statuses,
please describe. [options: Staff, Faculty, Student - undergraduate, Student - graduate or professional,
Other UNC status, Not currently a student, staff, or faculty member of UNC Chapel Hill]
• Are you at least 18 years old? [options: yes, no]
• Are you fluent in English (reading, writing, and speaking)? [options: yes, no]
Second page
You have indicated that you meet the requirements for study participant (a UNC student, staff, or faculty
member; at least 18 years old; and fluent English speaker). To schedule a study session, please provide your
contact information and let us know times when you are available to participate in the study. If you have
questions, you can contact the researcher, Anita Crescenzi, by sending an email to silsdecisionstudy@unc.edu.
• Your name. [open-ended]
• What is your preferred method for us to use for study-related communications? (required) Please
provide a valid email address or a name and phone number. [open-ended]
• When are you available to come to our lab in Manning Hall for up to 1.5 hours? Please list multiple
dates and times (8:30am 8:30pm) over the next few weeks and any special notes. [open-ended]
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APPENDIX D: PRE-TASK QUESTIONNAIRE
Scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in Austin, TX. Because they will be moving from Chapel
Hill as soon as possible, they have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to
make.
[task topic description; example task description shown]
Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed internet connection. They have asked you to recommend
what they should buy to set up a mesh wifi network. They would like for you to identify their options,
recommend the best option, and briefly describe why you recommended this option.
[if in time limit condition]
You have up to 5 minutes to complete this task.
Indicate your agreement with the following statements. [1 = Strongly Disagree, 7 = Strongly Agree]
• I am interested to learn more about the topic of this task
• I know a lot about this topic
• I can make a good recommendation now without needing to look for information.
• It will be difficult to determine when I have enough information to make my recommendation.
• I think this will be a difficult task.
• I am confident I know (or can find) adequate information to make a good recommendation.
• I am confident I know (or can find) adequate options to make a good recommendation.
• I am confident I know (or can find) adequate information about the options to make a good recommen-
dation.
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APPENDIX E: POST-TASK QUESTIONNAIRE
Scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in Austin, TX. Because they will be moving from Chapel
Hill as soon as possible, they have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to
make.
[task topic description; example task description shown]
Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed internet connection. They have asked you to recommend
what they should buy to set up a mesh wifi network. They would like for you to identify their options,
recommend the best option, and briefly describe why you recommended this option.
[if in time limit condition]
You had up to 5 minutes to complete this task.
• Which option do you recommend as the best? Why? [open-ended]
• Did you consider any other options? Which ones? Use an asterisk to indicate options you knew about
before starting this task. [open-ended]
• What information was most important to you to decide which option to recommend? [open-ended]
• Did any other information help you decide which option to recommend? What information? [open-
ended]
• It was difficult to decide which option to recommend. [1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree]
• I felt hurried or rushed during this task. [1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree]
• It was difficult to decide whether I needed to search for information to make this recommendation.
[1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree]
[Page 2]
Indicate your agreement with the following statements about your decision. [1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly
Agree]
• I am confident in my decision.
• I had adequate information to make a good decision.
• I felt time pressure while completing this task.
• I would have preferred to think longer about my decision.
• While I was working on this task, I thought about how much time I had left.
[Page 3] Indicate your agreement with the following statements about your decision. [1=Strongly Disagree,
7=Strongly Agree]
• I am comfortable with my decision.
• I had adequate options to choose from to make a good decision.
• I felt stressed while completing this task.
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• I needed to work fast to complete this task.
• If I had more time, I would have considered more information.
[Page 4]
Indicate your agreement with the following statements about your decision. [1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly
Agree]
• I am satisfied with my decision.
• I had adequate information about the decision options to choose from to make a good decision.
• I felt anxious while completing this task.
• I did not have enough time.
• It was difficult to make a choice.
[Page 5 (displayed only if participant searched during task)]
Indicate your agreement with the following statements. The following statements are about your use of the
search system. If you did not search for information for this task, leave these responses blank. [1=Strongly
Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree]
• Overall, it was difficult to search for information to make the decision.
• It was difficult to determine search terms to use to find relevant information.
• It was difficult to decide whether to continue inspecting the search results or to search again.
• It was difficult to choose which search results to view.
• It was difficult to determine when to stop looking for information.
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APPENDIX F: DECISION QUESTIONNAIRE
For this questionnaire, consider the last task that you completed in which you searched for information.
• What was the topic of the task? A short phrase to identify it is all that is needed.
Indicate your agreement with the following statements about why you stopped looking for information.
[1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree]
• I felt I had enough information.
• My understanding of the topic was no longer changing.
• I collected enough information to make a decision.
• I was no longer learning about the topic.
• I felt I had adequate information to make a decision.
• I was focused on getting information about one thing.
• I felt like continuing to search was a waste of time, because the same information was showing up.
• I had a list of certain things I was interested in.
• I stopped searching because I was finding no new information.
• I have certain things I look for for a decision like this.
• I stopped looking for information when I had an option that satisfied the things that were important to
me.
• I only considered looking for the piece of information most important to me.
• I kept finding the same information in every search
• My view of the topic was no longer changing.
• I was most concerned about finding information on one specific aspect.
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APPENDIX G: EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE
For the following questions, please consider your entire study experience.
• I can imagine myself in the scenario (making recommendations for a friend). [1=Strongly Disagree,
7=Strongly Agree]
• I can imagine myself making recommendations like this ones in this study. [1=Strongly Disagree,
7=Strongly Agree]
• Were there any recommendations that you could not imagine making in your real life? If so, please
describe. (open-ended)
• Did you have enough time to complete the tasks in this study? Please describe. (open-ended)
• Is this study similar to others in which you have participated? If yes, please describe. (open-ended)
[Page 2. Active Procrastination Scale (subset)]
Indicate your agreement with the following statements. [1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree]
• It is really a pain for me to work under upcoming deadlines.
• I’m upset and reluctant to act when I’m forced to work under pressure.
• I feel tense and cannot concentrate when there’s too much time pressure on me.
• I’m frustrated when I have to rush to meet deadlines.
• My performance tends to suffer when I have to race against deadlines.
• I don’t do well if I have to rush through a task.
• If I put things off to the last moment, I’m not satisfied with their outcomes.
• I achieve better results if I complete a task at a slower pace, well ahead of a deadline.
• I often start things at the last minute and find it difficult to complete them on time.
• I often fail to accomplish goals I set for myself.
• I’m often running late when getting things done.
• I have difficulty finishing activities once I start them.
[Page 3. Search Self-Efficacy Scale (subset)]
How confident are you that you can... [1=Not at all confident, 7=Totally confident]
• Find an adequate number of articles.
• Complete the individual steps of a search with little difficulty.
• Create a search query that will result in a very small percentage of not relevant results.
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• Create queries that correctly reflect my requirements.
• Evaluate the list of search results to monitor the success of my approach.
• Distinguish between relevant and not relevant items
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APPENDIX H: MODERATOR SCRIPT AND INSTRUCTIONS (STUDY 1)
Hi. I’m Anita, and I’ll be working with you on your study today. Thanks for agreeing to take part in this
study. Have you ever participated in a research study before? In this lab?
[If participated in study in the lab, ask about study and let participant know how this study differs (e.g.,
decision-making not search)]
Today we are going to ask you to complete a series of tasks that involve decision-making. I will ask you to
complete some questionnaires before and after each task, and there is an interview at the end. I will read
from a script at times to ensure that I say the same things to each participant. I will be sitting in the room for
the first part to make sure that everything is set up correctly, and then I’ll step outside while you complete the
decision tasks.
First, let’s make sure the workstation is set up comfortably for you. I have a second mouse and keyboard that
I may use at time. [adjust if necessary]
Next, would you be willing to put your phone in silent mode so that the study isn’t interrupted?
Participant ID. To protect your privacy, we are going to use a participant ID instead of your name to identify
you. Your participant ID is ___ and it is written on the post-it note in front of you.
If you are asked for a participant ID number or a recording name any time during the study, please type it in
exactly.
System, Consent. Firefox is open to the system that will guide you through the study using links like you
see here. Let’s start with the main page. The first item is the consent form, let’s go ahead and have you read
through it now. As you read, you are welcome to ask questions or you can stop at any point in time. [answer
any questions]
Would you like a copy of the consent form? Go ahead and the browser for now.
Morae screen recording. Next, let’s get the recordings started. Let’s start the recording of the computer
screen using software called Morae. You can see that it will record both computer screens and the audio of
the session. There is no camera recording your face. If it is ok to record your screen and voice, please click
the red button to start the recording.
Tobii calibration and recording. Next, we’ll get the eye tracking system started. Have you ever used an
eye-tracker before?
The eye tracker is this little bar that says Tobii under the monitor and in front of the speaker. It reflects
infrared light off of your retinas to detect your eye movements and where you are looking on screen. I will
not be taking or capturing any images of your eyes.
Do you ever wear glasses/contact lenses? [note on sheet if participant wears glasses or contacts] Most of the
time, we can get it to calibrate, but sometimes it has difficulty.
Next, we will calibrate the eyetracker with your eye movements. Go ahead an enter your participant ID here.
Click Start Recording in Tobii Studio. I’m going to turn on this second monitor for the calibration.
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You can see a little window that shows the reflection of infrared light off of your retinas, and your screen is
mirrored on the second monitor. Let’s have you sit up as tall as you might during the study. Ok, now slouch.
Move in as far as you might. Lean back. [adjust eye-tracker bar if needed]
Let’s have you look at the four corners of the screen: first the windows button in the lower left, then the clock
in the lower right, then the recycle bin in the upper left, and then empty space in the upper right.
Ok, once we start the calibration, you’ll see a red dot moving on a gray background. Just follow the dot with
your eyes. [calibrate and recalibrate if necessary. If second attempt at calibration is not successful, run
participant without eye-tracking]
Now the system is calibrated. Once more enter your participant ID and hit enter.
Study system. This is the same main page. We have already done steps 1 and 2. Enter your Participant ID
here and go ahead and read the instructions on the next page.
Have you ever lived in Austin? [If yes, make note to follow up in post-experiment semi-structured interview.]
The system will take you through a practice task. For the practice task, please just issue one search. [Once
practice task loads] You can search for more information if you like, but you can also make recommendations
without searching. I’ll be here if you have any questions. [Answer any questions]
I’ll step out of the room and the system will guide you through the decisions. I’ll be just outside the door, so
you can ask me questions.
Do you consent to participate in the study?
Your participant ID:
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APPENDIX I: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDE (STUDY 1)
For this last part, I’m going to ask you some questions about the tasks that you just did. If you don’t remember,
it’s ok, just let me know.
First, I’d like to get your impression of the scenario and tasks you did.
1. What was your first impression of the scenario for this study? (if participant does not indicate prior
experience and scenario realism, ask follow-up questions as necessary. Is this something you have
done before? Is this something you could see yourself doing in real life?)
2. What was your first impression of task 1? task 2? ... (identify task by the topic rather than task number.
if participant does not indicate prior experience and task realism, ask follow-up questions as necessary.
Is this something you have done before? Is this something you could see yourself doing in real life?)
3. What did you know about this topic before you came into the lab today?
4. (if said lived in Austin) You mentioned you lived in Austin. Have you ever done any of these tasks in
Austin?
Now, I’d like to ask you about the last decision task you did.
5. Do you think you made a good recommendation? What makes you say that?
(a) How did you decide when to make your recommendation versus search for information?
(b) Do you think you had enough information to make a good decision? What makes you say that?
(c) Do you think the amount of time you spent was enough to make a good decision? What makes
you say that?
(d) Were there any factors that you think impacted the quality of your recommendation? (optional)
6. How did you decide which option to recommend?
(a) Were there some options that you saw but rejected quickly? (optional)
(b) How did you keep track of the options you found? Is this something you do in real life outside
this lab?
7. How did you decide whether to search vs. make your recommendation?
8. How did you decide when to stop searching and make your recommendation?
9. Do you remember what you were thinking as you were coming up with the keywords? (optional)
10. Do you remember what you were thinking as looked through the results? (optional)
Now, I’d like to ask you questions about all of the tasks you did during this study.
11. Did the way you did the tasks change from the first task to the last one you did? Why do you say that?
12. Did you keep track of time at all during the tasks? Why do you say that?
13. If you weren’t in this study, how long would you spend on a task like this?
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14. Did you feel time pressure at any point during any of the search tasks? Why do you say that?
(a) Are there any factors that you think may have caused you to feel time pressure?
(b) Were there times during the tasks that you felt more time pressure than other times?
(c) Do you think that time pressure impacted your searching? Why do you say that?
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APPENDIX J: MODERATOR SCRIPT AND INSTRUCTIONS (STUDY 2)
Hi. I’m Anita, and I’ll be working with you on your study today. Thanks for agreeing to take part in this
study. Have you ever participated in a research study before? In this lab?
[If participated in study in the lab, ask about study and let participant know how this study differs (e.g.,
decision-making not search)]
Today we are going to ask you to complete a series of tasks that involve decision-making. I will ask you to
complete some questionnaires before and after each task, and there is an interview at the end. I will read
from a script at times to ensure that I say the same things to each participant. I will be sitting in the room for
the first part to make sure that everything is set up correctly, and then I’ll step outside while you complete the
decision tasks.
First, let’s make sure the workstation is set up comfortably for you. I have a second mouse and keyboard that
I may use at time. [adjust if necessary]
Next, would you be willing to put your phone in silent mode so that the study isn’t interrupted?
Participant ID. To protect your privacy, we are going to use a participant ID instead of your name to identify
you. Since you will have to enter it multiple times, would you please write your participant ID on the paper
on your left? It is ___.
If you are asked for a participant ID number or a recording name any time during the study, please type it in
exactly.
System, Consent. Firefox is open to the system that will guide you through the study using links like you
see here. Let’s start with the main page. The first item is the consent form, let’s go ahead and have you read
through it now. As you read, you are welcome to ask questions or you can stop at any point in time. [answer
any questions]
Would you like a copy of the consent form? Go ahead and the browser for now.
Morae screen recording. Next, we’ll start the recording of the computer screen. You can see it will record
both computer screens and the audio of the session. There is no camera recording your face. If it is ok to
record your screen and voice, please click the red button to start the recording.
Tobii calibration and recording. Next, we’ll get the eye tracking system started. Have you ever used an
eye-tracker before?
The eye tracker is this little bar that says Tobii under the monitor and in front of the speaker. It reflects
infrared light off of your retinas to detect your eye movements and where you are looking on screen. I will
not be taking or capturing any images of your eyes.
Do you ever wear glasses/contact lenses? [note on sheet if participant wears glasses or contacts] Most of the
time, the eye-tracker will calibrate, but sometimes it has difficulty.
Next, I will calibrate the eye-tracker with your eye movements so the system can track your eyes properly.
Go ahead and enter your participant ID here and click Start Recording. I’m going to turn on this second
monitor for the calibration.
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In the box, the white dots are indicating the reflection of light off your retinas. Let’s have you sit up as tall as
you might during the study. Ok, now slouch as much as you might when I’m not in the room. Move in as far
as you might if the text was really small. Lean back. [adjust eye-tracker bar if needed]
Let’s have you look at the four corners of the screen: first the recycle bin in the upper left, then the ___ in the
upper right, then the clock in the lower right, and finally the windows icon in the lower left.
Ok, once we start the calibration, you’ll see a red dot moving on a gray background. Just follow the dot with
your eyes. [calibrate and recalibrate if necessary. If second attempt at calibration is not successful, run
participant without eye-tracking.]
Now the system is calibrated. Once more enter your participant ID and hit enter.
Study system. This is the same main page as before. We have already done steps 1 and 2. Enter your
Participant ID here and go ahead and read the instructions on the next page. Any questions? [answer
questions] Go ahead to the next page.
This is the scenario for the decision tasks you’ll do in this study today. Have you ever lived in Austin or
planned a major move? [if yes, make note to follow up in post-experiment interview.]
For this next part, I’ll walk you through the system. Go ahead and click the Start task button next to the
practice task.
For each task, you’ll see the scenario again. Below the scenario is a description of the specific topic. In this
example, your friend has a lot of beautiful plants that their movers will not move. They’d like you find their
specific options (like the name of an organization to donate them to or a friend willing to take them), rather
than describe how they might make a decision.
Imagine that you volunteered to help your friend, and they told you that they would rather have a couple of
good recommendations than more recommendations that aren’t so good. For this study, there are no right or
wrong answers. Finally, since your friend isn’t here to ask questions, you can assume that their preferences
match yours.
You can search for more information if you like, but you can also make recommendations without searching.
So using this task as an example, you might know what to recommend for your friend when you read the task
– if you love plants, you might offer to adopt them. Or, if you are like me and have a hard time keeping plants
alive, you might decide you need a better option. In that case, you might search for information. So let’s
go ahead and have you try a practice search. Click the search for more information button and do a search.
[after search results load.] As you can see the results look like a standard search engine.
So after you decide what to recommend, you’ll go ahead and press the Make Recommendation button to take
you to the post-task questionnaire.
The post-task questionnaire that will ask you which specific option you recommended, why you recommended
that one, if you considered other options, and some other questions.
We’re back to the main page for the study, and you can see here that there is a button to start another task.
The system is adaptive and it will determine if and when to display another task.
Any questions? [answer questions. If participant asks about the number of tasks or time, tell them “the
system is adaptive, and it will determine if and when to display another task”.]
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The system will guide you through the rest of the study. I’m going to step out of the room now, but I’ll be just
outside the door, if you have any questions or encounter any issues just open the door and say “Hey, Anita.”
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APPENDIX K: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDE (STUDY 2)
For this last part, I’m going to ask you some questions about the tasks that you just did. If you don’t remember,
it’s ok, just let me know. I’m setting my alarm so that we can finish on time today.
First, I’d like to get your impression of the scenario and tasks you did.
1. What was your first impression of the scenario for this study? (if participant does not indicate prior
experience and scenario realism, ask follow-up questions as necessary. Is this something you have
done before? Is this something you could see yourself doing in real life?)
2. What was your first impression of task 1? task 2? ... (identify task by topic rather than task number. if
participant does not indicate prior experience and task realism, ask follow-up questions as necessary.
Is this something you have done before? Is this something you could see yourself doing in real life?)
3. What did you know about this topic before you came into the lab today?
4. (if said lived in Austin) You mentioned you lived in Austin. Have you ever done any of these tasks in
Austin?
These next questions are asking about the tasks in general.
5. How did you decide whether to search or make your recommendation directly for the tasks you did
today?
6. Did you have a plan for how to proceed? (optional)
7. How did you keep track of the options you found? Is this something you do in real life outside this lab?
8. Did you keep track of time during the study?
(a) How long do you think you spent on the task that took the longest? (optional)
(b) Do you remember looking at the clock?
9. How did you decide when to make your recommendation?
10. How did you decide which option to recommend?
11. Do you think you made good recommendations? What makes you say that?
(a) What makes a recommendation good?
(b) Do you think you had enough information to make a good decision? What makes you say that?
(c) Do you think you had enough time or took enough time to make a good decision? What makes
you say that?
(d) Do you think you would have made the same recommendations if you had more time or informa-
tion?
[when alarm goes off]
We have about 5 minutes left for our interview. I’m going to say a series of statements, and I’d like for you to
say whether you think the amount of information you found or the time you spent influenced the statement.
You can just say “yes” or “no” or elaborate if you like. Some of the questions you may have addressed earlier,
but I want to make sure I don’t miss any. I may also ask some followup questions.
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12. First, do you think the time you had or spent influenced the amount of information you considered
when making your decision?
(a) whether you searched for information?
(b) how deep in the list of search results you looked?
(c) the amount of information you searched for? (optional)
(d) the types of web pages you viewed?
(e) the extent to which you read the information you found?
(f) how much you skimmed?
13. Do you think the time you had or spent or the information you found influenced...
(a) the number of decision options you considered?
(b) the recommendations you made?
14. Did you feel time pressure at any point during any of the search tasks? Why do you say that?
15. Were there times during the tasks that you felt more time pressure than other times?
16. Are there any factors that you think may have caused you to feel time pressure? (optional)
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APPENDIX L: DEBRIEFING SCRIPT (STUDY 1)
In this study, we were interested in investigating how time pressure impacts decision-making and information
search.
You are participating in the first of two studies. In this study, participants were not given any time limits to
complete the task. In the next study, half of the participants will be given a task time limit based on the time
taken on the tasks in the first study.
Ok, that’s it for today from me. Do you have any questions or comments about the study?
[Give $30 and have sign receipt. Offer a copy of the receipt.]
Thanks for participating in our study today. If you will sign this receipt, I have $30 for you. Would you like a
copy of the receipt?
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APPENDIX M: DEBRIEFING SCRIPT (STUDY 2)
In this study, we were interested in investigating how time pressure impacts decision-making and information
search.
[If participant was in the TIME LIMIT condition.]
You were in the condition where we gave participants 5 minutes to complete the decision-making tasks;
another group of participants completed these tasks without a time limit.
[If participant was in the NO TIME LIMIT condition.]
You were in the condition where we gave participants as much time as they needed to complete the search
tasks; another group of participants completed these tasks with a 5 minute time limit.
Ok, that’s it for today from me. Do you have any questions or comments about the study?
[Give $30 and have sign receipt. Offer a copy of the receipt.]
Thanks for participating in our study today. If you will sign this receipt, I have $30 for you. Would you like a
copy of the receipt?
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APPENDIX N: DECISION CODING GUIDE
Table N.1: Coding guide for final codes.




Specific Participant recommended an unambiguous, specific option. Friend could
determine the exact option without any additional information.
Described Participant recommended an option that was probably specific but they did
not completely describe it.
Type Participant recommended a type or category of option.
Approach Participant suggested an approach for how their friend might make their
own decision. They did not recommend an option.
No option
recommended




Specific Participant recommended an information source that friend could use to use
to make their decision or contact for more information.





Inline Participant recommended option was clearly met all criteria and was correct.
OR Participant recommended option may have met criteria but was not
completely described. OR Participant recommended option was possible
given the scenario but unlikely. OR Participant recommended option
different than implied by the scenario but not explicitly different. OR
Participant recommended deferring the decision.
Out of line Participant recommended option did not meet criteria and participant
indicated this was intentional. OR Participant declined to make a
recommendation.
Wrong Participant recommended option did not meet criteria and participant did not
indicate this was intentional. OR Participant stated they made the wrong
recommendation.
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APPENDIX O: EXPERIMENT SYSTEM SCREENSHOTS
Wireframes and screenshots of pages of the experiment system used in Study 1 and Study 2 are shown in this
appendix. Figure O.1 is a page flow diagram showing the sequence of pages in the system. The wireframes
for the main page (Figure O.2) and task pages (Figure O.3) show the dynamic content including the conditions




























Figure O.1: Flow diagram represent flow of pages in the experiment system. Pages collecting quantitative
data have a yellow background and pages collecting qualitative data have a blue background.
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Search for information:
Decision Study: Main Page
Scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in Austin, TX. Because they will be moving from Chapel Hill as 
soon as possible, they have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
Tasks:
• Practice: 
[ Study 1 instructions, if Study 1 ]
[ options corresponding to task status ]
[ options corresponding to task status ]• Task 1
[ options corresponding to task status ]• Task 2
[ options corresponding to task status ]• Task 3
[ options corresponding to task status ]• Task 4
[ options corresponding to task status ]• Task 5
[ options corresponding to task status ]• Task 6
Questionnaire about the last task you completed.
Get the moderator for the next part of the study
• Interview
• Exit Questionnaire about the last task (opens in a new window)




A Instructions (Study 1). No instructions shown for Study 2.
The links below will guide you through the series of recommendation tasks and questionnaires for this study.  Let 
the researcher know if you have any questions or encounter any problems.
B Identifier(s) for the current task and tasks already completed shown (e.g., Practice, Task 1, Task 2). When 
main page first loads, the practice task and Start task button appear. Identifiers for tasks not started not 
shown.
C Buttons to the next action for the current task shown.
If task has not started:
If task completed: 
If participant returns to main page after pre-task questionnaire finished but before task or post-task questionnaire 
finished.
D Link to decision questionnaire shown after the participant finishes the 6th non-practice task or if participant 
has spend more than 55 minutes working on the experiment tasks.
E Instructions and link to exit questionnaire appears when participant completes the Decision Questionnaire.
Start task >>
Pre-task questions completed. 
Pre-task questions completed. Task completed. 
Pre-task questions completed. Task completed. Post-task questions completed. Done.
Continue to task >>





Figure O.2: Wireframe of main study page in experiment system. Dotted boxes surround page content that






A Task identifier: Practice Task, Task 1, Task 2, etc.
B  Topic descriptions:  See Appendix A
C Time limit instructions. (Study 2, time limit condition)
You have up to 5 minutes to complete this task.
D Practice task instructions for Study 1 shown in purple italic text.
Try one search, look at the results, and then press the “Make recommendation” button
Practice task instructions for Study 2 shown in purple italic text
In this scenario, imagine you volunteered to help your friend in a conversation with the yesterday.
Your friend would prefer to receive good recommendations versus getting many recommendations.
Feel free to assume that your friend’s preferences match your own for these recommendations since 
your friend is not here.
E Search for information button disappears once pressed and the Search for Information section appears (F).
F Search for Information section appears once participant presses button. Query text appears if query issued.
G Search results appear if participant has issued a query.
Scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in Austin, TX. Because they will be moving from Chapel Hill as 
soon as possible, they have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
Make recommendation
[ practice task instructions, if practice task ]
[ time limit instructions if Study 2 and time limit condition ]




Results from the web. Showing results for: [query terms]
Page title
url
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. 
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Page title
url
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. 
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
…




Figure O.3: Wireframe of the decision task page in experiment system. Dotted boxes surround page content






A Task identifier: Practice Task, Task 1, Task 2, etc.
B  Topic descriptions:  See Appendix A
C Time limit instructions. (Study 2, time limit condition)
You have up to 5 minutes to complete this task.
D Practice task instructions for Study 1 shown in purple italic text.
Try one search, look at the results, and then press the “Make recommendation” button
Practice task instructions for Study 2 shown in purple italic text
In this scenario, imagine you volunteered to help your friend in a conversation with the yesterday.
Your friend would prefer to receive good recommendations versus getting many recommendations.
Feel free to assume that your friend’s preferences match your own for these recommendations since 
your friend is not here.
E Search for information button disappears once pressed and the Search for Information section appears (F).
F Search for Information section appears once participant presses button. Query text appears if query issued.
G Search results appear if participant has issued a query.
Scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in Austin, TX. Because they will be moving from Chapel Hill as 
soon as possible, they have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
Make recommendation
[ practice task instructions, if practice task ]
[ time limit instructions if Study 2 and time limit condition ]




Results from the web. Showing results for: [query terms]
Page title
url
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. 
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Page title
url
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. 
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
…




Your time for this task is up. Please make your 
recommendation now.
Close
I Time out message appears if 
participant has taken more 
than 5 minutes on the task 
(Study 2, time limit condition)
Figure O.4: Wireframe of the decision task page in experiment system showing the timeout message.
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Figure O.5: Browser window placement on computer monitor display in Study 1 and Study 2. Monitor display
set to 1680x1050. Firefox browser window dimensions 1280x1000 with browser window automatically
opening 20 pixels down and 200 pixels right of the top left corner.
Figure O.6: Screenshot of preliminary page (1) in Study 1 and Study 2.
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Consent to Participate in a Research Study
Title of Study: Decision-Making Study
Principal Investigator: Anita Crescenzi (amcc@email.unc.edu)
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Rob Capra (rcapra@unc.edu)
 
What are some general things you should know about research studies? You are being asked to take part in a
research study. To join the study is voluntary. You may choose not to participate, or you may withdraw your consent
to be in the study, for any reason, without penalty. Details about this study are discussed below. It is important that
you understand this information so that you can make an informed choice about being in this research study.
 
What is the purpose of this study? The purpose of this research study is understand how people make different
types of decisions.
 
How many people will take part in this study? If you decide to be in this study, you will be one of approximately
72 people in this research study.
 
What will happen if you take part in the study? Your part in this study will last approximately one and half hours.
During this study, you will asked to make a series of recommendations for a series of decision tasks which we will
give to you. A search engine will be available to you during the tasks if you want more information. 
 
While you complete the tasks, we will log your interactions with the system on our server, and record your computer
screen and where you looked on the computer screen (using an eye tracking system). Before and after each task
and at the end of the session, we will ask you to complete questionnaires about your experiences with the tasks.
After you have completed the tasks, we will play back video recordings of your searches and ask you some
questions about what you were doing and thinking while you performed the searches.
 
All of the steps involved in this study are listed below. You will: 
1.  Consent to participate.
2.  Complete a practice task using the system.
3.  Complete a pre-task questionnaire about your first assigned decision topic.
4.  Make a recommendation for the decision topic.
5.  Complete a post-search questionnaire after you finish the decision topic.
6.  Repeat Steps 3-5 with other decision topics.
7.  Watch recordings of your computer screen for one task and answer (verbal) questions about what you were
doing and thinking during the search.
8.  Complete a final questionnaire at the end of the study.
9.  Participate in a final interview and study debriefing session.
10.  Receive $30 for participation.
 
With your consent, we will record your computer screen, where you looked on the computer screen, and the final
interview.
 
What are the possible benefits from being in this study? Research is designed to benefit society by gaining
new knowledge. You may not benefit personally from being in this research study.
What are the possible risks or discomforts involved from being in this study? We anticipate do not anticipate
any risks in this study.
 
How will your privacy be protected? All of the data you provide will be stored using a randomly-assigned
participant id number. We will not associate your name or identifying information from the scheduling process and
the receipt of payment with your data or your participant id. Information for scheduling will be deleted once data
collection is finished, and receipts will be stored separately from the data. 
 
Figure O.7: Screenshot of online consent form (2) in Study 1 and Study 2.
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The recordings will be stored in a secure server space and only the researchers will be given access to the data.
The recordings will be identified with your participant ID but not your name, email address or phone number. Once
the data has been analyzed and research reports published, the recordings will be deleted. You will not be identified
in any report or publication about this data. 
 
What if you want to stop before your part in the study is complete? You can withdraw from this study at any
time, without penalty and skip any question for any reason. The investigators also have the right to stop your
participation if you do not follow instructions.
 
Will you receive anything for being in this study? Will it cost anything? You will receive $30 cash for taking
part in this study. If you are unable to complete the entire study, you will be compensated $5.00 per half hour. If we
discontinue your participation for not following instructions, you will receive nothing. There are no costs associated
with being in the study.
 
What if you are a UNC student? You may choose not to be in the study or to stop being in the study before it is
over at any time. This will not affect your class standing or grades at UNC-Chapel Hill. You will not be offered or
receive any special consideration if you take part in this research.
 
What if you are a UNC employee? Taking part in this research is not a part of your University duties, and refusing
will not affect your job.  You will not be offered or receive any special job-related consideration if you take part in this
research.
 
What if you have questions about this study? You have the right to ask, and have answered, any questions you
may have about this research. Please let us know if you have questions or if you would like to discuss anything on
the form.  We are also happy to give you a print copy of this form for your records. 
Contact the principal investigator or faculty advisor listed above with any questions, complaints, or concerns you
may have.
What if you have questions about your rights as a research participant? All research on human volunteers is
reviewed by a committee that works to protect your rights and welfare. If you have questions or concerns, or if you
would like to obtain information or offer input, please contact the Institutional Review Board at 919-966-3113 or by
email to IRB_subjects@unc.edu.





Figure O.8: Screenshot of online consent form (2) in Study 1 and Study 2, continued
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Figure O.9: Screenshot of instructions page (3) in Study 1 and Study 2.
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Study 1 Practice Task
Figure O.10: Screenshot of main page (4) before practice task in Study 1.
Figure O.11: Screenshot of task page (6) before practice task in Study 1. The task page includes instructions
to the participant, the scenario, the task topic, and two buttons for the participant to search for information or
make their recommendation immediately.
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Figure O.12: Screenshot of task page (6) showing query box after participant pressed the Search for
Information button for the practice task in Study 1.
Figure O.13: Screenshot of task page (6) showing the search results below the scenario and topic description
for the practice task in Study 2.
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Figure O.14: Post-task questionnaire (7) for the practice task in Study 1. No questions are shown; however,
the text of two of the open-ended questions are shown.
Study 1 Task with mesh wifi topic
Figure O.15: Screenshot of main page (4) before task 1 in Study 1.
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Figure O.16: Screenshot of pre-task questionnaire (5) for mesh wifi topic in Study 1.
Figure O.17: Screenshot of task page (6) for mesh wifi topic in Study 1.
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Figure O.18: Screenshot of task page (6) showing query box for the mesh wifi topic in Study 1.
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Figure O.19: Screenshot of task page (6) with search results for the mesh wifi topic in Study 1.
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Figure O.20: Screenshot of post-task questionnaire (7) for the mesh wifi topic in Study 1.
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Study 2 Practice Task
Figure O.21: Screenshot of main page (4) before practice task in Study 2.
Figure O.22: Screenshot of task page (6) at the start of the practice task in Study 2.
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Figure O.23: Screenshot of task page (6) showing query box after participant pressed the Search for
Information button for the practice task in Study 2.
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Figure O.24: Screenshot of task page (6) showing search results for the practice task in Study 2.
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Figure O.25: Screenshot of post-task questionnaire (7) for the practice task in Study 2.
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Study 2
Figure O.26: Screenshot of main page (4) before task 1 in Study 2.
Figure O.27: Screenshot of main page (4) before task 5 in Study 2.
Figure O.28: Screenshot of main page (4) before task 6 in Study 2.
Study 2 Task with mesh wifi topic and no time limit
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Figure O.29: Screenshot of pre-task questionnaire (5) for mesh wifi topic for participant with no time limit in
Study 2.
Figure O.30: Screenshot of task page (6) for mesh wifi topic for participant with no time limit in Study 2.
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Figure O.31: Screenshot of task page (6) showing query box with a query entered for mesh wifi topic for
participant with no time limit in Study 2.
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Figure O.32: Screenshot of task page (6) showing search results for mesh wifi topic for participant with no
time limit in Study 2.
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Figure O.33: Screenshot of post-task questionnaire (7) for mesh wifi topic for participant with no time limit
in Study 2.
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Study 2 Task with mesh wifi topic and 5 minute time limit
Figure O.34: Screenshot of pre-task questionnaire (5) for mesh wifi topic for participant with time limit in
Study 2.
Figure O.35: Screenshot of task page (6) for mesh wifi topic for participant with time limit in Study 2.
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Figure O.36: Screenshot of task page (6) showing query box for mesh wifi topic for participant with a time
limit in Study 2.
Figure O.37: Screenshot of task page (6) showing search results for mesh wifi topic for participant with a
time limit in Study 2.
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Figure O.38: Screenshot of task page (6) showing time out message on search results for mesh wifi topic for
participant with a time limit in Study 2.
Figure O.39: Screenshot of task page (6) showing time out message on search results for mesh wifi topic for
participant with a time limit in Study 2.
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Figure O.41: Main page with link to decision questionnaire after sixth task in Study 1 and Study 2.
Figure O.42: Decision questionnaire about the last task the participant completed for Study 1 and Study 2.
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Figure O.43: Main page with instructions to get moderator and a link to exit questionnaire questionnaire after
sixth task in Study 1 and Study 2.
Figure O.44: Exit questionnaire for Study 1 and Study 2.
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APPENDIX P: CONSENT FORM
Consent to Participate in a Research Study
Title of Study: Decision-Making Study
Principal Investigator: Anita Crescenzi (amcc@email.unc.edu)
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Rob Capra (rcapra@unc.edu)
What are some general things you should know about research studies? You are being asked to take part
in a research study. To join the study is voluntary. You may choose not to participate, or you may withdraw
your consent to be in the study, for any reason, without penalty. Details about this study are discussed below.
It is important that you understand this information so that you can make an informed choice about being in
this research study.
What is the purpose of this study? The purpose of this research study is understand how people make
different types of decisions.
How many people will take part in this study? If you decide to be in this study, you will be one of
approximately 72 people in this research study.
What will happen if you take part in the study? Your part in this study will last approximately one and
half hours. During this study, you will asked to make a series of recommendations for a series of decision
tasks which we will give to you. A search engine will be available to you during the tasks if you want more
information.
While you complete the tasks, we will log your interactions with the system on our server, and record your
computer screen and where you looked on the computer screen (using an eye tracking system). Before
and after each task and at the end of the session, we will ask you to complete questionnaires about your
experiences with the tasks. After you have completed the tasks, we will play back video recordings of your
searches and ask you some questions about what you were doing and thinking while you performed the
searches.
All of the steps involved in this study are listed below. You will:
1. Consent to participate.
2. Complete a practice task using the system.
3. Complete a pre-task questionnaire about your first assigned decision topic.
4. Make a recommendation for the decision topic.
5. Complete a post-search questionnaire after you finish the decision topic.
6. Repeat Steps 3-5 with other decision topics.
7. Watch recordings of your computer screen for one task and answer (verbal) questions about what you
were doing and thinking during the search.
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8. Complete a final questionnaire at the end of the study.
9. Participate in a final interview and study debriefing session.
10. Receive $30 for participation.
With your consent, we will record your computer screen, where you looked on the computer screen, and the
final interview.
What are the possible benefits from being in this study? Research is designed to benefit society by gaining
new knowledge. You may not benefit personally from being in this research study.
What are the possible risks or discomforts involved from being in this study? We anticipate do not
anticipate any risks in this study.
How will your privacy be protected? All of the data you provide will be stored using a randomly-assigned
participant id number. We will not associate your name or identifying information from the scheduling
process and the receipt of payment with your data or your participant id. Information for scheduling will be
deleted once data collection is finished, and receipts will be stored separately from the data.
The recordings will be stored in a secure server space and only the researchers will be given access to the
data. The recordings will be identified with your participant ID but not your name, email address or phone
number. Once the data has been analyzed and research reports published, the recordings will be deleted. You
will not be identified in any report or publication about this data.
What if you want to stop before your part in the study is complete? You can withdraw from this study at
any time, without penalty and skip any question for any reason. The investigators also have the right to stop
your participation if you do not follow instructions.
Will you receive anything for being in this study? Will it cost anything? You will receive $30 cash for
taking part in this study. If you are unable to complete the entire study, you will be compensated $5.00 per
half-hour. If we discontinue your participation for not following instructions, you will receive nothing. There
are no costs associated with being in the study.
What if you are a UNC student? You may choose not to be in the study or to stop being in the study before
it is over at any time. This will not affect your class standing or grades at UNC-Chapel Hill. You will not be
offered or receive any special consideration if you take part in this research.
What if you are a UNC employee? Taking part in this research is not a part of your University duties, and
refusing will not affect your job. You will not be offered or receive any special job-related consideration if
you take part in this research.
What if you have questions about this study? You have the right to ask, and have answered, any questions
you may have about this research. Please let us know if you have questions or if you would like to discuss
anything on the form. We are also happy to give you a print copy of this form for your records.
Contact the principal investigator or faculty advisor listed above with any questions, complaints, or concerns
you may have.
What if you have questions about your rights as a research participant? All research on human volun-
teers is reviewed by a committee that works to protect your rights and welfare. If you have questions or
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concerns, or if you would like to obtain information or offer input, please contact the Institutional Review
Board at 919-966-3113 or by email to IRB_subjects@unc.edu.
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APPENDIX Q: FACTOR ANALYSIS
Correlations and factor loading matrices for the factor analysis are included in this Appendix. The factor





















































































































































































































































































































































































Table Q.2: Pre-task questionnaire. Three factor solution factor loadings pattern matrix of promax-rotated
loadings and structural matrix of unrotated loadings after principal factors extraction. Factor loadings ≥.4
are shaded.
Item Rotated loadings Unrotated loadings
(pattern matrix) (structure matrix)
Description # Scale1 F1 F2 F3 Commun. F1 F2 F3
confid. find options (7) tse 0.90 −0.08 −0.03 0.88 0.89 −0.28 0.08
confid. find info (6) tse 0.90 −0.02 0.03 0.85 0.88 −0.24 0.14
confid. find info
about options
(8) tse 0.85 −0.14 −0.02 0.87 0.90 −0.24 0.04
interest (1) 0.36 0.32 0.22 0.15 0.22 0.00 0.32
expected stop
difficulty
(5) 0.04 0.70 −0.01 0.46 −0.50 −0.14 0.44
expected difficulty (3) −0.17 0.64 −0.06 0.61 −0.69 −0.10 0.35
prior knowledge (2) 0.11 0.05 0.74 0.59 0.51 0.51 0.26
good rec. now (3) −0.07 −0.21 0.66 0.54 0.49 0.54 0.05
Eigenvalues 3.67 .78 .51
Variance explained .74 .52 .40 .82 .17 .11




F3 .40 −.41 1
Requirements for item retention: 1) loading ≥.4, 2) no crossloadings >.32, 3) communality ≥.4































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table Q.4: Post-task questionnaire. Four factor solution factor loadings pattern matrix of promax-rotated
loadings and structural matrix of unrotated loadings after principal factors extraction. Factor loadings ≥.4
are shaded.
Item Rotated loadings Unrotated loadings
(pattern matrix) (structure matrix)
Description # Scale1 F1 F2 F3 F4 Commun. F1 F2 F3 F4
dec comfort (19) dc 0.91 −0.03 0.07 0.05 0.77 −0.74 0.34 0.31 0.08
dec satisfaction (20) dc 0.88 −0.00 0.03 0.06 0.71 −0.71 0.35 0.28 0.09
dec confidence (18) dc 0.85 0.01 −0.04 −0.01 0.75 −0.76 0.36 0.22 0.04
adeq info (11) ia 0.81 −0.03 0.01 −0.08 0.73 −0.77 0.30 0.24 −0.01
adeq info about
options
(12) ia 0.79 −0.01 0.03 −0.10 0.68 −0.73 0.29 0.24 −0.03
adeq options (10) ia 0.71 0.13 −0.02 −0.15 0.55 −0.62 0.35 0.18 −0.10
diff dec option (22) dd −0.63 −0.03 0.21 0.03 0.59 0.68 −0.34 −0.04 −0.03
diff make choice (21) dd −0.60 0.20 0.18 −0.03 0.66 0.78 −0.19 −0.06 −0.12
work fast (8) p 0.13 0.91 0.02 0.02 0.76 0.62 0.59 0.02 −0.16
time think (4) ti −0.19 0.83 −0.00 −0.16 0.75 0.71 0.39 −0.09 −0.30
time pressure (1) tp 0.05 0.80 −0.06 0.25 0.78 0.69 0.55 −0.02 0.04
time info (5) ti −0.03 0.79 0.10 −0.17 0.62 0.61 0.39 0.02 −0.30
metatime (9) tm 0.23 0.74 0.06 0.26 0.65 0.58 0.55 0.11 0.06
time not enough (6) ti −0.18 0.71 −0.00 0.09 0.73 0.77 0.37 −0.06 −0.08
hurried (7) p −0.11 0.71 −0.07 0.27 0.79 0.76 0.44 −0.07 0.06
diff decide continue (16) sd −0.03 0.08 0.80 −0.07 0.69 0.60 −0.24 0.49 −0.17
diff decide stop (17) ds −0.15 0.18 0.67 −0.11 0.66 0.66 −0.19 0.37 −0.21
diff query (14) sd 0.06 −0.08 0.63 0.30 0.52 0.51 −0.18 0.44 0.17
diff on SERP (15) sd −0.09 −0.02 0.62 0.20 0.58 0.61 −0.22 0.38 0.08
diff overall (13) sd −0.19 −0.15 0.54 0.25 0.54 0.58 −0.30 0.31 0.15
diff decide search (23) dd 0.05 0.03 0.48 −0.13 0.20 0.23 −0.14 0.31 −0.17
anxious (3) tp −0.09 0.23 0.02 0.73 0.82 0.72 0.20 0.03 0.51
stressed (2) tp −0.16 0.29 −0.07 0.66 0.79 0.73 0.23 −0.05 0.45
Eigenvalues 10.34 2.77 1.32 0.89
Variance explained 0.53 0.47 0.37 0.29 0.66 0.18 0.08 0.06
Correlation matrix of promax rotated factors
F1 F2 F3 F4
F1 1
F2 −0.46 1
F3 −0.55 0.36 1
F4 −0.41 0.42 0.33 1
Requirements for item retention: 1) loading ≥.4, 2) no crossloadings >.32, 3) communality ≥.4
1Scale = intended construct. tp = time pressure, ti = time inadequacy, tm = time monitoring, sd = stop difficulty, p = task pace, ia







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table Q.6: Individual difference questionnaire. Three factor solution factor loadings pattern matrix of
promax-rotated loadings and structural matrix of unrotated loadings after principal factors extraction. Factor
loadings ≥.4 are shaded.
Item Rotated loadings Unrotated loadings
(pattern matrix) (structure matrix)
Description # Scale1 F1 F2 F3 Commun. F1 F2 F3
evaluate SERP (17) sse 0.92 0.10 0.00 0.79 −0.64 0.57 0.24
complete steps (13) sse 0.90 −0.02 0.06 0.80 −0.68 0.57 0.13
find adeq docs (14) sse 0.85 −0.07 0.13 0.74 −0.64 0.58 0.06
query to meet
requirements
(15) sse 0.85 −0.08 −0.06 0.79 −0.75 0.45 0.14
determine relevance (18) sse 0.75 −0.07 −0.11 0.65 −0.70 0.36 0.15
query for relevant
docs
(15) sse 0.52 0.08 −0.24 0.34 −0.49 0.16 0.26
diff finish (12) ad −0.08 0.82 −0.09 0.68 0.60 0.08 0.56
fail to meet goals (10) ad −0.01 0.82 0.01 0.68 0.60 0.18 0.53
start last minute (9) ad 0.08 0.81 0.10 0.67 0.58 0.29 0.50
run late (11) ad −0.07 0.73 −0.27 0.53 0.42 −0.05 0.60
deadline pain (1) pp 0.00 0.58 0.30 0.52 0.60 0.32 0.24
better if slower (8) os 0.05 −0.19 0.78 0.56 0.30 0.49 −0.48
tense (3) pp −0.14 −0.02 0.70 0.53 0.52 0.37 −0.36
perf suffers (5) os −0.11 −0.01 0.68 0.49 0.49 0.38 −0.34
frustrated (4) pp 0.04 0.35 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.50 −0.04
don’t do well (6) os −0.08 −0.22 0.62 0.37 0.28 0.30 −0.44
not satisfied (7) os 0.18 0.18 0.57 0.39 0.34 0.51 −0.11
upset (2) pp −0.07 0.30 0.54 0.51 0.60 0.38 −0.07
Eigenvalues 5.67 2.84 2.14
Variance explained .38 .33 .31 .47 .24 .18




F3 −.17 .27 1
Requirements for item retention: 1) loading ≥.4, 2) no crossloadings >.32, 3) communality ≥.4

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX R: MIXED EFFECTS MODELS FOR PRE-TASK PERCEPTIONS (STUDY 2)
Appendix R contains the regression tables models testing for differences in individual differences by task
time limit and student status and for differences in pre-task perceptions relating to experimental factors (task
time limit, topic, order) and demographic and individual difference factors (student status, age, and search
self-efficacy).
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coef./est. p coef./est. p coef./est. p coef./est. p
time condition
base: no limit
5 min. limit 4.89 (.115) 0.18 (.528) -0.69 (.099) -0.49 (.182)
demographics
base: not student
student             -19.69 (.000) -0.31 (.265) 0.34 (.416) -0.20 (.586)
Intercept 39.80 ‡ (.000) 5.58 ‡ (.000) 3.09 ‡ (.000) 4.28 ‡ (.000)
Model statistics
npart        48 48 48 48
F 20.85 ‡ (.000) 0.72 (.491) 1.53 (.275) 1.28 (.288)
df, ddf 2, 45 2, 45 2, 45 2, 45
R2 0.48 0.03 0.06 0.05
adjusted R2 0.46 0.00 0.02 0.01
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
age search self-efficacy tend. to procrast sens. to press.
Table R.1: OLS regression models to test for differences in demographic and individual characteristic factors.
(Study 2)
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coef./est p coef./est p
Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit -0.39 (.491) 0.00 (.995)
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                -0.23 (.619) 0.70 (.120)
board               -0.26 (.572) 0.63 (.148)
housing             -0.68 (.130) 0.38 (.384)
   5 min. * move          0.48 (.445) 0.01 (.987)
   5 min. * board         0.30 (.631) 0.07 (.900)
   5 min. * housing       1.05 (.088) 0.46 (.442)
order (base: first)
second              0.49 (.106) -1.06 ‡ (.000)
third               0.54 (.080) -0.55 (.068)
fourth              -0.09 (.776) -0.78 * (.010)
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             -0.33 (.645) 0.34 (.557)
age (cen.)          -0.02 (.377) 0.01 (.498)
student * age (cen.) 0.01 (.903) 0.04 (.357)
search self-eff. (cen.) 0.46 * (.048) 0.13 (.482)
Intercept 3.79 ‡ (.000) 2.39 ‡ (.000)
Random effects
var(Intercept)       1.35 (.336) 0.74 (.435)
var(Residual)       2.15 ‡ (.000) 2.03 ‡ (.000)
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        180, 48 180
ICC                 0.39 0.27
F 1.04 (.420) 1.87 * (.035)
df, ddf 14, 128.4 14, 128.0
BIC                 794.4 769.9
log restricted likelihood -353.1 -340.8
pseudo-R2Level 1, pseudo-R
2
Level 2 0.09, 0.10 0.13, 0.12
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
topic interest prior knowledge
Table R.2: Topic interest, prior knowledge multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 4.25 4.32 0.06 (.882)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 4.54 4.15 -0.39 (.491)
move dogs 4.31 4.40 0.09 (.882)
board dogs 4.29 4.19 -0.10 (.869)
housing 3.87 4.52 0.66 (.251)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
topic interest (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.03 (.935)
board vs. mesh -0.10 (.753)
housing vs. mesh -0.12 (.708)
board vs. move -0.12 (.697)
housing vs. move -0.14 (.654)







second vs. first 0.49 (.106)
third vs. first 0.54 (.080)
fourth vs. first -0.09 (.766)
third vs. second 0.05 (.873)
fourth vs.second -0.59 (.064)
fourth vs. third -0.64 * (.046)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonstopic interest (predicted)
Table R.3: Pre-task perceptions: topic interest (Study 2). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of
time limit condition overall and by topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.37 2.52 0.14 (.689)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 1.95 1.96 0.00 (.995)
move dogs 2.65 2.66 0.01 (.981)
board dogs 2.59 2.66 0.08 (.879)
housing 2.33 2.79 0.46 (.362)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
prior knowledge (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.70 * (.020)
board vs. mesh 0.67 * (.025)
housing vs. mesh 0.62 * (.037)
board vs. move -0.03 (.920)
housing vs. move -0.08 (.782)







second vs. first -1.06 ‡ (.000)
third vs. first -0.55 (.069)
fourth vs. first -0.78 * (.010)
third vs. second 0.52 (.086)
fourth vs.second 0.28 (.358)
fourth vs. third -0.24 (.444)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonsprior knowledge (predicted)
Table R.4: Pre-task perceptions: prior knowledge (Study 2). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of
time limit condition overall and by topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          




var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est p coef./est. p
-0.18 (.732) -0.40 (.439)
1.02 * (.027) -1.53 ‡ (.000)
0.44 (.324) -1.21 † (.005)
0.37 (.404) -0.06 (.891)
0.10 (.866) 0.70 (.251)
0.18 (.768) 0.59 (.324)
0.05 (.938) 0.27 (.652)
-0.96 † (.001) 0.22 (.450)
-0.77 * (.012) 0.06 (.837)
-0.60 (.054) 0.39 (.202)
0.60 (.319) 0.05 (.940)
0.02 (.403) -0.01 (.508)
0.04 (.375) 0.03 (.563)
-0.04 (.833) -0.29 (.137)
2.34 ‡ (.000) 4.51 ‡ (.000)
0.79 (.530) 0.86 (.675)
2.13 ‡ (.000) 2.00 ‡ (.000)
180 180
0.27 0.30
1.86 * (.036) 2.32 † (.007)
14, 128.0 14, 128.1
778.6 772
-345.1 -341.9
0.12, 0.06 0.15, 0.11
good rec. now expected difficulty
Table R.5: Pre-task multilevel mixed-effects linear model table: good rec. without search, expected difficulty
(Study 2).
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.23 2.14 -0.10 (.793)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 1.78 1.61 -0.18 (.732)
move dogs 2.80 2.73 -0.07 (.892)
board dogs 2.23 2.23 0.00 (.994)
housing 2.15 2.02 -0.13 (.802)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
good rec. now (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 1.08 † (.001)
board vs. mesh 0.54 (.079)
housing vs. mesh 0.39 (.196)
board vs. move -0.54 (.087)
housing vs. move -0.68 * (.029)







second vs. first -0.96 † (.001)
third vs. first -0.77 * (.012)
fourth vs. first -0.60 (.055)
third vs. second 0.20 (.522)
fourth vs.second 0.37 (.243)
fourth vs. third 0.17 (.594)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonsgood rec. now (predicted)
Table R.6: Pre-task perceptions: good rec. without search (Study 2). (top) Predicted values, marginal effects
of time limit condition overall and by topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 3.42 3.41 -0.02 (.964)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 4.11 3.71 -0.40 (.439)
move dogs 2.58 2.88 0.30 (.577)
board dogs 2.89 3.08 0.19 (.715)
housing 4.05 3.92 -0.13 (.799)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
expected difficulty (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -1.16 ‡ (.000)
board vs. mesh -0.90 † (.003)
housing vs. mesh 0.08 (.777)
board vs. move 0.26 (.396)
housing vs. move 1.24 ‡ (.000)







second vs. first 0.22 (.451)
third vs. first 0.06 (.838)
fourth vs. first 0.39 (.203)
third vs. second -0.16 (.593)
fourth vs.second 0.16 (.589)
fourth vs. third 0.32 (.290)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonsexpected difficulty (predicted)
Table R.7: Pre-task perceptions: expected difficulty (Study 2). (top) Predicted values, marginal effects of
time limit condition overall and by topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          




var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
-0.07 (.892) 0.33 (.503)
-0.53 (.270) 0.67 (.096)
-0.76 (.101) 0.65 (.096)
-0.61 (.181) 0.26 (.495)
0.07 (.917) -0.04 (.939)
0.14 (.830) -0.07 (.901)
0.86 (.172) 0.22 (.672)
0.39 (.217) -0.46 (.077)
0.27 (.389) -0.55 * (.039)
0.67 * (.038) -0.91 ‡ (.000)
-0.41 (.485) -0.14 (.821)
0.00 (.907) -0.01 (.678)
0.00 (.996) -0.01 (.812)
-0.24 (.201) 0.27 (.162)
3.77 ‡ (.000) 4.28 ‡ (.000)
0.66 (.334) 0.95 (.861)
2.28 ‡ (.000) 1.60 ‡ (.000)
180 180
0.22 0.37




0.08, 0.08 0.11, 0.08
task self-efficacyexpected stopping difficulty
Table R.8: Pre-task multilevel mixed-effects linear model table: expected stopping difficulty, task self-efficacy
(Study 2).
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 3.04 3.24 0.20 (.567)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 3.51 3.44 -0.07 (.893)
move dogs 2.99 2.98 -0.00 (.995)
board dogs 2.75 2.82 0.07 (.899)
housing 2.90 3.69 0.79 (.128)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
expected stop diff. (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.49 (.128)
board vs. mesh -0.69 * (.030)
housing vs. mesh -0.15 (.629)
board vs. move -0.20 (.539)
housing vs. move 0.34 (.295)







second vs. first 0.39 (.218)
third vs. first 0.27 (.390)
fourth vs. first 0.67 * (.038)
third vs. second -0.11 (.724)
fourth vs.second 0.28 (.383)
fourth vs. third 0.40 (.227)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonsexpected stop diff. (predicted)
Table R.9: Pre-task perceptions: expected stopping difficulty (Study 2). (top) Predicted values, marginal
effects of time limit condition overall and by topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with
pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 4.62 4.97 0.36 (.329)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 4.23 4.55 0.33 (.504)
move dogs 4.90 5.18 0.28 (.571)
board dogs 4.88 5.14 0.26 (.598)
housing 4.49 5.04 0.55 (.259)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
task self-efficacy (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.64 * (.017)
board vs. mesh 0.61 * (.021)
housing vs. mesh 0.38 (.150)
board vs. move -0.03 (.912)
housing vs. move -0.26 (.331)







second vs. first -0.46 (.077)
third vs. first -0.55 * (.040)
fourth vs. first -0.91 † (.001)
third vs. second -0.08 (.756)
fourth vs.second -0.45 (.099)
fourth vs. third -0.36 (.183)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonstask self-efficacy (predicted)
Table R.10: Pre-task perceptions: task self-efficacy (Study 2). (top) Predicted values, marginal effects of
time limit condition overall and by topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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APPENDIX S: MIXED EFFECTS MODELS FOR HYPOTHESIS TESTS
Appendix S contains additional tables for Study 2 hypothesis testing including descriptive statistics for the
independent variables included in the models (Table S.1) and tables for the multilevel mixed effects regression
models to test hypotheses and related margins and marginal effects (Tables S.2-??).
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Independent variables
categories category description n mean SD min max skew kurt
experimental conditions
time limit 180
0 = none (baseline) no time limit 84
1 = 5 min. limit 5 min. time limit 96
topic 180
1 = mesh wifi (baseline) mesh wifi system 46
2 = move dogs           way to move dogs 43
3 = board dogs           place to board dogs 45
4 = housing             housing for 3 months 46
order 180
1 = first (baseline) first task 48
2 = second              second task 46
3 = third               third task 44
4 = fourth              fourth task 42
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student 48
0 = not student (base) non-student 25
1 = student             student 23
age (cen.) 1 48 -0.41 14.03 -14.22 37.78 1.09 0.14
search self-eff. (cen.) 1 48 1.54 0.90 -1.00 3.00 -0.38 0.12
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     2 180 0.26 1.88   -3     3 -0.29 -1.05
prior knowledge (cen.) 2 180 -1.56 1.70   -3     3 1.02 0.03
good rec. now (cen.)   2 180 -1.82 1.74   -3     3 1.56 1.42
exp. diff. (cen.)    2 180 -0.59 1.75   -3     3 0.35 -0.97
exp. stop diff. (cen.) 2 180 -0.86 1.71   -3     3 0.64 -0.56
task self-eff. (cen.) 2 180 0.81 1.61   -3     3 -0.65 -0.26
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    180 3.90 3.98 0.02 30.13 3.38 16.00
1+ clock view 3 172
0 = none (baseline) no clock views 142
1 = 1+ clock views 1+ clock views 30
queries             180 1.87 1.43     0   11 2.26 9.00
max view rank       180 4.04 4.21     0   32 3.31 16.98
hover count         180 21.53 23.32     0 199 3.07 17.60
SERPs               3 172 4.91 3.82     0   21 1.57 3.49
nonSERPs from SERP  3 172 2.97 2.41     0   12 1.10 1.13
nonSERPs            3 172 9.80 12.17     0   79 2.41 7.34
<continues on next page>
1 mean-centered, 2 centered at 4, 3 for views 2 sec. or longer as derived from eye tracking data
number of items moused 
  over 
number of SERPs viewed
number of nonSERPs viewed 
  from SERP
number of nonSERPs viewed
max. depth of link clicked on 




prior knowledge about topic
believe can make good rec. 





decision time in minutes
clock view during task
number of queries issued
student status
Variable description Descriptive statistics
task time limit condition
task topic (what to 
task completion order
Table S.1: Study 2: Descriptive statistics for independent variables in hypothesis tests models.
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Independent variables
categories category description n mean SD min max skew kurt
Variable description Descriptive statistics
<continued from previous page>
recommendation attributes
rec. specificity 180
1= specific (baseline) rec. option was specific 
  and unambiguous
74
2 = described           rec. option was not 
  unambiguous
37
3 = type                rec. option type or 
  category
20
4 = general approach    approach to making a 
  decision, no option or 
  type rec.
46
5 = none                no recommendation made 3
rec. accuracy 180
1 = in line (baseline) rec. was in line with 
  scenario and met all task 
  requirements
148
2 = int. different rec. was intentionally 
  different, or no rec. made
24
3 = out of line         rec. did not meet criteria 
  or part. said decision 
  was wrong
8
sensitivity to pressure
procrast tendency (cen.) 2 48 -1.15 1.35 -3.00 2.75 0.85 0.58
pressure neg. impact (cen.) 2 48 -0.08 1.25 -3.00 2.71 -0.25 -0.47
1 mean-centered, 2 centered at 4, 3 for views 2 sec. or longer as derived from eye tracking data
tendency to procrastinate
negative impact of pressure
recommendation specificity 
coded using qualitative 
analysis
recommendation accuracy 
coded using qualitative 
analysis
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coef./est. p coef./est. p
Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit 1.33 (.147) 1.84 * (.021)
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                0.13 (.754) 0.17 (.682)
board               -0.54 (.257) -0.44 (.339)
housing             0.47 (.265) 0.52 (.196)
   5 min. * move          -0.19 (.740) -0.37 (.496)
   5 min. * board         0.06 (.926) -0.20 (.718)
   5 min. * housing       -0.11 (.857) -0.20 (.714)
order (base: first)
second              -0.26 (.381) -0.20 (.476)
third               -0.44 (.130) -0.47 (.089)
fourth              -0.98 ‡ (.000) -0.92 ‡ (.000)
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             -0.53 (.484) -0.57 (.445)
age (cen.)          0.03 (.191) 0.03 (.177)
student * age (cen.) -0.03 (.600) -0.04 (.500)
search self-eff. (cen.) -0.27 (.270) -0.27 (.263)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     -0.15 * (.040) -0.15 * (.042)
prior knowledge (cen.) 0.33 † (.005) 0.33 † (.005)
good rec. now (cen.)   -0.30 * (.011) -0.31 † (.008)
exp. diff. (cen.)    -0.12 (.287) -0.12 (.269)
exp. stop diff. (cen.) 0.14 (.149) 0.12 (.230)
task self-eff. (cen.) -0.18 (.151) -0.17 (.153)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    -0.04 (.480) -0.03 (.494)
1+ clock view       -0.58 (.230) -0.21 (.527)
queries             -0.19 (.243) -0.08 (.531)
max view rank       0.02 (.642) 0.03 (.427)
hover count         -0.02 (.086) -0.02 † (.008)
SERPs               0.02 (.776) 0.00 (.995)
nonSERPs from SERP  0.21 (.057) 0.25 † (.002)
nonSERPs            0.02 (.261) 0.02 (.298)
   5 min. * dec. time (min.) -0.02 (.932) 0.05 (.721)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 0.68 (.302)
   5 min. * queries       0.35 (.232)
   5 min. * max view rank 0.02 (.741)
   5 min. * hover count   -0.02 (.299)
   5 min. * SERPs         0.02 (.903)
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP 0.08 (.624)
   5 min. * nonSERPs      -0.01 (.876)
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
H1a
Time pressure
full model reduced model
Table S.2: Time pressure (H1a) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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coef./est. p coef./est. p
H1a
Time pressure
full model reduced model
<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           0.27 (.582) 0.26 (.580)
type                0.01 (.985) 0.07 (.907)
general approach    0.26 (.525) 0.27 (.497)
none                1.93 (.207) 2.30 (.124)
   5 min. * described     -0.45 (.473) -0.33 (.589)
   5 min. * type          -0.38 (.656) -0.24 (.774)
   5 min. * general approach -0.67 (.263) -0.59 (.308)
   5 min. * none          1.18 (.591) 0.74 (.731)
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different 0.38 (.451) 0.44 (.375)
out of line         -0.85 (.316) -0.81 (.327)
   5 min. * int. different -1.54 * (.034) -1.37 (.051)
   5 min. * out of line   1.58 (.217) 1.70 (.173)
Intercept 3.48 ‡ (.000) 3.14 ‡ (.000)
Random effects
var(Intercept)       1.54 (.171) 1.54 (.148)
var(Residual)       1.30 (.091) 1.27 (.105)
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
ICC                 0.54 0.55
F 2.05 ‡ (.001) 2.32 ‡ (.000)
df, ddf 48, 96.5 41, 106.2
BIC                 906.6 856.9
log restricted likelihood -322.1 -315.2
pseudo-R2Level 1, pseudo-R
2
Level 2 0.40, 0.37 0.39, 0.35
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001 tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.47 3.91 1.44 † (.003)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.33 4.06 1.73 † (.002)
described 2.60 3.87 1.28 (.064)
type 2.34 3.69 1.35 (.110)
approach 2.59 3.65 1.07 (.105)
none 4.25 7.16 2.91 (.180)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.45 4.04 1.58 † (.001)
int. different 2.84 2.88 0.04 (.959)
wrong 1.61 4.77 3.16 * (.016)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.46 3.96 1.50 * (.012)
move dogs 2.59 3.90 1.31 * (.036)
board dogs 1.92 3.48 1.56 * (.018)
housing 2.93 4.31 1.39 * (.024)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time pressure (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.04 (.911)
board vs. mesh -0.50 (.146)
housing vs. mesh 0.41 (.193)
board vs. move -0.54 (.118)
housing vs. move 0.38 (.234)







second vs. first -0.26 (.381)
third vs. first -0.44 (.130)
fourth vs. first -0.98 ‡ (.000)
third vs. second -0.19 (.516)
fourth vs.second -0.72 * (.011)
fourth vs. third -0.53 (.059)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonsTime pressure (predicted)
Table S.3: Time pressure (H1a). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition overall,
by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
1.07 (.127) 0.32 (.610)
0.00 (.993) -0.03 (.926)
-0.60 (.083) -0.55 (.105)
0.76 * (.014) 0.71 * (.018)
-0.12 (.781) -0.13 (.756)
-0.24 (.637) -0.03 (.951)
-0.93 * (.042) -0.69 (.099)
0.06 (.773) 0.13 (.544)
-0.17 (.421) -0.08 (.682)
-0.38 (.067) -0.39 (.057)
-0.43 (.480) -0.26 (.671)
0.03 (.068) 0.04 (.062)
-0.05 (.335) -0.03 (.485)
-0.11 (.577) -0.15 (.449)
-0.09 (.095) -0.08 (.140)
0.06 (.471) 0.05 (.553)
-0.05 (.596) -0.05 (.555)
0.05 (.524) 0.05 (.588)
0.04 (.561) 0.06 (.374)
-0.15 (.107) -0.13 (.159)
-0.05 (.173) -0.04 (.250)
-0.40 (.263) -0.45 (.071)
-0.04 (.769) -0.07 (.486)
0.04 (.177) 0.02 (.529)
0.00 (.700) 0.00 (.623)
0.01 (.801) 0.04 (.369)
0.26 † (.001) 0.14 * (.028)
-0.01 (.578) 0.00 (.710)










full model reduced model
Table S.4: Negative affect (H1a) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
H1a
Negative affect
full model reduced model
0.07 (.835) 0.08 (.830)
-1.03 * (.020) -0.83 (.059)
0.16 (.593) 0.15 (.615)
1.23 (.273) 1.43 (.200)
-0.27 (.559) -0.16 (.722)
1.32 * (.036) 1.23 * (.049)
-0.43 (.326) -0.44 (.309)
3.38 * (.037) 3.67 * (.022)
0.86 * (.020) 0.78 * (.036)
0.37 (.550) 0.44 (.478)
-0.92 (.085) -0.91 (.083)
1.30 (.167) 1.47 (.116)
2.33 ‡ (.000) 2.58 ‡ (.000)
1.05 (.883) 1.15 (.644)
0.69 * (.019) 0.70 * (.018)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.60 0.62
3.04 ‡ (.000) 3.24 ‡ (.000)
48, 95.3 41, 104.8
836.7 788.5
-287.1 -281
0.47, 0.41 0.41, 0.35
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.44 2.54 0.10 (.800)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.48 2.57 0.09 (.838)
described 2.55 2.37 -0.18 (.728)
type 1.45 2.86 1.41 * (.029)
approach 2.64 2.30 -0.34 (.499)
none 3.71 7.18 3.47 * (.032)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.32 2.49 0.17 (.666)
int. different 3.18 2.43 -0.75 (.218)
wrong 2.69 4.17 1.47 (.134)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.40 2.82 0.42 (.363)
move dogs 2.40 2.71 0.30 (.526)
board dogs 1.80 1.98 0.19 (.716)
housing 3.16 2.66 -0.50 (.291)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Negative affect (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.06 (.800)
board vs. mesh -0.72 † (.004)
housing vs. mesh 0.29 (.219)
board vs. move -0.66 † (.008)
housing vs. move 0.35 (.139)







second vs. first 0.06 (.773)
third vs. first -0.17 (.421)
fourth vs. first -0.38 (.067)
third vs. second -0.24 (.262)
fourth vs.second -0.44 * (.034)
fourth vs. third -0.21 (.318)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Negative affect (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.5: Negative affect (H1a). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition overall,
by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
1.39 (.089) 1.61 * (.031)
0.73 (.063) 0.78 (.054)
-0.06 (.893) 0.25 (.573)
1.23 † (.001) 1.27 † (.001)
-0.68 (.204) -0.81 (.125)
0.32 (.609) -0.52 (.338)
-0.63 (.271) -0.73 (.172)
-0.16 (.541) -0.10 (.718)
-0.60 * (.025) -0.62 * (.018)
-0.53 * (.042) -0.49 (.063)
-0.73 (.260) -0.78 (.240)
0.02 (.230) 0.02 (.270)
-0.05 (.299) -0.06 (.276)
0.11 (.607) 0.07 (.745)
-0.02 (.805) 0.01 (.901)
0.13 (.238) 0.13 (.248)
-0.21 * (.046) -0.20 (.068)
0.06 (.547) 0.08 (.440)
-0.01 (.894) -0.02 (.803)
-0.01 (.900) -0.02 (.835)
-0.05 (.290) -0.02 (.617)
-1.01 * (.020) -0.49 (.114)
-0.20 (.170) -0.06 (.641)
0.04 (.299) 0.01 (.858)
-0.01 (.499) -0.01 (.351)
0.19 † (.006) 0.14 * (.016)
0.07 (.506) 0.07 (.387)
0.02 (.329) 0.01 (.492)











Table S.6: Time inadequacy (H1b) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001




0.02 (.969) -0.08 (.853)
-0.34 (.530) -0.18 (.741)
0.22 (.564) 0.17 (.664)
0.20 (.885) 0.73 (.610)
-0.70 (.228) -0.44 (.456)
0.22 (.779) 0.19 (.806)
-0.51 (.350) -0.30 (.586)
1.86 (.352) 1.57 (.444)
0.27 (.565) 0.20 (.668)
1.05 (.172) 0.87 (.269)
-0.91 (.172) -0.38 (.568)
-0.52 (.658) 0.06 (.960)
2.00 † (.005) 1.98 † (.005)
1.10 (.775) 1.16 (.636)
1.09 (.562) 1.17 (.276)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.50 0.50
2.86 ‡ (.000) 2.77 ‡ (.000)
48, 97.3 41, 107.0
880.9 840.7
-309.2 -307.1
0.51, 0.48 0.45, 0.44
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.97 5.01 2.04 ‡ (.000)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.94 5.21 2.27 ‡ (.000)
described 2.96 4.53 1.57 * (.010)
type 2.60 5.09 2.49 † (.001)
approach 3.16 4.92 1.76 † (.003)
none 3.14 7.27 4.13 * (.036)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.90 5.07 2.17 ‡ (.000)
int. different 3.16 4.43 1.27 (.078)
wrong 3.95 5.61 1.66 (.166)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.50 4.78 2.28 ‡ (.000)
move dogs 3.22 4.82 1.60 † (.004)
board dogs 2.44 5.04 2.60 ‡ (.000)
housing 3.72 5.38 1.66 † (.002)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time inadequacy (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.38 (.188)
board vs. mesh 0.11 (.739)
housing vs. mesh 0.91 † (.001)
board vs. move -0.27 (.386)
housing vs. move 0.53 (.070)







second vs. first -0.16 (.541)
third vs. first -0.60 * (.025)
fourth vs. first -0.53 * (.042)
third vs. second -0.44 (.094)
fourth vs.second -0.36 (.164)
fourth vs. third 0.07 (.773)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time inadequacy (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.7: Time inadequacy (H1b). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition overall,
by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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odds ratio /est. p odds ratio/est. p
Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit 0.11 (.274) 0.12 (.176)
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                1.64 (.708) 1.52 (.688)
board               1.55 (.720) 1.21 (.852)
housing             1.37 (.800) 0.97 (.974)
   5 min. * move          11.05 (.249) 5.48 (.326)
   5 min. * board         16.86 (.173) 7.34 (.243)
   5 min. * housing       27.43 (.130) 13.48 (.131)
order (base: first)
second              1.82 (.533) 1.68 (.492)
third               7.01 (.083) 3.13 (.128)
fourth              2.27 (.447) 1.51 (.604)
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             0.00 (.211)
age (cen.)          0.95 (.408)
student * age (cen.) 0.70 (.389)
search self-eff. (cen.) 1.99 (.433)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     1.11 (.698)
prior knowledge (cen.) 0.39 * (.036)
good rec. now (cen.)   1.63 (.173)
exp. diff. (cen.)    1.19 (.612)
exp. stop diff. (cen.) 1.59 (.198)
task self-eff. (cen.) 2.21 (.089)
Intercept 0.00 ‡ (.035) 0.04 ‡ (.005)
Random effects
var(Intercept)       162781.32 (.203) 124.46 (.097)
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
ICC                 0.78 0.59
Wald χ2 8.49 ‡ (.988) 6.00 ‡ (.815)
df 20 10
BIC                 234.9 196.9
log likelihood -60.8 -67.8
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001 tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 





Table S.8: Clock views (H1c) multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression model table (Study 2).
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
1.31 (.201) 1.86 * (.040)
0.03 (.955) 0.09 (.861)
-1.02 (.055) -0.76 (.158)
0.54 (.259) 0.68 (.154)
0.22 (.740) -0.04 (.952)
1.22 (.113) 0.51 (.438)
-0.16 (.818) -0.42 (.521)
-1.06 † (.001) -0.93 † (.005)
-1.00 † (.002) -1.04 † (.001)
-1.30 ‡ (.000) -1.25 ‡ (.000)
-0.67 (.418) -0.79 (.322)
0.05 (.059) 0.05 * (.048)
-0.07 (.284) -0.08 (.208)
-0.13 (.621) -0.19 (.468)
0.00 (.978) 0.01 (.890)
0.07 (.581) 0.09 (.515)
-0.19 (.147) -0.20 (.137)
-0.05 (.672) -0.05 (.691)
0.03 (.796) 0.03 (.810)
-0.03 (.816) -0.04 (.757)
0.00 (.949) 0.03 (.619)
-0.62 (.254) 0.26 (.493)
-0.40 * (.029) -0.23 (.127)
0.04 (.409) 0.05 (.204)
-0.02 (.100) -0.02 * (.018)
0.13 (.122) 0.10 (.140)
0.15 (.234) 0.07 (.484)
0.03 (.148) 0.02 (.325)










full model reduced model
Table S.9: Time monitoring (H1c) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
H1c
Time monitoring
full model reduced model
0.77 (.159) 0.67 (.228)
-0.03 (.964) 0.32 (.634)
0.01 (.980) -0.04 (.937)
3.57 * (.038) 4.14 * (.018)
-1.17 (.099) -0.89 (.217)
-0.42 (.658) -0.50 (.605)
-0.48 (.476) -0.34 (.620)
-5.11 * (.038) -6.07 * (.015)
0.86 (.131) 0.86 (.140)
-1.12 (.239) -1.03 (.282)
-1.03 (.209) -0.62 (.451)
2.19 (.129) 2.41 (.098)
3.03 ‡ (.000) 2.88 ‡ (.000)
1.83 (.079) 1.65 (.126)
1.65 † (.001) 1.76 ‡ (.000)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.53 0.48
1.83 † (.006) 1.82 † (.007)
48, 96.8 41, 107.1
934.5 892.1
-336 -332.8
0.36, 0.30 0.36, 0.35
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.55 4.01 1.46 † (.007)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.35 4.28 1.93 † (.001)
described 3.12 3.87 0.75 (.328)
type 2.32 3.82 1.50 (.112)
approach 2.36 3.81 1.45 * (.048)
none 5.91 2.73 -3.18 (.192)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.48 3.99 1.51 † (.006)
int. different 3.34 3.82 0.48 (.590)
wrong 1.36 5.05 3.70 * (.013)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.66 3.80 1.14 (.087)
move dogs 2.69 4.05 1.36 * (.049)
board dogs 1.64 4.00 2.36 † (.001)
housing 3.20 4.18 0.98 (.153)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time monitoring (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.14 (.695)
board vs. mesh -0.40 (.310)
housing vs. mesh 0.46 (.203)
board vs. move -0.53 (.168)
housing vs. move 0.32 (.378)







second vs. first -1.06 † (.001)
third vs. first -1.00 † (.002)
fourth vs. first -1.30 ‡ (.000)
third vs. second 0.05 (.865)
fourth vs.second -0.24 (.459)
fourth vs. third -0.29 (.358)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time monitoring (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.10: Time monitoring (H1c). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition
overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with




time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit -3.03 * (.022)
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                -0.94 (.264)
board               -0.65 (.426)
housing             0.38 (.628)
   5 min. * move          1.30 (.238)
   5 min. * board         0.48 (.658)
   5 min. * housing       -0.40 (.716)
order (base: first)
second              0.03 (.952)
third               -0.08 (.894)
fourth              -0.41 (.473)
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             -1.43 (.457)
age (cen.)          -0.06 (.341)
student * age (cen.) 0.18 (.216)
search self-eff. (cen.) -0.87 (.154)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     -0.03 (.863)
prior knowledge (cen.) 0.21 (.382)
good rec. now (cen.)   -0.60 * (.011)
exp. diff. (cen.)    0.08 (.744)
exp. stop diff. (cen.) 0.12 (.495)
task self-eff. (cen.) 0.20 (.402)
Intercept 8.31 ‡ (.000)
Random effects
var(Intercept)       11.78 ‡ (.000)
var(Residual)       6.42 ‡ (.000)
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        180, 48
ICC                 0.65
F 1.75 * (.032)
df, ddf 20, 136.5 
BIC                 1044.4
log restricted likelihood -462.5
pseudo-R2Level 1, pseudo-R
2
Level 2 0.29, 0.34
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001 tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 




Table S.11: Decision time (H2a) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 5.70 3.00 -2.70 * (.019)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 5.99 2.96 -3.03 * (.022)
move dogs 5.05 3.32 -1.73 (.199)
board dogs 5.34 2.80 -2.55 (.055)
housing 6.37 2.95 -3.42 * (.010)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Decision time (min.) (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.25 (.663)
board vs. mesh -0.39 (.482)
housing vs. mesh 0.17 (.755)
board vs. move -0.14 (.803)
housing vs. move 0.42 (.476)







second vs. first 0.03 (.952)
third vs. first -0.08 (.894)
fourth vs. first -0.41 (.473)
third vs. second -0.11 (.842)
fourth vs.second -0.45 (.431)
fourth vs. third -0.34 (.551)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Decision time (min.) (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.12: Decision time (H2a). (top) Predicted decision time (in minutes) and marginal effects of time
limit condition overall and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted decision time (in minutes) by topic and task
order with pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
0.43 (.638) 0.13 (.872)
0.00 (.993) 0.02 (.974)
-0.37 (.515) -0.39 (.488)
-0.06 (.905) 0.10 (.839)
-0.32 (.650) -0.17 (.807)
-1.22 (.137) -0.74 (.284)
-0.34 (.651) -0.24 (.725)
0.09 (.814) 0.14 (.689)
-0.21 (.569) -0.11 (.751)
-0.18 (.610) -0.06 (.860)
-0.13 (.813) -0.22 (.686)
0.04 * (.032) 0.03 * (.044)
-0.03 (.415) -0.05 (.267)
-0.41 * (.020) -0.38 * (.034)
-0.03 (.678) -0.01 (.899)
0.08 (.551) 0.10 (.452)
-0.19 (.169) -0.20 (.162)
0.04 (.723) 0.04 (.723)
0.21 (.053) 0.21 * (.041)
0.07 (.535) 0.09 (.432)
-0.06 (.271) -0.07 (.148)
-0.63 (.207) -0.02 (.948)
-0.02 (.891) -0.11 (.427)
-0.01 (.891) -0.05 (.256)
0.00 (.889) 0.01 (.361)
0.01 (.874) 0.06 (.372)
0.20 (.066) 0.18 * (.030)
0.03 (.143) 0.02 (.216)










full model reduced model
Table S.13: Difficulty deciding to stop (H2b) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
H2b
Diff. decide stop
full model reduced model
-0.49 (.378) -0.42 (.444)
-0.44 (.503) -0.57 (.381)
1.04 * (.029) 0.93 * (.047)
1.75 (.325) 2.07 (.238)
-0.09 (.901) -0.10 (.892)
0.52 (.581) 0.62 (.513)
-1.58 * (.029) -1.51 * (.031)
-4.29 (.083) -4.29 (.081)
0.12 (.851) 0.07 (.913)
-0.69 (.463) -0.43 (.646)
0.22 (.804) 0.25 (.777)
3.44 (.070) 3.30 (.080)
3.10 ‡ (.000) 2.88 ‡ (.000)
0.27 (.255) 0.37 (.270)
1.98 ‡ (.000) 1.93 ‡ (.000)
163, 46 (a,b) 163, 46 (a,b)
0.12 0.16
1.92 † (.004) 2.01 † (.002)
48, 83.5 41, 95.8
878.6 833.5
-309.4 -304.7
0.48, 0.63 0.44, 0.55
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 3.10 3.32 0.22 (.549)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.98 3.60 0.62 (.190)
described 2.48 3.02 0.53 (.422)
type 2.53 3.68 1.15 (.178)
approach 4.02 3.06 -0.95 (.152)
none 4.72 1.06 -3.66 (.129)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 3.11 3.20 0.09 (.817)
int. different 3.23 3.54 0.31 (.725)
wrong 2.42 5.94 3.52 (.061)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 3.21 3.88 0.68 (.233)
move dogs 3.21 3.56 0.35 (.560)
board dogs 2.84 2.29 -0.54 (.402)
housing 3.15 3.48 0.33 (.577)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Diff. decide stop (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.16 (.671)
board vs. mesh -0.99 * (.017)
housing vs. mesh -0.24 (.539)
board vs. move -0.83 (.051)
housing vs. move -0.08 (.851)







second vs. first 0.09 (.814)
third vs. first -0.21 (.569)
fourth vs. first -0.18 (.610)
third vs. second -0.29 (.401)
fourth vs.second -0.27 (.438)
fourth vs. third 0.02 (.948)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Diff. decide stop (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.14: Difficulty deciding when to stop (H2b). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit
condition overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task
order with pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    




var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
-12.10 (.065) -5.30 (.514)
-10.40 (.058) -11.45 (.155)
-12.15 * (.021) -13.83 (.075)
-7.21 (.165) -22.79 † (.002)
11.23 (.124) 7.85 (.460)
9.37 (.199) -7.99 (.452)
9.05 (.228) -2.95 (.787)
2.57 (.500) -3.55 (.520)
-4.73 (.224) 4.30 (.444)
-2.06 (.598) -7.60 (.181)
0.91 (.913) 12.59 (.153)
0.42 (.096) 0.93 ‡ (.000)
-0.09 (.890) -0.28 (.679)
1.75 (.517) -1.97 (.502)
0.02 (.983) 0.62 (.636)
-1.37 (.391) 2.55 (.247)
-0.62 (.709) -2.15 (.349)
0.26 (.858) 1.87 (.332)
-2.65 * (.036) 1.39 (.409)
-0.26 (.855) -1.32 (.479)
15.37 * (.032) 39.66 ‡ (.000)
170.34 ‡ (.000) 113.77 ‡ (.000)
264.69 ‡ (.000) 527.31 ‡ (.000)
162, 46 (a-c) 150, 45 (a-d)
0.39 0.18
1.19 (.272) 2.69 ‡ (.000)
20, 118.6 20, 102.2 
1440.6 1400.4
-661.8 -642.6
0.11, 0.04 0.29, 0.26
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
H3a
Time per SERP (s.) Time per nonSERP (s.)
modelmodel
Table S.15: Time per SERP, nonSERP (H3a) multilevel mixed-effects linear models table (Study 2).
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 15.61 10.70 -4.91 (.334)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 22.82 10.71 -12.10 (.066)
move dogs 12.42 11.54 -0.87 (.899)
board dogs 10.67 7.93 -2.74 (.691)
housing 15.61 12.55 -3.06 (.669)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time per SERP (s) (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -4.71 (.224)
board vs. mesh -7.40 * (.048)
housing vs. mesh -2.63 (.478)
board vs. move -2.69 (.495)
housing vs. move 2.08 (.613)







second vs. first 2.57 (.500)
third vs. first -4.73 (.224)
fourth vs. first -2.06 (.598)
third vs. second -7.30 (.050)
fourth vs.second -4.63 (.218)
fourth vs. third 2.67 (.483)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time per SERP (s) (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.16: Time per SERP (H3a). (top) Predicted time (in seconds) and marginal effects of time limit
condition overall and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted time (in seconds) by topic and task order with
pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 27.30 21.26 -6.04 (.273)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 38.84 33.54 -5.23 (.515)
move dogs 27.40 29.95 2.55 (.770)
board dogs 25.01 11.72 -13.29 (.130)
housing 16.05 7.80 -8.25 (.371)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time per nonSERP (s.) (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -7.36 (.185)
board vs. mesh -17.99 † (.001)
housing vs. mesh -24.32 ‡ (.000)
board vs. move -10.62 (.066)
housing vs. move -16.96 † (.005)







second vs. first -3.55 (.520)
third vs. first 4.30 (.445)
fourth vs. first -7.60 (.181)
third vs. second 7.85 (.154)
fourth vs.second -4.05 (.466)
fourth vs. third -11.90 * (.033)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time per nonSERP (s.) (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.17: Time per nonSERP (H3a). (top) Predicted time (in seconds) and marginal effects of time limit
condition overall and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted time (in seconds) by topic and task order with
pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    




var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





































tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
H3a
Time per page (s.)
model
Table S.18: Time per page (H3a) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 19.50 15.13 -4.37 (.218)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 25.32 20.67 -4.65 (.296)
move dogs 17.55 18.86 1.31 (.780)
board dogs 19.19 10.98 -8.21 (.081)
housing 14.98 9.08 -5.90 (.227)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time per page (s.) (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -4.68 (.062)
board vs. mesh -7.99 † (.001)
housing vs. mesh -11.00 ‡ (.000)
board vs. move -3.31 (.207)
housing vs. move -6.32 * (.019)







second vs. first -2.67 (.286)
third vs. first 1.08 (.673)
fourth vs. first -4.34 (.092)
third vs. second 3.74 (.133)
fourth vs.second -1.67 (.505)
fourth vs. third -5.41 * (.031)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Time per page (s.) (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.19: Time per page (H3a). (top) Predicted time (in seconds) and marginal effects of time limit
condition overall and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted time (in seconds) by topic and task order with
pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
1.41 (.080) 1.32 (.074)
-0.06 (.873) -0.08 (.826)
-0.58 (.137) -0.30 (.458)
0.49 (.156) 0.43 (.219)
-0.19 (.693) -0.06 (.906)
0.38 (.502) -0.14 (.772)
-0.61 (.238) -0.38 (.431)
0.08 (.738) 0.18 (.474)
-0.05 (.851) -0.07 (.761)
-0.44 (.056) -0.39 (.103)
-0.09 (.900) -0.13 (.858)
0.03 (.163) 0.03 (.250)
0.00 (.958) 0.00 (.971)
-0.02 (.938) -0.01 (.978)
-0.12 (.050) -0.10 (.138)
0.11 (.289) 0.09 (.363)
-0.25 * (.010) -0.23 * (.027)
-0.06 (.548) -0.03 (.744)
0.09 (.294) 0.08 (.356)
0.00 (.983) 0.01 (.900)
-0.03 (.509) -0.03 (.536)
-0.38 (.348) 0.21 (.476)
-0.28 * (.043) -0.06 (.579)
0.05 (.163) 0.03 (.246)
-0.01 (.251) -0.01 (.160)
0.11 (.087) 0.01 (.864)
0.10 (.307) 0.12 (.116)
0.00 (.983) 0.00 (.719)










full model reduced model
Table S.20: Fast task pace (H3b) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
H3b
Fast pace
full model reduced model
0.00 (.999) -0.03 (.942)
-0.45 (.369) -0.36 (.489)
0.14 (.683) 0.08 (.818)
1.46 (.250) 1.93 (.140)
-0.53 (.317) -0.44 (.418)
0.56 (.429) 0.54 (.459)
-1.04 * (.035) -0.83 (.102)
-1.54 (.399) -1.92 (.309)
-0.03 (.946) -0.09 (.845)
0.13 (.851) -0.08 (.910)
-0.81 (.178) -0.40 (.517)
0.35 (.744) 0.83 (.449)
2.63 ‡ (.000) 2.55 ‡ (.000)
1.57 (.108) 1.64 (.075)
0.87 (.364) 0.95 (.744)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.64 0.63
2.20 † (.000) 1.99 † (.002)
48, 94.3 41, 104.7
870.1 830.2
-303.8 -301.8
0.41, 0.37 0.35, 0.33
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.70 4.15 1.45 † (.002)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.70 4.48 1.78 ‡ (.000)
described 2.70 3.95 1.25 * (.043)
type 2.25 4.59 2.34 † (.002)
approach 2.84 3.58 0.74 (.211)
none 4.15 4.39 0.24 (.896)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.70 4.24 1.54 † (.001)
int. different 2.68 3.40 0.73 (.302)
wrong 2.84 4.72 1.88 (.092)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.74 4.29 1.55 † (.005)
move dogs 2.68 4.04 1.36 * (.016)
board dogs 2.16 4.09 1.93 † (.001)
housing 3.23 4.18 0.94 (.093)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Fast pace (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.15 (.555)
board vs. mesh -0.39 (.178)
housing vs. mesh 0.18 (.484)
board vs. move -0.23 (.414)
housing vs. move 0.34 (.199)







second vs. first 0.08 (.738)
third vs. first -0.05 (.851)
fourth vs. first -0.44 (.056)
third vs. second -0.13 (.590)
fourth vs.second -0.52 * (.025)
fourth vs. third -0.40 (.086)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Fast pace (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.21: Fast task pace (H3b). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition overall,
by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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IRR/est. p IRR/est. p
Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit 0.92 (.698) 0.89 (.529)
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                0.99 (.430) 0.99 (.936)
board               0.75 (.214) 1.19 (.298)
housing             0.99 (.974) 0.88 (.459)
   5 min. * move          0.95 (.873) 1.05 (.859)
   5 min. * board         0.84 (.593) 0.92 (.711)
   5 min. * housing       0.90 (.707) 0.98 (.934)
order (base: first)
second              1.10 (.552) 1.20 (.151)
third               0.94 (.734) 0.89 (.405)
fourth              1.06 (.723) 0.97 (.795)
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             0.72 (.100)
age (cen.)          0.99 * (.033) 0.98 † (.002)
student * age (cen.) 1.01 (.376)
search self-eff. (cen.) 0.96 (.544) 0.93 (.248)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     1.07 (.082) 1.05 (.102)
prior knowledge (cen.) 1.05 (.461) 1.09 (.097)
good rec. now (cen.)   0.86 * (.021) 0.78 ‡ (.000)
exp. diff. (cen.)    1.01 (.822) 0.98 (.666)
exp. stop diff. (cen.) 1.03 (.648) 1.03 (.417)
task self-eff. (cen.) 0.97 (.582) 0.97 (.471)
Intercept 1.76 * (.013) 4.77 ‡ (.000)
Random effects
var(Intercept)       0.04 (.222) 0.05 (.209)
alpha 0.00 (.973) 0.10 * (.000)
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        180, 48 172, 46 (b)
Wald χ2     31.16 ‡ (.027) 66.78 ‡ (.000)
df 18 20
BIC                 649.2 922.3
log likelihood -270.1 -402
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001 tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 






Table S.22: SERP interactions (H4a) mixed-effects negative binomial regression models (Study 2): query
count, SERPs viewed.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.01 1.72 -0.29 (.225)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.16 1.99 -0.17 (.698)
move dogs 2.12 1.86 -0.26 (.586)
board dogs 1.62 1.25 -0.37 (.332)
housing 2.14 1.77 -0.38 (.394)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Query count (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.08 (.802)
board vs. mesh -0.64 * (.025)
housing vs. mesh -0.12 (.681)
board vs. move -0.56 (.060)
housing vs. move -0.04 (.896)







second vs. first 0.18 (.550)
third vs. first -0.10 (.735)
fourth vs. first 0.11 (.723)
third vs. second -0.28 (.321)
fourth vs.second -0.07 (.810)
fourth vs. third 0.21 (.475)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Query count (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.23: Query count (H4a). (top) Predicted counts and marginal effects of time limit condition overall
and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted counts by topic and task order with pairwise comparisons. No multiple
comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 5.19 4.52 -0.67 (.251)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 5.11 4.55 -0.56 (.530)
move dogs 5.04 4.69 -0.35 (.724)
board dogs 6.11 4.98 -1.13 (.269)
housing 4.50 3.93 -0.58 (.500)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
SERPs viewed (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.03 (.963)
board vs. mesh 0.72 (.276)
housing vs. mesh -0.62 (.275)
board vs. move 0.69 (.306)
housing vs. move -0.65 (.313)







second vs. first 0.95 (.149)
third vs. first -0.51 (.406)
fourth vs. first -0.16 (.795)
third vs. second -1.45 * (.017)
fourth vs.second -1.11 (.084)
fourth vs. third 0.34 (.554)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
SERPs viewed (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.24: SERPs viewed (H4a). (top) Predicted counts and marginal effects of time limit condition overall
and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted counts by topic and task order with pairwise comparisons. No multiple
comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    




var(Intercept)       
alpha
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
Wald χ2     
df
BIC                 
log likelihood
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
IRR/est. p IRR/est. p IRR/est. p
0.79 (.407) 0.84 (.433) 0.80 (.628)
1.51 (.094) 1.04 (.856) 2.25 (.037)
1.6 (.051) 1.08 (.659) 1.70 (.032)
2.32 ‡ (.000) 0.96 (.829) 2.49 † (.000)
0.94 (.842) 1.29 (.320) 0.84 (.564)
1.17 (.633) 0.97 (.904) 1.21 (.575)
0.97 (.934) 1.11 (.660) 1.01 (.815)
1.36 (.063) 1.09 (.492) 1.34 (.068)
1.24 (.224) 0.91 (.518) 1.38 (.218)
1.23 (.226) 1.00 (.975) 1.24 (.141)
0.93 (.834) 0.70 (.204) 1.05 (.855)
0.97 † (.006) 0.99 (.299) 0.97 * (.000)
1.07 † (.006) 1.00 (.823) 1.10 † (.002)
1.04 (.738) 0.99 (.881) 0.98 (.852)
1.02 (.711) 1.04 (.303) 1.05 (.387)
0.99 (.886) 1.03 (.545) 0.99 (.827)
0.87 * (.044) 0.85 † (.009) 0.81 (.073)
1.04 (.560) 1.15 † (.005) 1.05 (.636)
0.98 (.688) 0.94 (.101) 0.94 (.959)
1.04 (.541) 1.01 (.893) 1.02 (.772)
5.07 ‡ (.000) 2.63 ‡ (.000) 1.77 (.218)
0.28 * (.008) 0.17 * (.011) 0.63 * (.013)
0.29 * (.000) 0.00 (.894) 0.66 (.051)
172, 46 (a-b) 180, 48 172, 46 (a-b)




tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 








Table S.25: nonSERPs (H4a) mixed-effects negative binomial regression models (Study 2): overall, from
SERP, and from other SERPs.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 11.66 10.11 -1.55 (.617)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 8.04 7.09 -0.95 (.720)
move dogs 11.85 9.80 -2.04 (.605)
board dogs 11.55 10.89 -0.65 (.868)
housing 15.18 12.58 -2.60 (.596)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
nonSERPs (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 3.27 (.077)
board vs. mesh 3.66 * (.040)
housing vs. mesh 6.32 † (.003)
board vs. move 0.39 (.845)
housing vs. move 3.06 (.199)







second vs. first 3.06 (.115)
third vs. first 2.37 (.226)
fourth vs. first 1.45 (.431)
third vs. second -0.69 (.731)
fourth vs.second -1.61 (.407)
fourth vs. third -0.92 (.633)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
nonSERPs (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.26: nonSERPs viewed (H4a). (top) Predicted counts and marginal effects of time limit condition
overall and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted counts by topic and task order with pairwise comparisons. No
multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 3.13 2.85 -0.28 (.570)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 3.08 2.59 -0.49 (.434)
move dogs 3.19 3.47 0.28 (.724)
board dogs 3.33 2.72 -0.61 (.374)
housing 2.97 2.78 -0.19 (.773)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
marginal effects (ME)nonSERPs from SERP (predicted)







move vs. mesh 0.50 (.234)
board vs. mesh 0.19 (.620)
housing vs. mesh 0.04 (.906)
board vs. move -0.31 (.474)
housing vs. move -0.46 (.288)







second vs. first 0.28 (.492)
third vs. first -0.25 (.518)
fourth vs. first 0.01 (.975)
third vs. second -0.53 (.158)
fourth vs.second -0.27 (.500)
fourth vs. third 0.27 (.484)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonsnonSERPs from SERP (predicted)
Table S.27: nonSERPs viewed from SERPs (H4a). (top) Predicted counts and marginal effects of time
limit condition overall and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted counts by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 10.29 8.45 -1.84 (.632)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 4.55 4.14 -0.41 (.857)
move dogs 10.22 6.63 -3.59 (.430)
board dogs 9.55 10.39 0.83 (.867)
housing 16.63 12.38 -4.25 (.566)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
marginal effects (ME)nonSERPs from nonSERPs (predicted)







move vs. mesh 4.08 (.061)
board vs. mesh 5.63 * (.020)
housing vs. mesh 10.20 * (.010)
board vs. move 1.55 (.526)
housing vs. move 6.07 (.100)







second vs. first 3.83 (.124)
third vs. first 3.32 (.193)
fourth vs. first 2.85 (.246)
third vs. second -0.51 (.843)
fourth vs.second -0.99 (.692)
fourth vs. third -0.48 (.851)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisonsnonSERPs from nonSERPs (predicted)
Table S.28: nonSERPs viewed from nonSERPs (H4a). (top) Predicted counts and marginal effects of time
limit condition overall and for each topic. (bottom) Predicted counts by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    




var(Intercept)       
alpha
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
Wald χ2     
df
BIC                 
log likelihood
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
IRR/est. p IRR/est. p IRR/est. p
1.13 (.642) 1.06 (.792) 0.77 (.395)
1.21 (.422) 1.05 (.824) 0.99 (.966)
1.39 (.152) 1.10 (.624) 0.95 (.845)
0.99 (.961) 0.87 (.493) 0.88 (.639)
1.10 (.757) 1.25 (.420) 1.67 (.177)
0.68 (.198) 0.82 (.469) 0.99 (.985)
0.90 (.728) 1.02 (.935) 1.15 (.704)
1.41 * (.026) 1.33 * (.042) 1.19 (.370)
0.90 (.530) 0.83 (.203) 0.74 (.139)
0.92 (.639) 0.85 (.276) 0.81 (.295)
0.69 (.221) 0.65 (.076) 0.60 (.155)
1.00 (.680) 1.00 (.672) 0.99 (.354)
1.02 (.491) 1.01 (.705) 1.02 (.501)
0.89 (.234) 0.90 (.164) 0.90 (.383)
0.96 (.283) 0.99 (.750) 1.04 (.451)
1.06 (.420) 1.05 (.408) 1.05 (.579)
0.86 * (.026) 0.88 * (.020) 0.80 † (.005)
1.08 (.190) 1.08 (.124) 1.14 (.068)
0.91 (.068) 0.92 (.069) 0.91 (.127)
0.96 (.537) 0.97 (.506) 1.00 (.970)
3.77 ‡ (.000) 5.97 ‡ (.000) 24.51 ‡ (.000)
0.21 * (.016) 0.11 * (.038) 0.28 * (.011)
0.21 * (.000) 0.18 * (.000) 0.62 * (.001)
180, 48 180, 48 180, 48




tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
H4b
full full full
Max view rank Max hover rank Hover count
Table S.29: Max. view rank, max hover rank, and hover count (H4b) mixed-effects negative binomial
regression models (Study 2)
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 4.15 4.20 0.05 (.947)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 3.64 4.11 0.47 (.643)
move dogs 4.41 5.48 1.07 (.420)
board dogs 5.05 3.86 -1.19 (.315)
housing 3.60 3.65 0.05 (.961)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Max. view rank (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 1.08 (.140)
board vs. mesh 0.56 (.402)
housing vs. mesh -0.26 (.662)
board vs. move -0.52 (.493)
housing vs. move -1.33 (.068)







second vs. first 1.62 * (.030)
third vs. first -0.39 (.529)
fourth vs. first -0.30 (.638)
third vs. second -2.01 † (.004)
fourth vs.second -1.92 † (.007)
fourth vs. third 0.09 (.873)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Max. view rank (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.30: Max. view rank (H4b). (top) Predicted count/rank and marginal effects of time limit condition
overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted count/rank by topic and task order
with pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 5.17 5.53 0.35 (.654)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 5.16 5.47 0.31 (.792)
move dogs 5.41 7.15 1.74 (.222)
board dogs 5.71 4.96 -0.74 (.538)
housing 4.51 4.88 0.37 (.729)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Max. hover rank (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.97 (.249)
board vs. mesh 0.01 (.987)
housing vs. mesh -0.62 (.366)
board vs. move -0.96 (.255)
housing vs. move -1.59 (.054)







second vs. first 1.74 * (.045)
third vs. first -0.91 (.204)
fourth vs. first -0.79 (.276)
third vs. second -2.65 ‡ (.000)
fourth vs.second -2.53 † (.001)
fourth vs. third 0.12 (.856)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Max. hover rank (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.31: Max. hover rank (H4b). (top) Predicted count/rank and marginal effects of time limit condition
overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted count/rank by topic and task order
with pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
overall
time limit (AME) 24.07 21.64 -2.44 (.626)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 25.32 19.39 -5.92 (.405)
move dogs 25.01 31.96 6.95 (.450)
board dogs 23.97 18.23 -5.73 (.403)
housing 22.27 19.65 -2.62 (.692)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Hover count (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 5.97 (.252)
board vs. mesh -1.26 (.772)
housing vs. mesh -1.44 (.732)
board vs. move -7.23 (.164)
housing vs. move -7.41 (.163)







second vs. first 4.65 (.376)
third vs. first -6.19 (.146)
fourth vs. first -4.55 (.299)
third vs. second -10.80 * (.020)
fourth vs.second -9.20 (.054)
fourth vs. third 1.63 (.651)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Hover count (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.32: Hover count (H4b). (top) Predicted count and marginal effects of time limit condition overall,
by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted count by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
-0.32 (.676) -0.45 (.482)
0.09 (.804) 0.08 (.811)
-0.40 (.333) -0.48 (.225)
0.08 (.829) 0.15 (.677)
-0.38 (.457) -0.39 (.406)
-0.39 (.511) 0.02 (.961)
-0.21 (.694) -0.15 (.749)
0.20 (.450) 0.22 (.374)
0.18 (.488) 0.24 (.328)
0.24 (.344) 0.27 (.270)
0.07 (.902) 0.09 (.864)
0.02 (.241) 0.02 (.217)
0.00 (.930) -0.01 (.877)
-0.56 † (.001) -0.55 † (.001)
0.04 (.538) 0.04 (.495)
0.02 (.824) 0.03 (.799)
-0.15 (.174) -0.15 (.143)
0.10 (.329) 0.08 (.393)
0.08 (.341) 0.09 (.292)
0.09 (.354) 0.10 (.297)
-0.11 * (.012) -0.11 † (.005)
-0.44 (.270) -0.37 (.180)
0.03 (.839) -0.05 (.635)
-0.01 (.838) -0.02 (.468)
0.01 (.147) 0.02 * (.036)
-0.05 (.482) 0.00 (.990)
0.12 (.188) 0.10 (.151)
0.02 (.146) 0.02 (.093)










full model reduced model
Table S.33: Search difficulty (H4c) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
H4c
Search difficulty
full model reduced model
-0.33 (.428) -0.29 (.474)
-0.53 (.294) -0.55 (.257)
0.65 (.066) 0.63 (.065)
1.90 (.146) 1.97 (.118)
0.39 (.475) 0.43 (.409)
1.46 * (.042) 1.53 * (.027)
-1.07 * (.042) -1.12 * (.028)
-0.09 (.959) 0.14 (.939)
-0.09 (.845) -0.10 (.824)
-0.58 (.412) -0.42 (.541)
0.19 (.770) 0.10 (.870)
3.28 * (.021) 3.18 * (.021)
3.15 ‡ (.000) 3.06 ‡ (.000)
0.67 (.312) 0.71 (.365)
0.95 (.760) 0.90 (.503)
163, 46 (a,b) 163, 46 (a,b)
0.41 0.44
1.75 * (.011) 2.07 † (.001)
48, 89.4 41, 98.9
821.4 767.8
-280.8 -271.8
0.38, 0.29 0.34, 0.24
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.82 2.31 -0.51 (.159)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.76 2.28 -0.48 (.256)
described 2.44 2.34 -0.09 (.868)
type 2.24 3.22 0.98 (.155)
approach 3.41 1.86 -1.55 † (.005)
none 4.67 4.09 -0.57 (.754)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.85 2.22 -0.63 (.088)
int. different 2.76 2.32 -0.44 (.527)
wrong 2.27 4.91 2.64 (.064)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.88 2.60 -0.27 (.562)
move dogs 2.97 2.32 -0.65 (.192)
board dogs 2.47 1.81 -0.67 (.216)
housing 2.96 2.47 -0.49 (.330)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Search difficulty (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.10 (.712)
board vs. mesh -0.60 * (.047)
housing vs. mesh -0.03 (.916)
board vs. move -0.50 (.109)
housing vs. move 0.07 (.798)







second vs. first 0.20 (.450)
third vs. first 0.18 (.488)
fourth vs. first 0.24 (.344)
third vs. second -0.02 (.936)
fourth vs.second 0.04 (.864)
fourth vs. third 0.06 (.799)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Search difficulty (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.34: Search difficulty (H4c). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition overall,
by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with pairwise
comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
-0.78 (.263) -1.14 (.066)
-0.53 (.163) -0.60 (.123)
0.19 (.654) 0.07 (.864)
-1.02 † (.006) -1.24 ‡ (.000)
0.95 (.069) 1.15 * (.026)
0.72 (.223) 0.90 (.085)
1.00 (.067) 1.23 * (.018)
-0.63 * (.015) -0.73 † (.005)
-0.16 (.534) -0.19 (.469)
-0.10 (.685) -0.18 (.474)
-0.01 (.983) 0.12 (.773)
0.01 (.516) 0.01 (.479)
-0.04 (.262) -0.02 (.526)
-0.03 (.814) -0.02 (.873)
0.12 * (.040) 0.12 (.053)
-0.01 (.928) -0.03 (.766)
0.18 (.066) 0.18 (.064)
-0.17 (.079) -0.15 (.106)
0.07 (.395) 0.07 (.375)
0.08 (.400) 0.09 (.353)
0.08 (.056) 0.06 (.158)
0.83 * (.033) 0.10 (.712)
0.06 (.649) 0.05 (.664)
-0.02 (.493) 0.00 (.979)
0.00 (.817) 0.00 (.888)
0.04 (.553) -0.01 (.872)
-0.22 † (.009) -0.14 * (.036)
-0.01 (.463) 0.00 (.760)










full model reduced model
Table S.35: Information adequacy (H5a) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
H5a
Info adequacy
full model reduced model
-0.28 (.500) -0.26 (.540)
-0.15 (.765) -0.27 (.584)
-1.29 ‡ (.000) -1.23 ‡ (.000)
-1.26 (.339) -1.84 (.173)
0.54 (.324) 0.33 (.542)
0.33 (.643) 0.28 (.704)
1.87 ‡ (.000) 1.71 ‡ (.000)
-1.64 (.376) -1.07 (.572)
-0.19 (.663) -0.20 (.663)
-0.28 (.691) -0.58 (.422)
0.18 (.778) -0.08 (.905)
-1.06 (.335) -1.01 (.371)
5.90 ‡ (.000) 6.15 ‡ (.000)
0.35 (.050) 0.29 * (.034)
1.05 (.733) 1.15 (.348)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.25 0.20
3.30 ‡ (.000) 3.35 ‡ (.000)
48, 97.2 41, 105.6
852 808.1
-294.7 -290.8
0.56, 0.54 0.53, 0.54
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 4.78 4.51 -0.27 (.366)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 5.20 4.32 -0.88 * (.019)
described 4.92 4.58 -0.34 (.508)
type 5.05 4.50 -0.55 (.399)
approach 3.91 4.90 0.99 * (.040)
none 3.94 1.42 -2.52 (.165)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 4.81 4.56 -0.26 (.411)
int. different 4.62 4.54 -0.08 (.898)
wrong 4.53 3.21 -1.32 (.230)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 5.12 4.19 -0.94 * (.032)
move dogs 4.59 4.61 0.01 (.979)
board dogs 5.31 5.10 -0.21 (.666)
housing 4.10 4.16 0.06 (.885)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Info adequacy (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.04 (.877)
board vs. mesh 0.56 (.064)
housing vs. mesh -0.51 (.067)
board vs. move 0.60 * (.045)
housing vs. move -0.47 (.095)







second vs. first -0.63 * (.015)
third vs. first -0.16 (.535)
fourth vs. first -0.10 (.685)
third vs. second 0.47 (.062)
fourth vs.second 0.52 * (.036)
fourth vs. third 0.06 (.817)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Info adequacy (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.36: Information adequacy (H5a). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition
overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with
pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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coef./est. p coef./est. p
Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit 0.78 (.080) 0.86 (.059)
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                -0.71 (.062) -0.66 (.069)
board               -0.25 (.481) -0.31 (.364)
housing             -0.03 (.933) -0.08 (.822)
   5 min. * move          0.50 (.309) 0.53 (.271)
   5 min. * board         -0.33 (.504) -0.25 (.601)
   5 min. * housing       0.42 (.384) 0.48 (.312)
order (base: first)
second              -0.35 (.164) -0.35 (.136)
third               -0.37 (.141) -0.38 (.111)
fourth              -0.17 (.502) -0.15 (.537)
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             -0.19 (.565)
age (cen.)          0.01 (.404)
student * age (cen.) 0.01 (.842)
search self-eff. (cen.) -0.08 (.520)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     0.04 (.512)
prior knowledge (cen.) -0.07 (.491)
good rec. now (cen.)   0.13 (.144)
exp. diff. (cen.)    -0.02 (.806)
exp. stop diff. (cen.) 0.07 (.311)
task self-eff. (cen.) -0.05 (.529)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    -0.03 (.203) -0.03 (.298)
   5 min. * dec. time (min.) -0.28 † (.001) -0.33 ‡ (.000)
cutpoints
cut1 -1.28 † (.003) -.81 * (.014)
cut2 -0.65 (.125) -0.19 (.567)
cut3 -0.27 (.518) 0.19 (.568)
cut4 1.62 † (.001) 2.05 ‡ (.000)
Random effects
var(Intercept)       0.07 (.554) 0.14 (.266)
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        180, 48 180, 48
Wald χ2 35.24 * (.036) 27.63 † (.006)
df 22 12
Prob > χ2 0.037 0.006
BIC                 581.8 540.2
log likelihood -220.81 -225.94
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001 tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
reduced model minimal model
H6a
Recommendation specificity
Table S.37: Recommendation specificity (H6a) multilevel mixed-effects ordered probit regression table
(Study 2).
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no time limit time limit AME uncorr. p
overall probability of outcome
specific 0.42 0.45 0.03 (.686)
described 0.22 0.18 -0.04 † (.006)
type 0.12 0.10 -0.02 (.138)
approach 0.24 0.26 0.02 (.681)
none 0.01 0.02 0.01 (.143)
no time limit time limit ME uncorr. p
probability of outcome at decision time
0 minutes
specific 0.37 0.13 -0.24 † (.002)
described 0.22 0.15 -0.07 * (.043)
type 0.12 0.12 0.00 (.865)
approach 0.27 0.51 0.24 † (.004)
none 0.01 0.08 0.07 (.099)
3 minutes
specific 0.41 0.38 -0.02 (.731)
described 0.22 0.22 -0.01 (.596)
type 0.12 0.12 0.00 (.928)
approach 0.24 0.27 0.02 (.658)
none 0.01 0.01 0.00 (.508)
6 minutes
specific 0.44 0.70 0.26 † (.002)
described 0.22 0.16 -0.06 (.089)
type 0.11 0.06 -0.05 * (.043)
approach 0.22 0.08 -0.14 * (.015)







* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
predicted probability average marginal effect
predicted probability marginal effects (ME)
Table S.38: Recommendation specificity (H6a). Predicted probability of recommendation specificity out-
comes overall and at representative values of decision time. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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move vs. mesh 0.15 (.064)
board vs. mesh 0.14 (.094)
housing vs. mesh -0.05 (.466)
board vs. move -0.02 (.855)
housing vs. move -0.21 * (.013)







second vs. first 0.11 (.160)
third vs. first 0.12 (.138)
fourth vs. first 0.05 (.502)
third vs. second 0.01 (.940)
fourth vs.second -0.06 (.473)
fourth vs. third -0.07 (.426)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
predicted probability pairwise comparisons
Table S.39: Recommendation specificity (H6a). Predicted probability of recommending a specific option by
task topic and order with pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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move vs. mesh -0.11 (.074)
board vs. mesh -0.10 (.103)
housing vs. mesh 0.05 (.466)
board vs. move 0.01 (.918)
housing vs. move 0.15 * (.015)
housing vs. board 0.15 * (.022)
order
second vs. first 0.31
third vs. first 0.22
fourth vs. first 0.22
third vs. second 0.27
pairwise comparisons
second vs. first -0.09 (.162)
third vs. first -0.09 (.141)
fourth vs. first -0.04 (.501)
third vs. second 0.00 (.940)
fourth vs.second 0.04 (.474)
fourth vs. third 0.05 (.429)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
predicted probability pairwise comparisons
Table S.40: Recommendation specificity (H6a). Predicted probability of recommending a general approach
by task topic and order with pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
0.60 (.327) 0.26 (.625)
0.15 (.695) 0.09 (.803)
0.50 (.219) 0.42 (.304)
-0.05 (.892) -0.20 (.581)
0.00 (.998) 0.07 (.887)
0.00 (.998) 0.21 (.683)
-0.44 (.415) -0.24 (.636)
-0.53 * (.037) -0.53 * (.036)
-0.37 (.142) -0.34 (.174)
0.02 (.945) -0.06 (.812)
0.02 (.944) 0.19 (.538)
-0.01 (.292) -0.01 (.416)
0.02 (.345) 0.04 (.102)
0.22 * (.040) 0.19 (.067)
0.08 (.145) 0.06 (.273)
0.03 (.753) 0.02 (.825)
0.09 (.318) 0.08 (.381)
-0.08 (.362) -0.07 (.375)
-0.04 (.578) -0.03 (.708)
0.15 (.052) 0.16 * (.039)
0.05 (.224) 0.06 (.095)
1.00 † (.003) 0.60 * (.012)
0.03 (.825) -0.02 (.808)
-0.02 (.595) 0.01 (.700)
0.01 (.444) 0.00 (.779)
0.03 (.566) 0.02 (.564)
-0.09 (.206) -0.11 (.058)
-0.03 * (.043) -0.02 (.142)










full model reduced model
Table S.41: Decision confidence (H6b) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
H6b
Decision confidence
full model reduced model
0.55 (.164) 0.50 (.200)
0.01 (.978) 0.08 (.865)
-0.56 (.087) -0.49 (.131)
1.44 (.249) 1.28 (.310)
-0.52 (.318) -0.54 (.284)
0.03 (.962) -0.10 (.877)
0.93 (.055) 0.76 (.113)
-0.08 (.963) 0.28 (.871)
0.77 (.065) 0.74 (.078)
-0.12 (.860) -0.24 (.715)
-1.25 * (.037) -1.54 † (.009)
-0.94 (.368) -0.91 (.386)
5.11 ‡ (.000) 5.38 ‡ (.000)
0.00 ‡ (.000) 0.00 (.017)
1.08 (.522) 1.12 (.343)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.00 0.00
3.09 ‡ (.000) 3.24 ‡ (.000)
48, 80.6 41, 92.3
832 784.7
-284.7 -279.1
0.56, 0.65 0.51, 0.61
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 5.46 5.01 -0.45 * (.042)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 5.47 4.89 -0.58 (.059)
described 6.02 4.92 -1.10 * (.015)
type 5.48 4.93 -0.55 (.335)
approach 4.91 5.26 0.35 (.402)
none 6.90 6.24 -0.66 (.694)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 5.36 5.11 -0.26 (.273)
int. different 6.14 4.63 -1.51 † (.009)
wrong 5.25 4.05 -1.20 (.246)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 5.31 4.98 -0.34 (.386)
move dogs 5.46 5.12 -0.34 (.402)
board dogs 5.81 5.48 -0.34 (.428)
housing 5.26 4.49 -0.77 * (.049)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Decision confidence (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh 0.15 (.589)
board vs. mesh 0.50 (.087)
housing vs. mesh -0.27 (.317)
board vs. move 0.35 (.219)
housing vs. move -0.42 (.130)







second vs. first -0.53 * (.037)
third vs. first -0.37 (.142)
fourth vs. first 0.02 (.945)
third vs. second 0.16 (.527)
fourth vs.second 0.54 * (.027)
fourth vs. third 0.39 (.118)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Decision confidence (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.42: Decision confidence (H6b). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition
overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with
pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
-0.22 (.766) -0.06 (.930)
-0.07 (.869) -0.07 (.866)
-0.73 (.124) -0.57 (.215)
0.67 (.116) 0.65 (.116)
-0.32 (.593) -0.37 (.511)
0.62 (.361) 0.02 (.971)
-0.31 (.622) -0.41 (.470)
0.45 (.126) 0.51 (.075)
0.27 (.355) 0.22 (.444)
-0.03 (.925) 0.00 (.995)
-0.22 (.589) -0.31 (.441)
0.01 (.558) 0.00 (.809)
-0.02 (.456) -0.02 (.443)
0.04 (.761) 0.03 (.846)
-0.09 (.161) -0.08 (.213)
-0.03 (.772) -0.01 (.952)
-0.17 (.098) -0.19 (.064)
0.12 (.226) 0.12 (.228)
0.16 (.059) 0.15 (.065)
-0.06 (.488) -0.07 (.463)
-0.01 (.850) -0.01 (.848)
-0.31 (.458) -0.08 (.777)
-0.31 * (.024) -0.18 (.104)
-0.04 (.357) -0.05 (.096)
0.00 (.732) 0.01 (.366)
0.10 (.123) 0.05 (.339)
0.20 * (.023) 0.19 † (.005)
0.00 (.863) 0.00 (.770)










full model reduced model
Table S.43: Decision difficulty (H6c) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
H6c
Decision difficulty
full model reduced model
-1.16 * (.012) -1.25 † (.006)
-0.18 (.740) -0.14 (.785)
0.66 (.085) 0.65 (.085)
0.29 (.843) 0.61 (.673)
0.90 (.140) 1.05 (.072)
0.19 (.811) 0.35 (.649)
-0.70 (.219) -0.54 (.325)
2.32 (.255) 2.30 (.256)
-0.15 (.757) -0.19 (.691)
0.12 (.876) 0.03 (.972)
-0.21 (.769) 0.05 (.941)
1.21 (.327) 1.59 (.189)
2.58 ‡ (.000) 2.61 ‡ (.000)
0.07 (.323) 0.13 (.121)
1.46 * (.017) 1.41 * (.023)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.04 0.08
3.59 ‡ (.000) 4.07 ‡ (.000)
48, 85.6 41, 99.9
872.8 822.9
-305.1 -298.2
0.60, 0.63 0.57, 0.61
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 3.05 3.59 0.54 * (.047)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 3.14 3.62 0.49 (.190)
described 1.98 3.36 1.38 * (.010)
type 2.96 3.63 0.67 (.324)
approach 3.80 3.58 -0.22 (.663)
none 3.43 6.24 2.81 (.157)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 3.06 3.59 0.52 (.068)
int. different 2.91 3.23 0.32 (.642)
wrong 3.19 4.92 1.73 (.154)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 3.08 3.62 0.54 (.239)
move dogs 3.01 3.22 0.22 (.647)
board dogs 2.35 3.51 1.16 * (.022)
housing 3.75 3.98 0.23 (.618)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Decision difficulty (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.24 (.453)
board vs. mesh -0.41 (.226)
housing vs. mesh 0.52 (.106)
board vs. move -0.18 (.599)
housing vs. move 0.75 * (.019)







second vs. first 0.45 (.126)
third vs. first 0.27 (.355)
fourth vs. first -0.03 (.925)
third vs. second -0.18 (.534)
fourth vs.second -0.48 (.097)
fourth vs. third -0.30 (.299)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Decision difficulty (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.44: Decision difficulty (H6c). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition
overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with
pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          
student * age (cen.)
search self-eff. (cen.)
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p coef./est. p
-0.26 (.756) -0.37 (.618) -0.57 (.426)
-0.36 (.449) -0.31 (.506) -0.26 (.567)
-0.38 (.467) -0.29 (.570) -0.19 (.698)
-0.10 (.838) 0.07 (.884) 0.14 (.745)
0.01 (.986) -0.16 (.801) -0.33 (.584)
-0.06 (.941) -0.05 (.931) -0.20 (.745)
-0.28 (.684) -0.42 (.500) -0.51 (.393)
0.00 (.994) 0.07 (.817)
0.14 (.659) 0.18 (.562)
0.15 (.640) 0.19 (.529)
1.12 * (.025) 1.09 * (.034) 1.00 * (.030)
0.02 (.165) 0.02 (.189) 0.01 (.603)
0.04 (.344) 0.03 (.477) 0.04 (.239)
-0.07 (.683) -0.09 (.580) -0.06 (.704)
-0.04 (.586) -0.02 (.813) -0.01 (.830)
0.02 (.847) 0.04 (.731) 0.01 (.957)
0.12 (.297) 0.12 (.318) 0.10 (.357)
0.13 (.239) 0.12 (.296) 0.11 (.299)
0.14 (.143) 0.17 (.076) 0.15 (.077)
0.11 (.325) 0.12 (.293) 0.10 (.346)
-0.13 * (.013) -0.11 * (.020) -0.04 (.202)
-0.19 (.692) 0.08 (.810)
0.07 (.649) 0.06 (.659)
0.05 (.269) 0.00 (.957)
0.00 (.894) 0.01 (.501)
-0.03 (.689) 0.03 (.629)
0.09 (.371) -0.03 (.736)
0.03 (.130) 0.02 (.168)










reduced model minimal modelfull model
Table S.45: Difficulty deciding to search (H6c) multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (Study 2).
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p coef./est. p
H6c
Diff. decide search
reduced model minimal modelfull model
-0.21 (.689) -0.22 (.662) -0.45 (.355)
1.41 * (.020) 1.46 * (.014) 1.71 † (.002)
0.70 (.102) 0.64 (.134) 0.62 (.128)
-1.27 (.437) -0.79 (.624) -1.17 (.454)
-0.20 (.762) 0.00 (.996) 0.30 (.644)
-1.93 * (.027) -1.80 * (.039) -1.57 * (.046)
-1.01 (.113) -0.85 (.172) -0.78 (.191)
0.47 (.835) 0.32 (.888) 0.69 (.723)
-0.14 (.795) -0.24 (.658) -0.26 (.625)
-0.35 (.694) -0.11 (.896) -0.60 (.456)
-0.59 (.453) -0.37 (.629) -0.40 (.579)
-0.51 (.712) -0.47 (.726) 1.23 (.265)
2.58 ‡ (.000) 2.57 ‡ (.000) 2.82 ‡ (.000)
0.28 (.123) 0.41 (.124) 0.30 (.068)
1.70 ‡ (.000) 1.65 ‡ (.000) 1.69 ‡ (.000)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b) 180
0.14 0.20 0.15
1.25 (.177) 1.19 (.241) 1.58 (.042)
48, 93.3 41, 105.5 31, 121.2
901.3 855.1 811.7
-319.4 -314.3 -317.6
0.38, 0.57 0.32, 0.44 0.29, 0.46
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.64 1.72 -0.91 † (.003)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.40 1.79 -0.61 (.127)
described 1.95 1.63 -0.32 (.584)
type 4.12 1.93 -2.19 † (.002)
approach 3.02 1.63 -1.39 † (.008)
none 1.23 1.31 0.08 (.967)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.70 1.78 -0.91 † (.005)
int. different 2.44 1.12 -1.32 (.063)
wrong 2.10 2.42 0.32 (.774)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.71 2.05 -0.66 (.156)
move dogs 2.45 1.46 -0.99 * (.047)
board dogs 2.52 1.67 -0.85 (.088)
housing 2.85 1.69 -1.16 * (.016)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Diff. decide search (predicted) marginal effects (ME)







move vs. mesh -0.44 (.164)
board vs. mesh -0.29 (.345)
housing vs. mesh -0.13 (.672)
board vs. move 0.15 (.648)
housing vs. move 0.31 (.329)
housing vs. board 0.17 (.603)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
Diff. decide search (predicted) pairwise comparisons
Table S.46: Diff decide search (H6c). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit condition
overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task order with
pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          




pressure neg. impact (cen.)
procrast * pressure
   5 min. * procrast
   5 min. * pressure
   5 min. * procrast * pressure
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
1.65 (.073) 2.09 * (.010)
0.13 (.766) 0.16 (.708)
-0.59 (.210) -0.48 (.295)
0.50 (.238) 0.53 (.187)
-0.20 (.732) -0.35 (.521)
0.05 (.943) -0.21 (.713)
-0.18 (.777) -0.23 (.686)
-0.29 (.324) -0.22 (.440)
-0.45 (.119) -0.48 (.082)
-0.99 ‡ (.000) -0.93 ‡ (.000)
-0.58 (.429) -0.61 (.400)
0.03 (.183) 0.03 (.165)
-0.02 (.696) -0.03 (.595)
-0.21 (.386) -0.21 (.396)
0.37 * (.036) 0.36 * (.039)
-0.23 (.385) -0.19 (.478)
-0.11 (.469) -0.07 (.633)
-0.17 * (.025) -0.16 * (.028)
0.34 † (.004) 0.33 † (.004)
-0.33 † (.005) -0.33 † (.004)
-0.14 (.213) -0.14 (.214)
0.14 (.160) 0.11 (.248)
-0.17 (.154) -0.16 (.168)
-0.05 (.320) -0.05 (.307)
-0.58 (.223) -0.18 (.586)
-0.21 (.188) -0.09 (.498)
0.02 (.666) 0.03 (.408)
-0.02 (.099) -0.02 † (.007)
0.04 (.576) 0.01 (.856)
0.22 (.051) 0.26 † (.001)
0.02 (.242) 0.02 (.231)
Time pressure H7 M1: add sensitivity to pressure to H1
full model reduced model
H7
Table S.47: Time pressure multilevel mixed-effects linear model (H7, model 1, Study 2): Sensitivity to
pressure variables added to H1 model.
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
Time pressure H7 M1: add sensitivity to pressure to H1
full model reduced model
H7








0.28 (.558) 0.29 (.547)
-0.06 (.923) 0.01 (.990)
0.27 (.513) 0.27 (.496)
1.95 (.199) 2.35 (.115)
-0.50 (.426) -0.40 (.515)
-0.34 (.684) -0.21 (.801)
-0.69 (.245) -0.61 (.293)
1.40 (.522) 0.87 (.684)
0.42 (.410) 0.47 (.345)
-0.67 (.425) -0.65 (.429)
-1.60 * (.027) -1.43 * (.042)
1.41 (.269) 1.55 (.213)
3.76 ‡ (.000) 3.40 ‡ (.000)
1.43 (.283) 1.46 (.224)
1.29 (.097) 1.26 (.112)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.53 0.54
2.07 † (.001) 2.30 ‡ (.000)
51, 92.7 44, 101.7 
921.8 872.7
-321.9 -315.4
0.47, 0.47 0.44, 0.44
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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H7 M1: Time pressure (predicted)
no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.39 3.93 1.54 † (.001)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.24 4.09 1.84 † (.001)
described 2.53 3.87 1.34 (.050)
type 2.19 3.69 1.50 (.075)
approach 2.51 3.67 1.15 (.077)
none 4.20 7.44 3.25 (.137)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.36 4.06 1.70 † (.001)
int. different 2.77 2.87 0.10 (.900)
wrong 1.68 4.79 3.11 * (.018)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.38 4.00 1.62 † (.006)
move dogs 2.51 3.93 1.42 * (.021)
board dogs 1.79 3.46 1.67 * (.011)
housing 2.88 4.32 1.45 * (.018)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
marginal effects (ME)
H7 M1: Time pressure (predicted)







move vs. mesh 0.02 (.938)
board vs. mesh -0.57 (.103)
housing vs. mesh 0.41 (.198)
board vs. move -0.59 (.086)
housing vs. move 0.38 (.227)







second vs. first -0.29 (.325)
third vs. first -0.45 (.120)
fourth vs. first -0.99 ‡ (.000)
third vs. second -0.16 (.563)
fourth vs.second -0.70 * (.014)
fourth vs. third -0.53 (.057)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisons
Table S.48: Time pressure (H7, model 1, Study 2). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit
condition overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task
order with pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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Fixed effects
time limit condition (base: none)
5 min. limit
topic (base: mesh wifi)
move                
board               
housing             
   5 min. * move          
   5 min. * board         
   5 min. * housing       
order (base: first)
second              
third               
fourth              
demographics,  indiv. characteristics
student             
age (cen.)          




pressure neg. impact (cen.)
procrast * pressure
   5 min. * procrast
   5 min. * pressure
   5 min. * procrast * pressure
pre-task perceptions
interest (cen.)     
prior knowledge (cen.)
good rec. now (cen.)   
exp. diff. (cen.)    
exp. stop diff. (cen.)
task self-eff. (cen.)
search, decision behaviors
dec. time (min.)    
1+ clock view       
queries             
max view rank       
hover count         
SERPs               
nonSERPs from SERP  
nonSERPs            
<continues on next page>
   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
1.07 (.269) 1.57 (.075)
0.11 (.798) 0.15 (.719)
-0.61 (.200) -0.47 (.305)
0.49 (.250) 0.52 (.204)
-0.21 (.715) -0.39 (.482)
0.11 (.874) -0.22 (.692)
-0.19 (.765) -0.23 (.678)
-0.31 (.292) -0.25 (.390)
-0.44 (.134) -0.48 (.082)
-0.96 ‡ (.000) -0.91 † (.001)
-0.26 (.696) -0.36 (.598)
0.04 (.069) 0.04 (.077)
-0.02 (.629) -0.03 (.508)
-0.37 (.102) -0.35 (.133)
0.30 (.161) 0.35 (.109)
-0.51 (.136) -0.40 (.230)
-0.56 † (.007) -0.46 * (.025)
-0.01 (.974) -0.10 (.750)
0.87 (.113) 0.71 (.201)
0.87 † (.004) 0.74 † (.014)
-0.16 * (.031) -0.14 * (.046)
0.36 † (.002) 0.35 † (.002)
-0.33 † (.005) -0.33 † (.004)
-0.15 (.201) -0.14 (.210)
0.15 (.120) 0.12 (.221)
-0.17 (.139) -0.17 (.153)
-0.05 (.367) -0.05 (.310)
-0.51 (.281) -0.17 (.596)
-0.24 (.139) -0.09 (.475)
0.02 (.679) 0.02 (.537)
-0.01 (.442) -0.02 (.069)
0.06 (.440) 0.02 (.769)
0.13 (.254) 0.21 † (.009)
0.02 (.228) 0.02 (.189)
full model reduced model
H7
Time pressure H7 M2: add time limit * sensitivity interactions
Table S.49: Time pressure multilevel mixed-effects linear model table (H7, model 2, Study 2): Sensitivity to
pressure and time limit interactions added to H1 model.
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<continued from previous page>
Fixed effects (continued)
   5 min. * dec. time (min.)
   5 min. * 1+ clock view 
   5 min. * queries       
   5 min. * max view rank 
   5 min. * hover count   
   5 min. * SERPs         
   5 min. * nonSERPs from SERP
   5 min. * nonSERPs      
rec. specificity (base: specific)
described           
type                
general approach    
none                
   5 min. * described     
   5 min. * type          
   5 min. * general approach
   5 min. * none          
rec. accuracy (base: in line)
int. different
out of line         
   5 min. * int. different
   5 min. * out of line   
Intercept
Random effects
var(Intercept)       
var(Residual)       
Model statistics
ntasks, npart        
ICC                 
F
df, ddf





   * p<0.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001
coef./est. p coef./est. p
full model reduced model
H7
Time pressure H7 M2: add time limit * sensitivity interactions








0.31 (.523) 0.32 (.504)
-0.08 (.897) -0.03 (.955)
0.29 (.475) 0.31 (.447)
1.71 (.261) 2.21 (.140)
-0.51 (.422) -0.40 (.521)
-0.33 (.695) -0.15 (.857)
-0.75 (.203) -0.64 (.266)
1.34 (.540) 0.78 (.718)
0.48 (.342) 0.53 (.288)
-0.55 (.519) -0.57 (.488)
-1.67 * (.022) -1.43 * (.043)
1.19 (.352) 1.44 (.251)
3.89 ‡ (.000) 3.53 ‡ (.000)
1.00 (.991) 1.16 (.691)
1.32 (.074) 1.29 (.087)
172, 46 (b) 172, 46 (b)
0.43 0.47
2.26 ‡ (.000) 2.38 ‡ (.000)
54, 83.0 47, 91.4 
929.4 882.5
-318 -312.6
0.54, 0.59 0.54, 0.59
tasks excluded if (a) no search, (b) no eye-tracking data, 
(c) no 2+ sec. SERP views, or (d) no 2+ sec. nonSERP views
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H7 M2: Time pressure (predicted)
no time limit time limit ME uncorr p
overall
time limit (AME) 2.25 3.87 1.62 ‡ (.000)
time limit condition and rec. specificity
specific 2.10 4.04 1.94 ‡ (.000)
described 2.41 3.84 1.43 * (.027)
type 2.02 3.63 1.61 * (.047)
approach 2.39 3.58 1.19 (.054)
none 3.81 7.09 3.28 (.130)
time limit and rec. accuracy
inline 2.21 4.00 1.79 ‡ (.000)
int. different 2.69 2.81 0.13 (.871)
wrong 1.66 4.65 2.98 * (.021)
time limit and topic
mesh wifi 2.25 3.94 1.69 † (.002)
move dogs 2.36 3.84 1.48 * (.011)
board dogs 1.64 3.45 1.80 † (.004)
housing 2.74 4.25 1.51 † (.009)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
marginal effects (ME)
H7 M2: Time pressure (predicted)







move vs. mesh 0.00 (.999)
board vs. mesh -0.55 (.113)
housing vs. mesh 0.39 (.218)
board vs. move -0.55 (.109)
housing vs. move 0.39 (.218)







second vs. first -0.31 (.292)
third vs. first -0.44 (.134)
fourth vs. first -0.96 † (.001)
third vs. second -0.13 (.651)
fourth vs.second -0.65 * (.022)
fourth vs. third -0.52 (.064)
* p<0.05, † p<.01, ‡ p<.001
pairwise comparisons
Table S.50: Time pressure (H7, model 2, Study 2). (top) Predicted values and marginal effects of time limit
condition overall, by rec. specificity, rec. accuracy, and topic. (bottom) Predicted values by topic and task
order with pairwise comparisons. No multiple comparison correction to p-value.
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est. p est. p est. p est. p
AME
time limit 1.44 † (.003) 2.04 ‡ (<.001) 1.46 † (.007)
MER rec. specificity
specific rec. 1.73 † (.002) 2.27 ‡ (<.001) 1.93 † (.001)
described rec. 1.57 * (.010)
type rec. 1.41 * (.029) 2.49 † (.001)
approach rec. 1.76 † (.002) 1.45 * (.048)
no rec. 3.47 * (.032) 4.13 * (.036)
MER rec. accuracy
inline rec. 1.58 † (.001) 2.17 ‡ (<.001) 1.51 † (.006)
different rec.
wrong rec. 3.16 * (.016) 3.70 * (.013)
MER decision time
0 min.
3 min. 1.46 † (.002) 1.54 ‡ (<.001) 1.33 ‡ (<.001)
6 min. 3.08 ‡ (<.001) 1.70 * (.041)
MER queries issued
0 queries
2 queries 1.49 † (.002) 2.11 ‡ (<.001) 1.53 † (.004)
4 queries 2.19 † (.005) 3.19 ‡ (<.001) 2.71 † (.002)
MER nonSERPs from SERP
0 nonSERPs 1.63 † (.008) 1.79 * (.020)
3 nonSERPs 1.43 † (.003) 2.04 ‡ (<.001) 1.46 † (.007)
6 nonSERPs 1.69 * (.018) 2.44 ‡ (<.001)
MER SERPs
0 SERPs . . 3.16 ‡ (<.001) .
4 SERPs . . 2.25 ‡ (<.001) .
8 SERPs . . 1.34 † (.002) .
MER clock views
0 clock views . . . 1.19 † (.003)
1+ clock view . . . 2.71 † (.001)
  * p<.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001, bold p<=.003, blank = not significant at p<.05, 
.. variable not included in model,   . = marginal effect not estimated
H1a H1a H1b H1c
time press. neg. affect time inadeq time monit
Table S.51: Summary of marginal effects for hypothesis tests with estimates and p-values (Study 2).
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est. p est. p est. p est. p est. p
AME
time limit 2.70 * (.019) 1.45 † (.002)
MER rec. specificity
specific rec. .. 1.78 ‡ (<.001) -.88 * (.019)
described rec. .. 1.25 * (.043)
type rec. .. 2.34 † (.002)
approach rec. .. -1.55 † (.005) .99 * (.040)
no rec. ..
MER rec. accuracy





3 min. .. 1.30 ‡ (<.001)
6 min. .. 1.75 † (.009)
MER queries issued
0 queries ..
2 queries .. 1.52 † (.001)
4 queries .. 2.67 ‡ (<.001)
MER nonSERPs from SERP
0 nonSERPs ..
3 nonSERPs .. 1.44 † (.002)
6 nonSERPs .. 1.71 † (.001)
MER SERPs
0 SERPs .. . 2.86 ‡ (<.001) . .
4 SERPs .. . 1.71 ‡ (<.001) . .
8 SERPs .. . . .
MER clock views
0 clock views .. . . . .
1+ clock view .. . . . .
  * p<.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001, bold p<=.003, blank = not significant at p<.05, 
.. variable not included in model,   . = marginal effect not estimated
H2b H3b H4c
diff dec. stop fast pace search diff.
H2a
dec. time info adeq.
H5
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est. p est. p est. p est. p est. p
AME
time limit -.45 * (.042) .54 * (.047) -.91 † (.003) 1.54 † (.001) 1.62 ‡ (<.001)
MER rec. specificity
specific rec. 1.84 † (.001) 1.94 ‡ (<.001)
described rec. -1.10 * (.015) 1.38 * (.010) 1.43 * (.027)
type rec. -2.19 † (.002) 1.61 * (.047)
approach rec. -1.39 † (.009)
no rec.
MER rec. accuracy
inline rec. -.91 † (.005) 1.70 † (.001) 1.79 ‡ (<.001)
different rec. -1.51 † (.009)
wrong rec. 3.25 * (.018) 2.98 * (.021)
MER decision time
0 min. -1.13 * (.012) 1.86 * (.031) 1.86 * (.025)
3 min. -.96 † (.001) 1.62 † (.002) 1.68 ‡ (<.001)
6 min. 1.04 * (.047) 1.50 * (.033)
MER queries issued
0 queries ..
2 queries -.47 * (.032) -.61 * (.026) .. 1.59 † (.001) 1.68 ‡ (<.001)
4 queries 1.58 † (.009) .. 2.35 † (.003) 2.62 ‡ (<.001)
MER nonSERPs from SERP
0 nonSERPs ..
3 nonSERPs -.45 * (.042) .54 * (.047) .. 1.54 † (.001) 1.62 ‡ (<.001)
6 nonSERPs .. 1.78 * (.013) 2.06 † (.003)
MER SERPs
0 SERPs . . .. . .
4 SERPs . . .. . .
8 SERPs . . .. . .
MER clock views
0 clock views . . .. . .
1+ clock view . . .. . .
  * p<.05, † p<0.01,  ‡ p<0.001, bold p<=.003, blank = not significant at p<.05, 
.. variable not included in model,   . = marginal effect not estimated
H7 M1 H7 M2















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table T.2: Study 2: Post-task perceptions for all six topics: overall, by time condition, and by topic (M, SD).
item (ntasks) all ntc ttc mesh move board housing donate transp.














































































Difficulty deciding when to stop (H2b)













































































































































n 245 110 135 46 43 45 46 34 31
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APPENDIX U: SCENARIO, TOPIC, DECISION DEVELOPMENT
During the first stage of the topic development process, a list of potential scenarios and topics was
generated by the researcher. As shown in Table U.1, three scenarios were developed (moving across country,
hiking the Appalachian Trail, last minute trip to Europe) and multiple topics were listed for each scenario.
These scenarios and topics were discussed informally with a convenience sample of doctoral students and
faculty in the same lab as the researcher and social acquaintances that were a member of the study population
(i.e., students, staff, or faculty at UNC). The moving scenario was the most well-received. The hiking scenario
was interesting to some people but seemed to be less relatable; several people said that none of their friends
would ever consider a multiple day hike. The last minute trip scenario was rejected quickly; multiple people
said if one of their friends had enough time to go on vacation, they had enough time to do their own research.
Topics for the moving scenario were further developed.
In the next stage of topic development, ten topic descriptions were created to meet the desiderata for a
subset of the 13 topics for the moving scenario. As shown in Table U.2, each topic description contained two
sentences that contained a recommendation request from their friend (i.e., the friend in the scenario). The
first sentence in the topic description described the friend’s situation, and the second sentence described the
recommended requested by the friend. These topics were the candidate pool from which the topics for Study
1 were selected. A review of tasks in the Repository of Search Tasks (RepAST) identified topics used in other
studies on which the topics for this study were loosely modeled: the evaluate tasks in D. Kelly et al. (2015),
Wu et al. (2012) or Jansen, Booth, and Smith (2009), unspecified comparison tasks developed by Capra et al.
(2017), and the complex tasks in Gwizdka (2009).30
Of the ten topic descriptions created, six topics were selected for use in Study 1 and four were set as
alternate topics if pilot testing and/or Study 1 indicated the topics were unsuccessful. Topics were made
alternate topics for several reasons primarily relating to cost and current events. In the informal conversations
about scenarios and topics, multiple people indicated that in real life their friends would clean their own place
before a move to make sure they got their entire security deposit returned (clean topic), or they would host a
farewell lunch for their friend at their home because it would be too expensive to host at a restaurant (farewell
party topic). In addition, the medical insurance topic was made an alternate topic given the potential history
30The Repository of Search Tasks is available at https://ils.unc.edu/searchtasks/search.html as of 4/22/2019. I manually inspected
the tasks of 217 studies identified using a query created to identify decision or recommendation tasks (deci* OR recomm*), and
further inspected tasks that were interesting.
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Table U.1: Candidate scenarios with potential topics for each scenario
Scenario/Topic
Moving scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in [new city]. Because they will be moving as soon as possible, they





Deep clean house or apartment
Donate plants
Mesh wifi router for high-speed internet connection
Short-term apartment
Short-term medical insurance options
Important things to do before moving
Things movers will not move
Place for going away party
Healthy source of pre-made meals
Hiking scenario (rejected): One of your friends has just decided to spend a couple of weeks hiking the Appalachian Trail next
month. Because they don’t have much time or hiking experience, they have asked you for your help with some of the big
decisions they will need to make.
Water purification methods
Method to prevent tick and mosquito bites
Sunscreen for someone with sensitive skin
What to put in a blister-prevention and treatment kit
Tent for backpacking
Sleeping bag for backpacking
Guidebook
Travel scenario (rejected): One of your friends was just gifted a 3-week trip to [location] that starts next month and all of their
trip expenses will be paid. Because they don’t have much time and have not traveled out of the US, they have asked you for your
help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
Digital camera for use in water
Sunscreen for someone with sensitive skin
Guidebook
Method to prevent tick and mosquito bites
threats to internal validity as a result of potential changes in and legal challenges to US medical insurance
law or policy during the experiment.31
Topic ecological validity. After the topics were selected for Study 1, an additional check for the
ecological validity of the topics was conducted. A web search was conducted to see whether any Q and A
websites contained requests for recommendations on the same topics. This additional check was done as an
31In fact, just days before pilot testing began, the US Department of Justice Department said they would not enforce some
provisions of the Affordable Care Act in a legal filing on 6/7/2018.
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Table U.2: Topic pool for moving scenario
Scenario/Topic Topic description text
Moving scenario: Your friend has just accepted a new job in [new city]. Because they will be moving as soon as possible, they
have asked you for your help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
initial topics
Car donation Your friend is thinking about selling or donating their 10-year old car before the move. They
have asked you to help them to determine which local organization they should choose for their
car donation.
Vehicle transportation Your friend is thinking about having their 10-year old car transported to [their new city]. They
have asked you to help them determine how to transport their car to [their new city].
Pet transportation Your friend is concerned about how to get their two dogs to [their new city] since they will be
flying. They have asked you help them determine how to move their dogs.
Board dog Your friend will have to travel a few days a month as part of their new job responsibilities. They
have two dogs, and they have asked you to help them determine how to care for them while they
are away.
Donate plants Your friend has a lot of beautiful plants. Their moving company will not ship plants, so they’ve
asked you to help determine what to do with their plants.
Mesh wifi router for
high-speed internet
connection
Your friend’s new place will have a high-speed internet connection. They’ve asked you to help
them determine what you need to set up wifi.
alternate topics
Short-term apartment Your friend is not sure in which area they’d like to live, so they are looking for a short-term
apartment ( 3 months) near their work while they learn more about [their new city]. They have
asked you to help them determine their short-term housing options.
Medical insurance
options
Your friend will not be covered by their new employer’s health insurance for their first month.
They are concerned because they have a chronic illness which is generally well-managed with
medicine. They have asked you to help them determine their health insurance options.
Someone to deep clean
house/apartment
Your friend will need to clean their current place after their stuff is moved out. They have asked
you to help them determine their options for hiring someone else to clean their place.
Place for going away
party
Your friend wants to host a farewell lunch for you and 30 other people. They have asked you to
help them determine their options for where they can host the party.
Hiking scenario (rejected): One of your friends has just decided to spend a couple of weeks hiking the Appalachian Trail next
month. Because they don’t have much time or hiking experience, they have asked you for your help with some of the big
decisions they will need to make.
Travel scenario (rejected): One of your friends was just gifted a 3-week trip to [location] that starts next month and all of their
trip expenses will be paid. Because they don’t have much time and have not traveled out of the US, they have asked you for your
help with some of the big decisions they will need to make.
additional ecological validity check for the topics. Requests for recommendations on the same topic were
found on several Q and A sites (see Table U.3): AVS Forum (mesh wifi), MacRumors Forums (mesh wifi),
City-Data Forum (move dogs, donate car), GradCafe Forum (move dogs, donate car, transport car), r/Austin
on Reddit (board dogs, short-term housing), and USAA Community (transport car). See Table U.3 for details.
Eleven decision descriptions were created as candidates as shown in Table U.4. The decision types and
descriptions were based on combinations of actions (choose, rank, classify, judge) on elements (options,
attributes) acquired by some means (recalled from memory, found though search, given by researcher). The
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Table U.3: Related posts in online forums. Links checked June 2018, February 2019.
mesh wifi: AVS Forum, MacRumors Forums
“Whole House Wifi / Mesh Network ... Who you using?”
https://www.avsforum.com/forum/39-networking-media-servers-content-streaming/
2955804-whole-house-wifi-mesh-network-who-you-using.html
“Mesh network or...” https://forums.macrumors.com/threads/mesh-network-or.2100239/
https://forums.macrumors.com/threads/need-buying-advice.2113399/
move dogs: GradCafe Forum, City Data Forum
https://forum.thegradcafe.com/topic/78498-relocating-pets/
http://www.city-data.com/forum/dogs/1685448-moving-across-country-dogs.html





short-term housing: Reddit r/Austin
https://www.reddit.com/r/Austin/comments/25k0dr/help_cant_find_housing_to_save_my_life/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Austin/comments/9u9icl/need_housing_for_a_few_months_any_suggestions/
donate car: City Data Forum
http://www.city-data.com/forum/raleigh-durham-chapel-hill-cary/684162-help-me-donate-my-old-car.html
http://www.city-data.com/forum/raleigh-durham-chapel-hill-cary/610942-what-do-my-old-car.html




choose the best option decision type was selected because it requires participants to identify options, identify
attributes, and evaluate options on attributes, but it does not prescribe the extent of information search and
processing required to make a decision. Participants can choose to use whichever decision strategy they
choose (e.g., compensatory or non-compensatory, alternative-based or an attribute-based).
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Table U.4: Set of decision types created for this study with decision descriptions. Decision types are
combinations of actions (choose, rank, classify, judge) on elements (options, attributes) acquired by some
means (memory, searching, given by researcher). Decision types in italics are judgment decisions which
require the participant to make an explicit judgment or classification of each options under consideration.
Type Draft wording
Option-focused decisions
Identify options For each decision, they would like for you to identify and describe as many options as possible.
Identify and classify options For each decision, they would like for you to identify their options and organize into 4
categories: consider, don’t consider, neutral, not enough info yet.
Identify and rank list of
options
For each decision, they would like for you to identify X options for them to consider. They’d
like you to rank the options from best to worst.
Identify and rank top 2
options
For each decision, they would like for you to identify their options and recommend two options
for them to consider: the one you think is best and the one you think is second-best.
Choose best option For each decision, they would like for you to identify their options and recommend the best
option.
Choose from preliminary list
of options
For each decision, they would like for you to take the initial list of options they identified, and
recommend the best.
Confirm or disconfirm their
preliminary choice
For each decision, they would like for you to evaluate the recommendation made by their other
friend. They’d like you to indicate if you agree with their recommendation and why.
Attribute-focused decisions
Identify all attributes For each decision, they would like for you to identify as many criteria that they should consider
when making this decision as possible.
Identify important attributes For each decision, they would like for you to identify the important criteria they should consider
when making this decision.
Identify and classify
attributes
For each decision, they would like for you to identify the criteria to use to make this decision
and organize into 4 categories: important, not important, neutral, not enough info yet.
Identify and rank list of
attributes
For each decision, they would like for you to identify the criteria to use to make this decision
and rank the criteria from most to least important.
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